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GENERAL ENGLISH ABSTRACT 


 


 


Aim of the Ph.D. thesis is the scrutiny on the ancient fortified installations of the 


northern islands of the Dodecanese complex in the Aegean, namely Fournoi, 


Agathonisi, Farmakonisi, Arkioi, Leipsoi, Patmos and Leros. These islands being 


geographically associated with the Ionian Metropolis of Miletus were known in 


antiquity as the Sporades. At the Milesian islands, ruins of various fortification works 


are observable. Three types of construction are the most characteristic at the Milesian 


islands: towers, forts, fortified settlements and fortified farmsteads. A great variety of 


masonry styles is on display, which may well cover a chronological range from the late 


Classical to late Hellenistic period, eras when the evolution in siege warfare and 


artillery had a great impact to the design and construction of fortifications in the 


Mediterranean world. The topographical deployment of the installations on the 


Milesian islands, which strongly indicates a network formation, the initiative behind 


their construction, as well as their importance for the Milesian defensive system and 


rural settlement pattern in the Hellenistic period are topics that this research 


highlights. The results of this study will, hopefully, contribute to a further 


comprehension of the Hellenistic fortification architecture on the Aegean islands.  
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ABSTRACT GENERALE ITALIANO 


 


 


Costituisce lo scopo della presente ricerca Ph.D. il capilare studio degli insediamenti 


delle antiche fortificazioni delle isole settentrionali dell’arcipelago del Dodecaneso nel 


Mar Egeo e specificamente delle isole di Furni, Agatonisi, Farmacionisi, Lipsi, Archi, 


Patmo e Lero. Le suddette isole, essendo geograficamente legate alla Metropoli della 


Ionia, Mileto, furono note nell’ antichita come Sporades. Nelle isole Milesie si 


conservano resti di varie opere di fortificazione. Tre sono i tipi più rappresentativi della 


costruzione: torri, fortezze, insediamenti fortificati e cascine fortificate. Una varietà si 


osserva anche nei tipi delle murature, che può coprire un arco di tempo compreso tra 


l’epoca tardo classica  e l’epoca tardo ellenistica, periodo in cui l’evoluzione dell’arte 


dell’assedio e dell’artiglieria ha avuto una grande influenza sulla pianificazione e la 


costruzione delle fortificazioni nel mondo mediterraneo. La disposizione topografica 


degli siti fortificati nelle isole Milesie, la quale enfaticamente mette in evidenza lo 


sviluppo di una rete, le ragioni per cui vengono eretti, nonché l’importanza che hanno 


per il sistema difensivo di Mileto e per il modello di insediamenti rurali durante l’età 


ellenistica costituiscono argomenti che verranno analizzati da questa ricerca. Le 


conclusioni di questo studio contribuiranno felicemente alla migliore comprensione 


dell’architettura fortificata dell’epoca ellenistica nelle isole del Mar Egeo. 
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6. TOWARDS AN INTERPRETATION OF THE MILESIAN INSULAR 


FORTIFIED INSTALLATIONS  


 


This chapter is considered primarily a synthesis of all the aspects and characteristics 


that were observed and analyzed previously. First and most importantly a typological 


note on the Milesian fortified installations is stressed in order to verify the importance 


of each establishment and its role in the region within its historical context, thus 


attempting to interpret the role of the Milesian insular installations. Taking into 


account the aforementioned classification, a synthesis is being attempted relying on 


the available evidence (architectural, archeological and topographical) with regard to 


aspects of function of the installations. The last part of this chapter considers primarily 


a comparison of similar features that have been noted in other regions of the Aegean 


world and Asia Minor, leading to the identification of commonly observed or 


distinguished features for the fortified installations in the Milesian islands and 


illuminating, thus, the Milesian mentality primarily in the Classical and Hellenistic 


periods.   
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6.1 TYPOLOGY OF THE FORTIFIED INSTALLATIONS ON THE 


MILESIAN ISLANDS - COMPARANDA 


 


The installations on the Milesian islands constitute a multitude of types of fortified 


establishments. The elaboration of criteria in order to classify typologically the 


Milesian insular fortifications is the only safe methodological approach in order to 


investigate the function that each one held within its landscape and historical context, 


since information from excavation usually lacks. Typology can classify the numerous 


remains of extra-urban fortifications scattered in the rural landscape and therefore, 


define their nature. It can also be of assistance in analyzing the different general trends 


as well as some of the factors that were taken into account when fortifications were 


being built in the landscape. 


It is surprising to note that the range of factors that demanded the building of 


fortifications in the countryside has not been thoroughly studied. Scholars have long 


neglected the rural landscape of ancient cities, focusing instead on famous urban 


monuments and contexts. This has changed significantly since the 1970s with the 


development of field survey archaeology, but fortifications remained outside the 


domain of intensive research: small and obscure rural fortifications were not a top 


priority992. Another common trend has been to simply identify defensive structures 


with place-names mentioned in ancient literature, while studying and excavating the 


walls themselves was left aside.  


Studies have focused mainly on the architectural components of fortifications 


(curtains, gates, towers, masonry, arrow-slits) and their position in the evolution of 


                                                           
992


 For theoretical approaches with regard to survey archaeology see indicatively: Cherry 1983; Osborne 


1987, 13–26; Alcock et al. 1994; Cherry 2003; Alcock – Cherry 2004; Bintliff 2012, 270–284. 
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Greek military architecture and poliorcetics. Despite the fact that this approach offers 


a rather indirect way to date fortifications in lieu of excavation data, these studies 


often miss to interpret why the sites were fortified in the first place. With regard to 


this latter aspect rural fortifications have been traditionally assimilated with “grand” 


strategy: in other words, it seemed obvious, based on Roman and modern strategic 


concepts, to associate these fortifications dispersed in the countryside with the 


defense of borders and potential invasion routes. Such militaristic, historical and 


architectural approaches, which have dominated the study of rural fortifications, did 


not favor an objective appraisal of the factors that imposed the placement of fortified 


structures in the landscape993.  


Recent studies have convincingly shown that the distribution of fortifications in the 


territory did not follow an exclusively military or strategic pattern aiming at blocking an 


enemy at the borders994. Other factors, such as the defense of the rural population and 


the protection of foodstuffs, agricultural surplus, trading activities and wealth were 


significantly important. An efficient defense of the territory did rely on fortifications, 


but the factors commanding their respective positions depended primarily in a highly 


regionalized territorial security consisting of different regional defenses centred on the 


most important rural settlements, rather than being a product of grand strategic 


concepts aiming at repelling an invasion at the borders995.  


A common problem with the study of rural fortifications concerns the archaeological 


interpretation of the preserved remains. It is often easy to recognize a tower or a 


circuit in the countryside even without thorough cleaning, but its true nature and the 


                                                           
993


 This approach was instigated at first in 1985 with the publication of J. Ober’s, “Fortress Attica”. The 


“Oberian model” remains to this day a broadly accepted theory for explaining the large diffusion of 


fortifications in the chorai of Greek city-states. Despite the quality of Ober’s work, there are several 


archaeological and topographic facts that undermine the extent or even the existence of such a system 


in Attica, see further: Lohmann 1993b; Munn 1993, 32; Lohmann 2002b, 80–83; Munn 2010; Fachard 


2012.  
994


 Fachard 2012, with recent literature on the subject. 
995


 For example, in Eretria -a chóra of some 1400 km
2
- a recent extensive survey method covering the 


whole territory was combined with an intensive survey method inside and around the fortified sites, 


see: Fachard 2012.  
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functions that each site served are hardly perceivable. Approaching these features 


does not depend solely on typology, due to the fact that each site’s function could be 


subject of important changes over time and what is more the same construction could 


have different functions, which were rarely mutually exclusive. A misidentification or 


exclusive interpretation of a fortified site can lead to broad misconceptions. Following 


this reasoning, the implementation of terms such as “fortress” or “garrison fort” to 


describe a fortified settlement, in which a community lived and prospered, can also 


lead to biased interpretations, since this approach does not allow for the civilian 


stratum of fortified sites to be included996.  However, it would be a fallacy to explicitly 


divide military fortresses and civilian settlements. Epigraphic evidence for the 


Hellenistic period demonstrates vividly that military garrisons were often stationed 


within fortified settlements997. Nevertheless, if a distinction can be made between 


walls originally built to defend a settlement from those built for purely military 


purposes, then such an endeavour is worth attempting.  Although defining strict and 


impermeable divisions between sites can be tricky, especially when a fortified site 


might have been subject to changes in function, nevertheless a basic typology based 


on archaeological criteria is a relatively safe way to approach extra urban fortifications.  


Generally most rural fortifications in the Greek world can be categorized into five main 


groups: fortified settlement, fortress, tower/tower court complex, rubble enceinte, 


and long wall998. Meanwhile it has been proven hard to be able to correlate a given 


term from the rich variety of technical terms for fortified sites noted by the ancient 


Greek sources -such as teíchos, phroúrion, éryma, phylaktérion, etc- with the actual 


archaeological remains, since these terms often tend to be used as synonyms and 


homonyms999. Typology can, therefore, classify the numerous remains of rural 


                                                           
996


 Lauter 1992; N. P. Milner, Conclusions and Recent Developments, in McNicoll 1997, 208: “Some 


fortified towns or villages dependent upon and in the territory of the major city also occur and need to be 


distinguished from garrison forts”; see also Munn 2010, 198. 
997


 Oliver 2007, 148–153. 176–179 etc.; Petrakos 1999, 164–174; Chaniotis 2005, 88–93; Fachard 2012, 


247. 
998


 Indicatively: Winter 1971a; Lawrence 1979. 
999


 Robert 1970; Debord 1994; Pimouguet-Pedarros 1995; Frederiksen 2011, 8–19; Fachard 2012, 241. 
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fortifications scattered in the landscape and define their nature. The typological 


groups reflect also different scales and functions that can be of assistance in analyzing 


different general trends, as well as some of the factors that were taken into account 


when fortifications were being built in the landscape.  


From the research conducted in the Milesian islands constructions that fit in the broad 


categories of fortified settlements, fortresses as well as towers/tower-court complexes 


have been attested. Since all the sites on the Milesian islands except for Kastraki in 


Agathonisi remain unexcavated and our only source of information is their 


topographical situation and the fortifications themselves and in order to highlight the 


reason or the variety of reasons for the situation of constructions of particular 


fortification typology, a classification of the various establishments is, therefore 


obligatory. The analysis basing upon these features stresses basically two aspects: 


typology and function. In other words, in lieu of excavation data, the actual purpose 


that the fortified installations served can only be approached by examining the 


typology of the installations and indicate functions that their building types commonly 


served in the context mainly of the Aegean area through comparison with other similar 


examples.  


 


6.1.1. Fortified settlements 


 


The nucleated settlement (hamlet, village, small town) surrounded by a defensive wall 


is to be acknowledged as fortified settlement. A rural settlement is typically made up 


of various elements such as dwellings, walls, streets, cisterns, oil and wine presses, etc. 


In the Greek world, nucleated rural settlements produce characteristic surface finds 


such as roof tiles, fine and coarse pottery for the consumption, production and storage 


of foodstuff, as well as signs of specialized domestic activities such as loom weights for 


the production of cloth and beehives for honey. A fortified settlement can also 


accommodate a military garrison, however, its walls are primarily built to protect the 
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inhabitants and their dwellings. Moreover, fortified settlements were to a certain 


degree defensively autonomous: even without a garrison, each would naturally count 


a number of citizen-soldiers among its population, thus forming a small defensive 


armed force1000. Numerous rural fortified settlements are found throughout the Greek 


world, although they are not necessarily a constituent element of a city-state. In small 


poleis, with territories of several dozen sq. km, they tend to be superfluous, as the 


urban fortifications would be sufficient to protect the entire territory. It seems thus, 


that the presence of secondary fortified settlements is a distinctive characteristic of 


the larger poleis: the larger the polis, the greater are the chances having them. But in 


each polis, the emergence of fortified settlements is triggered by different forces1001. 


Rhamnous is a revealing and remarkably well preserved example in Attica1002. The site 


consists of a double enceinte, first built in the second half of the 5th century B.C. It 


encloses a settlement composed of numerous irregular houses, narrow streets, 


workshops, a sanctuary and a small agora. In Rhamnous, the presence of a garrison is 


attested by several inscriptions; the garrison lived among the civilian population, 


perhaps in the fortified citadel of the deme-centre. Similar cases are well known 


throughout the Greek World, especially in the Hellenistic period1003. Fortifying or 


reinforcing the existing fortifications of a rural community presented several decisive 


advantages. Among them was the protection of the rural population, their animals and 


goods, as well as the protection of stored agricultural products and tools. They served 


as centers of refuge for the evacuation of individuals and animals living around them. 


Fortified settlements could also host a garrison and in case of war could fulfill a 


military role. In case of a major invasion by a superior force, fortified settlements could 


become secondary centers of resistance. Their mission would be to host the 


surrounding population and to resist during the first crucial hours of the invasion. In a 


                                                           
1000


 Fachard 2016, 216.  
1001


 Ibidem, 215-216. 
1002


 Petrakos 1999. 
1003


 For example see: in Attica, Oliver 2007, 148–153 and for Alinda in Caria as well as Lykia see: Konecny 


2015.  
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second phase, they could fight back and conduct counter attacks, or adopt a more 


prudent stand of control and observation while awaiting relief forces1004. The extent 


and character of these various missions varies from site to site and from region to 


region, according to the military strength and economic constraints of each political 


entity.  


As far as the Milesian islands are concerned in the architectural type of the fortified 


settlement the Kastelli Hill on Patmos, as well as Kastraki on Agathonisi can be 


included. There is little doubt that Kastelli on Patmos being the most extensive 


fortified installation on the Milesian islands would be the principal settlement of the 


island. Safe indications towards such identification are features such as the 


fortifications that crown the hill’s prominent situation above the natural anchorage of 


the island at Skala, as well as the fact that inside the fortification circuit at Kastelli on 


Patmos there are large volumes of rubble and traces of many walls to observe. Kastraki 


on Agathonisi offers a clear spectrum for relevant insular installations. In later 


Hellenistic period it facilitated a great deal of productive activities within its walls1005.  


The study of roof tiles from Kastraki has yielded interesting results for the site’s 


constructional history1006. In particular the typological classification of the roof tiles can 


approximate the number of different roof constructions that are represented. The 


chronological distribution of the roofs within the installation provides, thus, for a solid 


picture of building activity within the fortified installation emphasizing periods when 


there is high volume of building activity, in comparison to others when building activity 


diminished. From the finds it is possible to distinguish 31 to 33 different roof 


constructions. To the earliest phase of the installation at Kastraki (4th – 3rd century BC) 


7 roofs were attributed, while from 2nd -1st century BC derive just 2 new roof 


constructions. Building activity within the fortified installation reached its peak during 


the last constructional period in the 1st century BC to the 2nd century AD, when 13/14 


                                                           
1004


 Fachard 2012, 290–291. In Akarnania, it has been shown that the federal army would rush to help a 


besieged fortification once an intrusion had taken place, see: Ley 2009, 326–328. 
1005


 See: chapter 6.2. 
1006


 Sarantidis 2017, 77-79. 
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new roofs had been set, whereas the dating of 8/9 roofs could not be determined. 


From the roof tile dataset from Kastraki a certain upgrade appears in building activity 


for the last 3 centuries of its constructional history, whereas the total number of the 


roofs from the previous periods is respectfully low. A total number of 9 roofs in three 


centuries (from the 4th century BC to the 1st century BC) reflects a low density 


settlement pattern in comparison to the last building period. This dataset may imply 


that the space within the fortified installation might have undergone considerable 


changes through the centuries. Indeed, from the excavation of the site became quite 


clear that in the time frame from the 4th until the 1st century BC along with the 


settlement at Kastraki a military function is undoubtedly attested1007. The increased 


volume of building activity from the site from the 1st century BC until its abandonment 


in the 2nd century AD and lack of further data providing for a military use in this last 


phase may imply that the fortified settlement acquired a more civilian character 


towards its end. After all, in the context of the Imperial period there was no need for 


maintenance of fortifications1008.  


With regard to the military function of the fortified settlements it is interesting to note  


common architectural features that the Milesian examples illustrate, which are no 


other than the configuration of the inner space through terraces and furthermore the 


construction of a fortification wall separating these terraces. With respect to the latter 


feature a similar characteristic has been noted at Rhamnous and Thorikos in Attica. A 


certain space within the fortifications was apparently segregated with inner enclosure 


comparable to an acropolis. This configuration has been interpreted as a distinction for 


the Athenian garrison, the establishment of which would have occupied the 


aforementioned space1009. It seems that the same hierarchy was followed also to the 


Milesian fortified settlements. In both cases, i.e. in Kastraki and Kastelli, the upper 


narrow terraces are accessible through an inner fortification wall. Within this wall 


situates the only tower of the installation in the case of Kastraki and the larger tower 


                                                           
1007


 See: chapter 5.5.2. 
1008


 See: chapter 6.3. 
1009


 Lawrence 1979, 173. 
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in the case of Kastelli, whereas both of them housed artillery.  


 


6.1.2. Fortresses 


 


The term fortress/fort or phroúrion generally connotes a durable fortification extensive 


enough to accommodate squads, or great numbers of fighting men. The sites of such 


military posts resemble an early acropolis. The function of such installations is 


primarily military. Fortresses typically consist of a solid enceinte protected by towers 


and/or bastions; the fortification wall can be in some cases massive and in other cases 


rather compact. Within fortresses there are sometimes internal buildings and barracks 


to host the garrison as well as cisterns for storing rainwater. They are often built on 


steep and rocky outcrops, where they enjoy a wide view, and hold strategic positions. 


A fortress can temporarily accommodate a civilian population, although this is not its 


primary function. It therefore lacks the typical expressions of dwelling and economic 


activities. Fortresses tend to have limited points of entry through small openings such 


as well-defended posterns. Forms of ornamentation are rare features on fortresses, 


which are typically functional rather than decorative. Unlike fortified settlements, the 


layout of a fortress will tolerate little compromise in order to satisfy the practical 


needs of a civilian community. 


A good example of a fortress is Phyle (fig. 91), in northern Attica1010. It is built on a 


rocky outcrop, naturally defended by steep slopes and cliffs. A fortified perimeter of 


260m encircles an area of 0.3-0.4ha. The walls are built of stone, protected by three 


rectangular towers and a round one. Two small entries existed in protected spots, 


neither of which was ever intended to be accessible to carts. Like Phyle, many forts 


were situated in remote, mountain districts that had no other importance apart from 


the military point of view1011. Such fortresses tell us little about the character of 
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 Ober 1985, 145–147, where previous bibliography. 
1011
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contemporary town-sites, since the type remained more or less unchanged from 


Archaic to Hellenistic times1012.  


 


Fig. 91. The fortress at Phyle (Adam 1982, fig. 120). 


Throughout the Hellenistic age, forts continued to be maintained or built for all the 


purposes they had previously fulfilled. Every frontier seems to have been guarded by 


these means. In general, the Hellenistic garrisoned forts seem to have been larger than 


their predecessors as well as more numerous1013. Some Hellenistic settlements which 


were primarily strategic in character were indeed as large as or larger than many 


Classical cities. But they were developed as centers of influence for a whole district, 


rather than serving just strictly local purposes as guarding a pass or a coastline. 


Although some of them were new foundations, others were established in existing 


cities1014. Their planning often differentiated them more clearly from urban enceintes, 


but there are instances to the contrary, the most notable being the peer shaped 
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enclosure  of uncut stones (though with towers) above Sellasia, from which all 


northern Laconia is in sight; It is one of several hurried works ascribed to Kleomenes 


about 226 BC1015.  


In the Hellenistic East even small outposts were much more extensive than the 


Classical forts of Eleutherai and Phyle; but they were after all the product of much 


larger geographic and economic capabilities. By comparison with Antioch and 


Seleukeia, such places as Dura-Europos were quite as small in scale as Gyphtokastro 


and Phyle had been in relation to the cities of 4th century Greece1016. Yet the value of 


such foundations for the study of town planning in the great cities of the Hellenistic 


world is still quite considerable. Unlike their classical predecessors, they were cities in 


miniature, with all the features of developed Greek town planning (street grid, regular 


agora layout, gymnasium and so forth. Indeed because of their limited scale they might 


have been even more regular in plan than the large cities1017. 


Differentiating between a fortress and a fortified settlement can often be problematic, 


especially when internal buildings are found within the walls.  For example Thorikos in 


Attica seems to have had that status despite the fact that the Athenian garrison was 


apparently segregated in an inner enclosure1018. Unfortunately the only criterion to 


distinguish a fortified settlement from a fortress is excavation. Intensive survey carried 


out inside and outside the site can provide insights in favour of either type but it has its 


limits1019. Nevertheless, true fortresses seem to be a minority in the chorai of Greek 


city-states. This need not imply that the chórai should be qualitatively downgraded, 
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 Ibidem. 
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 At a given site for example if the garrison living on site on a yearly basis was large, then its activity 


could produce a fair amount of surface finds, including amphorae, drinking cups and bowls. Moreover, 


as the case of Kastraki on Agathonisi or Rhamnous in Attica best attests the presence of loomweights 
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but rather that fortifications are much more closely related to human settlement than 


it was previously believed1020. 


The Milesian islands offer sound epigraphical evidence to identify at least two 


phroúria; on Leros and Leipsoi1021. As it has been stressed in the previous chapter the 


fortified installations documented on Leros at Partheni and at Xerokampos 


respectively are highly unlikely candidates for such a characterization. Their small size, 


their proximity to fertile lands and the archaeological record of the island pointing as 


its main settlement Ag. Marina at the foot of the Medieval Lepidia Castle implies that 


the Lerian phroúrion must have been located elsewhere. Surely the Lerian phroúrion 


must have been situated in close vicinity to the main settlement and anchorage of the 


island. Most probably it has to be searched for in the prominent position of the Lepidia 


Castle as it has been already proposed by Benson1022 and Dreliosi-Michailidou1023. For 


Kastro Hill at Leipsoi there is little to be said for its character, since besides the 


epigraphical testimonies, the large dimensions of the circuit, the regular placement of 


towers and its prominent position within the island’s particular topography leave no 


doubt for its identification as phroúrion and holding as its primary role the operation 


and accommodation of the island’s garrison. Unfortunately due to the severe 


alteration of the plateau and its use nowadays for pastoral activities the inner space of 


Kastro has been severely damaged. Nevertheless, certain is that its inner space was 


not configured with terraces as the fortified settlements of Patmos and Agathonisi. 


Besides, the highest density of surface pottery is found at the slopes around the hill 


and particularly around its north, south and east sides. Since from the north foot of the 


Kastro and until Kouselio stretched the property of the sanctuary of Apollo 
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 Fachard 2016, 220. 
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 See chapter 3.3. 
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Leipsiéos1024, the principal settlement of the island is to be assumed outside the walls 


around the south and east slopes of the hill, as Manganaro has already proposed1025.  


Another type of fortress deserves to be mentioned here: the small refuge-fortresses 


found in Akarnania, such as Kastraki above the plain of Archontochori and Stena on the 


Plagia peninsula1026. They consist of small but solid fortifications enclosing one or more 


cisterns and, in one case, a sanctuary1027.They lack surface pottery and traces of 


permanent habitation. They were, therefore, not inhabited most of the time. Also, it 


seems that they were deliberately hidden, as they can hardly be seen from a distance. 


Entrance was possible through at least two posterns, while there were usually no 


gates. The fortresses are located far away from cities, but in direct vicinity to fertile 


lands. With no fortified farms to be found in their surroundings, it can be assumed that 


they were used as refuge-fortresses. They were constructed by local communities 


located too remotely from cities to enjoy the protection of their city walls and 


sometimes they maintained visual contact with the city1028.  


Features of this particular category of refuge- forts fit well with the natural 


surroundings and the architectural characteristics of -at least- the first constructional 


phase (late 5th - early 4th century BC) of the installation at Porto Augousta on Arkioi. At 


Kastro in Porto Augousta the fortification is small but solid and lacks surface pottery 


and traces of permanent habitation1029. It is also the only stronghold of the island 


without any other settlement traces in the given period and locates close to the only 


plain that could have served small scale cultivation. The size and layout of the fortified 


installation at Arkioi could also be interpreted as a fortified farmstead. However, it is 


hard to image a landowner on the barren and waterless landscape of Arkioi, wealthy 


enough (as they are commonly portrayed) to build a fortified farmstead at the end of 
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 Hallof-Dreliosi-Herakleidou 2018. 
1025


 Manganaro 1963-1964, 317-318. 
1026


 Ley 2009, 316–317. 
1027


 Ibidem, 309–318. 
1028


 Fachard 2016, 220, n. 55. 
1029


 All of the walls that were indentified in the interior space of the installation belonged to the third 


constructional phase dating in Late antiquity, see: chapter: 5.3.2.  
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the 5th and the beginning of the 4th century BC1030.  Besides, the architectural 


components of the particular installation and in particular the triangular position of 


towers and a platform resemble the so- called tetrapýrgia type, which is native to Asia 


Minor. The building type emerges in Greek Architecture presumably on Latmos dating 


in the second quarter of the 4th centrury BC and apparently in connection with a larger 


circuit1031. The tetrapýrgion type makes a double debut in Latmos. Remarkably, early 


comparative examples of the type are found in Caria1032; in Theangela under the time 


of Maussollos and in Stratonikeia1033. The type however, did not come to its canonical 


layout until the Roman and Byzantine empires under the name tetrápyrgon. Apart 


from the actual tetrapýrgia, small forts appear in the neighboring Lykia in the 3rd 


century BC illustrating an arrangement of less than four towers1034. 


 


6.1.3. Towers or Tower-court complexes (Turmgehöft) 


 


A tower is by definition a rectangular, square or round construction, the height of 


which is distinctly greater than its width or diameter1035. Innumerable towers are 


found in the Greek countryside built entirely of stone or consisting of a stone socle 


surmounted by a mud brick structure. It can be very difficult to understand their 


precise character, as towers serve different functions depending on particular 


circumstances. Towers can be part of a larger block forming a house or a farm, they 


can be used to store agricultural products and tools, to accommodate troops, or even 


function as lighthouses. Towers constructed in the middle of a fortification precinct or 


in a configuration involving the distinction of a small rectangular most often space are 
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 See: chapter 6.3 for further elaboration. 
1031


 Peschlow 1994, 161. 
1032


 One among these early examples that gave further impetus to the elaboration of the type is 


considered to be the layout of the Myndos gate at Halikarnassos, Pedersen 2010, 283-288. 
1033


 Peschlow 1994, 161. 
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known as Tower-court complexes or by the German term Turmgehöfte1036. This type 


practically is the ancient representative of the modern farmstead (fig. 92).  


 


Fig. 92. Examples of tower-court complexes from Greece (Young 1956a, fig. 7). 


Interpretation of the tower-court complex type has troubled research since the late 


19th century. Already then, two schools of thought had emerged: the first one sees 


towers exclusively as military and signal posts, with which the ancient cities were able 


to secure their borders and controlled roads and paths, whereas the other taking into 


account the increasing broadening of the material evidence in discovering rural towers 


in various regions on the mainland1037, attributes primarily a protective character 


seeing them as structures created by wealthy landowners, who tried to take protective 


                                                           
1036


 L. Ross had drawn attention in his travelogues to the Aegean towers on the islands before the 


middle of the 19
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 century. He is to be accredited the term island towers, which remains in use since 


then: Ross 1840 - 1843. For the term island tower (Inseltürme) see further: Haseberger 1978, 347, 367ff. 
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 For a useful summary regarding the history of research in Nowicka, 1975, 11ff; Haselberger 1978, 


364f. For a detailed bibliography of recent literature of the type in the eastern Mediterranean see: 


Lohmann 1993b, 103, n. 10 and more recently Morris-Pappadopoulos 2005.  
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measures against raids and predatory attacks1038. J.H. Young’s research on the towers 


in rural Attica and Siphnos promoted this new agrarian interpretive approach for the 


building type1039. Over two decades after Young, it was L. Haselberger, whose 


exemplary investigations on towers on the Cyclades made an essential contribution 


and gave further impetus for the research of the Turmgehöft type1040. A synopsis of 


the available material shows that the vast majority of isolated freestanding towers 


were not built as signal or watchtowers1041. Nevertheless, topography is the decisive 


factor in these cases that leads to interpretation.  


As L. Haselberger pointed out, generally - and exceptions seem to confirm the rule- it 


can be articulated that even though a relatively favorable position could be sought at 


the surrounding setting in the immediate vicinity of a given tower site and taking into 


account the specific circumstances that each case displayed, this was not the case1042. 


On the contrary, often Hellenistic towers do not occupy the most strategically -and 


with fortificatory respect- the most suitable location, but rather seem to have been 


located in proximity to the associated agricultural land or to the agriculturally 


                                                           
1038


 The issue is summarized in Morris-Pappadopoulos 2005 and Lohmann 2015, 251-271 with further 


bibliography.  
1039


 Young 1956a, 122-146; Young 1956b, 51- 55, n. 62. One of the major criticisms against the 


exclusively agricultural  interpretation of the South-Attic towers was by H.F. Mussche (1994, 77-96, part 


84ff) who held that this interpretation was inappropriate for the towers lying in the area of the southern 


silver mines at Lavrion. The soil which had become completely barren in Lavrion due to the mining and 


smelting activities was unsuitable for cultivation and therefore an interpretation of the Lavrion towers 


as watch and refuge towers seemed closer in the context of an established controlling system for the 


silver mines. Mussche’s criticism appears convincing especially for the towers of the mining region. In 


fact, the towers standing in the immediate vicinity of the mines and silver washing facilities appear to be 


predominantly small-scale on the one hand, and on the other hand, there are no other side-buildings or 


agricultural installations that would support an agricultural interpretation. Of course, the differing 


interpretation of the Lavrion towers must not be taken as the starting reference and justification for 


non-agrarian interpretations of rural towers. Despite the criticism that Mussche’s argumentation 


received (Nomicos forthcoming), certain is the fact that in case of rural fortifications, and freestanding 


towers in particular, there are no ideal solutions and each case must, therefore, be examined within its 


own context.  
1040


 Haselberger 1979. 
1041


 Towers thought to be exclusively constructed for guard and signal purposes are listed in: Ober 1985, 


130-180; compare Lohmann 1993b, 103, n. 10. 
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 Haselberger 1978, 365. 
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exploitative terraces. Normally the findings near these towers such as press 


installations, cisterns carved on the natural bedrock and occasionally the remains of 


threshing floors testify to an overall agrarian character of the complexes.  


In most cases, even in coastal positions there is rarely good sea view, so that a visual 


linking system could not be substantiated1043. The location of such tower-court 


complexes in some distance from larger settlements and from there to unseen 


neighboring valleys is noteworthy1044. The location of the tower on Andros to Gaurion 


best illustrates this typical arrangement1045. Especially with regard to this type of single 


towers, the island towers have a walled court as a distinguishing feature1046. The court 


is usually rectangular and normally measures from 20m to 30 m. The court’s walls are 


normally 0.60m to 1.05m thick, a bit thinner than the usual thickness of the tower 


walls. The courtyard could - like the tower itself - be divided with chambers1047. It may 


be due to the weaker, occasionally even more negligent construction of the enclosure, 


and to the use of the area as arable land accordingly that this feature is not present in 


many cases. The tower complex of Ag. Triada on Amorgos, as well as the other tower 


with court at Panionion, among which many similarities can be observed best illustrate 


these features1048. As these examples testify any objection to the original argument 


holding towers as instruments for field protection and as refuge should be lifted since 


enough people could be housed in often many too small towers1049. 


L. Haselberger concluded that in the towers or in the tower-court type habitation and 


defensive functions were combined; whereas a causal nexus between isolation and 


defensive action has to be taken for granded1050. The tower – court complex type is not 


popular only in the Greek mainland and in the Aegean islands but also in West Asia 
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Minor. The type is mainly attested in Caria1051, Cilicia1052 and Lykia1053, whereas in 


southern Ionia the type is rarer1054. A. Konecny studying the Hellenistic tower-court 


complexes in Lykia concluded that both an agricultural and defensive character for the 


vast majority of the Lykian fortified complexes cannot be denied, basing upon the 


Aegean and Pontic comparanda and some sparse written testimonies1055. In Lykia the 


complexes formed the center of an agricultural land, which in most cases was certainly 


not small. The establishments were so constructed that they could immediately defend 


a detachment on patrol or a marauding crew of mercenaries. However, their defense 


effectiveness against heavy equipped offenders, was only limited if not suitable at all. 


Buildings outside the court could be often set on fire, while their walls were too 


narrow to defy an attack with rams or heavy artillery1056. A. Konecny, however, 


disregarded a possible function of towers as signaling stations in Lykia1057.  


On the contrary, further east, S. Durugönül studying the fortified installations in Rough 


Cilicia1058 dating mostly in the 3rd and 2nd century BC, maintained -mainly for 


installations constructed in isodomic masonry- that besides their defensive purposes 


they constituted a monitoring and signaling network1059. The primarily military 


character of these monuments is substantiated by the machicolations and windows 


above the entrances, through which unwanted visitors could be shot or attacked by 


means of stone-throwing1060. However, metrical features and the apertures of the 


Cilician towers exclude a defense based on artillery engines. Therefore, these facilities 


were not geared up for major attacks. Great emphasis was placed on their warning and 
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signaling operation, constituting thus a monitoring and signaling network1061. Next to 


their military function, the installations in Cilicia served agricultural purposes, since oil 


presses were usually discovered in close distance to the installations. Thus, the aim of 


the Cilician towers was twofold: being located in a region strategically important and 


agriculturally difficult to exploit, they were designed to protect and promote farming 


on the one hand, and to defend and monitor territory against raids on the other 


hand1062.  


Examples of the type besides the narrow Aegean basin have been found further north 


at the southern tip of the Crimea. There, the type of tower-court complex was utilized 


among other means in order to systematize agricultural production.  In the hinterland 


of the Dorian town of Chersonesos, Russian research revealed fortified tower 


farmsteads arranged according to a Hippodamian proportional system, which - with 


minor irregularities - included the whole Heraklean peninsula (over 10.000 hectares) 


1063. Each insula of usually 26 hectares (418 ± 3m x 630 m, basing on a square grid of 


about 209 m) formed an estate, enclosed by wide paths of 6.50m grid.  


This system was evidently developed in the advent of a large land distribution 


program, which was carried out according to coherent findings in the late 4th or earlier 


3rd century BC. Historically, this falls into a powerful expansion phase of a hitherto 


restricted market. The regular internal classification of the fields by means of an 


especially built drainage system proves the highly efficient cultivation of vines and 


fruits1064. The estates were generally located on the edge of paths and were enclosed 


in a rectangular or square wall, each side of which was 20m to 40m. Almost half of the 


farms that were explored had in most cases a square tower with walls up to 2.25m 


wide.  The tower was considered the residential area of the vilicus1065, while wine 


presses were a regular discovery.  A similar situation is attested for the island of 
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Rheneia in the Cyclades for the 3rd century BC. There, epigraphic evidence was 


matched with actual finds so the picture is rather complete1066. Next to an 


independent urban area in the northwestern part of the island, sanctuary estates of 


about 20 to 100 hectars in size occupied one third of the island. For two of them, 


which are centrally located on the south half of the island, a tower is listed in addition 


to other buildings. According to the given plan, there is a tower-court complex of the 


known form; the court measures 32×50m and the tower 12×12m.  


As it becomes apparent, the high number of tower-court complexes and their excellent 


architectural quality suggest in many cases that the type constitutes the main 


habitation nucleus in rural territories. Furthermore, the volume of the preserved 


examples indicating the rural settlement pattern density yields interesting finds 


especially for the Hellenistic period, within which most monuments are dated. The 


constituent architectural parts of the tower-court complexes, that are the court (aulé), 


the house (oikía) and the tower (pýrgos), were probably already in the 4th century BC 


common features of Attic country estates as a reference of Demosthenes mentions1067. 


The same can be inferred from the locus classicus passage1068, where Xenophon refers 


to the Persians settled in the provinces and Asidates among them; who, right at the 


beginning of the 4th century BC, had an estate in Mysia, on the plain of the Caicus. This 


was a very rich agricultural estate, with people, slaves and dependents. The Greeks, 


unable to take the tower (týrsis) “high and large, and furnished with battlements and a 


considerable force of warlike defenders”, attacked the fortified enclosure (pýrgos), 


which was surrounded by walls “a thickness of eight earthen bricks”. 


On Tenos private agricultural estates comprising by oikiaí and pýrgoi are known in the 


4th – 3rd century BC, situated mostly at the outermost edge of the landscape 


(eschatiaí)1069. This evidence is usually supplemented by the frequency with which 
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agricultural equipment - especially fragments of oil or wine presses occurs1070. In any 


case, tower-court complexes are usually perceived as the most common type of the 


Greek homestead farm, that following the historical circumstances in the Hellenistic 


period, were simply developed by more or less reinforcing important parts of the 


complex in terms of fortification1071. The fact that the island towers served just these 


purposes was shown directly by W. Radt’s investigations on the compound 


constructions in Halikarnassos1072. Radt’s classification concluded that the 


development of the compound was a long established building type that has been 


influenced by the Greek tower-court complexes since late Classical and Hellenistic 


times1073.  


However, the tower on Fournoi at Chrysomilia seems to have served purely military 


objectives due to features such as its topographical situation and the presence of the 


double corner bond, which is a construction method associated with a military 


context1074. Usually, as here, the tower’s considerable wall thickness of 1m and plus 


and their consistent masonry technique, strikingly differentiates him from the usual 


residential towers. Towers like Chrysomilia being usually four to six storeys high, they 


surpass even large city wall towers. Being well protected, having their entrance gates 


on the upper floor, overlooking defense corners, having light and ventilation openings 


and upper structures they usually turn into true masterpieces of sophisticated defense 


facilities1075.  
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With regard to the Milesian islands the architectural type of freestanding tower and 


tower court-complex (Turmgehöft) is documented at its typical form. While the 


identification of the tower at Chrysomilia as military installation is implicit, revealing 


the character of the freestanding tower at Farmakonisi proves more tricky. On the one 


hand, towers constitute the principal settlement nucleus of the rural countryside in the 


Greek world, and on the other freestanding towers serve also military purposes. The 


issue becomes more complicated taking into account the island’s remoteness and 


waterlessness. Nevertheless, terraces around the hill of Ag. Giorgis, as well as the 


grave precinct in visual connection and close vicinity to the tower can point to a civilian 


identification1076.  


The Turmgehöft type counts two examples on the Milesian islands both deriving from 


Leros. The tower-court complex at Partheni displays all the characteristics of the type. 


Its topographical situation on a low hill amidst a fertile plain, its architectural 


components such as a wall, a court and a tower and lastly its dating in comparison to 


other similar estates in the wider Aegean area leave no doubt for its identification.  


The fortified installation on Xerokampos due to its situation within the landscape, 


overlooking two bays of the islands and furthermore being at the southern edge of 


Ionia, overlooking Caria and the pass between Kalymnos and Leros would actually 


serve as observatory and refuge-post for field workers and the local population. The 


existence of nearby terraces and its prominent situation above the small plain at the 


hill’s foot point further to its rural character and its contribution in local agricultural 


activities.  


Although the architectural appearance of these rural tower-court complexes, at first 


glance, tempts us to place these facilities in a military context sufficient evidence 


points to their financial perspective1077. At present state of research, the typological 


classification of the tower as an essential component of a farmstead type that 


predominates in the Hellenistic period should no longer be doubted. More important 


                                                           
1076


 See further: chapter 6.3. 
1077


Nevertheless, it cannot be ruled out that many of similar installations could fulfill a dual function, 


that is, the function of a rural fortress in times of crisis and serving financial purposes.  
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is the question on the historical conditions, which imposed the inclusion of initially 


fortificatory components to merge with rural establishments.  Above all, there are in 


some cases architectural indications which testify to a fortification function of these 


complexes and above all their appearance. The decision to build a tower-court 


complex or a rural tower includes a certain constructional effort, certainly a larger one 


compared to the construction of single-storey buildings. Therefore, the type can hardly 


be explained solely as the result of an architectural trend of the era, even considering 


the fact that the representational aspect played a role that should not be 


underestimated. The tower- court complexes of Leros as well as similar constructions 


in other regions are first of all a testimony to an era when living in the countryside 


implied a certain degree of uncertainty that was met with fortification layout to 


produce the type. For example holders of such estates had in case of attack the 


advantage to act from an elevated position.  


Unfortunately, towers and tower-court complexes from the Milesian islands yield no 


evidence pointing either to a roof construction (i.e. surface roof tile fragments) either 


to a construction with a combat platform and battlements on their top, as for example 


the rural towers in Rough Cilicia do1078. Of course, towers equipped with combat 


platforms could perform better militarily than roofed ones. In the latter case, only the 


window apertures of the uppermost or their upper floors could facilitate defense. On 


the other hand, an accessible and crenellated platform could give the opportunity to 


react quickly and effectively at all sides. Of course, this need not mean reversely that 


the Cilician towers equipped with platforms had purely military function; rather, the 


crenellated towers in Rough Cilicia were the nucleus constructions of individual 


estates. Their militaristic construction and outlook is the result of a regional 


architectural solution, which had been probably imposed by the precarious living 


conditions in the Cilician chóra compared to the Ionian one.  


Certainly, the towers did not provide sufficient protection against forces of regular 


army.  However, the walls of the Lerian fortified installations are generally wide 
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 Durugönül 1998, tables 37.1-2; 38.1-2. 
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enough to be classified as strong constructions (1.30-1.50m). At first glance, it seems 


obvious to point out the static stability required for tower constructions. However, for 


example, the Classical farmsteads in south Attica have a particularly thinner wall 


(approximately 0.60m) compared to the Milesian constructions, which, nevertheless, 


guarantees sufficient stability1079. The classical towers of south Attica were chiefly out 


of mud bricks over a low stone socle; a construction that required almost no massive 


foundation walls. Against this background, the comparatively strong tower walls from 


the Milesian islands point to a thoroughly presupposed fortification and representative 


aspect at the same time1080. The walls of the establishments should undoubtedly 


impress. This becomes already apparent from the fact that the towers usually have a 


better constructional quality and larger blocks than the walls of the court (fig. 45-47). 


In principle, however, the use of large blocks on towers can obviously be attributed to 


security requirements. Oversize blocks, especially on the ground floor of a tower, can 


of course hardly be broken out or be dislodged from the masonry. In this respect, the 


comparatively strong walls of the examples from Leros can trace back to fortification 


principles. It is true that the tower- court complexes could scarcely have withstood a 


heavy siege. However, this was not the setting of the building type: tower-court 


complexes were not built to withstand an army attack including the use of siege 


equipment, but primarily to withstand raids against robbers and pirates, i.e. against 


military groups without siege equipment. Moreover, it is hardly conceivable that 


military units, which usually moved with a certain order through the country, invested 


too much time and effort in the siege of individual tower-court complexes1081. For this 


reason, a comparison of the rural tower-court complexes with fortification towers 


proves futile1082. The type aims to house different functions. The economic background 


of the rural tower-court complexes, lies evidently in the fact that they principally 


consist of elements like side-buildings and other agricultural installations, whereby the 


                                                           
1079


 Lohmann 1993b, 101ff. 
1080


 Similar features have been observed also in the Yavu parallels in central Lykia: Hailer 2008, 106-109.  
1081


 Hailer 2008, 109. 
1082


 Lohmann 1993b, 101ff. 
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side-buildings and the courtyard being connected with the tower or surrounding it are 


almost without exception less elaborate and less carefully built.  


In architectural-typological terms, these structures were, therefore, by no means rural 


fortresses. The same is suggested, by the topography or by the choice of site, although 


in this point certain differences can be discerned in the historical perspective. While 


Classical tower court-complexes can often be built in elevated positions on hilltops and 


in easily defensible locations – many post-Classical tower-court complexes are to be 


found especially on lower slopes or even on the edge of a plain, at least in locations 


that have no advantages in terms of fortification. The decision on the construction site 


of a tower-court complex was obviously less influenced by the idea of safety than by 


the requirements of everyday rural life. The type of building or the tower architecture 


obviously satisfied the security needs of the inhabitants to a sufficient extent, so that 


one could select the tower location according to criteria which guarantee first and 


foremost a time-saving and convenient agricultural everyday life. Proximity to fields 


and economic terraces seem to be top priority for their situation in the landscape. 


Their close arrangement to economic exploitable land not only allows for optimal 


control and supervision, but also diminishes distance between working and residential 


space1083. 


Lastly, an interesting feature to note with regard to the tower-court complexes of 


Leros is the fact that they are located at the north and south edge of the island. The 


tower-court complex at Patheni is about 6.5km distant from the ancient settlement at 


Ag. Marina and from the assumed ancient phroúrion of Leros presumably at Lepidia 


Castle. In turn, the installation at Xerokampos is 5km away from Ag. Marina. S. 


Fachard, studying the rural fortifications in the Eretriad in Euboea and at Oinoe in 


Attica noted a similar pattern1084. In several cases, it appears that small-scale rural 


fortified installations would indirectly secure a perimeter of ca. 5 km (fig. 93). Fields, 
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 Hailer 2008, 109. 
1084


 Fachard 2012, 283–292 and fig. 222. 
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olive groves and orchards situated in this perimeter would enjoy indirect protection, 


and the workers could flee to the fortification in a matter of one hour. 


 


Fig. 93. Oinoe. Map of the Mazi plain in the Classical period; the shaded areas indicate 


lands more than a 60 to 80 minute walk away from Oinoe (Fachard 2016, fig. 6). 


Both cases illustrate how the agricultural production of a region would benefit from 


the presence of rural fortified installations and the implementation of the specific 


architectural type in particular1085. In this context it is perhaps no coincidence that the 


type is attested only on the largest and most fertile among the Milesian islands. 


Therefore, the fortified installations on the other Milesian islands being smaller would 


suffice for the protection of the local islanders and, furthermore, their situation may 


imply which part of each island is to be acknowledged as their most vital space in 


financial terms.  


                                                           
1085


 See further: chapter 6.3.  
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6.2 ASPECTS OF FUNCTION OF THE FORTIFIED INSTALLATIONS 


ON THE MILESIAN ISLANDS 


 


Through the examination of typology the multitude of types of the fortified 


installations attested in the Milesian islands becomes apparent. Certain is that the 


installations meet a wide range of functions; that is why they were designed and 


constructed in the first place.  They are structures with defensive features that were 


surely exploited in periods of unrest in order to protect the local population. Their 


fortificatory characteristics could also be useful in deterring potential offenders or 


invaders from attacking. Therefore, a clear division in their operation in periods of war 


or crises and in periods of peace is fundamental. In this context, it is crucial to 


understand how the rural population lived on the islands. This is done by assessing the 


agricultural resources that support the insular settlement pattern. 


The association between fortifications and the protection of agriculture, storing food 


and private property is most certainly echoed by Thucydides when he recalls Greece’s 


unstable condition and establishes a direct link between walls, settlement stability, 


agriculture, security of reserves and the development of commerce1086. Therefore, 


according to Thucydides the walls secure the crops, justifying large-scale agriculture. 


Protecting crops and livestock behind walls appears to be a fundamental factor for the 


development of the polis. Walls protect the basic elements upon which trade and 


other aspects of ancient economy are based. In large city-states, building walls around 
                                                           
1086


 Thucydides 1.1.2: (translation: R. Crawley, revised by Strassler 1996) Without commerce, without 


freedom of communication either by land or sea, cultivating no more of their territory than the 


exigencies of life required, destitute of capital, never planting their land, for they could not tell when an 


invader might not come and take it all away, and when he did come they had no walls to stop him, 


thinking that the necessities of daily sustenance could be supplied at one place as well as another, they 


cared little for shifting their habitation, and consequently neither built large cities nor attained to any 


other form of greatness.  
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the capital (ásty) was not enough, as the remaining territory – the vital area for food 


production – remained unprotected. Grain, which was the main pillar of the ancient 


economy and diet, required protection. Therefore, walls were needed in the 


countryside as well.  


In mainland territories invading armies lived on the land, seized grain, plundered farms 


and captured the rural populations left without protection1087. In insular and coastal 


environments pirates and corsairs constituted an almost constant threat against the 


inhabitants1088. An attack against the richest settlements, isolated farms and cultivated 


fields would disrupt the economic balance of any Mediterranean polity. Thus, it was 


imperative to offer some protection to the fields and groves, as well as to the 


harvesters working in the fields. In order to establish the connection between extra-


urban fortifications and agriculture and their interaction a glimpse on the islands’ 


agricultural potential is obligatory.   


 


6.2.1. Agricultural potential  


 


The Milesian islands constitute a multitude of landscapes. Being for their most part 


rocky and hilly they are likely potential candidates for pastoral activities, as their 


modern primary agricultural exploitation best attests. Farmakonisi and Arkioi being 


waterless are the most barren. Agathonisi is for its most part rocky, lacking fields or 


plains that could facilitate large scale cultivation. Nevertheless wild olive trees on the 


island suggest that its climate is suitable for olive tree cultivation. Patmos, on the other 


side, since on the one hand its soils are volcanic and on the other hand small plains and 


valleys are formed at the inner part of the island’s bays, right before the beaches, 


surely offers more agricultural potentials. By far the most fertile among the Milesian 


islands are Leros and Leipsoi. Both these islands are suitable for pastoral activities and 
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 Van Wees 2004, 125f. 
1088


  De Souza 2000.  
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having fertile plains they facilitate nowadays wine, olive oil, fruit and crop production. 


In Leros, flat areas and fertile valleys are formed among the hills of the island 


particularly in its central part and at its north and south edges: at Partheni and 


Xerokampos respectively. Due to the island’s mild climate, the cultivation of a variety 


of fruits including citrus fruits and olive trees is extremely favorable. In Leipsoi the 


south part of the island is the one that is agriculturally productive, maintaining valleys 


and groves. The island’s production nowadays includes a wide variety of products from 


pasture and farmlands in large quantities. From this short note on the landscape of the 


Milesian islands it seems that besides pastoral activities, at least for the most fertile 


ones such as Leros and Leipsoi the Mediterranean trinity: olive-vines-cereals 


constituted most likely the basic agricultural model in antiquity.  Ancient authors 


always refer to the undemanding nature of olives, especially with regard to the quality 


of the soil required. Theophastus praises calcareous soils, which also characterize the 


Milesian islands, as particularly well suited for olive crops1089. The quality of the oil of 


olives, which were cultivated on barren, low-water calcareous soils, should have been 


higher in comparison to alluvial soils1090.   


Previous research denied a potential ancient origin for the agricultural terraces with 


which the Greek and in particular the insular landscape is full of. Negative was 


moreover the attitude in efforts to reconstruct a more precise picture of the ancient 


terrace economy1091. However, the widespread terraces around many fortified 


installations on the Milesian islands, particularly at Kastelli on Patmos, Kastro Hill on 


Leipsoi, Xerokampos on Leros and Ag. Giorgis on Farmakonisi authorize us to assume 


that terraced agricultural exploitation became an increasingly distinctive element of 


regional agriculture at least since the late Classical-Hellenistic period when most 


fortified installations near these terraces are dated.  There are no indications to 


associate the aforementioned terraces with Byzantine or modern settlements.   


                                                           
1089


 Theophrastus I.13-15 
1090


 Lohmann 1993a, 200.  
1091


 See further: Ibidem, 196-218.  
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With regard to cereal cultivation the extent to which individual farms could produce, 


cannot be determined on the basis of architectural findings. Perhaps future pollen 


analysis will illuminate further the issue but currently nothing more concrete can be 


said. Cereals should still have formed the most important food ingredient. In view of 


the growing conditions in the region, mainly spelt species (primarily the tetraploid 


emmer and the diploid wheat from Asia Minor), barley and millet were offered for 


cultivation. It is no longer possible to determine the proportionate amount of the 


individual cereals or if a diversified cultivation of cereals is to be assumed at all. 


Fruit and vegetable cultivation within the context of the Hellenistic and Imperial 


farming industry is an extremely difficult issue to address. Palaeobotanical 


investigations could of course be of assistance. It can certainly be assumed that fruit 


and vegetables could play a role in the agricultural economy of the Milesian islands, 


despite the fact that their variety cannot be specified at present. Fruit and horticulture 


may have served mainly to cover the needs of the inhabitants. It is to be assumed, 


however, that the citrus varieties were supplied with fruit and vegetables in addition 


to grain, olive oil and wine. With respect to the natural conditions at the Milesian 


islands, particularly Leros and Leipsoi, where the same land is nowadays exploited for 


fruit-growing and viticulture, the surpluses of fruit and horticulture were probably 


limited. In addition, it may be assumed that the inhabitants of the fortified settlements 


cultivated their own farms (close to the fortified installations?) with fruit and 


vegetables in the region. Gardens of fruit and vegetables respectively in the region are 


hard to imagine1092.  


Pastoral activities present a rather clearer image in the Aegean world. However, 


whether transhumance in pasturelands of the islands played some role or not is an 


issue that cannot be answered unambiguously. Transhumance, which is in fact a 


diachronically worldwide practice, differentiating into a number of mixed forms, is 


characterized by seasonal migration of small cattle between at least two or more 


                                                           
1092


 With the exception of dry or dehydrated fruit production. For the production of dried fruits and 


dehydrated fruits in Antiquity see: Flach 1990, 262, citing ancient sources on the topic.  
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pasture areas. Livestock is the property of field-based population with permanent 


residence. Transhumance is usually characterized by a change in grazing between plain 


and highlands. Further distinctions can be made, such as normal or ascending and 


descending or inverse transhumance. In the first case, cattle migrate during the 


summer months in the highlands, which in turn means that livestock owners are 


familiar with the respective lands. In the second case, the livestock owners are 


established in the highlands, so that cattle are sent to pasture areas lying in valleys and 


lowlands. In addition, research distinguishes between long and short distance 


transhumance. In the former case, the pasture areas may be several hundred 


kilometers apart, in the latter (short distance transhumance) seasonal pastures may be 


in the immediate vicinity or in the next settlement hamlet. 


 Among researchers the emergence of transhumance is controversially discussed. 


There are two schools of thought. The first holds natural-ecological conditions 


responsible for the genesis of this economic form, whereas the other argues on 


sociopolitical factors1093. For a third research direction, a combination of the two 


conditions is crucial. It is important not to regard transhumance as an intermediate 


step on the road from nomadism to permanent residence, but rather seeing it as a 


specific way of doing business. For the long distance transhumance to flourish, it 


seems that urban or state oriented markets, i.e. a centre to impose control, were 


necessary to promote it. The natural conditions of the Mediterranean, with its closely 


adjacent microclimates and the often immediately adjacent lowland and highland 


regions, were particularly favorable for the emergence of transhumance. While this 


type of economy is of minor importance nowadays, it was of considerable importance 


in the Mediterranean economy until the beginning of the 20th century. 


Recent research on transhumance in ancient Greece and the eastern part of the 


Mediterranean notes that -with regard to Archaic and Classical polis- clear evidence 


asserting a quantitatively higher long distance transhumance, such as in modern Spain 
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 Waldherr G. in Sonnabend 1999, 568, s.v. “Transhumanz“. 
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and Italy are missing1094. In the era of the Greek polis, it was local base for livestock 


breeding and cultivation that played a role1095. With regard to long distance 


transhumance involving sheep, clear evidence derives from Italy during late 


Republican/ Imperial period and Late antiquity.  There, literary and epigraphic sources, 


information for pastoral areas, livestock trails (calles), condition of the paths and 


pastures have been documented1096. Research on Italian and North African 


transhumance shows that long distance transhumance is to be understood as a 


product or an economic phenomenon in the context of the expansion of Roman rule. 


This was mainly due to the emergence of even larger urban centers, the inhabitants of 


which had to be supplied with meat, dairy products and textiles. This development 


would have inevitably promoted the emergence of a highly specialized livestock 


industry. 


This form of transhumance attested in Roman Italy seems, however, never to have 


been the dominant economic model. Basically, given the generally rare source material 


on pastoral industry, it is difficult to formulate precise statements regarding herd sizes, 


the balance of long distance transhumance in relation to other economic factors, or 


the organization of remote pastures1097 .  


For the Milesian islands long distance transhumance is of course off the table, since 


the islands lack such pasturelands and their modest to small size renders that type of 


pasture inapplicable. But, on the contrary, short distance, or even micro transhumance 


is a practice widely attested in the Aegean for ancient times and is still in use 


                                                           
1094


 Ibidem, 566.  
1095


 The main reason for this is given by Waldherr: The existence of larger flocks which were mainly set in 


remote areas of the poleis, cannot be ruled out, but what is important and must be emphasized is the 


close symbiosis of agriculture and livestock as the basis of agriculture in ancient Greece. A specialized 


livestock industry produces a qualitatively high demand for products of livestock, which did not actually 


exist neither in the time of the Classical Greek polis nor in the Archaic times. 
1096


 Sonnabend 1999, 566-568, with further bibliography.  
1097


 There are only two sources providing information on long distance transhumance and to relevant 


state control measures: Varro, De re rustica, 2.2.9 (1
st


 century AD) and CIL IX, 2826 (early 6
th


 century 


AD).  
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nowadays1098. In fact, many of the islets and skerries that surround the main islands 


are nowadays used as areas for transferring animals and there is no reason to assume 


the opposite for ancient times. This short distance transhumance involved in antiquity 


the transfer of livestock over a relatively small distance over the winter months1099, 


although there are some cases where the transfer of animals on goat islands took 


place over the summer months1100. Indeed, the case of the goat islands shows that 


transhumance in ancient Greece did not necessarily involve the transportation of 


animals over long distances1101, but rather the exploitation of all available land within a 


close range, especially land which was not suitable for agricultural production such as 


the case of Arkioi and Farmakonisi1102. It is perhaps worth noting here that the practice 


of transhumance was on the whole related to large flocks and specialized pastoralism, 


rather than to small flocks kept for domestic use1103.  


Of course pastoralism, and in particular sheep herding except for meat and dairy 


products provides also for wool industry. Milesian wool’s fame goes back to the 7th 


century BC and remained so until the time of the late Roman Empire1104. Pliny the 


Elder rates Milesian wool the third best of all1105 with the softer Laodikeian being 


                                                           
1098


 See Horden -Purcell 2000, 224 with references for the use of islands as pasture land. 
1099


 Robert 1960; Georgoudi 1974, 182; Alfaro Giner 1998, 873; Chaniotis 1999, 191; Horden - Purcell 


2000 225. 
1100


 Constantakopoulou 2004.  
1101


 Short-distance transhumance: see Skydsgaard 1988 80. Krasilnikov 2000 183, when discussing 


ancient Attica, seems to understand transhumance as the transportation of animals over long distances 


and outside the limits of the Athenian polis: such an understanding of transhumance, however, is 


extremely limited since it does not take into account the much smaller and possibly more frequent 


transportation of animals over short distances within Attica. For a comprehensive presentation of the 


debate about the nature (and existence) of ancient Greek transhumance see Chandezon 2003 391–397. 


It seems that all his conclusions in this particular debate are valid: that is, transhumance did exist, both 


on a large and small scale, but this acceptance does not negate the existence of mixed, non-specialized 


pastoralism as a norm for Greek agricultural practices. 
1102


 Goat islands, in general, would be too dry to produce considerable quantities of humanly 


consumable food; goats, on the other hand, can survive for long periods by drinking sea water. See 


Constantakopoulou 2007, 200-204; Constantakopoulou 2004. 
1103


 Halstead 2002. 
1104


 Blümmer 1869, 31-32 with references. 
1105


 Pliny, Nat.Hist. 9,190;29, 33. 
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superior according to Strabo1106. The Edictum Diocletiani mentions two different 


qualities of purple – dyed Milesian wool1107. It is not sure the extent and impact that 


micro-transhumance in the Milesian islands and in the islands’ pastures would have 


had for Milesian wool industry, however, the islands must have accounted for a share 


of the overall production. Despite the fact that the quantity of wool produced 


presumably by the islands is obscure, certain is that the islands had a large 


contribution in the Milesian textile industry as the tanks for murex breeding found 


within the fortified installation at Kastraki on Agathonisi best illustrate (fig. 94).  


 


Fig. 94. Agathonisi. Kastraki, water tanks of the murex farm (courtesy P. Triantafyllidis). 


At Kastraki there are two water tanks dating in the late Hellenistic and early Roman 


periods (1st century BC – 1st century AD) and another one dating earlier to the 4th and 


3rd century BC located at the SE edge of the fortified installation. In the deposit of the 


water tanks numerous sea-shells were found in situ, some of which were stored inside 


a stone basin in the bottom of one of the tanks. The particular situation of the murex 


farm quite satisfied the requirements of the era; the unpleasant and unsanitary odors 


emanating from the murex ostrum at the stage of boiling would have been particularly 
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 Strabon 12,7-16. 
1107


 Edictum Diocletiani, 24. 6-7 
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harmful for the other residents. The strong north and northwest winds which 


frequently blow in the region would undoubtedly have carried away the strong odor 


produced during the shell treatment process. It appears that the tanks were 


communicating through an overflow system. The shells were mostly gastropods, such 


as murex trunculus and murex brandaris, cerithia of various types, bittium reticulatum 


da Costa, cones, whelk and limpets, which are the main food source of the carnivorous 


murex (fig. 95). The rich deposits of murex brandaris around the entire area of the 


excavation, but particularly in the area in and around the tanks where the stone basin 


with shells was found, leave no doubt for the use of the tanks as a murex farm. It 


should be noted that rich murex deposits are still visible today on the shores of 


Agathonisi. A great number of the murex shells found in the tanks has been punctured 


or crushed in antiquity, in order to extract the living organism from the shell, the so-


called ostrum, from which, through a highly specialized process, the precious purple 


dye for textiles was made, the value of which was comparable to the value of silver or 


gold1108.  


 


Fig. 95. Agathonisi. Kastraki, typical shells from the murex farm (Triantafyllidis 2015, 
fig. 8). 
                                                           
1108


For the murex farm at Kastraki on Agathonisi see:  Triantafyllidis 2010, 30-34; Triantafyllidis 2015, 98-


100. 
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Another productive activity seems to have been also flourishing during the Hellenistic 


period at Kastraki as the vast numbers of beehives attest. Beehive fragments have also 


been collected from the islands of Patmos and Leipsoi1109, but at Kastraki the 


excavation revealed more than 10.000 fragments of clay beehives of the horizontal 


and vertical type and their extension rings known as honey chambers1110. The large 


number of these vessels suggests that on Agathonisi there was a thriving apiculture 


which is reasonably justified by the rich distribution of flora in the wider region 


suitable for beekeeping (fig. 96). 


Among the hive fragments at Kastraki there are some inscribed fragments, two of 


which are of particular importance. The first fragment yields probably and for the first 


time the literal identification of the particular vessel type as beehive, while the second 


inscription -though fragmentary- bears a strong indication and suggests the possibility 


that the apiary belonged to the state, which was leasing it to private individuals and 


controlled the economic exploitation of honey production checking and ensuring the 


quality of the products1111. The leasing of state apiaries to individuals is not an 


uncommon practice during the Hellenistic period; this is documented in Egypt, where 


according to the literary evidence the sanctuary of Isis in Saryhos rented the apiary in 


order to increase its income; the same practice was in use also in the Temple of 


Poseidon in Isthmia in the Peloponnese, but also in Caria1112. The apiary of the fortified 


settlement of Agathonisi, which according to the calculations of P. Triantafyllidis could 


produce about 1.000kg honey annually1113, provides new important information and 


sets the study of economic history and relationship between Miletus and its fortified 


Milesian islands during the Hellenistic period on a whole different scale. 
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 Beehive fragments from Patmos and Leipsoi are exhibited in the Nikolaidi Mansion on Patmos.  
1110


 For production technology of the beehives at Kastraki see: Triantafyllidis 2014. 
1111


 Triantafyllidis 2014; Triantafyllidis 2015, 101-103, fig. 12-13.  
1112


 Op.cit. 
1113


 Triantafyllidis 2014; Triantafyllidis 2015, 103.  
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Fig. 96. Typical clay bee-hives of the vertical (left) and horizontal (right) type 
(Karatasios-Triantafyllidis 2015, figs. 2-3). 


Insular environment offers last but not least, another possibility for productive 


activities which is no other than sea and fishing. The marine environment and 


enterprises associated with it as well were by no means left unexploited during 


antiquity. From Leros derives the inscription of the 2nd century BC1114, which 


documents an occasion when the Lerians offered honors and privileges to 


Aristomachus, a maritime entrepreneur who worthy worked the labor of the sea1115. 


The excavation at Kastraki yielded additional evidence for the relationship of its 


inhabitants with the sea and its exploitation. A great variety of bronze fish hooks -


depending on the type of fishing- has been revealed in large quantities, along with lead 


weights that were placed in the lower part of the fishing nets. Both types of finds 


indicate a strong and organized fishing activity, comparable to the current fishing 


                                                           
1114


 IG XII
4
, 4, inscr. 3872. 


1115
 Manganaro 1963-1964, 299.  
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tradition of the Aegean islands1116. Further information with regard to fishing activities 


from the other Milesian islands lacks for the moment; nevertheless, it would be 


unreasonable not to restore a similar picture for their inhabitants.  


 


6.2.2. Trade 


 


Insular context usually connotes barrenness, isolation and desolation. This is due to 


the fact that islands can only be approached via ship and only when weather 


conditions permit it. This is the only means through which trade took place in antiquity 


in the Milesian islands. Direct evidence for trading activities at the Milesian islands 


offers once more the excavation at Kastraki in Agathonisi. Besides the assumption that 


the bulk of honey and purple-pigments produced on the island was not -at least all of 


it- for local consumption clear testimonies for trading activities from the site comprise 


ceramic imports, public lead weights and coins1117. There is a great deal of imports at 


Kastraki as amphoras from Rhodes, Knidus, Thasos, and other fine ware ceramics from 


Attica, Pergamum and Knidus illustrate. A great variety of silver and bronze coins from 


the 4th century BC until the Imperial period has also been collected. From coins, 


besides Milesian ones, foreign currency involved cities of the Troad (Assos), the Aiolis 


(Cyme), Cilicia (Soloi), Antioch in Syria, as well as cities of Caria, such as Arpasa, 


Vargylia, Knidus Myndos, Rhodes and Kos, as well as coins from other cities of Ionia 


such as Samos and Kolophon1118.  


From the other islands evidence lacks at this point, since they have not been 


researched. However, indirect evidence for trading activities in these seas may offer 


shipwreck research, which has made significant progress over the past years. In fact, 


recent underwater research has identified a large number of shipwrecks off the shores 


                                                           
1116


 Triantafyllidis 2010, 38-40; Triantafyllidis 2014, 101.  
1117


 Triantafyllidis 2010, 43. For amphoras in particular from the site see: Palamida et al. 2017. 
1118


 Triantafyllidis 2010, 43. 
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of Fournoi and between Fournoi and Patmos1119. The 53 shipwrecks discovered during 


the survey represent a significant new dataset. The earliest shipwrecks date from the 


Archaic period (6th century BC). One was carrying amphoras from Samos, another 


amphoras from Miletus, while the third one was transporting an unidentified Aegean 


amphora type. 


Important is to stress in this point the particular favorable position that the Milesian 


islands enjoyed due to their key situation directly south from the Ikaria pass, which 


divides the North and the South Aegean. The large islands of Samos and Ikaria divide 


the eastern Aegean in two, creating a strait that is most easily navigated through the 


pass between Fournoi and Ikaria. Significantly, Ikaria and the western coast of Samos 


are without safe anchorage; therefore for any vessel travelling along the major north-


south trade route and for vessels traveling from Asia Minor to the west and the Greek 


mainland the strategically situated harbours of the Milesian islands acted as safe 


anchorage.  The Milesian islands lie in the area of major cities in Asia Minor such as 


Ephesus and Erythrae to the north and Priene, Herakleia, Iasos and Halikarnassos to 


the south. In order to reach these cities, a vessel was required to sail in their vicinity. 


The high volume of trade passing by the strait is also evidenced –indirectly- by the 


flourishing of piracy in and about the islands1120.  


Sea routes and seafaring played a key role in the complex trading nexus within which 


the Milesian islands are situated. The situation therefore of fortifications on the insular 


seashore sites, may be closely linked with these aspects as these are directly related to 


trade at least in the same degree as fortifications do1121. The reason is practically that 


for ancient Greek seafaring islands, like promontories present barriers which break the 


force of strong sea winds, while their curving coastlines reduce the size and strength of 


waves as they progress from the exposed to the sheltered shores of the island. Thus, 


                                                           
1119


 Campbell-Koutsouflakis 2017.  
1120


 Plutarch. Caes. 1,4; Suetonius Caes. 4; Strabo 14.635c. 
1121


 To put it simply, fortifications safeguard agricultural production, surpluses and other commodities, 


while ships transport them; therefore, for trading activities to emerge both these requirements must 


meet. 
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ancient ships found shelter in the lee of islands as well as behind promontories1122. 


However, while this practice has been widely accepted by modern scholars, and 


influenced the routes followed by ancient Greek mariners, the explicit testimony of 


this important function of islands in ancient seafaring is rare in ancient literature, in 


contrast to the ample literary evidence for the equivalent use of headlands1123. 


Nevertheless, the importance and widespread use of this policy for escaping storms at 


sea should not be doubted, especially with regard to any offshore islands standing 


opposite the kind of faulted, cliffy, and harbourless coasts that in Greece typically face 


northeastwards or southwestwards, and which become extremely dangerous lee 


shores for any ships caught in the coastal waters during onshore winds1124. 


On journeys to a destination that simply lay some distance along a stretch of coast, the 


headlands involved would have been those which unavoidably had to be rounded in 


order to reach that destination, while the islands would have been those lying off the 


coast in question, round which the crew would have to decide whether to sail to 


seaward or through the strait separating island from mainland. On journeys to 


destinations that could only practically be reached by sailing across the open-sea, as 


when sailing from Greece to most other parts of the Mediterranean, then the 


headlands involved would be those between which the crossing of the Mediterranean 


was made. The islands would be those lying off the promontories between which the 


sea crossing was made, and any other islands in the open sea close, enough to the 


sailing route to merit a detour in order to rest, shelter and renew supplies. Clearly, 


then, headlands and islands were particularly significant in ancient Greek sailing 


itineraries. They were not only the points at which ships most closely and most 


commonly approached the coast, but were also the kind of significant topographical 


feature (along with the harbours and the straits formed by offshore islands) towards 


which a ship's course would be directed in any case1125. Furthermore, because sailing 


                                                           
1122


 Morton 2001, 116-117. 
1123


Ibidem, 129ff. 
1124


 Ibidem, 116-117. 
1125


 Ibidem, 177-178. 
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routes consisted of a series of straight and direct lines between significant 


topographical points on the coast, it was upon reaching these topographical points 


that the ship's course was, hence, altered to direct it towards the next such point on 


the route1126. 


As it becomes clear a key aspect in interpreting island fortifications and especially 


seashore ones is ancient seafaring. As mainland fortifications aimed in asserting land 


control, island fortifications aimed in asserting control of the potential anchorages and 


sea routes. Therefore, solely the presence of an island fortification that could be 


identified from miles away could welcome or prevent ships’ approach in search of 


anchorage, depending relatively on the ship crew’s intentions and the ship’s character. 


In case of wandering hostile or pirate ships, just the presence of island fortifications 


would surely raise an obstacle in a ship’s decision to find refuge and safe anchorage in 


cases of bad weather. A network of fortifications on neighboring islands would surely 


multiply this effect, thus providing for a highly rewarding means for marine control. On 


the other hand fortifications, controlling anchorages would surely facilitate “friendly 


ships”, such as merchant ones, as regular stop-over stations during their voyage. The 


opportunities along with security that insular fortifications’ development yield, were 


evidently enough an important argument to justify the initiative. 


In the context of ancient seafaring, insular fortifications intended, thus, to assert 


control on the island itself, its anchorages and the relating sea routes.  Therefore the 


geographical location of the Milesian islands proves to be a key factor for the 


development of fortifications, since the island group intersects sea routes travelling 


from south to north along the coast of Asia Minor and east to west; this naval itinerary 


involves the most important harbours in the East along with the Cyclades and the 


mainland Greece (fig. 1).  


 


 


                                                           
1126


 Ibidem. 
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6.2.3. Visibility 


 


Another aspect that closely relates in asserting marine control and sea routes 


monitoring is visibility between the fortified installations. Intercommunication 


between different naval stations, ports and defensive strongholds could be of vital 


importance1127. A vivid example is given by Thucydides1128: in 429 BC, the 


Peloponnesians attacked the Athenian naval station of Boudoron on Salamis1129. This 


naval outpost, equipped with three ships (which were seized unmanned), was in visual 


communication with the harbour of Eleusis, another Athenian coastal strong-point and 


the ports of Peiraius. The news were transmitted by signals and reached the naval 


ports of Athens, that were the main targets of the assault and prompted fervent 


preparations for a counterattack.  


The distribution of rural fortifications in the landscape has often been explained by the 


need to visually control a region. Such a system would allow communication using 


signal fires set at various fortified posts and towers. Thanks to such networks, 


messages announcing an invasion or hostile movements could be conveyed from the 


borders to the city, and vice versa.  


Most commonly the word ascribed to structures designed to act as fire signaling 


stations is phruktórion. The latter designates a tower equipped with fire-installation on 


the uppermost floor. The word, however, is attested only in the Onomastikon of 


Pollux1130 and the Suda Lexicon. More frequently employed terminology is pyrsoúrion 


or pyrsourís, from pyrsós, “torch” or “firebrand”, usually translated as beacon-tower. 


Another form is pyrsoúros, literally one who watches on a height to make fire-


                                                           
1127


 Baika 2004, 226-227. 
1128


 Thucydides 2.93-2.94.1. 
1129


 For the ancient fort see: Lohmann 2007b.  
1130


 Pollux 9.14. 
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signal1131. Two entities should be distinguished, though; a person who performs fire-


signaling and a physical structure specifically built for the purpose. Several examples 


may illustrate the difference. The passage in the Suda, for example, tells of the 


Macedonian king Perseus who constructed in all Macedonia pyrsourídas so that he 


may be informed of all events happening throughout the country. It is obvious that in 


this case the second is meant. On another occasion, we are told that in 315 BC 


Antigonus I the One-Eyed established a system of fire-signals (pyrsoís) and dispatch-


carriers (bibliophóroi) across all of Asia1132. A similar system was set up by Philip V in 


208 BC, who was in constant contact with his strategoí in Peparethos, Euboea, Phokis 


and Boeotia by a beacon on Mt. Tisaion transmitting through a pyrsós information to 


his headquarters at Demetrias1133. An earlier example is that of the Persian king who 


was aware of what was happening throughout the empire by employing a system of 


fryktória that transmitted fire-signals to one another1134. 


Military decisions were based on information and one way to stay on alert, 


presumably, about the movements of your enemy was to send messages by means of 


beacons1135. Normally, the latter occupy natural eminences, but in order to transmit 


the signal further very often they had to rely on relay-stations that were planted in-


between1136.  Therefore, such temporary establishments need not conform to a fixed 


architectural scheme and, thus, leave a particular archaeological signature. Permanent 


installations on the other hand, such as isolated towers of stone masonry occupying 


prominent hilltops, combined with small forts of rubble masonry, have been often 


interpreted as evidence for the existence of military networks of communication, but 


                                                           
1131


 Bakhuizen 1985, 24. 
1132


 Diodorus Siculus 19. 57. 5. 
1133


 Polybius 10. 42. 6. 
1134


 Aristotle, De Mundo, 398b 30-35. 
1135


 Russell 1999, 145-149. 
1136


 Bakhuizen 1985, 144-148, for instance, has interpreted the remains of the Drakospito 


tower (418m above sea level), overlooking Chalcis and Atalandi channel as a signal station, namely a 


pyrsoúrion that functioned as a link in the chain of fire-signals communicating with the main beacon on 


Mt. Tisaeum established by Philip V. 
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further research proved this interpretation wrong1137. In many cases, such structures 


especially if made of perishable materials, they are likely to have left no trace.  


As it becomes obvious the issue is controversial and has created a certain degree of 


confusion among researchers. Some scholars have recreated visual networks in several 


regions1138, while other scholars remain sceptical1139. Undeniably, the use of fire and 


smoke as signals is well attested in the literary sources1140. Plus, fortifications are by 


their nature most often positioned in dominant locations that enjoy extended views, 


so such an idea makes sense and in some cases the evidence seems convincing. 


However, signaling over large distances (15, 20 or 30 km1141) presents technical 


difficulties and requires large fires let alone not a single text mentions a large beacon 


on a tower, thus the architectural form for phryktória or pyrsoúria is rather obscure. 


Some scholars believe that visibility networks were implemented in certain regions, 


and the most sceptical ones concede that communication networks can function over 


small distance of 1 to 5 km. But visibility networks can’t explain per se the distribution 


of fortifications in a region. For surveillance, it would have been more efficient and 


cheaper to rely on mobile troops, guards, scouts and mounted guards with deep 


knowledge of the local terrain to convey detailed oral messages with precise 


information rather than the binary code offered by a signal. Surely, it is not necessary 


to build an expensive network of towers and forts to emit discrete signals, when scouts 


positioned on mountain tops and ridges could take care of it more efficiently and at a 


minor cost. This of course is a remark with regard to mainland fortifications. In the 


                                                           
1137


 Lohmann 1993a, 159–160; Lohmann 2002b, 80-83; Fachard 2012, 271–273. 
1138


 Ober 1985, 196–199 (Attica); Fossey 1986, 135–141 (Eastern Phokis); Van de Maele 1992, 104–106 


(Megarid); Gauvain 1992, 135–144 (Kleonai and Phlious); Fossey 1992, 113–127 (Eastern Central 


Greece); Pikoulas 1995, 356–360 (North-East Peloponnese); McInerney 1999, 343–346 (Phokis); Ley 


2009, 318–328 (Akarnania); Pimouguet-Pedarros 2000, 217-378 with respect to Hekatomnid Caria. 
1139


 Lohmann 1993a, 159–160; Fachard 2012, 271–273. 
1140


 See for example Xenophon Hellenica. 6, 2, 33; Aineas Tacticus, How to Survive under Siege 4, 5. 6; 6. 


1–7; Demosthenes, De Corona, 18.169-173; Polyainus 10, 43. 45. 46. For a survey of the literary 


evidence, see: Leiner 1982, 12-48 and Russell 1999, 145–150. 
1141


 On the amount of wood and its placement in combination to the Aegean weather conditions, in 


order to bridge large distances see: Aschoff 1989, 10-19. 
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insular context the only solution in transmitting a message would be via ship. 


Therefore, in the case of islands the possibility of a signaling network might have a 


more credible basis.  


The picture from the fortified installations on the Milesian islands draws attention with 


regard to this issue, since on the one hand military operation is attested through 


epigraphical testimonies and/or archaeological finds at least in the cases of Leros, 


Patmos, Leipsoi and Agathonisi and on the other hand, as we examined in the previous 


chapter, from most sites there are others clearly visible (fig. 97-103). In fact, it seems 


that in some cases -like the installation at Porto Augousta- intervisibility was one of the 


main reasons for specific site selection1142. The evidence is conclusive; most fortified 


sites on the Milesian islands are intervisible. The fortress at Kastelli on Patmos is 


intervisible with the Kastro Hill on Leispoi and Kastro at Porto Augousta on Arkioi and 


vice versa. Additionally, the Kastro Hill on Leipsoi is intervisible with the tower-complex 


at Partheni on Leros and the tower on Farmakonisi, the latter of which consequently is 


intervisible with Lade and the tower on the hill at Turles in the south Milesia. Kastraki 


on Agathonisi is not intervisible with any other insular installation besides Lade, but it 


is intervisible with Thebes by Mykale. On the other hand, the fortified installations on 


the Fournoi cluster are not intervisible with any other island of the Milesian group1143. 


The tower at Chrysomilia and the acropolis of Ag. Griorgios are intervisible with the 


fortified settlement at Drakanon on Ikaria (fig. 103). On this basis and in addition to 


epigraphical evidence and constructional affinities of the particular island with Samos, 


Fournoi seem to be part of a fortification network along with Ikaria, and must 


therefore be excluded from the Milesian group. As it becomes clear, intervisiblity of 


the installations seems to be an important and standard pattern in the topographical 


situation of the fortified sites.  


 


 


                                                           
1142


 See: chapter 5.3.3 
1143


 See: chapter 5.7.3. 
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Fig. 97. Patmos, visibility map. 


 


Fig. 98. Leipsoi, visibility map. 
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Fig. 99. Arkioi, visibility map. 


 


Fig. 100. Leros, visibility map. 
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Fig. 101. Farmakonisi, visibility map. 


 


Fig. 102. Agathonisi, visibility map. 
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Fig. 103. Fournoi, visibility map. 


Dealing with this working hypothesis, i.e. the possibility to exchange fire and smoke 


signals from one intervisible fortified installation to another, one must take into 


account the particular conditions of visibility in the Aegean, in order to establish the 


distances that permit such an operation. Fire signals were likely transmitted in the 


night or before dawn or right after sunset in case of fire or during daylight in case of 


smoke1144. However, both categories being dependent on the weather and 


atmosphere conditions between the sender and the receiver of the message could not 


connect large distances; especially in marine environments, where humidity often 


obstructs visibility. 


The problem has been approached not only in terms of early and modern spatial 


conceptualization, but also by more scientific means, such as computing the height of 


each major mountain or mountain range and the curvature of the earth to arrive at a 


range (distance) of “theoretical visibility” during “favorable” or “optimal” weather1145. 


                                                           
1144


 For signaling see: Buchwald 1905 and more recently Riepl 1972, 33ff, 43ff and Leiner 1982, 12ff, 


48ff; Aschoff 1989, 19-61. 
1145


 Davis 2009, 46. 
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This is known in the modern nautical lexicon as geographic range: according to the 


parameters of optics, the higher the elevation of the observer or the observed, the 


more distant the visibility1146; the principle was known as early as Strabo1147.  


Numerous meteorological studies and published tabulations of data demonstrate that 


there are few areas and few days per year of optimal, or even “favorable” visibility, an 


observation which anyone who has spent any time in summer at sea on the 


Mediterranean can confirm. This is because the high pressure systems which sit over 


the Mediterranean during late spring, summer and early autumn (the period of busiest 


sea traffic) hold massive amounts of dust and evaporated salts in suspension near the 


surface, thus producing a near constant sea haze1148. 


During the hot months of summer, when evaporation is at its peak, this sea haze often 


limits visibility to less than 10 nautical miles on one out of every four days; at times the 


haze becomes so thick as to blot out islands and headlands that otherwise would 


command the entire horizon1149. The widely touted visibility of the Aegean is, in reality 


and on average, among the worst of the entire Mediterranean: the Etesians had kicked 


up enough dirt and dust during the summer months to limit visibility to nearly 10 


nautical miles one day out of two1150. This means that land of any elevation which lies 


more than 10 nautical miles distant cannot be sighted. On the other hand, when the 


skies do clear, they do so at the onset of a roving low, which lessens air pressure and 


allows airborne particulates to fall to earth. Visibility during these times can be crystal 


clear, but not for more than a day or two before inclement weather arrives and 


voyaging is less than ideal1151. 


                                                           
1146


 This was certainly the principle behind the invention of lighthouses from at least the 3
rd


 century BC. 


The formula required to compute the theoretical maximum of optical visibility is D = 2.2 (√h + √H) where 


h and H are the respective altitudes of the observer’s height and the observed height, see: Davis 2009, 


46. On the topic see also the experiments of V. Aschoff 1989, 12-15. 
1147


 Strabo 1.1.6. 
1148


 Davis 2009, 47, n. 69 with further bibliography.  
1149


 Ibidem, 48. 
1150


 Theophrastus, De Signis, 31. 
1151


 Davis 2009, 48.  
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Meteorological data collected over several decades from ship and shore stations help 


point up mean trends in visibilities. Throughout the Mediterranean, the warm season 


begins in conditions of relatively low visibility in May and June, when one day in three 


experiences visibilities of less than 10 nautical miles. In July there is a slight 


improvement (70% of observations over ten nautical miles) due to the northern winds 


blowing in the Aegean1152. And one of four days in August and September experiences 


visibility of less than 10 nautical miles1153. In cases of clear atmosphere and good 


weather, that is mostly in autumn and spring, visibility in the Aegean doubles to 20 


nautical miles1154. Fog and low visibility are not a common phenomenon in these 


seas1155. Therefore, average visibility in the Aegean is commonly about 10 nautical 


miles, while with unfavorable weather it decreases to 5 nautical miles. When the 


atmosphere becomes clear, visibility can reach up to 20 nautical miles. So, visibility 


range in the Aegean varying from 5 to 20 nautical miles equals 8km to 35 km1156.  


A comparison of this range with the actual distances of the intervisible fortified sites at 


the Milesian islands is worth considering. Distance data illustrate that the longest 


distance of intervisible sites is measured at 29.7km between Farmakonisi and Lade and 


the shortest between the Kastro Hill on Leipsoi and the Porto Augousta on Arkioi at 


11km. All other distances between the intervisible sites vary from 18km to 25km1157. 


As it becomes clear all intervisible sites, including the longest one, are within the range 


of visibility in the Aegean.  Of course the sites are not intervisible whole year around. 


The longest period of clear atmosphere is between October and May and during July 


and August, while during the most humid months, i.e. June and September, visibility 


decreases (fig. 104). 


                                                           
1152


 The so-called Meltémia. 
1153


Ibidem, 49.  
1154


 Belavilas 1997, 74-75.  
1155


 Ibidem. 
1156


 Ibidem. 
1157


Distances were measured simply in the Google maps platform.  
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Fig. 104. Distances between intervisible sites on the Milesian islands and in Milesia. 


The recorded distances between intervisible sites at the Milesian islands make quite 


apparent that emitting discrete signals in the form of the sophisticated signal relay 


system that Aeneas mentions1158 or the system established in Thessaly by Jason of 


Pherai described by Polyainus1159, similar to the one that Iphikrates is reported to have 


used in Corcyra1160 is rather unlikely. However, simple fire signals that could only mean 


a particular message for the sender and the receiver without further connotations 


cannot be excluded. The distances between intervisible sites and the Aegean weather 


conditions permit such an operation. For example the lighting of a fire large enough to 


be discerned from the other intervisible insular sites in order to alarm fellow citizens in 


case of urgency -lacking other means to do so - is very simple a principle to have been 


left unexploited in the island world of Miletus1161.  


Such urgency would normally be the presence of a fleet crossing the sea towards one 


of the island’s harbours. A sail in the sea let alone a fleet, even the small auxiliary laths 


of rowing ships, was something that was very easily perceived. As soon as a hostile 


ship appeared in the sea until the point of approaching the coast, it took from one to 


                                                           
1158


 Aeneas Tacticus, How to Survive under Siege 4, 5. 6; 6.   
1159


 Polyainus 6.2.1. 
1160


 Polyainus 3.9.55 
1161


 According to the experiments of V. Aschoff, a pyramidoid pile of wood 4m high, would produce a fire 
that would be discernible in 120km distance with optimal weather conditions. See: Aschoff 1989, 12-15. 
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three hours with "fine weather", since the maximum speed of ships at that time did 


not exceed 7 nautical miles per hour1162. The entrance of a ship into a bay, its 


maneuvering and anchoring especially for a sail-boat was a time consuming process 


and small boats had to be thrown to the sea and carry the crew to the coast upon 


disembarkation. It is therefore necessary to add at least an hour to the initial time for 


"dropping” the anchor and approach. So the risk of surprise for a coastal or insular 


settlement was not much larger than for a settlement or a fort located uphill.  Given 


the time consuming process of approaching and anchoring in ancient navigation a 


potential message sent by fire to the nearby islanders could prove critical.  


This working scheme is of course not to argue that behind the erection of the 


installations on the Milesian islands and their intervisibility lies a preconceived “grand 


strategy” in the military sense, but on the contrary, given the dating of each 


installation1163 to maintain that when each one of them was being constructed 


primarily due to socioeconomic necessities, the designers took into account the 


situation of the neighboring already existing Milesian transinsular built environment. If 


this is the case then no discrete signals to the optical telegraph likewise, but rather 


fires on platforms to alarm the neighboring islanders and fellow citizens for an 


upcoming danger cannot be excluded. In the insular context of this working hypothesis 


the fire or smoke signals would be only possible to transmit a message that could only 


mean for the receiver that a hostile fleet is approaching1164.   


 


 


 


                                                           
1162


 Belavilas 1997, 75. 
1163


 See chapter 5.  
1164


 This context has a certain degree of validity, especially throughout the Hellenistic period since on the 
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6.3 MILESIAN INSULAR FORTIFICATION SYNTHESIS  


 


By far the most important aspect emerging from the analysis of fortification typology 


and function of the fortified installations on the Milesian islands is the Milesian 


mentality towards land exploitation. The Milesian attitude towards its financial 


resources and their cultivation and expansion is well attested –especially for the 


Hellenistic period- in the historical as well as in the archaeological record. This pattern 


finds its best historical documentation in the engagement of most of the cities in the 


Maeander region in a series of wars and interstate conflicts over the alluvial deposits, 


plains and wetlands of the Maeander Delta1165. Land exploitation in the Milesia is well 


attested in the archaeological record through the Milesian chóra’s settlement pattern.  


Land exploitation over Milesia seems to have reached a significant level during the 


Hellenistic period, since it is then that efforts were intensified to cultivate the Milesian 


high plain on the Stephania plateau, as H. Lohmann has already highlighted1166.  


The Milesian islands seem to have followed a similar course. First and most 


importantly they were all inhabited from the largest and most fertile ones like Leros 


and Leipsoi to the smallest and most barren and waterless ones like Arkioi and 


Farmakonisi. Therefore, they seem to have had a certain degree of financial 


importance for the Milesians, who exploited the natural resources of the islands by 


means of agriculture, pastoralism, fishing, apiculture, and trading activities.  


Actual archaeological remains on the Milesian islands and the dating of the 


fortifications in particular may offer a chronological outline of this procedure, 


particularly for the Classical period onwards.  Unfortunately for the Archaic period, 


actual remains lack. Nevertheless, a state which had such a close relationship with the 
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sea like Miletus and as early the Archaic period, was surely eager to maintain and 


expand its dynamics through exercising control over land and sea in the city’s 


immediate vicinity and in more distant regions as the colonization movement best 


illustrates. It is, therefore, possible that Leros could have maintained an early 


settlement and fortification in the late 6th century BC, which if ever existed, it would be 


located at the site occupied today by the Medieval Lepidia Castle. The island seems to 


share the oldest links with Miletus according to the historical reference of 


Herodotus1167. However, all other islands -if not Leros as well- were probably 


unfortified. As Frederiksen concluded evidence for rural fortification defense in the 


context of the polis is meager for the Archaic period, and therefore it is generally 


believed that the defense of the territory by means of fortification architecture was 


not widely practiced1168.  


What we surely know is that in Archaic times Miletus rises and becomes a major city 


and Didyma are acknowledged as an oracle of superregional importance. The Milesian 


chóra included also other settlement centers such as Assesos, Pyrrha and Teichioussa, 


as well as isolated establishments and farmhouses in larger numbers, especially on the 


southern edge of the former Latmian Gulf, while lack of water prevented settlement 


activity on the Milesian highlands1169.  


Surely, pottery dating in the Archaic period from the islands and in particular from 


Arkioi1170, Patmos1171, Leros1172 and Agathonisi1173 certifies a certain degree of activity 


there, nevertheless more information are not known until now. The earliest 


documented constructional activity with regard to fortifications and settlement on the 


Milesian islands are the polygonal walls of the fortification circuit on Patmos, as well as 
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the fortified installation at Arkioi. The former dating  in the 5th century BC and the 


latter in the later part of the 5th - early 4th century BC. They surely belong in the period 


after 479 BC and the refoundation of the city.  


 If fortifications could be more precisely dated, then more information could derive for 


settlement activity and defense of the territory and surely the motives for their 


construction would be clearer. Nevertheless, as far as the earlier period of the fortified 


settlement at Kastelli is considered it can be maintained that its construction could be 


part of protective measures taken in the Milesian chóra after the devastation that 


Miletus had suffered in 494 BC and the fact that the Persian problem was far from 


being solved. For example, after the battle of Mykale in 479 BC the Milesians 


established a defense strategy aiming to secure the passes over Mykale for a potential 


Persian invasion1174. In addition to renewal of the city walls in the 5th century BC, the 


Milesians sought to secure their chóra by the installation of rural fortifications in 


smaller settlement agglomerations, as the example of the fortifications at Assesos 


illustrates. Since the defensive wall of a farm town like Assesos can hardly be older 


than that of the metropolis itself, the question of dating for the early Milesian extra-


urban fortifications including the islands cannot be considered detached from the 


critical issue of when did the Milesians made their first attempt to re-fortify their city 


again after 479 BC1175.  


Thucydides makes a universal statement that Ionia was unwalled in 427 BC1176. While 


not everywhere accurate, this statement reflects the Persian damage done to the cities 


in the reconquest of Ionia, as well as the systematic dismantling of any remaining 


fortifications -almost certainly- as part of Athenian imperial policy in the 5th century BC 


in parallel course to imposing sanctions on rebellious and potentially rebellious allies in 


Asia Minor, as at Samos in 440 BC. Since the Milesian walls had already been 


demolished, the policy would have had the effect of discouraging or even forbidding 


the construction of a new wall until the situation had changed so that either the 
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Athenians saw the benefits of such a wall or else the Milesians did not feel constrained 


by Athenian regulations. Only after the Milesians rebelled against the Athenians in 412 


BC, departing permanently from the Athenian Empire, were they able to construct 


some kind of fortification and even that should have been initially just a hurried, 


provisional structure1177. Miletus became the principal Peloponnesian base in Asia 


Minor during the Ionian war after which the Peloponnesian fleet moved north to the 


Hellespond1178. However, the fact that Miletus was again fortified in the years between 


411 and 402 BC, appears to be questionable by the latest geophysical surveys1179. The 


late date of Miletus’ city wall is therefore not a convenient term for a more precise 


chronological restriction for fortification measures in the extra-urban Milesian territory 


and in Patmos and Arkioi in particular.  


H. Lohmann argues for the erection of the walls at Assesos in the last quarter of the 5th 


century BC1180. Evidently other constructions in the chóra like the fortifications at 


Thebes by Mykale dating in the period between 411 and 396 BC1181, as well as the 


installation at Turles dated generally in the 5th- 4th century BC, indicate that efforts 


were intensified in this period to secure not only the city but also the Milesian territory 


in its entirety1182.  The Milesians seem to have taken some protective measures on the 


islands as well. The dating of Kastelli may imply that the Milesian rebel against the 


Athenians in 412 BC and the city’s permanent departure from the Athenian Empire 


being a risky choice it surely was a decision that included and entailed a certain degree 


of preparation. Therefore, Milesians should have taken measures in the direction of 


securing the island and mainland territory in the near years before and after their 


strategical choice to leave Athens.    


The end of the Athenian empire removed the protection from pirates that the Aegean 


had enjoyed in the early Classical period and by the time of the second Athenian 
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confederacy; piracy was being taken for granted by orators such as Demosthenes, 


suggesting that the Aegean was again a dangerous place to sail1183. In addition the 


general change of the defensive mentality after the Athenian defeat in the 


Peloponnesian war, gave a further impetus in the construction and maintenance of 


rural fortifications and the protection of chórai. A similar development has been 


already suggested for the 4th century BC Milesia by H. Lohmann1184.  


The fortified installations in the Milesian islands dating in this period seem to further 


substantiate this picture. In the course of the 4th and by the end of the 3rd century BC 


all insular installations had been constructed. In this period date the second phase of 


the fortified settlement at Kastelli on Patmos, the fortified settlement at Kastraki on 


Agathonisi, the phroúrion at Leipsoi, as well as the tower-court complexes at 


Xerokampos and Partheni on Leros, the second phase of the tower at Porto Augousta 


on Arkioi  and finally the tower on Farmakonisi.  


From this bulk of building activity on the islands and its interpretation, a great deal of 


useful information can be produced with regard to the Milesian fortification policy on 


the one hand and the settlement pattern on the islands on the other. As we saw earlier 


in this chapter fortified installations on the Milesian islands constitute broadly a 


dataset yielding information on settlement pattern, military operation and agricultural 


exploitation. Cross-referencing all available evidence reveals that in this period 


installations serving strictly military operation like the phroúrion at Leipsoi, others 


having an entangled civilian and military function like Kastelli on Patmos and Kastraki 


on Agathonisi, as well as installations serving as settlement nuclei like tower-court 


complexes at Leros, the tower re-construction on Arkioi and the tower on Farmakonisi 


can be distinguished. The analysis of these broad categorizations results in a possibility 


to draw conclusions on each island’s particular history and together as a group. Basing 


on their division between military and/or entangled installations and civilian ones 
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conclusions can be twofold: political on the one hand and socio-economical on the 


other.  


With regard to installations of military and entangled use such as the phroúrion on 


Leipsoi and the fortified settlements at Patmos and Agathonisi it is important to stress 


that a great deal of the islands’ population lived within the walls or -in periods of 


danger- sought refuge and the protection of the garrison that was stationed there. The 


importance of these installations is clear from the way the cities speak about them. In 


Asia Minor, the polis, the territory and the rural defenses are often named together as 


description of the community in official documents.  


The concrete function of the forts was to protect the territory, by offering a base for 


military action to protect agriculture in specific parts of the territory. In the treaty with 


Herakleia, Milesians asked for assistance if anyone marched as an enemy against the 


city, the territory or the forts of Miletus, or tried to hinder its sources of income1185.  


The same official expressions about the solidarity between Kos, Crete, and 


Chersonesos in the Crimea are employed. In Ionia, the chória around Smyrna, apart 


from occupying important routes are perhaps better conceived as fortified demes1186. 


The territory of Smyrna was surrounded by rural fortifications (chória) located near 


strategic routes, notably at Belkahve, on the pass leading to Sardeis, and at Nif and 


Akkaya on the Karabel gorge through which passed the highway from the southern 


Ionia towards Aiolis. The phenomenon is widely attested in Asia Minor1187.  


Miletus is known to have organized its territory through rural fortifications, though 


these were attested epigraphically and generically until now, rather than being 


precisely located archaeologically1188. Evidence from the actual military installations 


deployed in the Milesian Archipelago presented here, supplement the picture of 


Hellenistic Miletus, thus, making it solid and cohesive.  
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The Milesian attitude in the Hellenistic period is best attested by the sympoliteía 


decree with Pidasa on the one hand and from the finds of the excavation at Kastraki on 


Agathonisi on the other hand. When Miletus took over its neighboring Pidasa, it sent a 


garrison-commander and a garrison, and further linked Pidasa to one of its harbours, 


by a specially built road1189. Military institutions such as forts, garrisons and roads 


linked the extensive Milesian mainland territory to the core zone of the polis (the 


peninsula between Miletus and Didyma); similarly the insular fortifications linked the 


island world of the Aegean with the center, Miletus, through sea routes and their 


anchorages. At Kastraki on Agathonisi, the fortified settlement was garrisoned and 


facilitated local agricultural production, workshops and trade at the same time. 


Therefore, besides direct defense, rural fortifications were maintained throughout the 


Hellenistic period because their primary role had other values as well. The placement 


of rural fortifications and garrisons helped create, as well as protect the territory, by 


imposing unity and hierarchy, especially in the aftermath of annexations or in 


contested areas.  Inscriptions make this relation explicit: rural fortifications defended 


agriculture1190. 


Most often, efforts were deployed to secure the agricultural territory, vital to the city, 


described co-terminously with it the object of anxiety and public prayers at Magnesia 


on Maeander, where priests, magistrates and choruses prayed ‘for the safety of the 


city, the territory, the citizens, their wives, their children, the others living in the city 


and the territory, and for peace and wealth and the grain crop and the other crops and 


cattle’. The date was circa 185 BC, just after the war with Miletus1191. Therefore, rural 


fortifications played an important role in protecting the territory, and specifically the 


crops (whether growing or being harvested) and the farmers, for instance around 


Rhamnous1192.  
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Garrisons on islands and in coastal sites are known to have defended the local 


population from marauding pirates1193. Garrisons employed a special type of warfare, 


involving cavalry and light troops, archers in the Black Sea region, and forces called 


kryptoí at Athens, used for scouting and reconnaissance1194. However, the cities fought 


for more than defense: warfare was also caused by disputes. Private grievances, for 


instance over debt between citizens of different cities, led forcible compensation etc. 


Miletus and Herakleia by Latmos fought a war, over land and then resorted to 


arbitration. The dispute had an economic aspect: it concerned agricultural land and an 


economic asset, brickworks. But it primarily concerned the articulation of space 


around these cities, and the definition of their landscapes1195.  


Service in the town walls or in garrisons in the rural fortifications was not the only way 


the polis was militarized. The territory was the scene of patrolling by mobile forces, the 


perípoloi; in Asia Minor, the practice continued into the Roman Imperial period1196. The 


paraphýlakes also had the responsibility of protecting the rural territory of the city. 


The orophýlakes, officials whose responsibilities were quite similar to those of the 


paraphýlakes, appear already in the Hellenistic period1197. The patrollers are all 


citizens, and their organization is strongly civic, and becomes complete with a 


secretary to keep records: this body of armed men sent out by the polis is itself 


organized as a political body. The citizens standing guard in rural fortified installations 


were part of broader military institutions - starting with the city magistrates. Certain 


officials had military duties as part of their purview. In Miletus special military officials, 


the eireménoi epí teí phylakeí are attested from the 230s down to circa 140 BC1198.  


The military institutions were a function of the life of the polis, which had to mediate 


between groups, individuals, places to create community and common purpose. The 


Milesian fortifications, both urban and rural, were manned mainly by citizens: the 
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phrouroí and the garrison commanders (phroúrarchoi) were drawn by lot among the 


long standing citizens1199. Miletus decided that the Milesians sent to Pidasa as 


phroúrachos and as guards, as many as seems to be sufficient, were those of the 


citizens who had been drawn by lot1200.  


At Miletus, citizens served for the phýlake both for the town walls and for the phýlake 


phrouriké, in the rural fortified installations1201; Although the minor powers which 


maintained garrisons in dependent areas (e.g., Rhodes in the Cretan city of Olous, 


Gortyn on the dependent island of Gaudos) usually recruited the soldiers from among 


their own citizens, sometimes they too had to hire foreign mercenaries in order to man 


the garrisons1202. Miletus illustrates the best documented case. The city had to man 


numerous rural forts in Hybandis (on the former territory of Myous) and on the 


islands1203. Service was reserved for long standing citizens, while the more than 1.000 


Cretan mercenaries that Miletus enfranchised In the late 3rd century (234/233 BC and 


229/228BC), were settled with their families (circa 3.000-4.000 people) in the newly 


acquired territory of Hybandis, which was contested by Magnesia on the 


Maeander1204. Despite the fact that Miletus had the Cretans swear to defend the city 


and its forts, the limited faith the Milesians had in the trustworthiness of the Cretans 


can be seen in the fact that they allowed them to occupy the office of the 


phroúrarchos only 10 years after their naturalization in Miletus1205. Therefore, Cretan 


mercenaries could have manned at least the fortified settlement at Kastelli on Patmos 


and the phroúrion at Kastro on Leipsoi from the last decade of the 3rd century BC, as 


linguistic evidence from both islands’ epigraphical record imply1206.  
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Close relating with the military institutions of Miletus is the enigmatic issue of the 


fortified installations on Farmakonisi and the second phase of Kastro on Arkioi dating 


in this period. Both islands are rather small and due to their waterlessness they seem 


to offer few agriculturally exploitable chances with the exception of activities relating 


to sea and fishing. What is more, a contemporaneous settlement from both these 


islands lacks, therefore the fortified installations are the only constructions attested on 


the islands for the given period. Especially with regard to Farmakonisi, the presence of 


the grave precinct in the vicinity of the tower implies that the owners were not, say, 


settled on the shores of Milesia or in a neighboring island (a scenario that due to 


Farmakonisi’s proximity on the one hand with Asia Minor coast and on the other with 


Agathonisi could be possible) but rather, settled and made a living on the island. Taken 


into account the particular historical accounts referring to piracy in the Hellenistic 


period around the waters of Miletus and the Milesian efforts to cultivate the Stephania 


highplain at the same time, then, economic as well as military and strategic interests 


could have played a role for the particular constructions.  


A similar situation has been described for the initial establishment of the Milesians on 


Thebes by Mykale in the 4th century BC. There, the site being waterless -as the two 


Milesian islands- offers few possibilities of agricultural exploitation and it would surely 


have been an undesirable place to settle, likewise to the two particular Milesian 


islands. J. Hartung trying to interpret the situation suggested a two-phase model 


resolution1207. He suggested that at a first stage, a Milesian garrison was stationed at 


Thebes, and later on "defense farmers" may have followed, i.e. soldiers detached from 


Miletus, who did not engage themselves simply in securing the Milesian territory, but 


had land ownership and gained possibly other benefits too. We can picture them 


similar to the máchimoi in Ptolemaic Egypt, especially during the end of the 3rd century 


BC1208. At their posts, they performed their military service as a kind of land-police. 


These soldiers were often also active in agriculture and after a short time they 
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generally formed the upper class in the rural regions they were settled. In the 


Mediterranean, such practices are known from the Achaemenid Empire; with similar 


duties and border security engaged also the limitanei of the Roman Empire, who were 


settled in marginal areas, while a relevant institution existed later on in the Byzantine 


Empire1209. Whether this is the case of both Milesian islands is hard to say with 


certainty. Sure is, however, that their natural conditions and context bares great 


similarities with the case of Thebes. Further research might prove or disprove the 


suggestion for the Milesian establishments on the islands as well as at Mykale, but for 


the moment there is nothing solid to say.  


The presence of fortified installations even on remote and barren islands implies that 


their utilization for safe navigation along with their superb bays that provided safe 


anchorages are two features that surely cannot have remained unexploited by Miletus 


in antiquity. Indeed, the shipsheds in Agathonisi testify to the presence of the Milesian 


fleet. However, actual evidence from the rest Milesian islands lacks. Similar naval 


stations are regularly found in peraíai and were also normally in visual contact with the 


protected territory. The Rhodian naval network extending to neighboring islands and 


the opposite coast of Asia Minor must have been visually interconnected. Thus, the 


naval stations at Alimnia, 6km off the island of Rhodes and part of the Rhodian peraía, 


were located below a fort that provided a visual link between two bays and the coast 


of Rhodes1210.  


In the Samian peraía the shipshed at Mykale was connected with a defensive network 


consisting of forts and buildings which were intervisible and commanding great views 


of the golf of Ephesus and the strait of Samos1211. This Samian network in view of the 


adherence of Fournoi into its sphere may now involve also another region in the west, 


since the two fortified installations at Fournoi are intervisible with the fortified 


acropolis at Drakanon on the north entrance of the naval pass of Ikaria.  As mentioned 


previously, the case of Samos displays another obvious consideration such as the 
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economic advantages gained from the control of an island. Even though, the arable 


land available in most of the smaller islands would not be large enough to justify 


expansion and control, even small arid islands could be used for pastoralism or fishing. 


It is hard to see how the lack of access to the wealthy agricultural land of the Samian 


peraía could be negated by the acquisition of the extremely mountainous Ikaria (with 


very little land available for agriculture), or by the tiny Fournoi. Control over these 


islands could provide the Samians with alternatives to agricultural resources (such as 


timber or pasture), but this may not have anything to do with a potential limited 


access of the Samians to their peraía1212. In other words, control of mainland 


territories is not the alternative to control of islands: both forms of expansion existed 


in antiquity. Control of islands must not be predominantly regarded as a form of 


control of land, but rather as a safe base in the complex matrix of 


intercommunications in the seascape of the Aegean1213.  


In general, the study of naval stations over time provides new perspectives for 


understanding and exploring the naval strategy of the great maritime powers of the 


ancient Mediterranean1214. For example another major naval power such as Rhodes 


maintained a series of forts and naval stations in the neighboring islands and in the 


Rhodian Peraía1215. The fortified acropolises of the Rhodian Peraía had been already 


developed during the 6th and 5th centuries BC, and, furthermore, it is possible that 


many of them had been maintained in the 4th century. I. Pimouguet-Pédarros studying 


the fortifications of the Rhodian Peraía held the view that the military security of the 


Peraía was founded first of all with the establishment of fortified acropolises that 


intended to protect the populations, and then, during the following periods the 


particular defense network was enlarged and repaired in order to keep pace with the 


progress of artillery. Then, with the development of the Rhodian hegemony, coastal 
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areas and ports of the Peraía were set under a more systematic territorial perspective 


of defense1216.  


Historical record is ample with respect to the way that Hellenistic naval powers 


manned fleets, with crews and marines. Some ships were coastal cutters; others were 


‘long ships’, large ships of the line (triremes, pentereis) attested in various places from 


the 4th to the 1st century BC1217. The presence of warships and their complement of 


marines or soldiers used on seaborne expeditions added to the military requirements 


that the poleis imposed on their members. A. W. Gomme was among the first to point 


out that the Greek warship par excellence, the trireme, was in need of a friendly shore 


practically every few hours’ journey1218. In fact, we cannot underestimate the 


importance of islands for ancient navigation in general. The large number of Aegean 


islands provided a wealth of inlets and bays where a ship, and more particularly an 


oared warship, could shelter during storms or be beached during an overnight stay. 


The Aegean islands, then, were extremely important in the sense that they created a 


bridge between mainland Greece and the Asia Minor coast; any power wishing to 


maintain control over the Aegean Sea had to control its islands as well. 


In the Hellenistic period Milesian defensive planners probably realized that control of 


the seas immediately around Miletus was the single most important factor in the 


defense of the city. This fact became quite apparent through war events that involved 


the city itself. Miletus was blocked twice in the Hellenistic period, when the forces of 


Alexander the Great and of Philip’s V took Lade and from there the offenders were 


able to take the city of Miletus itself. In Alexander’s siege, the Lion harbour had also 


been instrumental in defense, and fall of the city. The sheltering island of Lade and the 


natural Lion harbour were now no longer an advantage to Miletus and had become 


disadvantageous1219. Any force that occupied Lade could prevent relief of the city and 
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once enemy ships entered the harbour, escape or relief was impossible accelerating 


the fall of the city.  


The Milesians, apparently, took precaution measures once the city’s harbours, which 


penetrated deep into the peninsula giving direct access to the heart of the city, 


became a defensive liability. In the 3rd century BC the wall appears to have run around 


the inside of the Lion harbour. Ships in the harbour would still have been open to 


attack and such a deep inlet that ran deep into the heart of the city would have been a 


defensive weak-spot, regardless the walls around it. To prevent attack from the sea 


extensive works were carried out at the Lion harbour, including considerable 


construction on its west side, which narrowed its entrance. It was then that two 


colossal marble lions, each weighing 23 tons, were erected on either side of the mouth 


of the Lion Harbour1220.  


It is this particular era that Miletus recruits a great number of mercenaries from Crete, 


while through the sympoliteía decree with Pidasa in the early 2nd century BC, the city 


tries to resolve both the defensive needs of the territory of Pidasa, as well as problems 


linked to the demographic decline of its urban population1221; the city tries to gear up 


in being substantially capable to protect itself. At Miletus, the Southern Cross-wall was 


probably built between the late 2nd and early 1st century BC, possibly in connection 


with the disappearance of the kingdom of Pergamon in 133 BC1222 and the danger 


emerging from piracy. The construction of the wall, which hastily blocked the city from 


the south, leaving outside the hill of Kalabak Tepe, is performed perhaps due to a 


rethinking of the not abundant economic means of the polis, which at the same time 


had to resolve the integration issue of its population through the sympoliteía with 


Pidasa.  
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In this particular period a renovation of the fortifications at Kastraki on Agathonisi is 


evidenced by excavation data1223. Despite the fact that there is no information from 


the other military or entangled installations from the other islands, Miletus maintained 


the fortifications at Kastraki. These new building alterations were made during a 


period of political instability in the Aegean. Rome became the new power and was 


attempting to consolidate its status in the eastern Mediterranean, while the scourge of 


piracy was at its peak; this was a major obstacle for the Roman trade, as well as for the 


local agricultural production. For this reason, in 100/99 BC the cities of Asia Minor 


were invited to collaborate actively in the fight against the pirates. The call upon action 


was enforced by the Roman senate in the form of the law known as lex de provinciis 


praetoriis1224. Therefore, since the Great armies gradually disappeared, the last 


fortifying measures taken by Miletus dating around 100 BC such as the southern Cross-


wall and the re-building and mainly the re-organization of the fortified settlement in 


Agathonisi should be viewed and interpreted within the wider project of military 


reinforcement of the Milesian seas and territory to protect its agricultural production 


and trade routes against the piracy threat1225. 


The importance and economic situation of Miletus in the late Republic and early 


Imperial Period are controversial. In the 1st century BC, Miletus appears to have 


experienced a certain decline, which can be grasped by a noticeable decline in building 


activity1226. Other indications also point to this direction: In 67 BC pirates plundered 


the Temple of Apollo at Didyma, an important indication for the strength of 


Miletus1227. A decade earlier, in 75/74 BC, Julius Ceasar himself was captured and held 


to ransom by pirates based on Farmakonisi, just 8km south-west of Cape Monodendri 


and a few km away from Miletus’ harbours. The pirates may have positioned 


themselves at Farmakonisi in order to intercept and hold to ransom wealthy pilgrims 


who would have had to pass by the island to get to the Oracle at Didyma which had 
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 Triantafyllidis 2010, 22; Triantafyllidis 2015, 98. 
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undergone a major revival since its destruction in the Archaic period. If the pirates 


were indeed stationed at Farmakonisi, then it is reasonable to assume that the tower 


and the island’s population did not facilitate peaceful and agricultural activities by the 


1st century BC. Although Miletus was not alone in being prone to piracy, which was rife 


in this period, what this episode clearly demonstrates is that by this time Miletus could 


not even police the waters closest to itself1228. Such profligate piracy may have been a 


result of there not being a dominant thalassocracy policing the waters of the Aegean, 


as the Athenian Empire is presumed to have done, and it was only with the Roman 


Empire that piracy was successfully suppressed1229. For a city that had previously been 


almost invincible due to its control of the seas, this incident is symptomatic of Miletus’ 


decline as a sea power.   


Within the frame of the Roman Empire, Miletus was given freedom and autonomy in 


38 BC that lasted well into the last part of the century. The city was important in the 


Roman province of Asia, but in the early centuries AD the silting-up of the Maeander 


and the increasingly unhealthy atmosphere led to Miletus’ decline. In the pacified 


Roman Empire until the invasions of the Goths in 263 AD, there was no reason for the 


maintenance of urban fortifications, let alone rural ones1230. The early Roman Imperial 


period, was an age of rapid contraction in rural settlement in the lower Maeander 


region. Around the turn of the era, there was a widespread abandonment of rural 


sites, after which the Milesian peninsula remained all but depopulated throughout the 


first three centuries AD. Naturally, this need not imply that Milesian territory was 


necessarily less heavily exploited than in earlier periods, or even that the total 


population of Miletus decreased in size. All that can be noted with confidence is that 


the rural population of the early Roman Imperial period ceased to be settled in small 


hamlets or isolated farmsteads1231.  
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In the settlement history of the Milesia a conspicuous gap appears from the time 


around 100 BC to late Roman period1232. For the Milesian islands, the only excavated 


site among the fortified settlements affirms the historical conditions and seems to 


align with the fate of Milesia. The sea shore fortified installation at Kastraki was 


abandoned in the first half of 2nd century AD, possibly in connection to the devastating 


earthquake in 155/156 AD that struck all Asia Minor leading to its irreparable damage.  


Irrefutable evidence of this destruction are the extensive layers of fallen stones that 


were detected in all the excavation trenches below the surface layer, and the scattered 


stone blocks, found outside of the west, south and east fortification walls, having fallen 


from the collapsed superstructure1233. The abandonment of the site in this period was 


inevitable since the historical conditions had so greatly changed since the installation’s 


foundation in the 4th century BC. Actual maintenance of such structures was 


meaningless and cost worthy in the world of Pax Romana. The fate of the fortified 


settlement at Kastelli or of the Proúrion on Leipsoi is unknown. Perhaps they followed 


the same course with the naval base at Kastraki and Milesia or they continued at least 


to exist serving residential needs; for sure they did not facilitated military purposes 


from the 1st century AD onwards.  


For the rest fortified installations evidence also lacks. However, sure is that while the 


introduction of the tower and tower-court complex in the Milesian islands in the late 


Classical/Hellenistic era was marked by the multifold opportunities that the type’s 


exploitation offered, no comparable process can be observed in the later late 


Hellenistic and Imperial era. This standstill was presumably not due to the evolution of 


the type into a new architectural form of establishments.  On the contrary, settlement 


in individual country estates seems to have lost importance, especially during the late 


Imperial and early Byzantine eras, when smaller agglomerations and village-like 


configurations prevail in the settlement pattern1234. However, still standing tower-


court complexes could have been affected to a lesser extent, by this phenomenon. For 
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example in central Lykia on the basis of surface pottery found in the vicinity of the late 


Classical and Hellenistic tower- court complexes, a further use of a large number of the 


elaborately built estates can be assumed until the late Imperial era1235. This type of 


rural residence was identical for centuries-long re-use, primarily due to its usually 


above-average quality of construction1236.  


Rural estates built in the late Imperial period never reached the constructional quality 


of their Hellenistic counterparts. In some cases, an older tower-court complex formed 


the historical and architectural nucleus of small rural settlements that developed in the 


Imperial era or Late antiquity, although it is not always possible to decide with 


certainty whether the tower served as quarry or as residential, financial and/or 


protective unit. The Turmgehöft type was, thus, not replaced in the late Imperial or in 


early Byzantine period by a new type of fortified country estate.  


For example, there is no introduction in the Milesia of the villa rustica, as this is 


typologically illustrated in its most clear architectural form in the northwestern 


provinces of the empire and shaped the rural settlement structure. Also in the Milesia 


by contast to the Ephesia there are no tetrapýrgia, as these have been reported for 


Asia Minor for the time after Alexander and elsewhere, especially for the late Imperial 


period1237.  During this period in the Milesia, the settlements include individual 


farmsteads ranging from small to large estates, small villages, as well as monasteries 


and monastic estates1238.  


By the end of the Hellenistic period the use of large blocks was not required for 


common country estates, and the fortificatory outlook seems not to have played 


significant role in the Imperial chóra. The minor fortificatory character of the 


constructions of late-Imperial rural estates implies that living conditions in the country 


in the Imperial period were generally more pacified. Evidently, this result certainly 
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 Hailer 2008, 2014. 
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 This is for example the case for the tower-court complex at Ag. Triada on Amorgos, see: Marangou 


2005.  
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reflects the Aegean and west Asia Minor world. But even in Rough Cilicia, when the 


region became once again a Roman province -probably no later than 72 AD- tower-


court complexes were no more built. It seems that this turbulent region became 


pacified too, rendering a further continuation of the type rather superfluous1239.  


The dramatic disintegration of the Milesian chóra in the middle of the 7th century 


AD1240, is presumably a fate that the Milesian islands also shared, probably due to the 


conquest of Egypt by the Arabs and the Arab razzias of 650 AD that continued for a 


century1241. At Kastro Hill on Leipsoi and at Partheni on Leros the last surface pottery 


finds date in the 6th – 7th century AD1242. Miletus had already been landlocked to the 


Maeander Delta1243.  
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5. THE FORTIFIED INSTALLATIONS ON THE MILESIAN ISLANDS: 


TOPOGRAPHICAL AND ARCHITECTURAL ANALYSIS  


 


Following the overview of the previous chapter on the urban and extra urban 


fortifications of Miletus, this chapter focuses in the scrutiny of the fortified 


installations on the Milesian islands, in order to complete this way the analysis of 


fortifications on the three territorial parts comprising Miletus. At first a description of 


each island’s general topography and natural landscape is noted. Then, each insular 


fortified establishment is examined through analytical tools such as architectural 


documentation (topographical maps, detailed drawings of plan, elevation, cross-


section,  points of interest, and photography), constructional analysis of the general 


layout and masonry technique and other architectural features, such as the curtain 


walls, tower typology, as well as gateways, posterns and movement within each 


installation, in order to suggest an applicable chronology for their construction. 


Furthermore, the various fortified sites of the Milesian islands are examined in terms 


of their particular situation within the natural landscape, in order to highlight the 


variety of reasons for the choice of specific sites for the erection of fortified 


establishments within the context of each island’s general topography.  
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5.1 LEROS 


 


5.1.1. Local topography.  


 


Leros situated in the SE edge of the Aegean opposite the Carian coast limits the zone of 


the Ionian islands to the south bordering the Doric Kalymnos (fig. 1). The island’s shape 


is relatively elongated at the axis NW-SW covering surface area of 54 sq.km., and its 


coastline reaches 71km837. The geographic relief of the island is characterized by small 


hills and innumerable bays and larger gulfs (map 1a). The bay of Lakki situated in the 


centre of the island on its west side, being among the largest natural harbours in the 


eastern Mediterranean, dominates the geomorphology of the whole island. North of 


Lakki another large bay is formed called Gourna, whilst to the south there is the 


narrow bay of Xerokampos. On the east side to the south there is the open bay of 


Panteli and to the north there is the gulf of Alinda. In the north side of the island, from 


east to west the bay of Blefouti and Partheni are situated; in the latter the sanctuary of 


Artemis was situated in antiquity.  


The island can be divided in three distinct geomorphological elongated parts838: The 


north part includes the areas from the northernmost edge of the island until the axis 


that the gulfs of Lakki and Panteli form. The areas between the gulfs of Gourna-Alinda 


and Lakki- Panteli comprise the central part, whereas the south part includes the areas 


south of the axis formed by the gulfs of Lakki and Panteli.  


The northern part of the island is the most mountainous. The highest altitude is found 


                                                           
837


 Qualitative and metrical data presented here derive from the website of Municipality of Leros 


(https://www.leros.gr/dimos-leroy/geomorfologia-tis-lerou.htm). 
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on Mt Kleidi (321m), whereas other summits are Vagia (264m), Viglia (234m), 


Misorrachido (284m) and Markellos (247m). This northern part is divided by a 


hydrographic axis leading to the bay of Partheni in two sections, the western and the 


eastern part. To the eastern sub-section belong the mountainous Vagia, Kleidi and 


Viglia. The natural relief there –except for Blefouti- is particularly pronounced, forming 


steep slopes and precipitous ridges ending in particularly sheer shores. The limestone 


bedrock of this sub-sector –not being easily disintegrated- is the main factor that 


determined the particular landscape configuration.  The western sub-section includes 


the mountains of Missorahido, Markellos, Kato Tsochia and Memigkaria. These 


mountains comprise mainly of metamorphic and neogenic rock formations which are 


more susceptible to disintegration than the aforementioned limestone formations, 


resulting in a mild relief in comparison to the eastern subsection. Nevertheless, the 


relief in the western subsection is relatively steep, forming sheer shores, especially in 


the edges of Markellos and Misorachido.  


The main mountain peaks in the central part of the island are Patela (250m), Kastelli 


(148m) and Vitsilia (143m), whereas some hilly marginal ridges on the north side do 


not exceed the height of 130m. The relief in this part appears as relatively intense and 


particularly in the area of the Kastelli Mountain range comprising of limestone rock 


formations. 


The most intense natural landscape of all the sections of the island is noted in its south 


part, due to its rock formation that consists almost exclusively of tectonic limestones. 


Another morphological feature of the southern section is the separation into two sub-


sections, one west and one east, by a tectonic zone, which begins from the bay of 


Xerokampos and reaches up the gulf of Lakki. The main hilltops of the western sub-


section are Fournos (256m) and Goubardos (326m). In the latter the most intense 


relief is on display, forming large inclinations, steep ridges, sheer shores and local karst 


plateaus etc. Quite similar is the natural relief in the eastern sub-section, where the 


main hilltops are Tourtouras (265m) and Tsougouna (221m). 


Between the northern, the central and the southern parts of the island, there are two 
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transitional zones, corresponding to the gulf axes Alinda - Gourna and Panteli – Lakki. 


These zones display a smooth natural relief having low slopes and heights in general. In 


fact, they are deposition material areas of the local streams. Around these areas 


forests have been developed, while in their interior there is land suitable for 


agriculture and animal husbandry.  


 


5.1.2. The fortified installations.  


 


The fortified installations on Leros are situated at Partheni and at Xerokampos, in the 


north and south edges of the island accordingly. Both of them are classified as estates 


with towers (Turmgehöft)839. At Partheni, in the west edge of the plain, there is a low 


hill rising 22m above sea level (map 1a, 1b). On top of that hill, which is accessible from 


its east slope, a small fortified construction is situated, that was at first erroneously 


identified as the temple of Artemis Parthenos by R. M. Dawkins – A. J. B. Wace840. The 


establishment comprises of a rectangular tower and a surrounding –badly preserved 


fortification wall, defining that way a fortified court of almost orthogonal plan to the 


east side of the tower.  


The establishment measures in total 37m in the E-W axis and 24m in the axis N-S, 


whereas the court in the east side of the tower yields an area of 17 × 20m. The court 


walls are badly preserved (plan 1a). It is only possible just to identify their trace on 


ground under thick vegetation, especially regarding its north, south and west sides. 


The trace of the north and south walls can be followed for a length of approximately 


15m. The faces of the eastern wall, however, and partially of the north one that 


adjoines the tower are preserved above ground level, so that the walls’ width can be 


measured. The east wall is 1.50m thick and its trace can be observed for about 18m, 


while that of the adjoining to the tower north wall is 0.60m thick and 10m length until 


                                                           
839


 See chapter 6. 
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 Dawkins - Wace 1905-1906, 172-174. Their misconception was corrected by Benson 1963, 16-17; 


Benson’s argumentation was further accepted by Hope Simpson – Lasenby 1970, 52-53. 
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it meets the outer west wall of the complex at right angles. The thickness of this 


adjoining wall being small implies that it was possibly not an outer wall, but a wall of 


the interior configuration of the complex. However, it is safer to address these issues 


only after excavation.  


The tower in the center of the installation is almost rectangular. Its east and west walls 


measure 8.60m, while its north and south walls measure 8.30m (fig. 44, plan 1c). The 


tower walls are 1.30m wide and comprise of two faces with an inner fill of smaller 


stones and chips with earth. The north and west wall of the tower are the most well 


preserved, in three courses height (approximately 1.40m). The west part of the south 


wall is preserved at two courses height, whilst its east part is dilapidated. Only the 


west wall is preserved in one course height near the corners of the tower, while its 


lower courses remain buried.  


 


Fig. 44. Leros. Partheni, tower, NW corner. 


The walls are built up by local grey limestone blocks and the masonry style can be 


characterized as coursed trapezoidal to polygonal.  In their upper surface some blocks 
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form a steep jog (height 6-10cm) in the form of indentation, thus presenting an image 


of stepped horizontal joints at some points (fig. 45, plan 1c). All vertical joints are 


slanting, giving a trapezoidal form to most blocks. The trapezoidal blocks are laid in 


courses of various heights (e.g. 0.74m, 0.58m, 0.62m) except for those the upper 


surface of which is stepped. The outer face of the tower walls comprises of blocks of 


large size. The blocks length usually exceeds 1.10m, while the largest blocks measure 


1.40m. The height of the blocks also varies (0.58-0.74), whereas their width measures 


about 0.50-0.60m. The inner face of the walls is constructed by stones of relatively 


smaller dimensions, but yet blocks of the two faces penetrate as much as half the 


wall’s thickness being that wide.  


 


Fig. 45. Leros. Partheni, tower’s north wall. 


The surface of the blocks is roughly hammered. Apertures are not preserved. The outer 


faces of the blocks are pulvinated in a degree that the joint lies 0.10m inward. A 


smoothly treated band is noted on the surfaces of the horizontal joints of the blocks, 


measuring 0.20m from the outer joint. Drafting appears in all corners of the tower in 
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the form of vertical 0.10m bands. The corners of the tower are formed simply by 


alternating crossing blocks.  


No sign of the entering point to the tower has survived, but taking into account the 


arrangement of the court to the east of the tower, an entrance could have been 


constructed at its east wall.  The foundation of the tower is not visible but possibly the 


construction was laid as usual upon the natural limestone bedrock. 


In the south side of the tower, and in particular in its southwest corner, a cistern was 


constructed at some point, in contact with the south tower wall measuring 4×2m, 


having an E-W orientation. The cistern walls of 0.40m width were constructed by 


smaller stones with pozzolana plaster, along with the plastering of the inner surface of 


the cistern. Parallel and very near to the tower, on its north side, there is a small 


ruined chapel, known locally as Agia Eirene, built largely with blocks taken from the 


tower, as another L-shaped construction meeting the NE tower corner north of the 


chapel. The small conch-like apse of the chapel is constructed of brick and concrete, 


which was covered with plaster upon which there are traces of wall painting in red, 


yellow and dark greenish grey paint. The total height of the apse above the present 


surface is 2.45 m. 


The latest surface finds from the site comprise mainly of Phocean Red Slip and Cypriot 


Red Slip pottery dating in Late Roman times (6th – 7th century AD) 841. As is usually the 


case these fortified installations were abandoned in Roman Imperial times, while 


habitation resumed for a short period in Late antiquity842. Unfortunately, no earlier 


pottery was identified, so for actually dating the establishment we have to rely solely 


on constructional criteria and masonry style, indicating a relative chronology in the 


later 4th and the early 3rd century BC843.  


The second fortified establishment attested in Leros, is situated on the peak of the hill 
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 For Late Roman table wares see indicatively Hayes 1972. 
842


 See chapter 6.  
843


 Similar in layout, masonry technique and dating is the tower of Ag. Triada on Amorgos, See 


Marangou 2005, 311-314.  
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called Palaiókastro dominating the small plain between the bay of Lakki and the bay of 


Xerokampos at a height of 60m above sea level (map 1a, 1c). The plain is hemmed in 


on both sides by long parallel mountains, so that the entire region is particularly 


picturesque (fig. 46). At the foot of those mountains and around the hill of Palaiokastro 


several terraces are arranged. Whether these are ancient remains obscure, 


nevertheless the plain alone around the foot of the hill of Palaiokastro must have been 


agriculturally exploited in antiquity, since most part of the island is mountainous. The 


very place name of the Palaiokastro Hill still holds the linguistic memory of an old 


fortification there. The fortification wall is preserved across the entire eastern edge of 


the hill’s peak, along with some stretches at the hill’s north and south edges that meet 


the east fortification stretch and thus form the northeast and southeast corners of the 


installation respectively (map 1c).   


 


Fig. 46. Leros. Xerokampos, view to the south from the fortified installation. 


Apparently the site must have underwent severe damage since the walls along its 


north side that were described and illustrated by R. M. Dawkins and A. J. B. Wace in 
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1906 do not exist anymore844. This alteration was already documented by J. L Benson 


in 1963 noting that an L-shaped wall, that formed the north edge of the installation 


was considerably reduced by a local priest during the post-war English occupation of 


the island, in order to enwall a large enceinte on top of the hill to serve as a 


cemetery845. The cemetery would have been in connection with the small modern 


chapel which is tucked in, as it were, within the walls and which replaces the ancient 


chapel of Palaiokastro – that was actually built with blocks from the wall. The medieval 


date of that church, or of a still earlier church on the site is suggested by a section of 


coloured mosaic in its foundations which extend 6.5 m west of the present chapel in 


the same width and orientation, as J. L. Benson proposed846. A. J. B. Wace and R. M. 


Dawkins thought it might be "late Greek work"847; the original design of the mosaic is 


difficult to make out but may have been a symmetrical wave pattern. As, it becomes 


clear, the original surface of the top of the hill has been hopelessly disturbed. 


Nevertheless, much of the wall as described in 1906 still exists on the east edge of the 


hill. The principal damage is the total disappearance of the north "'L" in Wace's plan: 


something like 25 meters and the west wall of what would have been possibly a tower 


are not only gone but gone without a trace. No cuttings or fragments remain to 


suggest that there had ever been a wall in this position.  


According to the accounts of earlier researchers it can be articulated that what 


remains on the site is actually the north and east walls of a projecting tower measuring 


10.10×7.50m, with the east side being the long one, and a fortification wall stretching 


(at a distance of 3.06m west of the SE tower corner) on the edge of the hill for 11m 


south, turning there in right angle to the west and continuing on the hill’s edge for 


another 4.60m (plan 1d).   


The walls are built up by local yellowish limestone blocks and the masonry style can be 


characterized as pseudoisidomic ashlar (plan 1d, fig. 47). Some headers appear 
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sporadically on the east façade of the fortification but not in a systematic way.  In the 


upper surface of some blocks an L-shaped jog has been formed (height 4-6cm), 


through which the height of each course alters. The highest courses are placed lower 


measuring 0.55m, whereas the higher courses usually measure 0.38 to 0.44m. All joints 


meet at right angles.  


The outer face of the walls comprises of blocks of large size. Regular length of the 


blocks is usually about 1 to 1.20m, with the exception of the SE tower cornerstone 


measuring 1.82m. Tower blocks penetrate as much as 0.60m in the masonry thickness, 


while blocks of the fortification wall are usually not that wide (0.35 to 0.50m).  


Unfortunately the inner face of the walls is not visible, so there is no clue about the 


masonry filling and the walls’ thickness. However, according to the way the blocks 


have been laid in the visible tower corners, the tower’s wall must have been 


approximately 1.50m thick, or its east wall at least.  Pry holes are observed on the 


upper surface of many blocks. They usually measure 4×6×2 cm.  


The surface of the blocks is roughly hammered and pulvinated. The bosses regularly 


project 0.10m from the flat treated joint surfaces. Despite the fact, that the 


intersecting point of the tower and the fortification wall is not preserved, all other 


edges of the fortification including the tower corners display a vertical drafted band of 


0.10m. The vertical drafting of the foundation stones, however, measures 0.20m, while 


the stone itself projects 0.10m from the face of the wall (fig. 47).  


The walls are laid upon the natural limestone bedrock, after the latter having been 


leveled and prepared accordingly, as the visible foundation of the construction 


particularly in the south part of the fortification wall illustrates. Of note is the fact that 


the natural bedrock is the same limestone as the blocks. In fact quarrying indications 


can be observed except for the foundation leveling, also in the vicinity of the 


monument to its east, at a close distance. Vertical cut faces of the natural bedrock and 


step like cuttings are attested at the east slope of the hill 4-6 meters away of the 


monument.  
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Fig. 47. Leros. Xerokampos, south fortification wall with vertical drafting band at the 
west corner. 


Access points or openings are not preserved on the site. However, taking into account 


that the south and east slopes of the Palaiokastro Hill are extremely steep and that its 


north side leads to a deep ravine, the site must have been accessible only via the 


smoother west slope, like nowadays. With this view, the situation of what should have 


been a tower on the NE corner of the hill could have served flanking purposes to 


anyone approaching from the west.  


With regard to dating the installation, one can concur with the suggestion of Wace and 


Dawkins that the walls should not be prior to the late part of the 4th century BC848. The 


outlook of the blocks on the city walls of Priene, as well as the wall on Thebes by 


Mycale is absolutely comparable in appearance849, so that one would expect 


approximate contemporaneity. Attention is called to the attractive pattern formed by 


the use of a large central block on the southeast side. As Benson has already noted 
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 For Priene see: Pedersen – Ruppe 2016, 569-573; for Thebes by Mykale see: Hartung 2014, 125- 129, 
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surface pottery also lacks from this site850. Benson found only one sherd (local black 


glaze) earlier than Roman in the immediate area, while a single small fragment of good 


quality black glaze was found on a terrace just north of the whole precinct.  


 


5.1.3. Choice of sites, strategy and defensive planning.  


 


The two fortified installations of Leros are placed at the two edges of the island, 


Partheni in the north and Xerokampos in the south (map 1a). Regarding the location of 


the fortified installation at Partheni, the construction is situated on a low hill at the 


west side of the plain. The installation, comprising basically of a tower and its court fits 


in the common type of tower- court complexes (Turmgehöft) that became common in 


the Aegean and in other areas, such as mainland Greece, Asia Minor and the Black Sea 


from the 4th century BC onwards serving defensive, residential and economic 


functions851. The plain of Partheni is surrounded by mountainous formations from its 


west, south and east sides. If the reasoning in terms of strategy behind the situation of 


the installation was to command high ground or to offer premium view to the most 


possible directions in order to monitor sea and land movements, then the selection of 


the low hill at Partheni did not fulfill these requirements (map 1b). For such purposes 


the higher mountains that surround the plain would have been more appropriate. 


Since the plain of Partheni is one of the few fertile plains of the island, it surely must 


have been agriculturally exploited in antiquity. It is common to find tower-complexes 


in proximity to fertile lands. Basically these tower estates facilitated production 


stocking from agricultural and pastoral activities, they served as refuge stations in 


cases of threat and /or were used to house temporarily people working in the fields 


that possibly were slaves852. Therefore, the situation of the tower-complex at Partheni 


on the low hill at the edge of the valley must have relied basically on two prerequisites: 
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ease of access and proximity to the plain. Nevertheless, from the installation at 


Partheni, to its NE, the Kastro Hill, where the ancient fortified installation is located on 


the nearby island of Leipsoi, is visible (fig. 48). 


The fortified installation at Xerokampos on the other hand, is also close to fertile lands 


down in the plain and at the nearby hills’ foot. In addition the site’s situation offers 


more strategic advantages than in Partheni, which were surely acknowledged by the 


ancient builders. The fortified installation is located at an altitude overlooking the 


homonymous bay in the south, as well as a great part of the large bay of Lakki (map 1a, 


1c). Higher mountains flank the hill of Palaiokastro at its east and west edge, but they 


are steep enough to be regarded dangerous in case they were occupied. What is more, 


the site where the fortified installation at Xerokampos lies, offers ample view to the 


whole east coast of the nearby island of Kalymnos (fig. 46), thus being in a position to 


monitor the naval route between Kalymnos and Caria, and to locate potential naval 


movements, especially during the period between the last quarter of the 4th century 


and until the end of the 3rd century BC, when the royal fleets of the Successors had 


been particularly active generally in the Aegean and in its east coast in particular853.  


 


Fig. 48. Leros. Partheni, viewshed to the Kastro Hill on Leipsoi. 
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However, as illustrated above, both fortified installations of Leros are very modest and 


cannot be characterized as fortified settlements or acropolis fortifications. This fact 


(and in lieu of an actual acropolis for the island) strongly contradicts the image of the 


island as attested by historical and epigraphical sources that imply Leros was the 


capital of one of the Milesian demes and testify to the presence of an agora and of a 


phroúrarchos.  Thus, the principal settlement of the island, in historical times at least, 


must have been the modern harbour of Agia Marina (map 1a). There, a lot of ancient 


ruins have been located mainly dating in the Hellenistic and Roman era854. An acropolis 


with fortifications –the ancient phroúrion- seems more likely to have been situated on 


the site of the present Lepídia Castle, which overlooks the bay of Ag. Marina. From 


there, viewshed includes the Kastro Hill on Leipsoi, as well as the location where tower 


on Farmakonisi lies. The whole scale rebuilding of the Castle from the Knight’s of St. 


John the Hospitalliers in the 15th century, along with previous interventions of the 11th 


century855 have possibly destroyed any traces of the ancient fortification.  Such an 


assumption seems all the more inescapable as among the ruins that have been 


discovered in Ag. Marina, there are not any visible evidence of fortifications. The 


argument is further substantiated by evidence from Herodotus, who notes that the 


strategic possibilities of Leros did not go unappreciated in the early 5th century BC856; 


the inference is easy: Hekataios, the ruler of Miletus, wanted to seek refuge in the 


acropolis of Ag. Marina rather than elsewhere on the island; and as Benson noted: it is 


not necessary to assume from the words of the historian that there was at the time no 


fortification whatsoever there857. 
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5.2 LEIPSOI (LEPSÍA) 


 


5.2.1. Local topography.  


 


North of Leros and east of Patmos, lies the island group of Leipsoi covering surface 


area of 16.4sq.km and having 36km coastline858. This island complex consists of 24 


islands and islets and 6 skerries (map 2a). Leispoi and Frangos are the largest among 


the islands, whereas the other small islands scattered in the sea surround the main 


island of Leipsoi. In particular, these islands are Arefousa, Kapsari, Kouloura, Lyra, Long 


Aspronisi, Makronisi, Manole, large and small Aspronisi, large and small Kalapodi, the 


south Aspra, Paploma, Piato, Pilavi, Saraki, Stavri and Psomos.  


Like Leros, also Leipsoi has an elongated shape towards the axis NW-SE. The maximum 


length of the island is 6.3km, whereas its minimum width is 400m, measured at the 


point where the two main land masses of the north and the south part of the island 


merge. There, the terrain is flat and the largest bay of the island is formed, which also 


is the safest harbour, facing south and being 25m deep859. South of the modern 


harbour there is the bay of Tarsanas, and to the north of the harbour lies the bay of 


Lientou. Another important natural bay of the island is the Moschato, at the north 


edge of the island, and opposite lies Platis Gialos facing east. In the south edge of the 


island, three bays are formed: in particular, Katsadia, Chochlakoura and Steno Langadi. 


The highest mountain, called Skaphe, is in the northern part of the island having its 


peak at 277m. Other three hills complement the mountainous landscape of the island, 


namely Plaka at an altitude of 200m, the Castle Hill at an altitude of 108m and Agios 
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Georgios at an altitude of 50m. In the south-east part of the island and between the 


uneven hills, there are plains suitable for agriculture, presenting thus a green 


landscape. The slates of the southern part of the island form a tectonically elliptical 


upheaval in the axis NW-SE, and meet the limestone of the northern part WNW860
.The 


northwest part of the island is particularly barren and uncultivated, due to its hard 


limestone, schist and marble rock formations861. These areas display steep slopes 


leading usually to rocky, sheer shores. In rocky shores, where significant small bays 


have been formed the beaches are usually sandy.  


The island's flora consists of the familiar species that grow on the islands of the Aegean 


Sea and relate mostly to lush vegetation, tree-like formations, but mainly shrubs. The 


most cultivated species are olive, almond, vine, various citrus fruits and vegetables. In 


contrast to its fertile soil, the island has few water resources. Its limited hydrographic 


network concentrates in the southwestern part of the island, where the modern 


settlement is. Ravines are found in the center of the island, as well as in its wider 


northwest region. 


 


5.2.2. The fortified installation.  


 


In one of the highest peaks of the south part of the island, on the hill called Kastro, a 


name indicating the presence of fortifications, stand the remaining ruins of the walls of 


Leipsoi at an altitude of 108m. The top of the hill is a large plateau oriented in the axis 


E-W. Its maximum length is 115m, whereas its maximum width measures 50m (map 


2a, 2b). The presence of a great deal of modern rubble walls as well as the obvious 


leveling of the plateau for pastoral activities has greatly altered the image of the site 


since antiquity. In fact most of the modern rubble walls that follow the contour of the 


plateau are founded upon the ruins of the fortifications, contributing in this odd way in 
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the fortification’s trace preservation (fig. 49).   


The remains of the fortifications, since their trace can be observed in many spots 


around the edge of the hill’s peak and mostly at its north, south and east sides, imply 


that the establishment must have occupied the entire plateau (plan 2a). Unfortunately 


the west side is so densely occupied by modern rubble walls and other pastoral rubble 


constructions that nothing survives. The most well preserved part is the central 


quadrilateral tower in the eastern edge of the site (fig. 50, plan 2b, 2d). The tower’s 


east side is 10.60m, its south side is 11.80m, while its west side measures 13.50m and 


its north 10.68m. The outer walls of the tower that is its north, east and south are 


1.40m thick, whereas its west wall being situated in the interior of the circuit measures 


1.10m.  


 


Fig. 49. Leipsoi. Kastro Hill, south stretch of the fortification wall following the contour. 


Ruins of other two towers are also preserved in the south and north stretches of the 


circuit (plan 2a). The south tower is the smallest one. It is located 55m to the west of 


the eastern tower and projects further south. It is an almost square tower of modest 
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dimensions. In particular its walls are 1m wide and its south short side measures 


3.10m, while its east and west sides measure 2.5m and 5m respectively (fig. 51). From 


the northern tower only its NE corner and parts of its north and east walls are 


preserved (plan 2b). The tower is located 12m west of the NW corner of the east tower 


and projects to the NW. The tower’s long side being the east one measures 8.80m, 


while its north side is 6.20m. However, the latter dimension is not in full, since the 


southwestern part of the tower is either destroyed either invisible lying under the 


modern rubble wall. The east wall of that tower being the thickest is 1.40m wide, in 


contrast to its northern counterpart, which is 1m wide.  


 


Fig. 50. Leipsoi. Kastro Hill, east tower, east side. 


The close proximity of the north and east tower is due to the situation of the circuit’s 


remaining gate in the fortification wall between them, so that the northern tower 


practically flanks the gate, in a way that a potential offender would approach with his 


right unshielded side (plan 2a, 2b, 2c). The gate is nowadays blocked by a rubble wall, 


but it displays two constructional phases as its posts imply (fig. 52). The earlier gate 
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was 2m wide as the vertical drafts at its posts indicate. Later, a modification must have 


taken place. Two vertical blocks are placed as jambs, sharing loose joints with the 


earlier gateposts. Through this intervention the gate became narrower, almost a 


postern, measuring 1.30m. Another block, placed immediately to the north of the 


eastern gate jamb, implies that this later intervention must have involved yet other 


constructions, perhaps another projecting tower flanking the gate, from which 


however, almost nothing survives above ground.  


 


Fig. 51. Leipsoi. Kastro Hill, south tower, south side.


 


Fig. 52. Leipsoi. Kastro Hill, north fortification wall, gate. 
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Besides the three towers and the gate, fortification curtains also survive to some 


extent. The best preserved stretch is the one west of the gate until the north tower’s 


corner (plan 2c). The wall preserves only the first course of blocks in 10.40m length 


until it meets the north tower forming an obtuse angle. In the south side, the stretch 


of the fortification wall between the east and the south towers is preserved in a 


greater extent, but is covered under thick schinus vegetation, thus it is not always 


possible to follow its trace. However, the elevation of the wall that is preserved in two 


or three courses height can be observed among the vegetation. So, this stretch of 


approximately 50m, is approachable only in its middle for about 16m length. The wall 


is 1.40m wide and follows the natural contour of the site marking its edge, beneath 


which the ground is steep. Similar is the situation for the third stretch of the 


fortification that is preserved in two parts in the north edge of the plateau. The west 


part of the wall is constructed in the polygonal style and follows the natural contour 


(plan 2d). Mostly the outer façade and the fill of the wall are observable, whilst the 


inner face of the wall serving as foundation of the modern rubble wall is observable for 


3.50m, making thus possible to measure its width at 1.40m. The wall then forms an 


obtuse angle and descents in north direction (plan 2a). Despite that this part of the 


wall is preserved only in one course height and 6m length, it is possible that further 


north it formed an acute angle and turned south, in order to meet the north tower, 


and thus encircle the plateau.  


Except for the aforementioned stretch, constructed in the polygonal style, the rest of 


the fortification shares a similar style of construction that can be classified as 


pseudoisodomic ashlar to trapezoidal. The blocks are made of local grey limestone 


with white strips and are laid in courses measuring 0.28m to 0.54m. Their length varies 


from 0.80m to 1.80m, with the largest blocks being placed in the corners of the tower. 


Thickness of the outer face’s  blocks usually penetrates as much as half the thickness of 


the wall, which is 0.80m wide, whereas the blocks of the inner faces of the walls are of 


more modest dimensions having 0.40 – 0.60m length and 0.30m width. The filling of 


the walls is made of smaller stones that are not just thrown to fill the wall, rather than 
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being stocked regularly with earth and piled up. The joints are either vertical either 


slanting, while in some cases again, as in Leros the upper surface of the blocks forms a 


steep jog (height 0.06m), in the form of indentation, through which the coursing height 


alters. The surface of the blocks is slightly quarried and pulvinated, so that the joints fit 


0.10m inward of the outer faces of the blocks. Drafting does not appear in all corners 


of the fortification or of the tower. The only vertical drafted bands are attested in the 


first constructional phase of the gate posts, measuring 0.06m. Another interesting 


feature noted, especially in the construction of the NE corner of the east tower is the 


leveling of the natural grey limestone bedrock and the formation of the tower’s 


foundation at this point. The bedrock having being leveled, its outer faces is cut as one 


of the regular masonry blocks, only that it projects from the masonry elevation for 


almost 0.50m, thus forming the tower’s foundation.  


As it becomes clear, construction material derives from the bedrock of the site. The 


fact that the upper plateau is leveled to such an extent may imply the quarrying 


activities that could have taken place during the erection of the fortifications. 


Nevertheless, quarrying is attested in close proximity to the east tower, in particular 


9m from its SE edge (plan 2a). There, an artificial terrace has been formed ending to a 


vertical quarried bedrock face of 3-4m height. The surrounding area is also full of stone 


chips, a fact providing further substantiation to identify the site as the ancient building 


quarry. 


Regarding the chronology of the fortification, there is little that can be articulated 


without excavation. Sure is that the monument testifies two constructional phases. 


The circuit and the towers that share similar building properties seem to have been 


built simultaneously. The polygonal stretch of the fortification, though it is very 


fragmentary does not yield enough evidence to conclude neither that it belongs to 


another -perhaps earlier- constructional phase nor that it belongs to the same building 


phase with the rest of the circuit. Nevertheless, to a second and later constructional 


phase testify the modification of the gate in the north part of the circuit, as well as the 


possible remains of another projecting construction that adjoined the east gatepost 
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(possibly another tower). From the constructional technique and the faces of the walls 


it seems possible that a chronology of the main constructional phase in the first half of 


the 4th century BC if not slightly earlier seems fit. This suggestion relies basically in the 


layout of the installation, the small dimensions of the towers –except for the eastern 


one- and their arrangement around the circuit, the absence of headers or binders in 


the masonry, as well as the modest use of the vertical corner drafts. All the above 


described features seem to imply a chronology before torsion artillery became 


widespread after Alexander. This suggestion, finds a partial substantiation also in 


surface finds from the site. Despite the fact that on the leveled top plateau there were 


few fragments of surface pottery deriving mostly from unpainted Hellenistic 


amphoras, it is interesting, however, to note that the northern slope of the hill, which 


has the smoothest inclination, provides for the largest quantity of ceramics and other 


finds from Late Chalkolithic to Late Roman periods, with most of them being Hellenistic 


and Roman table wares. Black glazed pottery is also present in more modest 


quantities, by contrast to Geometric and Archaic pottery that have not been observed. 


This figure implies that besides Late Chalkolithic period, the site was occupied from the 


5th- 4th century BC onwards.  


 


5.2.3. Choice of site, strategy and defensive planning.  


 


The hill of Kastro, is located in the south part of the island. The selection of the 


particular hill for the erection of the island’s circuit, facilitating the garrison and the 


phroúrarchos was obviously selected due to a series of reasons of local topography. 


First of all, the hill is situated right in the middle between the three largest bays of the 


island overlooking them and is situated close to the majority of the arable lands of the 


island, at least with regard to the island’s east part (map 2a, 2b). To the north lies the 


bay of Kouselio, to the south the bay of Katsadia and to the SE the bay of 


Chochlakoura. These three bays, due to their south and SE orientation constitute the 
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safest anchorages of the island while the natural formation of the bay of Kouselio 


rendered it the only natural harbour of the island. Furthermore, the Kastro Hill’s peak 


is one of the highest on the island, with the other two being located one in the north 


and one on the NW of the island, in locations that have nothing to do with overlooking 


let alone commanding the safe bays of the island.  What is more, the site at Leipsoi 


offers clear view to all the rest Milesian islands and to the territory of the south 


Milesia. In particular the view (standing on the east large tower of the circuit) includes 


in the east: the site where the installations on Farmakonisi are situated, the coast of 


Miletus in Asia Minor from the island of Lade down to the Stefania Hills, in front of 


which the Turles Hill is situated. From the same spot the view to the north includes the 


south coast of Agathonisi, the installation at Porto Augusta on the island of Arkioi, as 


well as the SE coast of the distant Fournoi cluster. In the west the view towards the hill 


of Kastelli on Patmos is striking and the same holds true for the medieval Castle of 


Leros, above Ag. Marina, as well as for the bay of Partheni on Leros (fig. 53-57). 


Even though the fortification on Kastro Hill is not well preserved, the arrangement of 


towers and the only surviving gate may yield some piece of information about the 


defensive planning of the site. The surviving towers are arranged according to the 


location of the three bays (plan 2a). So for example the east tower commands the 


relevant slope of the hill overlooking the bay of Tarasanas and ending to the 


Chochlacoura bay and the south tower overlooks the south slope of the hill and the 


bay of Katsadia. Last but not least, the north tower is oriented towards the direction of 


the Kouselio bay and flanks the gate, which obviously facilitated movement from the 


bay of Kouselio to the circuit via the hill’s north slope.  


As it becomes clear, the Kastro Hill has all these characteristics, such as view, ease of 


access, proximity to critical areas of the island and command of high ground, in order 


to prevail over other candidates, as the most reasonable option for the construction of 


a stronghold on Leipsoi.  
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Fig. 53. Leipsoi. Kastro Hill, viewshed to Farmakonisi. 


 


Fig. 54. Leipsoi. Kastro Hill, viewshed to Agathonisi. 


 


Fig. 55. Leipsoi. Kastro Hill, viewshed to Arkioi. 
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Fig. 56. Leipsoi. Kastro Hill, viewshed to Patmos. 


 


Fig. 57. Leipsoi. Kastro Hill, viewshed to Partheni on Leros. 
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5.3 ARKIOI (ARKÍTIS/ARGIAE) 


 


5.3.1. Local topography.  


 


To the east of Patmos and very close to the north edge of Leipsoi lies the island group 


of Arkioi (fig. 1, map 3a). This island complex consists of 13 islets and skerries. The 


main island of the group, basically carrying the group’s name covers surface area of 6.7 


sq.km and has 25km coastline862.  To the south of the main island there are the islets 


Stroggyli, Marathi and Spolago from west to east accordingly, while to the east of the 


island there are Smineronisi, Tsoukaki, Tsouka, Makronisi and Avaptistos following 


south-north order. Further south is the islet Kalovolos and to the north side of the 


island lies Koumaros863.  


From the aforementioned islets only Arkioi and Marathi are inhabited. The others 


serve as goat islands, facilitating seasonally cattle and shepherds. The main island of 


Arkioi, comprises of a hilly range crossing the island from south to north yielding thus 


the island’s elongated shape according to the aforementioned axis. Arco Chalaro, on 


the west edge of the island is the highest peak of the hilly range at 116m, whereas its 


southern counterpart, near the north shore of the island is called Panagia and has an 


altitude of 81m. The north side of the island is more steep leading to rocky shores. 


Comfortable bays are formed on the more smooth south side of the island. The 


northernmost is Kalamitsi, the middle one is Porto Augusta, which serves also as the 


modern harbour and to the south there is the bay of Tiganakia. The modern 


settlement is located on the innermost part of the Porto Augusta bay, whereas the 
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older settlement lies further north. The south part of the island, between the hills, 


forms a plain that could have facilitated a certain degree of anhydrous products, since 


the island is waterless. Of note is a cave, called Kleftos, in the north part of the island 


preserving stalactite and stalagmite formations whole year round.  


In contrast to the neighboring island of Marathi and the other islets where schist 


prevails, limestone rock formation dominates the dry island landscape in Arkioi864. The 


island’s flora, directly resulting from its geomorphology consists mainly of schinus and 


other low shrubs. In some instances and mostly in the island’s coastal areas, there are 


several clusters of trees. Since the island is waterless, it can just serve limited pastoral 


activities.  


 


5.3.2. The fortified installation.  


 


The ancient establishment is located at a height of 50m, on top of the seaside hill 


called Kastro, a place name indicating the presence of fortifications (map 3a, 3b). The 


hill stands on the west edge of the promontory that defines the west shore of the 


Porto Augusta bay.  On top of the hill, a rectangular tower is situated from which two 


fortification walls stretch in south and west direction (plan 3a); the former leads to 


another tower in the south that projects eastwards and the latter leads to another 


structure projecting northwards that could be either a third tower of small dimensions 


either a projecting platform of some sort. Further south and west there is a steep 


precipice leading to the rocky shore that surrounds the site. On the edge of the 


precipice there are sparse traces of a fortification wall that would enclose the 


precipitous edge of the site from the SW and block it from the seaside. From the 


standing ruins of the installation, three constructional phases are discernible made of 


the local reddish-yellow limestone. The first comprises just a low stone socle of the 


towers and the aforementioned two stretches of the fortifications, as well as the 
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stretch on the precipice, which are all made in the polygonal style. The second phase 


regards a reconfiguration of only the stone socle of the central tower at a higher level, 


while the third constructional phase implements reused polygonal blocks or other 


unshaped stones joined with hard pozzolana mortar. This later phase is attested over 


the ruins of the south fortification wall and in all the other minor walls that could be 


identified inside the installation. The absence of an adequate number of dispersed 


polygonal blocks in the surroundings of the installation, as well as the construction of 


the third constructional phase (with mortar) upon the south wall preserved in low 


elevation are features directly implying that the first and second phases respectively 


comprised of a stone socle and a mudbrick superstructure that has not survived.   


The installation’s central tower is oriented in the E-W axis. The north and south walls 


of the tower measure 8.60m and its east and west 6.70m, accordingly (plan 3a, 3b). 


The walls are 1m thick and are constructed in the polygonal technique. The outer faces 


of the tower walls being constructed with larger stones are preserved in two to three 


irregular courses height that is about 1.20 to 2.50m (fig. 58). From the first 


constructional phase of the tower just its foundation is preserved. Particularly, it 


comprises the two-three lower set of blocks laid in the polygonal technique. The 


masonry has two faces and an inner filling of smaller stones piled up with stone chips 


and earth, while the edge of the upper set of blocks of this constructional phase -being 


coursed- forms the upper edge of the low stone socle upon which the mudbrick 


superstructure would have been built. This low stone socle in polygonal style is on 


average 1-1.20m. high and while it is better preserved on the west face of the tower, it 


can be observed in all sides. The second constructional phase involves the construction 


of a higher stone socle upon the older one. The new stone socle is constructed in the 


polygonal technique as well, with the blocks being significantly larger (1.50 to 2m. 


length and 1 to 1.40m. height). The inner space of the central tower, even though it is 


covered with collapsed blocks, gives the impression that it must have been hollow, and 


if so this might indicate that a cistern -much needed in such a waterless island- may lie 
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in its basement865.  


 


Fig. 58. Arkioi. Kastro Hill, central tower, west side. 


From the middle of the west wall of the tower, the fortification wall stretches further 


west for 19m, where it meets the northwards projecting construction in an obtuse 


angle (fig. 59, plan 3a, 3c). The actual corner and the south wall of this structure are 


not preserved. They were probably lost in the precipice during an eventual land sliding. 


The fortification wall is here 1.50m thick and is preserved in one to two courses height 


that is about 1m to 1.20m, sharing similar characteristics with the first constructional 


phase of the central tower. Unfortunately from the projecting construction just the 


first set of blocks of the outer faces of its east and west walls remains. However, these 


polygonal blocks are laid in the same manner as the rest of the fortification, so that 


they definitely belong to the same constructional phase. The east wall of the 


projection survives in 3m length, whereas its parallel west wall only in 1.20m. The 


distance between the walls is 4.50m. Taking into consideration this particular 
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 A similar configuration is found in the tower of Kastraki in Agathonisi, see: chapter 5.5.2.  
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dimension and in addition, the fact that if the walls preserving just blocks of their outer 


faces have had the standard width of 1m as the rest walls of the installation, then the 


free space inside the structure would just be 1.5m wide. In view of this information the 


identification of the construction as a tower is likely improbable. Instead, an open 


platform flanking the central tower would be justified, since it would facilitate the 


same purpose as a tower.   


 


Fig. 59. Arkioi. Kastro Hill, west fortification wall. 


The south fortification wall is also built in polygonal style in accordance with the 


features of the first constructional phase. It starts from the south side of the central 


tower and meets the south tower after 11m distance. The wall is also 1.50m, but is 


badly preserved due to the fact that a thinner wall (1m wide) was built over it 


throughout its length during the third constructional phase of the site. The south 


tower projects to the east (plan 3a), thus bordering the installation from its south and 


east sides. The rectangular tower is oriented towards the axis N-S, with its long sides -


being the east and west- measuring 11m length, whereas the other measure 7m 
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accordingly. All the walls of the tower are 1.50m thick, and are preserved in low 


elevation in one course height, semi-buried in most cases or under thick schinus 


vegetation at best. This fact may explain the reason why the tower was not noted in 


the published plans and likely it had not been recognized until now neither by 


Pikoulas866 nor by Michalaki- Kollia867. 


The same holds true for the southern fortification wall stretching 8m west from the 


NW corner of the south tower, until the steep precipice where it possibly met the last 


L-shaped fortification stretch that enclosed the site from the SW (plan 3a). Both these 


fortification walls are also badly preserved. Regarding the south stretch, only its trace 


is visible on the ground, while from the latter stretch, the inner face of the wall 


survives enough just to outline it. The outer face of the wall being situated on the edge 


of the precipice must have slit down at some point.  


In the inner space of the installation two minor walls of 0.50m wide, from east to west, 


as well as other three walls oriented in the axis N-S were identified. These walls along 


with the rebuilding of the east fortification wall and another L-shaped wall in front of 


the east fortification, between the central and the south tower comprise the third 


building phase of the site built with reused polygonal material, smaller stones and 


pozzolana mortar. An interesting feature to note with regard to this particular 


constructional phase is that since wall constructions have not been identified in close 


vicinity outside the installation, then this phase just includes few documented 


interventions situated within the boundaries of the installation as defined by the outer 


fortification walls. Therefore, the installation must have been preserved within its old 


limits during this last phase. 


As noted above, the first constructional phase and the initial phase of the fortified 


installation is a polygonal stone socle. The stones of the outer faces are large, usually 


0.80m to 1.60m length and penetrate 0.60m in the thickness of the masonry that is as 


much as half their thickness with regard to tower walls. The blocks of the inner faces 
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 Pikoulas 1999, 203 -207. 
867


 Michalaki-Kollia 2005, 330-331. 
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are always of more modest dimensions, while for the filling of the masonry smaller 


stones are built or piled up –not just thrown- with earth and some stone chips in order 


to form the wall’s fill. Except for the upper edges of the stone socle there is nowhere 


attempt at coursing. Beveled edges or corner drafting is also nowhere attested.  The 


surface of the blocks is just quarried and there is no sincere effort in bossing.  


For dating the installation, a proposal in the 4th century BC has been put forward, on 


the basis of masonry style and surface pottery from the area868, which, however, I did 


not encounter during working at the site. In fact, not a single datable find could be 


indentified besides some unglazed fragments, let alone black glazed pottery. From the 


island in general, derive Late Chalkolithic pottery fragments, as well as Late Roman 


pottery; the latter possibly in association with a small coastal settlement that 


developed on the bay of Porto Augusta. It is possible that the third constructional 


phase of the installation must be associated with that development in Late antiquity, 


as pozzolana mortar implementation testifies. However, for the first constructional 


phase the proposed date seems to be unconvincing, since pottery from the site was 


not located and stylistic criteria as described above certainly do not match a date in 


the 4th century BC. Besides, Archaic pottery has been discovered in the cave Kleftos at 


the northern part of the island869.  Polygonal is the most characteristic type of the 6th 


century BC; its vogue must have been largely due to the saving of material that 


resulted wherever the composition of the rock caused it to split into irregular shapes.  


In earlier research every example used to be considered early, but polygonal masonry 


is now known to have been retained for occasional use, and again became popular in 


the Hellenistic age, especially in Asia Minor, as one of several styles that combined 


practical and aesthetic merit870.  
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 Pikoulas 1999, 203 -207; Michalaki-Kollia 2005, 330-331. 
869


 Michalaki-Kollia 2005, 330-331. The most characteristic pottery collected from the island is on display 


in the Nikolaidi Mansion that operates as a Museum in Patmos. The ceramic group from the Kleftos cave 


at the north part of the island comprises some late Neolithic fragments, fragments of coarse ware 


pottery of the Late Bronze Age, as well as characteristic sherds with painted decoration of the 6
th


 


century BC.  
870


 The squareness and occasional coursing of the late Hellenistic polygonal have been noted. When 
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The characteristics of the polygonal masonry of the first constructional phase in the 


fortified installation at Porto Augousta, such as the complete absence of drafting, as 


well as the purely functional jointing of the blocks do not allow for a Hellenistic 


dating871. On the contrary, taking into account, the constructional technique and the 


masonry style that resembles the polygonal phase of the fortifications in Samos on the 


one hand and the Kononian phase of the Athenian fortifications on the other, as well 


as the Milesian historical context that does not  favor a date in the first half of the 5th 


century BC, the first constructional phase must, thus, likely date in the outgoing 5th 


century BC or during the shift from the late 5th to the early 4th century BC872.  The 


second constructional phase practically comprises a renovation of the installation’s 


central tower and implements stones of larger dimensions. Of note is the particular 


placement of a rectangular block as header on the upper course of the east face of the 


central tower a fact indicating a certain effort in masonry keying. Features like the 


larger blocks’ dimensions along with a certain degree in header placement, illustrate 


characteristics of early Hellenistic masonry, enabling therefore to date this second 


constructional phase possibly in the 3rd century BC873.  


 


5.3.3. Choice of site, strategy and defensive planning.  


 


The fortified site at Arkioi is located on the east part of the promontory defining the 


entrance to the Porto Augusta, the northern safest anchorage and the best natural 


harbour of the island. The establishment is erected on the seaside edge of a rather flat 


plateau that is formed on the low height headland north of the harbour and surely 


comprises the only candidate to accommodate the agricultural exploitation of the 


                                                                                                                                                                          
dressed with a margin this masonry may well be late Hellenistic. See McNicoll 1997, 152. For example 


polygonal towers in Cilicia are commonly dated in the 2
nd


 century BC, see: Durugönül 1998, 122. 
871


 Lawrence 1979, 235-236. 
872


 For the polygonal walls of Samos see: Kienast 1978, 40-42, 46-47. For the Kononian phase of the 


Athenian fortifications see: Theocharaki 2011, 113-118; Knigge 1990, 51: fig. 50, 54. 
873


 For late Hellenistic features of polygonal masonry see McNicoll 1997, 152; Durugönül 1998, 122.  
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island (map 3a, 3b). However, since, the location of the installation is not in immediate 


connection with the anchorage of Porto Augusta and the site is flat, there is no obvious 


reason for planting the installation there. There are a lot of other possible locations 


near the site that overlook the bay and are equally distant from the cultivable plateau 


offering additionally command of higher ground. On a barren island like Arkioi an 


obvious reason for the site selection would surely be the presence of water. However, 


the island is waterless and the relatively low altitude upon which the fortified 


installation stands in comparison to the sea level, as well as the site’s proximity to 


seawater would render a water well digging endeavor rather futile. 


The main reason for the site selection must therefore be searched not in the insular, 


but in the wider context. The only advantage that the particular site offers outweighing 


other possibilities is visibility. Despite being situated at a low height, the view to other 


fortified installations on the Milesian islands is outstanding. From the central tower, 


the hill at Kastelli on Patmos is clearly visible in the west, as well as the Kastro Hill at 


Leipsoi (fig. 60-61). Further south, behind Leispoi, the mountains of Leros are visible, 


and especially those in the eastern part of the island. If the ancient acropolis of Leros 


was situated in the place of the later Medieval Castle as has been already proposed874, 


then this would be surely visible from Arkioi. An interesting thing noted, which 


contributes that reasoning, is the fact that the view as described above from other 


potential sites near Porto Augusta on Arkioi is obstructed due to the presence of the 


islands immediately off Arkioi to the south, such as Marathi and Strongyllo. Therefore, 


the neighboring islands’ masses that practically blocked open horizon and clear 


visibility from the surrounding heights of Porto Augusta are the vital reason for the 


installation’s situation on the particular position.  


The layout and the modest dimensions of the installation illustrates that it could not 


have facilitated a large group of people. Taking into account its waterlessness, the 


island seems to have been, at first -at least- for its most part uninhabited. Of course 


the situation was not the same in Late antiquity as building remains on the shore of 
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Porto Augusta and on the opposite island of Marathi imply875.  


 


Fig. 60. Arkioi. Kastro Hill, viewshed to Patmos. 


 


Fig. 61. Arkioi. Kastro Hill, viewshed to Leipsoi and Leros. 
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 Michalaki-Kollia 2005, 330-331.  
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5.4 PATMOS 


 


5.4.1. Local topography.  


 


Patmos is the easternmost island of the Milesian group, covering a surface area of 


34sq.km and 72km coastline. Patmos is an elongated island along the N-S axis, with its 


largest part being rocky and arid. It is about 12km long and its greatest width measures 


5km at maximum876 (fig. 1, map 4a). There are 25 small islets around the island. In 


particular, in close proximity there are Chiliomodi, Tragonisi, Mpalamou and Anydros 


with the first two being in the south, Mpalamou in the north-east and Anydros in the 


northwest. To the east of Patmos, close to the island’s shores there are the islets of 


Agia Thekla, Sklaves, Agios Georgios and Kentronisi. Kavouronisia are located in the 


south of Patmos and Petrokaravo to the north, northwest of Anydros877. 


Patmos is made up almost exclusively of volcanic rocks, but the island is not now 


volcanically active. The general shape of the island consists mainly of three sections 


connected by two isthmuses; one in the middle of the island and one at the south end 


have resulted from the particular rock structure: the older rocks are exposed at the 


extremities and the youngest in the middle of the island. The earliest volcanic rocks are 


a series of rhyolite and trachyte domes noted in the northern and the southern parts 


of the island. They were followed by basalt, trachyandesite and trachyte lavas of the 


main volcanic series878. 


Patmos is of relative low altitude. Its terrain is rocky and steep with its higher peak, 
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Prophitis Ilias at 270m, located in the center of the island, south of the Chora of 


Patmos, which is the Byzantine and modern settlement. There are yet two other 


peaks; one in the northern part called Sklaves, and one in the south called Praso. 


The coastline is complex, having a number of promontories such as Tragos, Crane and 


Mpaloma in the east, Fyrro, Tsatsarla and Zouloufi (or Evdilos) in the north, and Elia, 


Cortessi and Genoupa to the south. The coastline forms a number of bays and gulfs, 


Skala being 3-4km wide and 50m deep is the biggest one, serving as natural harbour879.  


On the eastern side of the island the bay of Kampos, Porto Grikos, and the bay of 


Leuko, Porto Merikas, Chochlakas, Sykamias are arranged and Porto Stavros in the 


southwestern part of the island. Sandy beaches are scarce on the island. Most 


cultivable land on the island is found close to its beaches and at the central part near 


Kastelli Hill. Soil in the rest part of the island is unfertile at large due to its volcanic 


nature, nevertheless it facilitates goat and sheep husbandry880. Natural vegetation 


consists mainly of shninus, bushes and shrubs. 


 


5.4.2. The fortified installation.  


 


The fortified installation of Patmos is the largest known among the Milesian islands. 


The circuit crowns the hill of Kastelli at a height of 140m above sea level and locates 


north of Skala (map 4a, 4b). The shape of the site is elongated towards the E-W axis 


with its maximum length measuring 291m and having maximum width 75m. The 


fortification circuit comprises basically of an outer fortification wall encircling the 


entire hill and an inner fortification ring, thus dividing the inner space of the circuit in 


two terraces (plan 4a). A third wall descending from the NE side of the inner circuit 


meeting with the outer fortification wall divides the lower terrace in two parts, the 


north and the south one. Towers are arranged both in the inner and the outer circuit, 
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totally 5 in number (T1 to T5).  


 


Fig. 62. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, Tower 3 and curtain wall, field side. 


 


Fig. 63. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, west fortification wall, typical preservation status. 
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The preservation status of the fortifications at Kastelli is very contradicting. The north, 


west and east part of the outer circuit, as well as the towers that are situated there 


(T1-T3) are preserved in 2.50 to 4m height in maximum at some points (fig. 62). The 


south part of the outer circuit as well as the inner ring are so badly preserved, that the 


wall’s trace can only be identified after extremely careful observation and walking. In 


this section of the fortification only some wall stretches are preserved, while 


sometimes it is only possible to discern their outer or inner face (fig. 63).  


The same is true for the identification of the circuit’s gates. The openings documented 


in the topographical plan of the site even if they share a location within the circuit that 


could facilitate potential gates, however, nothing survives of the superstructure (plan 


4a). There are three points in the outer circuit, where gates might have been situated, 


one in the north, one in the south and one in the west. Regarding the northern 


opening, certain is that it facilitated the ancient main access to the acropolis, due to 


the fact that the end of the wall to its west is formed by alternating crossing blocks as a 


corner (fig. 64). 


 


Fig. 64. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, corner formation at the point meeting the ancient access. 
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Moreover the ancient path-road to Kastelli, which has been identified in this research 


project, leads to this point, where it stops (plan 4a). The north edge of the ancient road 


– path is built in the form of a low retaining wall preserved in 0.40- 0.60m height, by 


loosely placed large, rough polygonal or rubble blocks. The inner (south) edge of the 


road is sometimes the inclined bedrock face. The 3-4m wide access platform is flat, 


following the smooth contour of the site. The ancient access road can be observed 


starting from the SE, opposite Tower 3, 48m to its east, for about 230m north. It 


follows a course parallel to the outer fortification circuit, being overlooked by Towers 2 


and 3 (fig. 65). Then a U-turn follows and the last 90m south stretch, facing Tower 1, 


leads to the location where the fortification wall forms the aforementioned corner. 


The last 90m of the ancient access, coinciding with the modern trail leading to the 


acropolis, are restored here, only due to topographical considerations and not on the 


basis of actual evidence881. Despite these clear indications for the ancient access and 


the possible location of the main gate, no actual gate construction survives except for 


the cornerstones of the west edge of the curtain wall (fig. 64). The east fortification 


wall being totally dilapidated at this point does not yield any further information. 


 Similar is the situation for the south opening (plan 4a). There, the south stretch of the 


fortification wall, after a northward U-turn leaves a gap of 7.22m until the last 


observable ruins of the east stretch of the fortification wall, which likewise forms a 


right angle turn there. Whether this turn could be interpreted as the south wall of a 


tower that would have flanked a gate in case it actually existed remains open. A 


definite answer to a question like this can only come after excavation.    
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 Ancient planners always wished to compel enemies advancing towards a gate to stay on a narrow 


track and be exposed to fire for as long as possible. Both aims were most easily achieved by constricting 


the approach to a road (preferably raised above the adjacent terrain) which ran parallel with the wall, 


especially if towers could protect far enough to give a near view of the soldiers’ unshielded right sides 


and their backs. See Lawrence 1979, 307-308.  
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Fig. 65. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, ancient access road. Tower 3 in the background. 


The situation is even more complicated when we come to examine the third and last 


opening of the outer circuit. The opening is situated at the eastern part of the 


fortification wall 73.54m SE of Tower 5 (plan 4a). There, a gap 4.10m wide in the 


fortification wall is attested. There, the north part of the curtain forms a corner by 


alternating blocks. The opposite part, on the contrary is in a very ruinous condition. 


Only the outer face of the wall can be sporadically located, since the wall seems to 


have collapsed and the whole area is covered by large volumes of stone and rubble. 


However, in case that a gate would have been situated there, then the two parts of the 


curtain, as their layout implies, would possibly overlap each other in the way of the 


familiar gate type882.   


The only ascertained access point in the circuit of Kastelli, is the one on the east side of 


the inner enclosure. The access that leads to the upper terrace is 5.65m wide and 
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 Lawrence 1979, 306-308. Similar in layout is the entering point at Thebes by Mykale, see: Hartung 


2014. 
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7.30m long, following the smooth slope of the terrain (fig. 66). The access is flanked in 


both sides by two buildings; the south one measures 7.30×6.40m and the more oblong 


north one 12×4.30m. A similar configuration is found in an inner access point at the 


installation in Agathonisi (fig. 79, 80). There, as here, the narrow walls of the buildings 


being 0.60m thick do not imply a fortificatory design; after all, the particular access 


point facilitates movement within the circuit. 


Besides this access point in the inner circuit nothing more concrete can be said for the 


configuration of spaces within it. Traces of walls are often visible here and there but 


the image is very fragmentary to be approached without further information from 


excavation or at least after a clearing operation from vegetation. 


 


Fig. 66. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, access points and movement within the circuit (green 
lines). 
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Fig. 67. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, masonry styles. 


The fortifications on Kastelli are constructed by the local soft volcanic trachyte stone. 


Building material was likely quarried in situ as many sparse cut bedrock faces, tool 


marks and particularly a staircase-like formation in the northern part of the outer 


circuit (in close proximity to Tower 1) best illustrates (plan 4a).  The walls at Kastelli are 


constructed in four masonry styles. The north and south curtain wall of the outer 


circuit and in particular from Tower 2 to Tower 5 and from Tower 4 until the opening 


on the west side of the circuit is polygonal. The curtain wall between Tower 2 and 


Tower 3, as well as a 65m stretch east of Tower 5 are coursed trapezoidal to ashlar. 


Lastly, the inner fortification ring can be classified as irregular trapezoidal to polygonal, 


except for the part where the two circuits coincide east of Tower 5, which is coursed 


trapezoidal. Finally, towers are pseudoisodomic ashlar (fig. 67). 


The polygonal style walls are made by large and medium size roughly quarried blocks. 
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Unfortunately, only the outer face of these walls is visible, since in most cases the area 


inside the walls is leveled up until the preserved height of the walls. Large blocks 


usually are 0.80m to 1.40m length and 0.50m to 0.80m wide. Their height varies 


considerable ranging from 0.40 to 0.70m. Smaller blocks have usually the form of large 


stone chips and rubble, their shape resembles quarrying leftovers appropriately 


treated for building. They usually measure from 0.20m to 0.60m length and are 0.10m 


to 0.30m wide. Their height ranges from 0.10m to 0.30m. The blocks of the various 


sizes blend with each other in the masonry elevation, while an attempt at coursing can 


be traced (plan 4g). Between large blocks, usually smaller triangular or trapezoidal 


stones are fitted in the form of plugs.  The joints are loose, so that a gap of 0.02 to 0.04 


between the stones emerges in many cases. Of course lateral forces from the filling of 


the terraces exacerbating the already loose joints, resulted many collapsed parts of the 


polygonal walls. The outer surface of the blocks is left roughly quarried without any 


further processing, while the faces are made flat or slightly concave, but by no means 


pulvinated. The polygonal style masonry at Kastelli is quite uniform in the various 


stretches preserved, except for a curved part 10m long, situated at the NE corner of 


the outer circuit. Here, large blocks are trapezoidal in shape, whereas the west part of 


the wall that fits into the vertical bedrock is made by coursed polygonal and 


trapezoidal blocks, apparently in order to stabilize the structure at its vertical joint with 


the natural bedrock. The particular construction appears in the plan as a platform. The 


area there, from the inner side of the circuit, is leveled, so nothing from the 


superstructure survives. Normally, stretches of the walls that particularly become 


wider were either platforms, or staircases leading to the wall-walk facilitating soldier 


movement, like the formation to the east of Towers 1 and 3. On the basis of the poor 


constructional qualities that this part displays and due to its proximity to towers 2-3, it 


is more reasonable to associate it with a construction facilitating wall-walk movement 


rather than anything else.  


The next style that relates to polygonal and is best illustrated in the remains of the 


inner circuit is the irregular trapezoidal to polygonal. The wall in these parts of the 
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fortification is constructed mainly by two faces of medium and small size stones laid 


upon the polygonal or irregular trapezoidal first stone course above the foundation on 


the natural bedrock. The wall is filled with earth, smaller stones and chips. The blocks 


have commonly 0.20m to 0.60m length and are 0.10m to 0.30m wide. Their height 


ranges from 0.10m to 0.30m. Joints are tight and the stones are laid in a way that 


coursing is attempted every two or three sets. The faces of the stones are left quarried 


without any further processing. Faces of the blocks do not project from the joint and 


they are rather flat.  


The style that can be classified as coursed trapezoidal to ashlar is best illustrated in the 


impressive curtain wall between Tower 2 and Tower 3 in the eastern part of the outer 


circuit and southwards of Tower 5 for about 60m, where it intermingles with the 


polygonal wall through ashlar cornerstones883 (fig. 68). The wall is preserved at a 


maximum height that reaches 2.50m (plan 4e, 4f). The blocks are large measuring 0.48 


– 1.10m length, 0.38m to 0.52m wide and 0.18m to 0.70m height. Binders are also 


placed penetrating as much as 1.10m in the 2 to 2.50m thick wall. However, binders 


are placed sparsely, almost every 6m and not regularly, hence they do not form 


compartments, they just intend to bind the two faces of the wall after wide intervals. 


The joints on the faces of the walls are either vertical either slanting depending from 


the shape of the blocks that is either ashlar either trapezoidal. The upper surface of 


many blocks forms indentations, so that in some instances the joints form a stepped 


pattern. The outer faces of the blocks are hammered and pulvinated, thus projecting 


0.10 to 0.20m from the joints. 


                                                           
883


 Systematic and large scale intermingling of polygonal and ashlar styles is found at few sites, mainly in 


towers. While early polygonal masonry sometimes incorporated ashlar bonding courses it was merely 


cut with an upright edge to meet a corner, but a Hellenistic improvement introduced ashlar blocks for 


cornering. Most instances, not only of intermingling but of any conjunction of polygonal and rectangular 


masonry in a wall of a single period appear to date from either the 4
th


 or the 3
rd


 century BC. See: 


Lawrence 1979, 235 – 238.  
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Fig. 68. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, ashlar cornerstones merging coursed trapezoidal to 
ashlar, with polygonal style. 


Lastly, the pseudoisodomic ashlar style is featured in the masonry of the towers. 


However, from the five towers attested in the circuit only Towers 1-3 preserve their 


wall’s elevation in such a degree to enable constructional observations (plan 4c, 4f). 


From the other two towers very few ruins have survived, just to include them in the 


specific wall typology. In particular, from Tower 4 only the lower course of its walls’ 


inner face remains; while for Tower 5 since its most part is buried, just the first and 


second lower course of the main south and west elevation remains visible above 


ground.  


Tower 1 is the most impressive, not only due to its good preservation status, but 


mostly due to its large size and prominent position at the highest point of the circuit 


(plan 4a-d). The curtain walls coming from the south meet the south side of the tower, 


thus concluding the circuit. However, the corners of the tower do not bond with the 


adjacent curtains of the wall. The square tower measures 9.60 × 9.60m, facing north 


and its interior space is divided with partition walls in rooms. The outer walls are 


0.80m thick and preserve a maximum height of seven courses in three height classes: 


0.43m, 0.52m and 0.58m. The walls comprise mostly of stretchers, while headers are 


sporadically placed. Stretchers are usually 0.90m to 1.58m long and 0.30m to 0.50m 
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wide. The few headers have 0.42m length and 0.50m to 0.60m width. The sporadically 


placed headers do not penetrate through the whole thickness of the masonry; most 


stretchers, however, do penetrate as much as half the thickness of the wall. Pry holes, 


indicating the blocks laying course, are also observed on the upper surface of many 


blocks and they usually measure 4×8×2 cm. The inner face of the walls is constructed 


by smaller stones irregularly placed, while the core of the masonry comprises of rubble 


with earth filling.  All the joints are horizontal and vertical meeting at right angles.  The 


blocks’ outer surface is roughly hammered and pulvinated, projecting 0.06m to 0.10m 


from the joints. Vertical drafting bands 0.06m wide appear only in the corners of the 


tower.  


The entrance to the tower, situated in the south side, is located 2.50m west from the 


east corner of the tower (fig. 69, plan 4b, 4d). The point is accessible from the upper 


terrace coming from the south. The opening is 1.68m wide and it closed by a double 


leaf wooden door, as the trapezoidal holes carved on the remaining stone threshold 


for the placement of the wooden posts illustrate (plan 4b, 4d). The posts would have 


had a trapezoidal section with the short side measuring 0.10m and the long side 


measuring 0.20m. At some point the entrance was blocked and entering the tower was  


likely performed through the wall-walk of the adjoining curtains.  


The interior space of the tower is divided by four walls in five spaces (plan 4b, 4d). Two 


walls oriented in the E-W axis, while the rest follow N-S orientation. From the first set 


of walls the southern one is wider, measuring 0.60m, while the northern one, the trace 


of which could only be documented for a 4m long course, is 0.40m wide. The southern 


chamber is 2.64m wide, whereas its north counterpart is 1.98m. A 1.30m wide opening 


in the south wall, following the axis of the main entrance to the tower, gives access to 


the northern chambers of the tower and to what appears to be an L-shaped room. 


There, the two other walls, crossing the long wall, create two other rectangular spaces. 


The smallest western one measures 2×1m, and the larger eastern one measures 2×3m. 
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Fig. 69. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, Tower 1, blocked entrance and staircase leading to the 
first floor. 


In the southern tower chamber, to the immediate west of the main tower entrance, 


the ruins of the built staircase leading to the first floor of the tower are preserved884 


(fig. 69, plan 4b, 4d). The whole structure occupying the southwest corner of the tower 


is 3.48m long and 1.38m wide. The six lower steps of the staircase are preserved in 


situ, while the whole staircase can be restored as having 13 steps until the first floor. In 


particular, each preserved monolithic step is 0.80m to 1m long, 0.28m wide and 0.24m 


height. Given the inclination of the staircase seven steps of 0.24m height remain until 


the staircase reaches the west tower wall. From this calculation the ground floor’s 


height can be restored at 3.12m.  


                                                           
884


 Since internal staircases were rarely built of stone, they have been associated with a general lack of 


wood, especially in insular environments. The most remarkable stone staircases have been found in 


isolated residential towers on the Cyclades, where the scarcity of trees discouraged the use of wood, 


see: Lawrence 1979, 229.  
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However it remains unclear, whether the ground floor of the tower had the same 


height in the entire level, since partition walls divide the interior of the tower in 5 


spaces and since there is a great difference in height between the south and the north 


sides of the tower, with the north side being founded 1.04m lower. There are two 


equally possible scenarios. The first is that the ground floor was of equal height with its 


deeper northern part being filled up to the level of the door’s threshold. The second 


possibility is that the northern partition wall in the E-W axis divided the ground floor in 


two levels, with the northern one being a kind of basement and the south one being 


the main ground floor. Since the preservation status of the monument neither proves 


nor disproves any of those potentials, the answer can only come through excavation.  


The next best preserved towers sharing also similar characteristics are Tower 2 and 


Tower 3, on the east side of the circuit. Both towers project to the northeast and are 


constructed in the pseudoisodomic ashlar system (plan 4a, 4e-f, fig. 65, 70). Tower’s 2 


field side measures 4.55m, while its east and west sides that meet the curtain wall, 


measure 7.6m and 3.9m accordingly. Tower’s 3 field side measures 5.70m, with its 


other two sides measuring 3.71m in the south and 8.60m in the north. In the meeting 


points with the curtain wall no bonding was attested. The towers are founded upon 


the natural bedrock that has been appropriately quarried. The bedrock is flat formed in 


two or three levels in the field sides, while it is step formed in the other sides. Tower 2 


survives in three courses height (1.46m) and tower 3 in six accordingly (4.22m). The 


rectangular blocks are laid in courses measuring 0.62m, 0.67m and 0.70m. Headers 


and stretchers are employed in the masonry. In each preserved course every two or 


three stretchers that is 2.70m to 3m length, a header is placed in a systematic pattern 


that however does not form a clear vertical chain885. Stretchers usually are 1.18 to 


1.42m long and are 0.30 to 0.50m wide. Headers, on the other hand, are 0.48m to 


0.59m long and 0.90m wide, so that they penetrate through the entire thickness of the 


wall functioning as binders and creating compartments. The same function was noted 


also for some stretchers. Other stones penetrate as much as half the thickness of the 


                                                           
885


 For the term and the technique see Karlsson 1992, 65ff and for the dating Karlsson 1994, 151. 
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wall. The inner face of the walls is constructed by stones of smaller dimensions, while 


the masonry filling comprises of rubble and earth. The joints on all faces are vertical. 


The upper surface of some blocks forms indentations (4-6cm height), so that horizontal 


joints become stepped. The outer face of the blocks is pulvinated, projecting 0.10m to 


0.16m from the joints and their surface is roughly hammered. Pry holes, indicating the 


blocks laying course are also observed on the upper surface of many blocks and they 


usually measure 4×8×2cm. Vertical drafting appears in the corners of the towers 0.04m 


to 0.06m wide. The towers do not preserve any aperture from their chamber and their 


socle is solidly filled886. Soldier movement was facilitated from the adjacent curtains in 


their rear side, which becomes wider for that reason (plan 4e). 


 


Fig. 70. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, Tower 3, field side. 


As mentioned above, the remaining towers of the circuit, namely Tower 4 and Tower 5 


are in such an extremely ruinous condition that only their basic dimensions can be 


given. Due to their bad preservation status, these towers were basically identified due 


                                                           
886


 Generally solid fill tower socle became infrequent a feature after Alexander the Great. For the 


technique and its improvements see: Winter 1971a, 64-73. 
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to their projection from the adjacent curtains as well as their situation on the circuit 


(plan 4a); For example Tower 4 overlooks the ancient access to Kastelli and Tower 5 


overlooking a very steep slope commands the bay located to the west. Since Tower 5 is 


so badly preserved its identification relies mostly on its field side measuring 8.40m, 


while its other two sides measure 6m. From Tower 4 only its field side could be 


accurately measured at 5.10m, while hopefully it preserves the corner that adjoins the 


tower with the curtain wall in the north side yielding the tower’s projection dimension 


at 3.56m. Tower’s 4 projection from the curtain wall as measured at least in its north 


side could also account for a bastion-like projection. Bastions generally are lengthier 


than towers and are characterized by shorter projections. In the case of Tower 4, its 


preserved field side is in fact short. In addition, its minor projection from the curtain 


wall in the north side need not necessarily imply a same dimension for its south 


projection, especially since the tower’s south corner with the adjoining curtain wall 


and the curtain wall’s trace is missing further south. Thus, tower 4 could project more 


in its south than in its north side and could therefore have a square-like shape, as is the 


case with Towers 2-3. Since this possibility is likely, then the characteristics of the 


construction evidently comply with the tower identification to the detriment of a 


bastion-like configuration.  


As it becomes clear, the circuit on Kastelli is complex enough to date. Its layout in two 


circuits and the attestation of a variety of masonry styles render the approach tricky. A 


criterion for dating surely is the arrangement and construction of towers. Specifically, 


not all the towers that are arranged in the circuit flank each other, since for example 


Tower’s 4 position is far distant and not visible from Tower 3 (their distance is 63.30m). 


The same holds true for the arrangement of Tower 2 and Tower 1, the distance 


between them has been measured at 73.26m, not to mention the altitude difference 


between them: Tower 2 being situated in a 20m lower contour could not have flanked 


Tower 1 and vice versa. So, the only towers of the circuit that really flank each other 


are two pairs: the pair of Tower 2 and Tower 3 and the pair of Tower 1 with Tower 5. 


These two tower pairs yield an impressive feature in terms of strategy: the distance 
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between Tower 2 and Tower 3 is 45.20m, and the exact equal dimension has been 


measured between Tower 1 and Tower 5. This feature and the circuit’s layout implies 


that for the effective flanking of towers and the protection of the curtain walls 


between them, a standard measure of 45.20m was taken into account by the designers 


of the fortification. In other words the towers were constructed possibly to house 


artillery, and certainly arrow shooting catapults or small caliber (1-5 mná) stone-


throwers887. The constructional features of the towers converge to that conclusion. 


The width of the tower walls, which is 1m for Tower 1 and 0.90 for Towers 2 and 3, as 


well as the solid socle fill of Towers 2 and 3 along with their modest dimensions, 


classify them to what J. Ober named first generation towers888. A feature that seems to 


be later dated, however, is the presence of partition walls inside Tower 1. 


Nevertheless, the overall layout of the partition walls and their arrangement do not 


seem so evolved as the Classical examples of towers with partition walls, especially 


from Asia Minor, in the form of cross that are usually dated in the end of the 4th and 


the beginning of the 3rd century BC889, thus the partition walls of Tower 1 must 


represent a slight earlier step in the constructional history of towers with partition 


walls.  


Another critical point of consideration in this point of the analysis is the question of 


when was Miletus first equipped with artillery engines. Historical accounts mention 


that Miletus employed the Tarentinian Zopyrus to construct catapults, and he 


constructed for Miletus the prototype of the Gastraphétes, thus Miletus became 


equipped with artillery for the first time in the mid-4th century BC890. Thus, taking into 


account the architectural characteristics of the towers -classifying them in the first 


generation- dated in the period 375-325BC and the fact that practically Miletus 


acquired first generation artillery in the mid-4th century BC, it is reasonable to conclude 


                                                           
887


 In Priene, for example, generally the length of the curtain between two flanking towers is 25m to 


45m, with double sided flanking 45m up to 65m. These values are rather low compared to more 


advanced curtain intervals designed for the installation of larger artillery, see Ruppe 2007, 304.  
888


 Ober 1992. 
889


 Karlsson 1992, 65-66.  
890


 Marsden 1979, 78; Cobet 1997, 269-270. 
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that the towers of Kastelli can be securely dated in the third quarter of the 4th century 


BC (350-325 BC). The same chronological frame may apply to the curtain walls that the 


towers protected, and in particular for the inner circuit and for the curtains 


constructed in the coursed trapezoidal and the irregular trapezoidal to polygonal styles 


of the outer circuit, since they are directly associated with the towers, and blocks 


among all these styles are of quite similar dimensions. Besides as A.W. Lawrence noted 


it is common to find various styles in one circuit and this fact does not necessarily 


imply that they were constructed in different phases891.  


Really questionable, however, remains the dating of the north and the south stretches 


of the outer circuit, which are constructed in the polygonal style. Especially the 


northern part, where the ancient access ends, seems to have become obsolete in 


terms of strategy and layout by the situation of Tower 1 on the top of the hill, since the 


latter is the one that overlooks and practically defends the ancient access892. 


Furthermore, by the time of the construction of the towers and the inner circuit, 


entering the site from the north would have lead to a dead zone leading nowhere, 


since the fortification wall descending from the east part of the inner circuit blocks the 


access in the east and Tower 5 blocks the access in the west. What is more, the west 


opening of the circuit situated between polygonal walls, if it really were a gate, then it 


would be formed by two overlapping stretches of walls. Despite the fact that this gate 


type might be expected to have commended itself in Hellenistic times owing to the 


originally fortuitous advantage that the enemy were not likely to succeed in bringing a 


ram, still less a catapult, into position to break a gate placed at right angles to the 


frontage.  Nevertheless, gates of the overlapping type had apparently ceased to be 


                                                           
891


 Lawrence 1979, 235. 
892


At practically every site where two or more lines of wall are clearly visible, there can be little or no 


doubt that they belong to different periods. Contrasts in the manner of design are often apparent, and 


in some instances so glaring as to indicate that one line expresses principles of fortification of a 


relatively primitive, the other of a relatively advanced stage. The styles of masonry almost invariably 


differ, but seldom form reliable pointers to the sequence, even in the few regions where the general 


course of development has been ascertained; affluence or poverty could result in a treatment 


exceptional for the time. See further: Lawrence 1979, 145.  
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built in the age of artillery893. Basing on the aforementioned arguments the entire 


circuit does seem to be contemporaneous. Furthermore the joints of the polygonal 


walls are purely functional, whereas Hellenistic polygonal walls generally were 


designed to form an attractive pattern894. Thus the layout and the technique of the 


polygonal walls seem to belong to an era before the advent of artillery into Greek 


warfare and thus they should be dated in 5th century at the latest.  


All in all, it seems that the fortifications of Kastelli belong to two different periods. 


Possibly in the 5th century BC the first fortification was constructed on the hill, in the 


polygonal technique encircling the entire plateau. With the advent of artillery and after 


Miletus became equipped with engines in the mid 4th century BC, towers were 


constructed at key points and the inner circuit was built. This intervention does not 


seem to have been aiming in a whole scale rebuilding of the site into a new 


fortification layout; the intention should have rather been to renovate the existing 


fortifications in order to keep pace with improvements in warfare.  


 


5.4.3. Choice of site, strategy and defensive planning.  


 


The strategical advantages that the hill of Kastelli encompasses are immediately 


perceivable. The hill is located in the middle of the island, just before the isthmus 


formation that connects its south and north parts. The hill itself stands amidst three 


bays situated in its north, east and south sides (map 4a). To the east of Kastelli is the 


bay of Skala, which facilitates the modern harbour. To the north is the bay of Merikas 


also suitable for anchorage, while to the south lies the bay of Choclakas. The hill of 


Kastelli, is among the highest in the wider area of the three bays with the exception of 


                                                           
893


 The deterrent cause or causes for the abandonment of the overlap system can only be surmised; 


perhaps undue risk was thought to be incurred by the width requisite if peacetime traffic were not to be 


impeded, while the greater quantity of masonry both increased the cost and lengthened the time of 


construction compared with other types of entrance, see: Lawrence 1979, 334.  
894


 Lawrence 1979, 235-236.  
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Chora, which is higher. Chora, however, is located further south and its distance from 


the harbour of Skala is greater. Nevertheless, a potential enemy occupation of the 


higher ground that Chora offers, would not have threatened Kastelli’s security since 


the distance between the two hills is about 1km. This is also attested by the 


arrangement of the circuit and the towers at Kastelli. The west side of the circuit that 


faces Chora is left without towers, while Tower 5 just overlooks the steep slope of the 


hill and the bay of Chochlakas.  


On the contrary, a potential occupation of the high plateau stretching north of Kastelli, 


between the bays of Skala and Merikas should have alerted the designers of the 


fortifications (map 4). Towers 1, 2 and 3 are oriented towards that plateau, which is 


only 180m away. Its close proximity to the hill of Kastelli made it a potential candidate 


for efficient offensive artillery placement that would have been within range according 


to the Hellenistic standards895. This is possibly the reason why the east curtain wall 


between Towers 2-3 was constructed in the coursed trapezoidal system. The blocks 


being laid in courses providing for better interlocking and their surfaces being 


pulvinated, thus hiding the blocks’ joints, were more resistant against catapult shots by 


enemy stone-throwers or battering rams896 in comparison to the polygonal system of 


the south and north part of the circuit or with the irregular trapezoidal to polygonal 


system of the inner circuit. 


The hill of Kastelli offers direct view to an impressively wide horizon. In days with 


particularly clear atmosphere Mt Grion and Mt. Mykale are visible in the east, while 


Naxos and Amorgos of the Cyclades emerge in the west. As it becomes clear the 


situation of Patmos in that cross-road between east and west and near the pass of 


Ikaria, which facilitated Aegean naval commute in the north –south axis must have 


rendered Patmos a really valuable territorial asset. Besides these -large scale- 


monitoring opportunities, the island in general and the hill of Kastelli in particular 


provided also visual linking with other fortified sites on the Milesian islands. From the 


                                                           
895


 Marsden 1979, 58-63; Garlan 1984, 357-364. 
896


 Lawrence 1979, 241.  
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largest tower of the circuit it is possible to see directly the Kastro Hill on Leipsoi, the 


fortified installation at Porto Augousta on Arkioi, while the north shore of Leros is also 


visible, as well as the west shores of Agathonisi and the south coast of Fournoi (fig 70-


72).  


 


Fig. 71. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, viewshed to Leipsoi. 


 


Fig. 72. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, viewshed to Arkioi. 
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Fig. 73. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, viewshed to Leros. 
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5.5 AGATHONISI (TRAGAÍA) 


 


5.5.1. Local topography.  


 


Agathonisi is located to the south of Samos and immediately off the coast of Asia 


Minor, opposite Miletus (fig. 1). The total surface area of Agathonisi is 13.41 sq.km. 


The geomorphology of the island is hilly and semi-mountainous. The maximum altitude 


of the island is located on its western part at 209m. The coastline of the island is 35km 


long and is mainly characterized by rocky cliffs and forms many small bays and gulfs897 


(map 5a). The coastline is heavily divided with several weatherproof bays suitable for 


anchorage, such as the bay of Kochlia to the west, Agios Georgios to the south, Poros 


to the east and the bay of Katholiko and Maistros to the north. The shape of the island 


is peculiar due to its promonrories’ projections in the north, east and west. In the 


north side of the island a long peninsula, called Lianokavi, extending in the NW – NE 


axis renders the bay of Maistros an excellent natural harbour. In the south shore of the 


island, where the modern harbour is, the biggest bay of the island is situated. Small 


and sandy are the beaches formed in few shores, accessible only by sea. 


Although the geological background of the island is not precisely known, it appears to 


consist of a metamorphosed sequence of carbonate rocks, mainly crystalline 


limestones and marble, possibly in association with the marble rock formations of the 


more widely known Maeander region in Asia Minor898. The island sits on an intense 


tectonic zone, along the axis E-W, the course of which is attested by faults in the form 


of cavernous, underground formations, the so-called Vótsoi. These formations, which 
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 Triantafyllidis 2006, 175-177. 
898


 Higgins-Higgins 1996, 151-152, fig. 14.1. 
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are scattered on the island, are visible in sites such as Fidi, Agios Nikolaos,  Megalo 


Chorio, Mandres, and at a seaside site at the SW edge of the island899.  


The island and its western half, most of all, is barren, a fact making it suitable for 


pastoral activities and especially goat husbandry. Arable land is found in an inland 


central strip between the two modern settlements of the island. The natural 


vegetation comprises mainly of schinus, other bushes and shrubs, as well as some wild 


olive trees. 


Around the island and to its north, in particular, there are small islets. These small 


islets are Katsagani in the east of the island and immediately off Katsagani there is 


Glaros, Kouneli in the south, Nera in the northeast, Psathonisi, Praso and Strongyli in 


the north900.  


 


5.5.2. The fortified installation.  


 


Impressive remains of fortification walls are preserved, rising among the thick 


vegetation of bushes, surrounding the west, north and south slopes of the rocky 


coastal promontory of Kastraki, a place-name indicating the existence of antiquities 


and bears the memory of a fort in particular, in the middle of the north shore of the 


island, between the lee bays of Maistros and Anginaria, at a height of 34m above sea 


level. The building remains that were located in 2001 are related to a fortified 


settment, probably in association with the official harbour and anchorage of the 


island901 (map 5a, 5b). During surface survey in the years 2001 - 2005, numerous finds 


had been located at the site, mainly pottery sherds of the Hellenistic and early Roman 


periods, as well as other household items such as sanders, grinders and mortars, some 


of which are currently exhibited in the Archaeological Collection at the Nikolaidis 


                                                           
899


 Triantafyllidis 2006, 176-177. 
900


 Ibidem, 175.  
901


 Triantafyllidis 2010, 7.  
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Mansion in the Chora of Patmos902. Systematic excavation took place at the site, 


seasonally at first, for the years 2006-2010, and then continuously for the period 2011-


2013 in the framework of the NSRF project: “Presentation – Enhancement of the 


ancient fortress at Kastraki on Agathonisi”903.  


The excavation brought to light the impressive remains of the fortifications, a shipshed 


installation in the southeast part of the archaeological site, workshops for extracting 


purple pigments from murex mollusks and for dyeing904 (fig. 74). Noteworthy among 


the bulk of movable finds are the clay beehives, some of them inscribed, used for 


systematic apiary activities on the island, which seems to have been an important 


center of bee-keeping in antiquity905. Particularly interesting are the storage spaces 


within the fortified installation, as well as the areas of cult906. Its establishment was 


dated on the basis of excavation evidence in the late 4th century BC907, while human 


activity seems to cease in the 2nd century AD908.  


 


Fig. 74. Agathonisi. Kastraki, water tanks for murex breeding. 


                                                           
902


 Ibidem, 17.  
903


 For a brief note on the project see: Triantafyllidis – Kamaras 2013, 70-71.  
904


 Triantafyllidis 2010, 30-34; Triantafyllidis 2015, 98-100.  
905


 For the vessels see: Triantfyllidis 2014. For archaeοmetrical analyses of the beehives’ clay see: 


Karatasios – Triantafyllidis 2015. 
906


 Ibidem. 
907


 The fortification walls were dated on the basis of masonry style and finds from excavation; as  Attic black-


glazed and Pergamene pottery, several silver and bronze Milesian coins correspond well and confirmed the 


dating of the installation’s construction in the late 4
th


 and early 3
rd


 century BC. See: Triantafyllidis 2010, 22. 
908


 Triantafyllidis 2010, 21, 38; Triantafyllidis 2015, 98. 
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The ancient installation is arranged in three terraces each of them defined by a 


fortification wall (fig. 75).  At the higher terrace, on the highest point of the 


promontory, a rectangular tower is situated. The tower measures 7.42×6.12m and 


follows E-W orientation.  A large cistern occupies the tower’s basement and being oval 


in plan measures 4.45×3.54m. The cistern is large enough to facilitate water needs for 


the entire site909. Part of the cistern has been excavated and its concave bottom was 


revealed at a height of 2.20m. The inner face of the cistern was covered with hydraulic 


plaster and its south part was constructed on the appropriately treated natural 


bedrock. 


 


Fig. 75. Agathonisi. Kastraki, terrace configuration 


                                                           
909


 Similar is the construction on the island of Lade; Lohmann 1995, 306, fig. 90. 
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The same is true for the tower. Despite the fact that the south side of the tower is not 


preserved, the artificially leveled formation of the bedrock served as foundation. The 


north side of the tower, which is better preserved, survives at a height of 1.70m and is 


also founded upon the natural bedrock (fig. 76). 


 


Fig. 76. Agathonisi. Kastraki, tower foundation on the natural bedrock. 


The southwest corner of the tower joints with a short stretch of the fortification wall 


4.62m to the north, which then turns at an obtuse right angle towards north (plan 5a, 


5b). From this point, the west fortification wall stretches for 78.14m, descending the 


three terraces of the site, ending 18m before the shoreline. There, the wall’s trace 


forms a right angle towards east and follows a southeast course that can be followed 


for another 22m, parallel to the rocky shoreline located 11m northwise. The total 


length of the north fortification wall should have been about 66.40m, until it met the 


south fortification wall. The latter, forming the installation’s south boundary, stretches 


on the third terrace starting in connection to the almost perpendicular face of the 


rocky headland that rises up for almost 10m. The wall is preserved for about a 15m 
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long course, forming an acute turning point almost in its middle towards south. Each 


terrace was also fortified.  Two fortification walls, starting in connection to the west 


curtain wall run at the edge of the last contour of each higher terrace, encircling their 


north part. The east edge of both upper terraces remained unfortified, since the 


altitude difference from the lower terrace is large enough to render the construction 


of a fortification wall rather superfluous. For the middle terrace the fortification 


follows a 33m long course, while the preserved wall of the higher terrace is 35m long.  


All the architectural components of the fortifications at Kastraki, are constructed in the 


same manner, featuring the same characteristics; just the walls’ width varies ( plan 5c-


5f). Wider are the west and north fortification walls measuring 1.90m, while narrowest 


is the fortification of the middle terrace, being 1.20m wide. The wall of the upper 


terrace is 2m wide and the south stretch of the fortification wall measures 1.40m wide.  


The masonry can be described as coursed trapezoidal and is constructed by the local 


dolomitic limestone, which is a crystalline stone of the metamorphosic sequence910. 


Stones of large, medium and small dimensions have been implemented, especially in 


the outer faces of the walls (plan 5c-5f). The inner faces of the walls are constructed of 


medium and small stones, while the masonry is filled with rubble, chips and earth. The 


largest stones are 1.20 – 1.50m long, 0.40 – 0.70m wide and 1 - 1.20m high. Stones of 


medium size measure 0.60 - 0.80m in length, 0.30 – 0.50m width and 0.20 – 0.50m 


height. Small stones are 0.20 - 0.40m long, 0.10 - 0.20m wide and 0.10 - 0.30m high. 


Usually the walls survive in one to three courses height, except for the walls of the 


tower that are preserved at 1.70m, which is up to 6-7 courses. Regularly large 


trapezoidal -or polygonal in some cases- blocks of unequal height are laid upon the 


natural leveled bedrock. Irregular coursing is performed by laying medium stones, 


while in some cases instead of a medium block, small blocks are piled up to reach the 


course’s height. Binders are also placed -but not regularly- every 5 or 6m, penetrating 


as much as half the thickness of the wall, while compartments in the masonry have 


been constructed only in the thickest fortification wall in the west, at intervals 


                                                           
910


 Triantafyllidis 2010, 20; Triantafyllidis 2015, 97.  
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measuring 4.80m. The surface of the joints is treated flat and most of the joints are 


slanting in various angles. The outer face of the blocks is left quarried and slightly 


pulvinated, so that the faces usually project 0.10m from the joints. Drafting appears 


only in the corners of the tower and in the posts of the only postern that has been 


identified so far, located at the south fortification wall. The vertical drafted bands are 


usually 0.04m to 0.06m wide.  


From the available data the entrance to the installation must have been located south. 


The only surviving opening is located 5.80m east from the west edge of the south 


fortification wall (plan 5c-5d). The opening was built up at some point in the site’s later 


Roman history, as its configuration indicates: in the inner side the ancient route was 


occupied by a building. Nevertheless, since the clear opening is 1m wide it can be 


regarded as a mere postern, and being that narrow it should not have been the main 


entering point. The central access should have been located further south close to the 


shore, perhaps near the meeting point of the south with the north fortification wall 


that unfortunately is not preserved. There are two further reasons implying that the 


main gate should have been situated here; the location of the nearby shipsheds and 


the remains of an earlier gate mechanism.  


At 18m distance from the south fortification wall, two vertical cuts on the face of the 


seaside bedrock are preserved, implying the presence of two shipsheds911. The north 


cut is 6.62×2.76m, while the south measures 3.75×3.15m. The form of the rock-cuts, 


their dimensions and their seaside location leave no doubt for their identification912. 


Usually, single and paired rock-cut shipsheds (roofed) and slipways (unroofed) 


constitute a separate category of naval stations with a distinctive architectural 


configuration. They are usually deep trenches cut into the slopes of naturally rocky 


promontories forming slipways with a steep gradient.  These constructions could have 


been either open slipways, either could have been covered by wooden (or thatched) 


roofs. Similar paired rock cut slipways and shipsheds are found around the Aegean Sea. 


                                                           
911


 Triantafyllidis 2015, 97, fig. 4. 
912


 See Baika 2004, 231-253. 
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Specifically, naval bases of this type have been discovered at Cape Sounion, at Poiessa 


on the Cycladic island of Kea, at Aigila (modern Antikythera) in the maritime passage 


between the southern Peloponnese and western Crete, and perhaps at Kalaureia 


(Poros); on the islet of Agios Demetrios off Kirrha on the north side of the Corinthian 


Gulf, possibly on Karpathos in the southern Aegean, as well as at Trypitos Setaea and 


Matala on the northern and southern coasts of Crete respectively913.  


The other piece of evidence converging to a possible situation of the site’s main gate 


near its southwest corner is an earlier gate mechanism carved on the natural bedrock 


(fig. 77). The carvings consist of an apsidal chamber 0.18m height, 0.15m long and 


0.10m deep. A 0.30m long groove meets the lower part of the chamber, while in the 


groove and on the left side of the chamber, two closely situated cavities have also 


been carved measuring 0.025×0.025m and being 0.02m deep. Similar carvings are 


situated in the opposite side of the chamber. The discovery finds its parallel in the 


Lion’s Gate mechanism in Miletus (fig. 78). In particular, the components of both finds 


are quite similar except for the dimensions of the carvings; in Kastraki the dimensions 


of the carvings are half as much as their Milesian counterparts. So, the main difference 


between the two findings is that the horizontal groove in the Lion’s Gate is to the right 


of the chamber.  


A. Von Gerkan proposed that the mechanism should be restored as follows914: the 


locking bar of the gate when not in use, was pushed back into the chamber of the 


northern side of the Lion’s gate-passage; When the gate was closed, the bar was 


drawn across the opening until the metal head, somewhat smaller than the bar itself, 


rested in the shallow socket in the southern wall of the passage. It was then locked in 


position by a method which Von Gerkan was able to study in detail. The “lock” was 


simply a short bar in longitudinal section, the head of which slid forward at right angles 


to the main bar, dropped over it, and was pushed into a socket in the spur-wall 


flanking the gate opening. 


                                                           
913


Ibidem, 237 with further bibliography.  
914


 Von Gerkan 1935, 48-49.  
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Fig. 77. Agathonisi. Kastraki, 
carvings for the gate mechanism. 


 


Fig. 78. Miletus, Lion’s Gate mechanism (Von 
Gerkan 1935, fig. 27) 


This locking bar was also let slightly into a shallow groove in the wall of the passage. 


When not in use, the head rested in a metal emmóchlion set in the wall immediately 


behind the main bar, the other end on an emmóchlion further back. To lock the gate, 


the head of the locking bar was canted upward and the whole bar moved forward until 


the cut away portion of its underside was over the main bar. It was then dropped 


down and pushed back into its socket. Probably it was let slightly into the top of the 


main bar, so that the two were more or less leveled at the point of crossing. This would 


not have entailed cutting away very much of the main bar, since the locking bar was 


only circa 15cm square.  


Another possible method of locking the bar in place has been proposed by F. E. 


Winter915. In Winter’s proposal an L-shaped wedge would have been pushed into the 


bar- socket above the bar, to the top of which it would then have been bolted, making 


it possible to slide the bar back into the socket, or into the room flanking the corridor, 


until the wedge was unbolted and removed.  


If the identification for Kastraki is correct, then the main gate of the site was located to 


the immediate east of the mechanism, almost 7m from the point where the north and 


the south fortification wall would intersect each other. Von Gerkan dated the Lion’s 
                                                           
915


 Winter 1971a, 263-264.  
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Gate upon similarities with the old Sacred Gate and differences with the younger 


Sacred Gate, concluding that Lion’s Gate sharing the same design principles with the 


older Sacred Gate must be dated earlier than the younger Sacred Gate916. At Kastraki, 


the whole facility was filled by a homogeneous stratum and leveled up in the late 2nd 


and 1st century BC917, while next to it, the open water tanks for murex breeding were 


erected in the 1st century AD. Thus, the gate must have stopped operating by the late 


Hellenistic era, a date fitting in the chronological range that Von Gerkan suggested. 


However, if the former gate was substituted by a new one, and where this new facility 


consequently lay, is hard to say since actual remains lack.   


Movement within the different levels of the installation was performed usually by 


staircases carved upon the natural bedrock that lead usually to other paved routes and 


small plateaus (fig. 79). Three such staircases survive within the installation. The first 


one in the lower terrace is 6m long and 0.67m wide having 10 steps. This staircase is 


located 15m north of the south fortification wall, and follows E-W orientation, uphill. 


The staircase led to a narrow plateau the west edge of which is marked by a retaining 


wall crossing the interior space from south to north. In this upper plateau, west from 


the retaining wall, led the route from the postern that is located at the southern 


fortification wall. From there it was possible to reach the middle terrace, through the 


zig-zag staircase that is carved on the bedrock at the edge of the middle terrace. The 


steps are usually 0.16m wide and 0.50m long. From this staircase very little remains, 


since rock corrosion and dilapidation allowed just for three steps to survive. The 


staircase then turned at right angle to the SW and lead to a 2.5m wide and 5.75m long  


                                                           
916


 Von Gerkan 1935,  49-51.  
917


 Triantafyllidis 2010, 35; Triantafyllidis 2015, 100. The homogeneous landfill included numerous metal 


finds, particularly of lead, like petals, fragments of hairlocks, which probably belonged to an acrolithic 


statue or a wooden statue; a lead mesh cover probably from a wooden casket, bronze inlays used in the 


decoration of furniture, as well as silver and bronze coins. Among the finds of this stratum most notable 


ones are the fragments of numerous types of terracottas, like the seated and the kourotrophos, Attis 


and zoomorphic figurines, many of which bear inscriptions; also remarkable finds are the amphora 


sherds bearing commercial or votive inscriptions. These finds should probably be assigned to a votive 


deposit of the Hellenistic sanctuary which was built near the harbour and the site’s entrance. 
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Fig. 79. Agathonisi. Kastraki, access points and movement within the installation (green 


lines). 
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corridor crossing the fortification of the middle terrace918 (fig. 80). From there a paved 


plateau stretched westwards through which the several buildings of the middle terrace 


could be approached, as well as the last staircase leading to the upper terrace, also 


carved on the natural bedrock. The last staircase is 2.75m long and 0.50m wide 


comprising 7 steps of irregular height. From there the upper terrace and the tower 


could be reached though some apertures preserved at the buildings occupying the 


plateau around the tower (fig. 81).  


 


Fig. 80. Agathonisi. Kastraki, wide entrance at the middle terrace. 


 


Fig. 81. Agathonisi. Kastraki, carved staircase leading to the upper terrace. 


                                                           
918


 The architectural layout of this entering point and in particular the wide corridor between the 


fortifications and the situation of two buildings at the edges of the corridor resembles the entering point 


from the lower to the upper terrace at Kastelli on Patmos. 
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Besides the powerful fortification walls, particularly the west and the south ones, the 


military character of the installation is substantiated by the discovery of many metal 


objects from the defensive and the offensive weaponry, indicating the presence of a 


garrison at Kastraki, similar to the other island garrisons of Miletus, as inscriptions in 


Leipsoi and Leros attest919. The finds from Kastraki belong to known types of offensive 


armament of the Hellenistic and Roman artillery production. Most of them are 


projectile weapons such as iron and copper arrowheads and iron arrowheads for 


machine projectiles. So called melee or close combat weapons such as iron swords and 


daggers, iron spear butt spikes (saurotéres) and possible spearheads are also 


documented. Artillery finds have their parallels in numerous other regions, as well as 


forts, battlefields and graves, as Giannas studying the aforementioned material from 


Kastraki concluded920.  


Of particular interest was the finding of stone projectiles in the installation. Two stone 


spheres were discovered on the upper terrace near the tower (fig. 82). Their diameter 


measures 0.15 and 0.16m, weighing 3.6 and 4.3kg accordingly921. According to J. 


Ober’s table922, the weight of the spheres perfectly matches the standard missile 


weight for a 10 mna torsion stone-thrower. As Philo states the capacity of the 


particular catapult was ideal for destroying enemy’s catapults923, and thus as defensive 


artillery. In addition to the other iron projectile missiles, it becomes clear that the 


tower of the site certainly housed anti-personnel weapons like bolt and stone throwing 


torsion catapults on his upper floors, since its dimensions fit in with the operational 


space needed for these machines924. So, as artillery evidence best illustrates, 


simultaneously to the peaceful activities of the residents of the site such as bee-


keeping and dyeing, the installation was fully equipped and garrisoned. 


                                                           
919


 See chapter 3.3. 
920


 Giannas 2014, 581-593. 
921


 Ibidem, 585, Inv. No ΛΘ119, ΛΘ120.  
922


 Ober 1992, 150, table 3. 
923


 Philo of Byantium, 3.5-6.  
924


 Ober 1992, 150, table 2-3. 
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Fig. 82. Agathonisi. Kastraki, stone spheres for stone throwing catapult. 


Summarizing the above, it becomes clear that the initial building phase of the site 


during the late 4th century BC should include the cutting of the natural bedrock as well 


as the arrangement of the interior spaces and construction of the main commuting 


routes and passages. Excavation data attest to building alterations and new 


arrangements that took place during the late 2nd and early 1st century BC; re-


arrangement of the interior spaces with the construction of terraces and retaining 


walls, and the dispersion of existing obsolete features, like the gate modification in the 


lower terrace attest it. A similar building modification was observed in the west 


fortification wall, where excavation confirmed once again that the rebuilding and 


rearrangement of interior spaces with built terraces took place in the 2nd century BC925. 


These new building alterations were made during a period of political instability in the 


                                                           
925


 Triantafyllidis 2015, 98.  
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Aegean. Rome became the new power and was attempting to consolidate its status in 


the eastern Mediterranean, while the scourge of piracy was at its peak; this was a 


major obstacle for the Roman trade. For this reason, in 100/99BC the Roman senate 


enforced a law (lex de provinciis praetoriis) inviting the cities of Asia Minor to 


collaborate actively in the fight against the pirates926. The re-building and mainly the 


re-organization of the fortifications at that time should be viewed and interpreted 


within the context of the wider military reinforcement against piracy. Nevertheless, as 


the variety of the excavation finds attest, the installation’s character was not only 


military. The large variety of workshops and store-houses, as well as household items 


testify to non-military activities in the installation, associated with production and 


trade. What is clear documented from the excavation at Kastraki is that its military 


character co-existed with agricultural and commercial activities in the Hellenistic 


period at least until the 1st century BC, as the building interventions in the fortification 


wall best attests927.  


 


5.5.3. Choice of site, strategy and defensive planning.  


 


The fortified installation at Kastraki, situated on the homonymous promontory in the 


middle of the bay of Maistros is located on a key geopraphical point at the north shore 


of the island that surely is not accidental (map 5a). Its strategic location provided for 


monitoring sea routes at the narrow passage between Ikaria-Fournoi and Samos in the 


west, the strait between Mykale and Samos to the north, Miletus and Samos in the 


east (fig. 1). One of these routes was practically used for every kind of vessel traveling 


from south to north and vice versa. Among the other Milesian islands the only one 


visible from the tower at Kastraki is Lade in the east, while viewshed includes also 


Thebes by Mykale. 


                                                           
926


 Sartre 2006, 368-370; De Souza 2000, 275-277, 297-298.  
927


 See chapter 6. 
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The layout of the fortified installation shows a clear swift towards south, where the 


shipsheds are located as well as the bay of Maistros. The area surrounded by the 


fortifications is rather steep, ending to rocky shores, thus it is not suitable for military 


purposes. An interesting constructional feature is that its most heavily fortified wall in 


terms of structure is the west one, displaying a compartmental construction and being 


the thickest above all928 (plan 5e). The west wall, however, just faces the sea and the 


entrance to the bay of Maistros as defined by the narrow Lianokavi peninsula (map 


5b). Obviously the designers expected that a potential threat would come from the 


sea; so, they constructed the most durable stretch of the fortification there929. 


Furthermore, evidence for the placement of a ten mna stone throwing catapult in the 


only tower of the installation yields additional proof supporting that reasoning, since 


the south side of the tower faces the steep slope of the rising hill to the south. On the 


contrary, all other three sides of the tower face the bay of Maistros. Thus, the 


placement of artillery at Kastraki indicates that the site’s main defensive planning 


aimed in stopping a potential landing of hostile approaching vessels upon their 


entrance to the bay. Obviously, if hostile vessels approached, they would not attempt 


to land at the bay of Maistros, since, in order to do so, they would have to pass in front 


of the tower, risking repeating shots by the stone-thrower. More likely the offenders 


would try to land in the bay of Anginaria laying to the west of Kastraki or to some rocky 


shore further west close to the entrance of the bay. In case they succeeded and the 


defenders using the stone thrower had failed to sink the offending vessels, then the 


offenders would approach by land from the west. In this respect both military features, 


namely the construction of the west fortification wall with compartments, as well as 


artillery equipment and placement find their best military substantiation.  


By contrast to other fortified installations on the Milesian islands examined so far the 


viewshed from Kastraki is limited. In fact, except for Thebes by Mykale and Lade, no 


other Milesian island is visible, let alone another fortified installation. This exception 


                                                           
928


 For the particular constructional technique see: Tomlinson 1961, 133-140; Karlsson 1992, 68, 69, 73-


74, 79, 83; Winter 1971a, 135-138.  
929


 For the equipment of vessels with catapults in the Hellenistic period see: Marsden 1979, 169-173.  
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should not be considered awkward, since the establishment aimed primarily to protect 


the shipsheds and the stocked production that was stored inside it, according to the 


testimony of the vast quantity of beehives discovered. The situation of product 


storerooms with the shipshed in such a proximity implies that possibly product surplus 


of the island was directly loaded upon ships to be transported elsewhere, so the 


installation at Kastraki should be encountered mainly as a naval base on the island. The 


arrangement of the site in association with its shipsheds perfectly matches the naval 


base typology since small scale naval stations and naval outposts consist of single 


shipsheds/ slipways that housed vessels in pairs930.      


Strategic naval outposts are probably described by the ancient terms naulochía, 


hormetéria, etc931. In general, the infrastructure -developed against sea and coastal 


raids- included naval forts and coastal towers defined by terms such as: phroúria, 


pýrgoi, teíche, peripólion and phylakeíon. Numerous such guard- posts must have 


existed all over the Mediterranean for military and navigation purposes in locations 


where their strategic importance justified the labour and cost of their construction, but 


only the rock-cut traces of a few slipways usually survive932. The naval bases are 


directly related to or included in defensive system of promontories, as is the case for 


Kastraki. When associated with defense circuits, the slipway areas can only be 


accessed from the adjacent fortifications or from the sea. Naval stations were 


dominated occasionally by strongholds located at a higher level, commanding 


panoramic views of the maritime façade and sea routes and visually connecting 


associated harbours and naval stations, as at Poiessa, Alimnia, Aigila, and Mykale933. 


Since the installation at Kastraki is practically a naval station, the settlement of the 


island must have been situated elsewhere. In fact, P. Triantafyllidis has already yielded 


                                                           
930


 Baika 2004, 234.  
931


 Ibidem. 
932


 Ibidem. 
933


 Ibidem, 225-226 for Alimnia 277-283 for Aigila; Baika 2010 for Poiessa and Lohmann et al. 2017, 210-


213 for the shipshed at Mykale.  
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evidence for the location of the island’s main settlement934. On the top of Mt. Kleftos 


in the middle of the island there are ruins and some scattered, large quadrilateral 


stone blocks of the Classical and Hellenistic era (map 5a). The site has not been 


researched yet and its image is completely altered due to the erection of modern 


rubble buildings for pastoral activities. The site can be reached from Kastraki on foot, 


after half an hour trail walking. Remains of fortifications on Kleftos have not yet been 


located, the site, however, offers a viewshed similar to the other installations on the 


Milesian islands; the hill of Kastelli on Patmos is discernible in the west, the Kastro Hill 


on Leipsoi and the Medieval Castle on Leros in the south, as well as the installations on 


Farmakonisi. If the identification of the site on Mt Kleftos is correct, then the 


settlement together with the naval station at Kastraki formed a strong surveillance 


network controlling the main anchorage of the island, as well as the naval routes 


around it. 
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 Triantafyllidis 2006, 181.  
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5.6 FARMAKONISI (FARMAKOÚSA) 


 


5.6.1. Local topography.  


 


Farmakonisi is an islet to the east of Leipsoi and opposite the Gulf of Iasos. It is barren 


and essentially uninhabited, having 4 sq.km total surface area (fig. 1, map 6a). The 


maximum length of the island is 3.3km from south to north, whereas its narrowest 


point measures 320m in the center of the island935. The island has also an elongated 


shape in the axis N-S and basically comprises of two low hills, one in the north and one 


in the south, while the space among them is saddle. The highest peak of the island is in 


the south at 106m, where an automatic lighthouse for navigational aid has been 


installed. The peak of the north hill measures 81m. The slopes around these hills are 


not particularly steep and they end up to rocky shores.  In the intermediate low zone, 


between the two hills, two coves are formed one in the east called Tholoi and one in 


the west called Peristeries. The geological profile of the island is quite uniform, 


characterized by low grade metamorphosed rocks, although conglomerate layers, 


marls and marly limestones are also present.  


The island is waterless, but vegetation of shrubs and sparse schinus trees exists. The 


absence of heavy human activity and of domestic animals rendered the island valuable 


natural refuge for migratory aquatic birds, such as the rare Aegean gull, thus the area 


has been characterized as an ecosystem of particular biological significance. The 


marine ecosystem is also rich936. A few decades ago the island’s economy depended 


solely on fishing. Through the decline of coastal fishing the island became desolate in 
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 Kostopoulos 2005.  
936


 Ibidem. 
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the 70’s937. Today, there is only a military garrison on the island.  Around its various 


facilities built, the only one that is in good condition is the small church of Agios 


Giorgios close to the coast, on the south part of the island. 


 


5.6.2. The fortified installation.  


 


In the middle of the islet 30 to 40m west of the chapel of Ag. Giorgios stand the ruins 


of two large constructions (map 6a, 6b). Both of them were identified as towers in the 


relevant literature938. The constructions sharing common constructional features are 


situated very close together at a height of 56m above sea level (plan 6a, 6b). The north 


one is almost rectangular. Its north and south sides being the largest measure 10.84m 


and its west and east sides measure 9.40m. The construction is in extremely ruinous 


condition. In fact, only its east side and northwest corner are preserved above ground 


in two and four courses height respectively. The other sides being preserved at a lower 


height are covered under thick schinus vegetation. Hopefully, the corners of the 


construction were located, so that the general plan and dimensions could be 


measured. The south construction is located 23.60m south of the north one. It has a 


more rectangular shape, with its long sides being in the north and south and 


measuring 13.44m, whereas their east and west counterparts measure 8.60m 


approximately.  


The two constructions are built up by local grey limestone blocks and share the same 


E-W orientation. Their constructional style can be described as coursed trapezoidal. 


The walls are 1.20m wide and comprise of two faces and filling. The outer faces are 


constructed by larger blocks of 1.40 to 2.34m length that penetrate from 0.30m to as 


much as half the thickness of the masonry that is 0.70 or 0.80m, while some of them 


form a jog-indentation of 6 - 10cm in height on their upper surface that binds with a 


                                                           
937


 I thank M. Kottoros from Agathonisi for the information.  
938


 Dreliosi 2005, 334-335; Dreliosi-Michailidou 2006, 38-39; Marangou 2005, 326; Filimonos 2013, 156, 


n. 33; Triantfyllidis 2006, 182-183, n. 39. 
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relative projection of the lower surface of the stone in the upper course (plan 6b).  


Binders or headers are placed at regular intervals, which are every 3m to 4m, thus 


creating compartments in the thickness of the wall. The inner face of the walls is 


constructed by stones of more modest dimensions, measuring 0.80 to 1.40m in length 


and being 0.30 to 0.50m wide, while the masonry filling comprises of large stone chips 


and earth.  


The outer surface of the blocks has in some cases been left quarried or is roughly 


hammered, projecting about 0.10 to 0.16m from the joints. Drafting appears in all 


corners of the two constructions, in the form of vertical bands measuring 0.10m. All 


corners are formed simply by alternating crossing blocks (fig. 83). 


 


Fig. 83. Farmakonisi. Ag. Giorgios, north construction, NW corner (Ephorate of 
Antiquities of Dodecanese). 


Neither of the constructions preserves a sign of their entering points. Their foundation 
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is not visible but possibly the construction was laid upon the natural limestone 


bedrock. Another fact that is not clear due to the monuments’ bad preservation status 


is the configuration of their interior spaces. The two monuments are preserved in an 


extremely ruinous and dilapidated condition. Their large dimensions and the large size 


blocks must have been severely quarried out during Late antiquity, as the existing 


buildings that are located in the area testify, i.e. from the Tholoi bay up, until the top 


of the southern hill of the island939.  


As for the dating of the structures, this can be approached only by constructional and 


stylistic criteria, since surface pottery on the island yields a time range from Late 


Chalkolithic to Late Roman period. So, taking into account the regular placement of 


binders in the masonry, along with the general outlook of the elevation, a date about 


the first half of the 3rd century BC seems applicable940. All these features are common 


in structures of contemporaneous masonry technique like the extra-urban towers of 


Ephesus941.  


The situation of the constructions in such a proximity on the one hand, and the 


rectangular shape and large dimensions of the south one on the other hand, are 


features rendering the identification for both of them as “towers” doubtful942. Surely, 


for the north one, the label tower is more appropriate, but for the south one is 


practically not suitable. Main argument for this approach to re-identify the south 


construction, is the fact that in case it were a tower inner cross-walls configuring the 


interior space and supporting the superstructure should be expected as this is the 


norm for towers exceeding dimensions 9×9m943. However, interior walls are neither 


preserved nor inferred.  


Similar configurations, i.e. close situation of rectangular constructions in the Megaris 


                                                           
939


 Dreliosi – Michailidou 2006, 38-39. 
940


 For these features see Karlsson 1992. 
941


 For the extra urban fortifications of Ephesus see Jobst 1978, 454-456.  
942


 To Prof. H. Lohmann thanks are respectfully due for offering his insight on the topic.  
943


 See generally Karlsson 1992. 
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were also at first identified as towers944, but a closer examination proved a different 


identification valid945. Constructions such as rectangular or Π-shaped precincts 


featuring elaborate masonry that resembles in some cases fortifications or towers are 


in fact grave precincts946. Rectangular tombs are numerous, but usually they are not 


sufficiently published in order to clarify their architecture and dating947. Nevertheless, 


certain is that grave precincts of rectangular shape are still documented in the 


Hellenistic period and their construction comprises of two stone faces with a core 


filling948.  Rectangular grave precincts comprising burials in various numbers have been 


accordingly interpreted as outstanding tombs for just one person or for a small group 


of individuals (usually a couple)949. H. Lohmann, studying the rural settlement pattern 


of Attica stressed that tombs and necropolises contribute significantly to the 


reconstruction of settlements and each region’s settlement structure950. The 


necropolises correspond to group settlements such as hamlets, villages and towns, 


while for scattered settlements individual and family graves are typical. The latter, 


however, are difficult to find because of their small number and density951.  


What is more, when found in the countryside isolated grave-precincts are usually in 


close proximity and visual connection with the habitation nucleus. For example, at the 


                                                           
944


 Muller 1982, 391, figs. 20 (Tower B after Hammond 1954). For further similar misidentifications in 


south Attica see: Lohmann 1993a. , 187.  
945


 For the interpretation of Hammond’s Tower B as grave precinct, see Lohmann 1993a. , 187 nr. 1288. 


For a critic on Hammond’s and Muller’s identification see: Lohmann 2002b, 80-83. 
946


 One of the districts documented at Haliartos in Boeotia was in its first phase (5th century BC) built 


with limestone treated only on the outer faces. Only a Π-shaped structure is preserved from this phase, 


which was supplemented on the side facing the street with large poros blocks during the second phase 


of the early 3
rd


 century BC. This created a nearly square precinct with a side of about 13.5m, in the 


middle of a base (3.18×1.30m), which served for the placement of the funerary stele, see further: Sporn 


2013, summarizing the evidence and presenting the current status of research. 
947


 See further: Sporn 2013, 263-264, n. 31 with relevant bibliography.  
948


 Ibidem, 264, n. 32 with a list of Hellenistic sites from mainland Greece.  
949


 Ibidem, 264.  
950


 Lohmann 1993a, 184-185.  
951


 Within the Athenian deme district, 36 Classical homesteads were discovered, but only about 10-12 


single or family graves. However, these figures referring only to stone constructions can be misleading, 


since on the one hand stone structures were usually quarried out throughout antiquity and on the other 


there were probably grave districts in the countryside made of mudbrick that left no trace behind,  see: 


Ibidem, 184. 
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Princess Tower in Attica the family grave precinct lies opposite the tower across the 


street, in a configuration that is repeated in several occasions952. So, it should not be 


surprising to find next to a tower, as the north construction in Farmakonisi, another 


construction of large dimensions sharing visual connection with the latter being grave 


precinct. Generally speaking among grave monuments (enlisting not only those in the 


rural areas) Classical grave precincts and grave terraces must have held the first place. 


They existed already in the 5th century BC and the type’s origins can be found further 


back in the 7th century BC or even further in the grave períboloi of the 8th century 


BC953. In Attica, H. Lohmann associated grave precincts/terraces of the 4th century BC 


as an expression of traditionalism. He maintained that the context of this grave type 


derives from earlier periods stressing that: “the close spatial connection of the 


farmsteads with the neighbouring ancestral graves ad oculos demonstrates the deep 


roots of peasants there and their connection with the land in which the bones of the 


ancestors rest... The family grave on its own land, as close as possible, and visually in 


close relationship to the center of life, the oíkos, emphasized age and legality of 


ownership, informing the foreigner about the name of the family”954.  


During the 4th century BC such grave precincts/terraces appear isolated or often in 


small groups and continue until the Hellenistic era. Usually they are not necessarily 


built on a slope. Such monuments are preserved in Alipheira, Olynth, and in Knidos in 


Asia Minor. In none of these cases is the exact dating known, but they do not appear 


before the outgoing 4th or 3rd centuries BC955. In the Milesia H. Lohmann identified at 


least 18 sites, where just individual blocks or rests of entire graves were preserved, 


while maintaining that ease of access to these monuments must have been a 


particularly unfavorable condition for their preservation and their numbers must have 


been significantly larger956. Furthermore, he assumed that the larger Classical 


Hellenistic farmsteads were mostly equipped with such pompous graves (the grave 
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 Ibidem, 187. 
953


 Ibidem, 187. 
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 Ibidem, 185. 
955


 Sporn 2013, 267.  
956


 Lohmann 1999, 455, n. 54. 
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type is not known), concluding that if this is the case, then no change in the settlement 


structure between the Archaic and Classical periods on the one hand and the 


Hellenistic on the other occurred, but rather a social and demographic shift, on the 


basis that these were family graves of the landowning authority, which lived at least 


partially in the countryside957.  


 


5.6.3. Choice of site, strategy and defensive planning.  


 


As it becomes evident through the identification of the constructions as a tower 


establishment with its adjacent grave precinct in Farmakonisi, the Hellenistic history of 


the island is being set in a whole different spectrum958. For the erection of the 


constructions on Farmakonisi a site was selected in close proximity to the two bays of 


the island, one facing west and one facing east (map 6b). Apparently, the particular 


site is a narrow plateau on the northern slope of the south hill of the island. The 


reason why the designers did not choose to situate the towers on the top of the hill is 


obvious; they would just gain in distance from the island’s natural anchorage.  There is 


no reason to build on the top of the hill at Farmakonisi, the view from the tower’s site 


is also ample. Besides, at the foot of the hill and around this particular slope there are 


terracing remains. Despite the fact that the date of the terraces is elusive, a similar 


configuration could have facilitated small scale cultivation for the inhabitants of the 


tower in antiuity959. This configuration and in particular the situation of the tower at 


the slope of the hill and not on its top, as well as in close proximity to land cultivation 


area is typical for the Hellenistic period for the Aegean and Lykia960. 


From the tower of Farmakonisi the Milesian shore in Asia Minor is on display. Cape 


Monodendri is visible, as well as the Turles Hill, while the Stefania Hills and the hills of 


                                                           
957


 Ibidem, 444-445. 
958


 See, chapter 6. 
959


 Op. cit. 
960


 For the Aegean see: Haselberger 1978; Haselberger 1979 and for Lykia see: Hailer 2008, 106-109.  
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Lade are discernible to the north. Mt. Grion, Mt. Latmos and Mt. Mykale conclude the 


background of the scenery. The view from Farmakonsi reaches to the north and east 


the south shores of Agathonisi and the west shores of Arkioi respectively. In addition, 


clearly visible from the site are also the Kastro Hill at Leipsoi.  
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5.7 FOURNOI (KORSIAÍ) 


 


5.7.1. Local topography.  


 


Fournoi is a cluster of more than 20 islands, in the eastern Aegean, very close to the 


southwestern part of Samos and to the east of Ikaria. The most stunning feature of this 


cluster is the very long coastline measuring 120km, which is longer than that of Samos 


(fig. 1, map 7a). Fournoi is the largest island of the cluster, facilitating the 


homonymous harbour, covering an area of 30.5 sq.km. Thymaina to the west is the 


second largest island of the complex with an area of 10 sq.km., while Agios Minas to 


the east of the main island has an area of 2.1 sq.km. The highest peak of the group is 


located in Thymaina at 470m. The highest point of Fournoi is the peak, called Megali 


Vardia of the Mt. to the north of the modern settlement at an altitude of 309m961.  


The island is particularly mountainous. There is a mountain range across the main 


island like a spine, which leads to the sea usually through immense inclinations. The 


shoreline forms three main gulfs, two in the west and one in the east, all of which are 


more than 100m deep962. In the west side, the northern gulf of the island is the gulf of 


Kampi in Chrysomilia, which is the second and last modern settlement of the island. 


This particular gulf is the largest of the cluster, but its open mouth towards north does 


not provide safe anchorage regardless weather conditions. The southern gulf formed 


by the shores of the main island with those of Thymaina, provides for safer anchorage 


being more closed a bay. In the east side of the island, the gulf of Vathylakas is formed 
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 Drivas 2006. 
962


 Philippson 1959, 268-129. 
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to the north but the area is extremely exposed to severe north winds all year round963. 


Around the extremely large coastline many other smaller bays are formed, usually 


ending to beaches either sandy or pebbled.  


In geological terms, the island belongs to the Cycladic group. Usually, in low parts of its 


hills, the bedrock is schist, in contrast to the higher parts, where limestone prevails964. 


The shores are steep, typical of the Aegean landscape, full of bays and gulfs providing 


diachronically safe shelter and anchorage against intense weather phenomena. This 


disproportionately large coastline formation of the island is mainly due to its varying 


geomorphology. The seascape is characterized by small depths and relatively small 


slopes. The mineral wealth is limited to marble, exploited in three quarries in 


antiquity965.  


The flora and fauna of the island, although poorly studied, are of particular interest. 


Many species of aromatic plants thrive, predominantly thyme, throbbing, sage and 


fennel. Of course, the olive trees do not lack. Mandrake, i.e. a herbaceous plant with 


broad leaves with anticonvulsant and hypnotic properties, is found in large quantities 


by contrast to other areas of Greece966. In the south coast of the Gulf of Kampi there is 


a small pine forest. However, unreasonable logging in the interwar years and intensive 


grazing, which continues today, caused great degradation and intense erosion of the 


landscape967. The only cultivable land of the island is to be found at the place where 


the modern settlement lies, between the slopes of the surrounding hills. 
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 Ibidem. 
964


 Drivas 2006. 
965


 For the ancient quarries of the island see: Chatzianastasiou 1984. “Πετροκοπιό. Χρυσομηλιά”, 504 


and Lazzarini –Cancelliere 2000. 
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 Drivas 2006. 
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 Ibidem. 
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5.7.2. The fortified installations.  


 


In the Fournoi cluster there are two fortified installations attested, both situated on 


the west shore of the main island. On the top of the hill of Ag. Giorgis, in the vicinity of 


the modern harbour to its east, there are the ruins of the wall that encircled the 


ancient acropolis of the island (map 7a, 7b). The second installation, that is a 


freestanding tower, is located at the north part of the island, near the modern village 


of Chrysomilia (map 7a, 7c).  


The fortified acropolis of Ag. Giorgios, named after the modern chapel, occupies a 


narrow plateau that is formed on the top of the hill, at a height of 90m above sea level 


(plan 7a). The ancient name and the identification of the site as Korsiétans acropolis 


derives from epigraphical testimonies968. The plateau has an E-W orientation being 


approximately 60m long and 20m wide. The site and especially its south and west sides 


are extremely steep. In fact the whole west slope comprises of a large marble bedrock 


mass that had been heavily quarried in antiquity. Traces of quarrying are observable 


on the surface of the bedrock on the hill near the top in the form of leveling, step-like 


formations and tool marks. The south and east vertical faces of the remaining marble 


preserve a great deal of inscriptions that have been studied and published by G. 


Dunst969.  


The fortification of the acropolis comprises of an inner circuit and a second wall 


extending in the south slope of the site. The inner circuit is better preserved, especially 


with regard to its eastern part, while the south extension wall being built on steep 


slope survives sporadically in few parts. The fortifications survive in such a degree, that 


the general outline of the circuit can be identified and measured, even though the 


                                                           
968


 Zafeiropoulou 1988, 503.  
969


 Dunst 1974. 
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circuit’s plan is quite different from the available published one970. 


The main entrance of the site is formed at its eastern side, where a gate flanked by 


two towers is situated. The larger tower, being the north one, is square and measures 


6.5×6.5m, while 6m to the south stands the other tower, in a very ruinous condition 


and almost fully buried (fig. 86, plan 7c). The south tower is rectangular and its long 


sides, being the north and the south, measure 5.40m, while the east and west sides 


measure 4.40m. The 6m opening between the two towers becomes narrower through 


a fortification wall built on the south side of the north tower and stretches 4.80m 


south, thus leaving a 1.20m wide space for the gate. The superstructure of that 


particular wall, would surely have facilitated the wall walk above the gate and soldier 


movement between the two towers (plan 7a).  


From each gate tower, a fortification wall runs eastwards. The north fortification wall 


is better preserved at 2.10 to 2.70m height, in a continuous length of 50m, being 


2.20m to 2.50m wide, forming an obtuse angle almost in its middle; there, its course 


swifts towards SE direction. Then its trace is lost for about 8m, perhaps due to the 


construction of modern rubble walls. After that interval, the outer face of the wall is 


preserved descending the slope of the marble peak taking a north direction. This area 


is extremely precipitous, almost vertical. The fortification is again observed further to 


the NE in two small stretches founded on the natural marble bedrock, at the edge of 


the precipice. The outer face of the wall is preserved in two parts measuring 6 and 


7.5m. The latter part ending up in the vertical east face of the marble peak marks the 


end of the north fortification wall at this point. Further south the inclinations are 


almost vertical and the face of the precipice is very high so that a fortification wall 


would not be needed.  


The fortification wall marking the south boundary of the main circuit, stretches almost 


50m south of the SW corner of the south tower gate and is 2.20 to 2.40m wide like its 


northern counterpart. Its trace can be observed for its whole course –with the 


exception of an 8.50m gap. The wall must have ended 8m meters further south, 
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meeting the vertical quarried slope of the descending marble hill. Up on the hill, upon 


a quarried terrace, the outer face of a wall survives measuring 4.40m facing SW, 


whereas the observable ruins north of that wall having a rectangular shape, may imply 


the existence of a tower. A tower placement here should not be considered strange, 


since it overlooks a second access point to the acropolis, located about 8m to the 


south, attested by the remains of a staircase (from which 13 steps survive), and an 


open drainage channel next to it, both carved on the natural marble bedrock (fig. 84). 


The vast majority of inscriptions from the acropolis are carved in the faces of the rock 


at this point. So, probably the east edge of the south fortification wall would have 


ended up to the tower overlooking the south access to the acropolis, while in the west 


side of the tower a gate must have been situated.   


 


Fig. 84. Fournoi. Ag. GIorgios, carved staircase leading to the acropolis (Ephorate of 
Antiquities of Samos – Ikaria). 


The northern edge of the staircase is defined by another fortification wall really badly 


preserved. The outer face of this wall is visible in three parts of approximately 4 to 6m 
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length, founded on the natural bedrock and following the contour. The west side of 


the wall might have ended in a square tower the foundation of which is fairly 


preserved. The tower is located in the west side of the circuit at a distance of 20m 


from the south gate tower. The tower’s north and south sides measure 3.80m and its 


east and west 4m accordingly, while its walls are 1m wide, likewise to the main gates’ 


tower walls. From the NW corner of the tower an adjoining curtain wall 1.90m wide 


stretches north, preserved for about 2.50m length, evidently to meet the south gate 


tower and, thus, close the circuit. Their actual meeting point is not preserved, and the 


remains of a wall face there, may imply that the wall’s trace forming an obtuse angle 


might have turned eastwards, joining the inner fortification circuit instead of the 


tower. However, the latter configuration does not seem to find any fortificatory 


substantiation, since it wound result a weak point in the whole system. In any case, 


since the more reasonable proposal, that the wall followed a course in order to meet 


the south gate tower, finds no further evidence, the whole plan must remain 


hypothetical.  


Configuration of the free space within the circuit remains almost unknown. The 


situation of the modern chapel with its courtyard in the middle of the site, as well as 


the occupation of the site by rubble buildings around the chapel has greatly altered the 


ancient arrangement. The only ancient constructions that are surely attested within 


the acropolis are the remains of two retaining walls in association with the main gate, 


running west for about 13m to 18m, thus marking the ancient central route within the 


acropolis (plan 7a). Nevertheless, the great deal of inscriptions carved on the faces of 


the natural bedrock, as well as statue bases, one of which preserves both its dowels for 


the placement of a bronze statue971, imply the presence of public buildings. 


The constructional technique of the circuit’s architectural components varies, even 


though all blocks are made out of the local marble. Curtain walls are constructed in the 


polygonal style, while all towers are constructed in coursed trapezoidal style (fig. 85). 


The curtains are made from medium and small size blocks, with the largest ones 
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measuring 0.80m to 1.20m length and height, and 0.40m to 0.60m width.  The blocks 


are of uniform size with regard to the inner and outer faces, while the filling of the wall 


is made by smaller stones, chips and earth. The preserved faces of the walls do not 


illustrate any attempt in coursing. The faces of the blocks are left quarried and no 


other stone craftmanship was attested. The blocks are laid irregularly and the blocks 


do not fit very well with each other, thus forming loose joints. Generally, the 


impression is gained that the fortification walls were constructed either hastily either 


with few available financial resources. 


 


Fig. 85. Fournoi. Ag. Giorgios, polygonal masonry. 


 


Fig. 86. Fournoi. Ag. Giorgios north tower. 
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The construction of towers on the other hand, is more refined (fig. 86, plan 7c). The 


blocks are laid in courses 0.48m height. Small triangular stone-plugs are also placed in 


the faces, joining the sides of coursed polygonal blocks. The blocks’ length varies from 


0.50 to 1.16m and they are 0.30 to 0.50m wide. The masonry filling comprises of 


smaller stones stocked one upon the other with earth. The faces of the blocks are 


slightly pulvinated and vertical drafting bands 0.06m wide appears in all tower 


cornerstones. 


The site has been dated on the basis of the inscriptions mentioned above at least from 


the 3rd century BC and seems to have been occupied until the Imperial Roman period, 


as a marble sarcophagus dating in the 2nd – 3rd century attests972. Furthermore another 


honorable decree from the site made by the demos, honours the emperor Augustus as 


Saviour and Builder973. As G. Dunst concluded, Augustus was often called Sotér 


(saviour) in the Greek world. Despite the fact that the démos name is not attested, the 


name of an emperor as Ktístes (builder) vividly implies that the honorable ruler had 


built buildings in the community. The emperor had been honored as Ktístes in Samos 


itself974. If a statue of the emperor was erected on the insular installation, it was 


probably because Augustus had also financed improvement or restoration works975. 


This is probably the reason why Rehm also noted that the acropolis was occupied 


"until into the far Roman times"976. 


The second fortified installation of the island is located at a height of 104m above sea 


level, in the middle of a promontory that defines the south shore of the Kampi bay 


(map 7a, 7c). The freestanding tower is situated on the SW edge of a narrow plateau, 


where nowadays the graveyard of the modern village of Chrysomilia is placed (fig. 87-


88, plan 7d, 7e). The maximum height of the tower is preserved in its west side at 


2.54m. The tower is almost rectangular; its north and south sides measuring 14.10m, 
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 Ibidem. 
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while its east and west sides are 13.80m long. The masonry is pseudoisodomic ashlar 


with headers and stretchers, constructed by large blocks of marble upon schist 


foundation977. The block’s length varies considerably in stretchers; the shortest ones 


are 0.80m and the largest ones 1.54m to 1.72m. The height of the blocks and of their 


courses varies considerably, since courses of 0.38m, 0.48m, 0.52m, 0.58m and 0.64m 


are attested. Stretchers penetrate from 0.32m to 0.64m in the thickness of the 


masonry, while the headers’ width could not be measured since they were preserved 


in the lower courses of the masonry978. 


 


Fig. 87. Fournoi. Chrysomilia, tower plateau, east side. 


However, they usually measure 0.42×0.60m or 0.44×0.54m and are placed at every 


course. As the preserved elevations of the tower attest the headers are not regularly 


placed in order to form masonry chains, nevertheless they are set at regular intervals 


of 3m to 3.40m, thus creating masonry compartments. The face of the blocks is usually 


                                                           
977


 Chatzianastasiou 1981, 379. The foundation is perhaps visible in the south side of the tower, which, 


however, being on a steep slope covered by thick vegetation was not visible upon my visit on the site.  
978


 The use of the tower as a terrace for the erection of the modern chapel of Ag. Triada that substituted 


the earlier chapel lying now in ruins next to it and the configuration of Ag. Triada’s courtyard on the rest 


free surface of the tower conceals the inner face of the tower walls, as well as the masonry filling. 
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roughly hammered or quarried in order to form bosses that project 0.10cm from the 


joints, which are always vertical. Pry holes, indicating the blocks lying course, are also 


observed on the upper surface of many blocks and they usually measure 4×8×2cm, 


while some indentations are carved in the upper surface of some blocks on the east 


elevation, through which coursing alters in height. These jogs are usually 0.04 or 0.06m 


deep.  


 


Fig. 88. Fournoi. Chrysomilia, west side of the tower. 


A particularly interesting architectural feature of the monument is the formation of its 


NW corner. Even though, the particular corner is preserved in low elevation, it is 


obvious that two headers placed side by side crossing with other two headers of the 


upper course form the so-called double corner bond (fig. 88, plan 7e). The name and 


the interpretation of the technique have been recently proposed by P. Pedersen979, 


who concluded that the double corner bond system employing a pair of headers side 


by side in every second course at the corners of towers980 aims to avoid, likely, vertical 


congruence of joints and to establish the best possible rhythm in the rest of the 


                                                           
979


Pedersen 2010, 310-311, 313-314; Pedersen – Ruppe 2016, 563-568.  
980


Pedersen – Ruppe 2016, 563. 
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course, so that the blocks span the underlying joints approximately in their middle981. 


Taking into account that the two east corners of the tower are formed simply by 


alternating stretchers, it seems possible to suggest that -even though the southwest 


corner of the monument is not preserved- the double corner bonding was employed 


by the masons only for the west corners of the tower in Chrysomilia due to structural 


reasons, since it is this side where the terrain becomes steeper and the tower in 


founded lower.  


The double corner bonding system seems to provide for an accurate chronology too. 


As Pedersen convincingly pointed out, “the feature seems to begun in Caria (maybe 


even in Hekatomnid Halikarnassos) in the Late Classical period and from there it spread 


all over Caria and Ionia during the early Hellenistic period. Though  the system  appears  


to be   almost  exclusively confined  to  Western  Asia  Minor  in  the period from  about 


370 to 250/200 BC  it is probably  not unthinkable that single  examples   may  occur at  


other dates and geographical areas and in other contexts”982. Indeed, the double 


corner bonding system is attested in the corners of the 4th century BC towers of the 


fortifications of Palaiokastro on Nisyros983, an island of the Dodecanese which was 


included along with Rhodes, Kos, Kalymnos and Telos in the Hekatomnid sphere of 


influence during the middle of the 4th century BC984. Beyond the Carian region the 


double corner bond appears also in the second building phase of the circuit of Samos 


dated by Kienast in the years 310-290 BC985, when Demetrius Poliorketes became 


master of the island, while further west the feature has most recently been identified 


in the corners of the Tower at Plaka on Naxos dating no later than the late 4th century 


BC986. Taking into account the relevant information, it seems that an adequate dating 


for the tower in Chrysomilia is safely provided by this constructional feature, surely in 


                                                           
981


Ibidem, 568. 
982


 Ibidem, 566. 
983


 For a brief but up to date description of the fortifications of Nisyros see: Filimonos 2013, 151-157; 


Apostolou 2017, 241-245.  
984


 Filimonos 2013, 154-155. 
985


 For the dating of the walls of Samos, see: Kienast 1978, 94-102.  
986


 Lambertz – Ohnesorg 2018, 186-193.  
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the first half of the 3rd century BC, not to say in its first decade, when Demetrius 


Poliorketes employed it also at the fortifications of Samos.  


With regard to the chronological range of the tower’s operation, direct evidence lacks. 


Th. Bent, in the 19th century, made a small scale excavation around the tower in an 


unfruitful search for inscriptions987. Nevertheless, an inscription found in 1988 near the 


tower, in the modern village of Chrysomilia dating in Roman times, provides for a 


terminus ante quem, at least for human habitation of the site in general988.   


 


5.7.3. Choice of sites, strategy and defensive planning.  


 


Both fortified installations on the main island of Fournoi are located on the west side 


of the island. The ancient acropolis of Ag. Giorgios commands the bay at the foot of 


the hill in 300m west direction, where the modern harbour is situated. Towers are 


arranged in the east side of the circuit evidently in association with the main entering 


point to the circuit. Accessing the site from the bay was probably identical with the 


modern trail leading to the acropolis, as an ancient staircase carved on the natural 


bedrock in the course of the trail best attests (fig. 89).  


The route starting from the bay takes an east course, passing by a narrow plain, where 


most of the island’s arable land is situated, enters a steep ravine leading to the gate of 


the acropolis (map 7b). The north and east side of the acropolis being steep, were 


possibly not in need of towers. Nevertheless, the larger tower of the circuit is the north 


one. This particular tower overlooks the bay lying to its west, as well as the entire pass 


of Ikaria. The entering point of the pass is located south, whereas its north point is 


marked by the 4th century BC fortified acropolis at Drakanon on Ikaria989. The 


                                                           
987


 Bent 1889, 144.  
988


 Chatzianastasiou 1984, 504. 
989


 For the fortifications of Drakanon and the identification of the site as the ancient acropolis (fortified 


settlement) see: Viglaki-Sofianou 2010; Viglaki – Sofianou 2014, 110-117. 
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impressively preserved and imposing round tower of Ikaria is discernible from the 


north tower of the circuit on Ag. Giorgios (fig. 90).  


 


Fig. 89. Fournoi. Ag. Giorgios, carved staircase on the trail to the acropolis. 


The tower in Chrysomilia shares similar characteristics. In particular, the tower 


overlooks the entire north bay of the island. The site is 300m far from the closest sand 


shore, which serves as the modern anchorage. Obviously, the situation of the tower is 


associated with that particular bay. The tower at Drakano in Ikaria, and the north 


entering point of the strait are two features clearly discernible from the tower in 


Chrysomilia.  
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Fig. 90. Fournoi. Ag. Giorgios, viewshed to Drakanon Ikaria. 


By contrast to the Milesian islands, the installations on Fournoi are oriented towards 


west and the fortified acropolis at Drakanon dating in the 4th century BC. Interesting is 


the fact that the ancient planners despite the fact that the island offers other possible 


locations for planting fortified installations instead of the selected sites at Ag. Giorgis 


and Chrysomilia, these alternatives have been ignored. Alternative sites, at close 


distance from the documented sites, would offer the same strategical advantages such 


as bay command, Ikaria pass monitoring and visual connection with the Drakanon, 


likewise to the documented sites (map 7b, 7c). In addition, these alternative sites 


would offer extra visual linking with some of the Milesian fortified installations, 


particularly with Kastraki on Agathonisi and Kastelli on Patmos. This choice of the 


ancient planners must be interpreted in the context of signalling990. The obvious 


reasoning in selecting not to situate the fortifications of Fournoi in places that could be 


visible from other islands besides Ikaria, is a highly likely requirement for the choice of 


the particular sites, which find their best interpretation.  


This additional topographical evidence, complementing constructional evidence from 


                                                           
990


 See chapter 6. 
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the tower at Crysomilia, and, in particular, the double corner bonding feature that is 


attested in Samos and not in Miletus, as well as taking into account epigraphical 


evidence from the island associating it with Samos rather than Miletus, it becomes 


apparent that the island should be excluded from the Milesian dominion, as Rehm 


proposed almost a century ago991, since every piece of evidence points to a Samian 


dependence at least from the 4th century BC.  
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4. THE FORTIFICATIONS OF MILETUS AND MILESIA  


 


In this chapter the history of fortifications in Miletus is examined. The ornament of 


Ionia is primarily known for its early history, since it flourished during the Archaic 


period until it was sacked by the Persians in the end of the Ionian revolution in 494 BC. 


The first part of this chapter reviews evidence of early fortifications on the Milesian 


peninsula until this turning point in the history of the city. Classical and Hellenistic 


fortifications of the city proper are analyzed in the second part of the chapter, 


including the most famous feature of the Milesian fortifications, the Hellenistic 


Southern Cross-wall, which is considered among the most energetic defensive designs 


of Hellenistic fortifications. Besides the city circuit, emphasis is being given in other 


published fortified installations at the Milesian chóra in the third part of this chapter. 


Specifically the formation of fortified installations, their characteristics, their 


chronology, their topographical arrangement and finally their role, are features of 


critical interest for the purpose of this research, in order to clarify potential Milesian 


building peculiarities as well as to detect Milesian defensive strategy and/or its 


alterations through time as attested by the monuments themselves. 
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4.1 FORTIFICATIONS IN THE MILESIAN PENINSULA  


BEFORE 494 BC  


 


The urban development of Miletus is clearly mirrored on its fortifications layout. It 


would be even clearer if all sections of the wall had been researched more thoroughly 


and the excavated parts were not usually filled in again or -as in the Mycenaean 


settlement- were only visible when using pumps due to the water level652.  


At the Milesian peninsula archaeologists have noticed from LH IIIA a steady increase in 


ceramic wares and the presence of kilns indicates that the site was now controlling 


local production653. Outside the settlement a number of graves have been uncovered 


allowing for more accurate dating and highlighting further a strong Mycenaean 


presence at Miletus654. By the end of this period Mycenaean pottery is found in greater 


numbers, and it is also the first time that Mycenaean ritual activity is taking place. 


Destruction at the end of the second phase (ca. LH IIIA2) as well as landscape 


transformation led to the construction of a fortification wall in the third phase655, 


consistent with the fortification of mainland citadels. This is the earliest fortification in 


the urban area of Miletus. Part of the wall is preserved at the upper surface of the 


                                                           
652


Kleiner 1968, 27. 
653


 Mountjoy 1998, 37. Based on ceramic evidence  from LH IIIA2 onwards, she notes that Mycenaean 


pottery not just from Miletus but from the wider area imply that the Aegean-Anatolian interface is made 


in local forms and decoration, which is a mixture of Mycenaean, Anatolian and Minoan influence but 


which is not found in either of the respective cultures. Instead what we see is a break from imports and 


an increase in local production.   
654


Pottery from chamber tombs at Değirmentepe, just outside of Miletus date to LH IIIB-C according to 


Mee (1998, 139), noting that this is curious given the presence of LH IIIA pottery at Miletus in addition to 


LH IIIB-C. No suggestions have been made as to why there is no LH IIIA2 wares in funerary contexts. In 


addition, W. Niemeier (for a discussion on his view see Mee 1998, 139) notes that 95% of the pottery at 


Miletus is Mycenaean, the remaining 5% is Anatolian.   
655


 Greaves 2000b, 63. 
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temple of Athena, whereas another part was excavated in the south side of the 


Theater Bay.   


The settlement of the LHIIIB (Miletus VI) is located in the south of the Temple of 


Athena, surrounded by an over 4m wide wall of the 13th century BC. Its radius is so 


large that encircled an area of five hectares656. Surely the settlement would have 


extended to the north, where -about 150m to the south of the Theatre Bay- remains of 


the fortification indicate its northernmost limit657. Here the fortification intersects a 


road that obviously forms the actual continuation of the later Sacred Road into the city 


area and probably shifted here, while another road turns up to the direction of the 


Kalabaktepe. Both streets are likely to have existed until the time of the Ionian 


uprising, when the Theater Bay was the actual port, while the northern area was still 


marshy or had there been islet formations. In the area of the sanctuary of Athena, a 


Gate tower was situated. At a distance of 6.90m from the tower a chamber was 


discovered, but the actual gate was not found. Already in early Archaic times, the 


settlement was abandoned and rebuilt over the earlier ruins, and its fortification 


played no more role, because the houses of the later rebuilding were set according to 


a plan: only the road was maintained. However, the massive gate tower was not 


destroyed. Still at that period, the tower projected over 1m from the Archaic level and 


from the floor of the earlier small temple dated later than 479 BC. Only the great 


temple of the late 5th century BC was built over the tower and finally made the 


fortification disappear underground. Of course this is not conclusive, since a purely 


accidental use of the tower as foundation of the monument could be maintained. 


Nevertheless, the wall itself certainly has nothing to do with the later development of 


Miletus658. 


To the south, the fortification was discovered under the sanctuary of Athena having 


width over 4m and bastions at regular intervals (fig. 26). A. Mallwitz who first 


                                                           
656


 Niemeier-Niemeier 1997, 196. 
657


 Von Gerkan 1935, 8. 
658


 Von Gerkan 1935, 8. For the temple of Athena see: Held 2000; for the early phases of the temple see 


particularly: Mallwitz-Schiering 1968, 89-160. 
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published the finds maintained that the conclusive picture of the fortification differs 


significantly from the well-known Mycenaean fort complexes, where towers and  


 


Fig. 26. Late Bronze Age fortification remains under the sanctuary of Athena (Kleiner 
1968, fig. 9). 


bastions are only laid out at particularly endangered points, but the rest of the building 


is dominated by the staggered, saw-tooth trace of the walls. Comparable and 


coincidental parallels can be found for the time being only in the East, in the Hittite 


area; above all, they share the systematic arrangement of towers or bastions with the 


Milesian wall659. In terms of dating, the development of the Hittite fortification also 


seems to precede the wall of Miletus. Since the foundation of one of the bastions660 


interrupts the strong destructive layer, ending with the period V (second half of the 


                                                           
659


 See Mallwitz 1959-1960, 74-76. 
660


 Ibidem, see Bastion B1. 
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15th century - 13th century BC), the fortification thus certainly belongs to the late 


Mycenaean LHIIIB-C period. Within period VI (c. 1300-1100 BC) and perhaps only 


slightly earlier the neighboring houses are dated following its course. It does not even 


appear that the catastrophe that had hit the settlement in ca. LH IIIA2 has been the 


reason for the building of the wall. Judging from the findings in bastion B1, it can be 


implied a hitherto not precisely defined time interval between the destruction of 


settlement in ca. LH IIIA2 and the start of construction of the fortress. Thus, even in the 


late Mycenaean period, the wall would have been already constructed. 


While the archaeological evidence suggests Miletus was a Mycenaean settlement, it is 


noted by several authors besides A. Mallwitz that the architecture at Miletus borders 


on Anatolian/Hittite influence661. The idea was rejected by G. Kleiner662 on the 


argument that the design of the fortification wall in the third phase of occupation was 


Mycenaean (noting the similarities between the fortification wall at Enkome as a 


prototype to the one at Miletus). However, based on the enceinte at Miletus, 


Mallwitz663 and Voigtländer664 argued that it contained Hittite characteristics. 


Mountjoy agrees that the architecture at Miletus does have Hittite/Anatolian elements 


but that Mycenaean parallels may also be drawn665.  More recently, W.D. Niemeier 


concluded basing upon other finds from excavations that the prehistoric fortification of 


Miletus is of the Anatolian Hettite type, arguing further for Hettite occupation666.  


The view of the first excavators that oldest and old Miletus had grown together from 


two different points, namely the area around the Athena temple and the Kalabaktepe, 


can no longer be maintained. Rather both settlements originated from the Theater and 


Athena harbours667. The area between the two settlements, however, if we 


understand correctly the traveler Pausanias, seems to have been in possession of 
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 See: Voigtländer 1975 and Mountjoy 1988. 
662


 Kleiner 1969, 113-123. 
663


 Mallwitz 1959-1960, 74-76. 
664


 Voigtländer 1975, 30ff 
665


Mountjoy 1988, 36. 
666


 Niemeier 2000. 
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 Kleiner 1968, 23-25 summarizing previous misconceptions of the first excavators.  
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Carians, for two generations668. As Homer mentions Miletus is in Carian hands at the 


time of the Trojan War, that is, according to the ancient era, at the beginning of the 


12th century BC669. Recently A. Herda argued that Carians took control over Miletus in 


the late Bronze Age period, Miletus VII (around 1180 BC), after the Mycenaean and 


Hittite empires as well as the local kingdom of Arzawa-Mira, had collapsed. The Carians 


may well have been part of the ‘Sea Peoples’, like their neighbours the Lykians670. 


Archaeologically, these Anatolian elements are surely attested for the pre-Ionian, pre-


Archaic period in the termination of the Mycenaean style elite-necropolis of the 


settlement at Kalabaktepe that was situated particularly on Değirmentepe, whereas 


the destruction of the Miletus VI fortification wall serves as evidence for the change of 


power. As indicated by its cemetery, that city would have been already quite large. It is 


pointed out that the wall is only Late Geometric and several other phases can be 


observed671. 


From the oldest wall672, stretches of which have been identified on the hilltop and the 


plain as well as on the coast, derive the polygonal gneiss stones on the west, south and 


east side of the hill, 2.5 - 4m width that are well fitted in varying sizes, displaying a 


coursing effort in the outer face, whereas the inner face comprise smaller blocks and 


mudbrick (fig. 27). The filling of this wall contains leftover chips from gneiss-blocks 


dressing, filled with other stones and soil. No specific construction for the foundation 


has been identified and the wall is partially built on Geometric walls or incorporates 


them. The Southwest and the South gate also belong to this building phase. The first 


displays a tangential opening of 3.5m., whereas the latter provides for an axial opening 


3.4m.  The longest preserved stretch of the wall runs circa 250m, west of the square 


bastion, encircling c. 6ha (if continued around this hill)673. The height, which could not 


have been significant, can no longer be determined. The course of the wall is still quite 
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 Pausanias 7.2.6-8. 
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 Iliad, 2.867ff. 
670


 Herda 2013a, 434-435. 
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 Von Gerkan 1935, 9. 
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 See Von Gerkan 1935, 9-11 and Frederiksen 2011, 168-169. 
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 Frederiksen 2011, 168-169.  
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primitive, without any flanking projections and follows the hill contour, in a slightly 


curved trace. Since the stretch descending to the plain, as well as the main gate are 


dated later, a mere acropolis-like walling of the hill has been assumed for this older 


period. Its date coincides with the Lydian wars in the late 7th century. In particular, a 


7m long destruction was dated by latest Geometric pottery in the 650 BC and recent  


stratigraphic soundings (indicating the reorganization of the houses inside the wall 


after this) confirm this date674.  


 


Fig. 27. Early fortification wall at Kalabaktepe (Frederiksen 2011, fig.78). 


However, Herodotus’ account on the crisis between Alyattes and Miletus implies the 


existence of a fortified city rather than just a fortified acropolis675. Herodotus’ narrates 


how Alyattes was prevented from besieging Miletus due to its liberal access to the sea, 


a fact posing clear that as early as 612-602 BC the urban centre and the harbour were 


either encompassed by a large defense circuit, or alternatively, town and harbour were 


fortified separately and connected by walls676.  Thus, it should be at least assumed that 
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 For the soundings see: Von Graeve et al. 1987, 6-33; 1990, 44-50. 
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 Herodorus 1.17.1-3 
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 Frederiksen 2011, 31. 
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the fortified area enclosed the entire Kalabaktepe Hill (6 hectares) in the 7th century, 


despite the fact that walls have only been found on one side of it677 (fig. 28).  


 


Fig. 28. South fortification wall at Kalabaktepe (Frederiksen 2011, fig. 77). 


The younger double faced wall on the Kalabaktepe is clearly built with the same 


material and the same filling678: the gneiss and limestone ashlar blocks of the façade 


are laid in irregular courses almost exactly rectangularly shaped at a relative length 


and often display smooth joints around a roughly bossed surface, the latter been 


usually sharp and long projecting. Some stretches of the wall are built with flat stone 


slabs. The width sometimes exceeds 4m. The height of the field side, calculated on the 


basis of a staircase leading to the wall walk, was little more than 3.5m without screen 


wall or battlements. Next to the stability of the technique, a progress in the trace can 


be also observed. The wall follows a roughly saw-tooth plan, the projections of which 


remind of strong square bastions approximately 12.15 × 4.20/ 4.70m. The main 


bastioned gate to the southeast slope of Kalabaktepe belongs to this circuit. It provides 


for an axial 3.9m opening at a 90 degrees turn of wall (fig. 28). The bastion and the 


direction of the South Gate curtain imply an extension running from there in NE 


direction, taking a 90 degree turn to run 150m SE away from Kalabaktepe, thus 


extending the wall-defended area to the south.  


Remains of fortification walls some of which certainly belong to this phase and 


probably to other are identified at various spots from the Sacred Gate and further 
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towards north along the same trace as the Classical and later walls enclosing the 


peninsula (fig. 29).  


 


Fig. 29. Archaic fortification walls at Miletus (Frederiksen 2011, fig. 76). 


In particular, A. Von Gerkan discovered accidentally at a distance of 70m to the East 


from the edge of the hill mighty poros ruins of the missing wall, about 2m height, but 


without traces of gneiss, limestone, or marble679. The wall was naturally laid down by 


building material of the removed solid rock, while the leftover poros chips of the wall 


filling remained as a ruin. Next, a 3.35m strong poros packing was revealed by 


excavation, which -with the addition of two faces about 0.55m wide each- yielded the 


exact required thickness of 4.45m of the particular wall. At a distance of 6.65m from 


this packing, there was a 1.4m wide second poros wall, bounded on the inside by a 


firmer white layer, whereas on the outside lay the reddish-brown poros. In the in 


between space, poros blocks were laid without the mediation of any debris layer. The 


second wall represents the outer wall of a tower: it also lacks the 0.55m wide stone 
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facing in its front, while an inner face did not exist, but the ground floor of the tower 


was massive. The more firm poros formed the foundation of the inner face of the 


upper storey. The tower measures 10m front width, provided that its quadrilateral 


interior had a side length of 6.10m. A similarly sized tower was situated in gate 4 of the 


eastern wall, probably another 60m east of the Sacred Gate, the first phase of which 


correctly adjoins to the east wall. A stretch 60m long advanced there, at an acute 


angle, not to flank the Sacred Road but to protect the gate. The older phase of this 


gate is a simple facility with an almost 5m wide passage flanked by two square towers 


of 7.25m side length, projecting only about 2m to the field side. Again gneiss is used-


but in the form of rectangular embossed stones with so-called drafted bands-, without 


any insertion of binders, or brackets and clamps680. 


If later the gate layout renounced this advantage, this can only mean that it was an 


insignificant correction of the wall, because then it would be more appropriate to erect 


the renovated gate exactly on the site of the older trace, and thus not to lose the 


fortification advantage.  As a result, previously there has been a very different wall681. 


So, in this phase the fortification wall stretched from the hill down to the plain 


enclosing a surface of c. 110ha (the suggested continuation of the wall stippled to 


meet preserved stretches of main city wall; part of the stipulated trace has been 


confirmed by geophysical soundings)682. However, the particular fortification wall 


bears such traces as to similar unfinished constructions, a fact suggesting that the 


project had been stopped for a while683. In fact the stone processing of the younger 


gate shows - especially with respect to the older tower in the theater - that the 


construction of the wall from Kalabaktepe to the Sacred Gate had come to a halt at 


some point684. As far as the trace laying on the hill regards, the excavation of the 


Kalabaktepe provides for its complete destruction, presumably down to its 
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foundations by the Persians in 494 BC, and if not, surely through the expansion of the 


late Roman necropolis there and also for the west side of the hill, where the place is 


full of later trenches. For the wall’s chronology the appearance of the Persians in Ionia 


has been proposed, who in 546 BC took over the city. A fact that rendered the building 


or extending the fortification either useless or not allowed, providing thus a terminus 


ante quem for its construction.   


For the 6th century BC Herodotus mentioned twelve Archaic Ionian cities, as having a 


share in the Panionian sanctuary at Mykale685: Miletos, Myous, Priene, Ephesos, 


Kolophon, Lebedos, Teos, Klazomenai, Phokaia, Samos, Chios and Erythrai. Of course, 


there would have been many more poleis in Ionia, some with a history going back to 


the Archaic period, although Herodotus explicitly refers to Ephesos, Miletos, Phokaia, 


Samos and Teos as having been either besieged or fortified. As stated above, it is 


reasonable to assume that he had the remaining seven in mind when he referred to 


the Ionian cities collectively as being fortified. The survey of the twelve principal Ionian 


poleis does not provide to conclude that all poleis in the region were fortified in the 


Archaic period. But it seems reasonable to assume from the existing evidence that at 


least the majority of the larger poleis of Ionia were fortified in the 6th century686. 


In the Ionian uprising, a lot of preparation must have taken place, as Miletus bravely 


resisted, but any finds regarding the wall’s trace lack for this period. A. Von Gerkan had 


thought the possibility of a simple diateíchisma crossing the land from bay to bay, with 


the hill on top, but he explicitly acknowledged the improbability of such a wall taking 


account of historical considerations687. In particular, if Miletus could get besieged -as it 


happened- then the Ionians must already have had lost their naval supremacy, and on 


that event a mere cross-wall would be worthless. However, if despite the location of 


the circuit’s gate on Kalabaktepe, it were not just an extended acropolis fortification (a 


fact that is unlikely since the gate is built across the main road to the Temple of Athena 


and since the course of the later wall confirms the connection of the Gate curtain with 
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the circuit wall), then an extension of the wall until the existing settlement at the 


theater harbour must be assumed. Nevertheless, since that wall left no trace, its 


original trace will probably never be ascertained. More likely is that the wall is 


preserved on the hill itself, the height of which again counterweighed any deficiencies 


in defense capability. What is more, individual parts of this particular wall must have 


been repaired in post-Persian times. This activity certainly does not belong in the 


period after the battle of Mykale in 479BC, when the new settlement developed, and 


Kalabaktepe was gradually abandoned along with its fortification circuit688.   


 


Fig. 30. Archaic? tower on the Theater terrace of Miletus (Von Gerkan 1935, fig.59) 


Apart from the fortification wall identified around the Kalabaktepe (in two phases), the 


possible existence of a circuit of Archaic Miletus is debated. The Sacred Gate, the Lions 


Gate and the wall between (or its accordingly located predecessor) are likely of Archaic 
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date, since these elements together form a natural continuation of the part of the 


second phase of the Archaic wall running away from Kalabaktepe, the purpose of 


which is hard to see if not interpreted in this way. Further remains are: a tower under 


the Theatre the lower part of which has been proposed to be of Archaic date and other 


remains on the Theater Hill dated by pottery, and a section on the Humeitepe, forming 


likewise a natural continuation of these689 (fig. 30). According to V. Gorman it is not 


entirely clear if Humeitepe was included in the trace690. However, it is likely that it was; 


since this hill would otherwise have formed a too obvious landing spot for enemies and 


furthermore an alternative trace running straight from the Theatre Hill to the east side 


of the peninsula seems unlikely691. 


As a conclusion for the pre-Classical fortifications of Miletus, besides the Prehistoric 


wall, it can be held that the actual archaeological evidence agrees with the written 


record. There was a wall dating in the end of the second quarter of the 7th century, 


when the several possible raids by the Cimmerians and campaigns of the Lydian kings 


Gyges, Ardys and Sadyattes took place. The Lydians, coming by land in the 7th century, 


would have encountered only a partial land wall along the southern limit of the city, at 


Kalabaktepe, but after the Milesians had been subjugated to the Persians in the mid-


6th century, they extended their wall to include the shores: they must have felt 


threatened by sea powers, presumably and above of all by Polycrates of Samos692. 


Certainly, when the Persians attacked Miletus in 494, they came up against a 


completely walled city, since they had to combine their –acknowledged- naval 


superiority with both sapping and siege engines to take the city693. Thus, Miletus was 


walled at the very end of the Archaic period. After the siege –the duration of which is 


unknown- the Persians captured Miletus and sacked it. The circuit wall was destroyed 


along with the rest of the city, and there is no sign that Milesians rebuilt it when they 


refounded the city. 
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4.2 THE URBAN FORTIFICATIONS OF MILETUS AFTER 494 BC  


 


Characteristic for Miletus is the huge break in development due to the Persian 


destruction in 494 BC after the Ionian uprising. Probably the city was deserted and 


desolate for about a year, but not all the people had fled or were being deported; they 


had settled again on the Kalabaktepe in a modest manner, until the victory in the 


battle of Mykale yielded the opportunity for the re-foundation of the city694. 


Meanwhile the Milesian chóra through its structure and potentials played a crucial role 


in stimulating this noteworthy uplift695. It is a pity that this process can only be 


reconstructed presumably, but fortunately Milesian city walls illuminate somehow this 


topic, even though dating of the phases of the city circuit is based primarily on 


historical considerations. 


Taking account the devastation that the Milesians had just suffered and the fact that 


the Persian problem was far from being solved, the fact that there is no sign that the 


Milesians rebuilt their fortifications when they refounded the city must be considered 


odd. Since they did not even erect a makeshift wall out of the debris of the Archaic 


city, as the Athenians did after 480 BC, the reason must lie in the altered 


circumstances of the 5th century BC. Generally, Thucydides notes that Ionia was 


unwalled in 427 BC696. It is not surprising to relate Thucydides’ remark with the 


aftermath of the Persian reconquest of Ionia in terms of a regular destruction of 


remaining fortifications, as well as with the unfolding Athenian Imperial policy in the 


5th century that included sanction imposition on rebellious and potentially rebellious 


allies in Asia, as at Samos in 440 BC697. Since the Milesian walls had already been 
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dismantled, the Athenian policy would surely have not encouraged the construction of 


a new wall until the situation had changed in such a degree that either the Athenians 


saw the benefits of a Milesian fortification wall or else the Milesians did not feel 


obliged to comply with the Athenian concept and demands698. Therefore, only after 


the Milesians rebelled against the Athenians in 412 BC and consequently departed 


from the Athenian empire, were they able to construct some sort of fortification699. 


When and how the Milesians renewed their walls -provided that they did not have 


any- after the defeat of Athens in 412 BC, is not mentioned by any ancient source. 


Miletus definitely in 400 BC had walls again700. The expelled democrats were then led 


back in 405 BC providing the rival of Cyros with Tissaphernes701. After the Milesians 


had brought all their property from the country into the city, Polyainus deployed his 


army and the inhabitants dispersed themselves in the country, so that Tissafernes 


could easily seize the city. Then the latter would again hold the fort from which the 


Milesians expelled him in 411 BC702. Cyrus wanting to reinstall the expelled oligarchs, 


he laid siege by land and sea. But when he assembled the Greek mercenaries for his 


siege train against Artaxerxes and withdrew from all the cities except from those, in 


which he held the acropolis, he gave up also the siege of Miletus.  


Walls had protected the city, in addition to the claims of Tissafernes against Cyrus. 


Likewise, in the upcoming battles against Sparta, the Persians would have been surely 


interested in these walls. Persian possession over Ionian cities was confirmed by the 


Antalkidas peace in 386 BC, a status quo that remained exactly so until the arrival of 


Alexander703. As far as the Dynasty of Hekatomnids from Mylasa is concerned, it 


should be mentioned that these were established as "Satraps" of Caria since c. 392 BC, 


and were fully developed after 377 BC, acting also as a counterweight to the newly 


developing second Athenian League. Under Maussolus the mini- empire having the 
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harbour city of Halikarnassos as capital instead of Mylasa possessed fleet and greater 


influence. An ancient assumption that the Hekatomnids had directly occupied Miletus 


is not repeated in modern research, nevertheless their influence and interests could 


have affected Miletus, especially taking into account the tradition led by 


Tissaphernes704.When Alexander came upon Miletus in 334 BC he faced a strongly 


fortified coastal city supported by the Persian fleet. Since Miletus was blockaded on 


land and on water, it obviously had sea-walls705.  


In the Hellenistic period the Ionian cities were autonomous entities within subject 


territory, dependent on continuing royal favour. The fortifications of Miletus were 


certainly in the interest of the Milesians, as well as in the interests of the frequently 


changing patrons, whereas the association with a geographically remote power such as 


the Seleucids or the Ptolemies would help to secure a relatively independent position 


of the city opposite geographically closer centers of power. The great advance in siege 


machinery due to Alexander's engineer Diades and still more under Demetrius had led 


to improvements in the city wall design. Furthermore, the prototype of the 


Gastraphétes, a torsion ballista, Biton -writing in the 3rd -2nd century- ascribed it to the 


Tarentinian Zopyros who constructed it for Miletus706.  


In the early Hellenistic period, there is a whole series of great wall-constructions of 


small Asia Minor cities in the vicinity of Miletus. The realization of these programs 


seems to contribute to the freedom by Persian domination, the growing economic 


prosperity and the encouragement of individual monarchs. Perhaps the situation of 


the cities was not so different now in comparison with the time of their Persian 


domination; After 289 BC and the intervention of Lysimachus freeing the city from 


Demetrius and until the establishment of the Roman province of Asia in 129 BC, no 


details are referred to Miletus or its fortifications, implying that the conditions and the 


concept of an intact city wall remained unchangeably valid707; a fact also substantiated 
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by evidence from inscriptions from that period referring to teichopoiká and 


teichopoioí, i.e. the act of raising public funds for the construction or maintenance 


under the auspices of  public commissions708. In Miletus, these funds were occasionally 


used for other purposes, and from this we may infer that money was collected as a 


reserve for unexpected expenses, rather than for a specific construction project709. 


However, most cities did not seem to have had regular funds for city walls and, unable 


to cope with their own enormous expenses of maintaining existing fortifications and 


building new ones, they either received loans from citizens and foreigners, or let their 


hopes rest upon donations from friends, most often from kings euergétes710. 


Miletus belonged to the coastal cities that allied themselves immediately with Rome 


and were favored by the Piece of Apamea.  Their continued friendship with Rome 


somewhat blurred the nature of their allegiance to Eumenes of Pergamon or Rhodes 


and complicated the relationship of these larger Greek powers with their free 


neighbours and subject cities, a situation that Miletus dealt with well, preserving its 


walls. Precautions on the external affairs of the region might have determined the 


constant maintenance and improvement of the Milesian fortifications711.  


The entry of Miletus into the area of direct Roman rule offering a peace space under 


Augustus rendered city walls superfluous. The dedication at the Delphinion of 


Pausanias, the son of Metrodorus, the builder of the wall dating before 88 BC, can be 


related to new construction, but also renovation or mere maintenance works, leading 


that way the history of the walls of New Miletus to the time of the Mithridatic wars. An 


inscription of Trajan on the Sacred Gate dated in 101 or 102 AD refers to a renovation 


of the Sacred Road at a time when the men of the city were no longer warriors and 


from city walls only their monumental gates were still in use in the Roman province of 


Asia712.   
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Under Galienus (253-268 AD), Greece, Macedonia, Pontus and Asia faced the 


disastrous Gothic invasions. In 263/262 AD the Scythians, a Gothic tribe, devastated 


Asia. Even the temple in Ephesus was plundered and set on fire. Some of the 


devastated cities of Ionia were unwalled, others were partly fortified. Didyma also 


survived a siege in this war. In Miletus, Makarius defended the onslaught by 


murderous enemies, as A. Rehm assumed in order to provide an esteemed reason for 


the necessity of fortifications713. It was no wonder that during these tempestuous 


times, the cities of the empire, and especially those of the East, were fortifying 


themselves with strong walls: the coins of Thracian and Mysian Greek cities, illustrate 


mighty gateways, which had been built during these times. Almost simultaneously, 


Rome itself erected the Aurelian wall. What is more, all this building activity 


contributed to the embellishment of various cityscapes in the 3rd and 4th century AD, 


and contemporary wall building points to an emphasis on appearance rather than on 


fortification714. It is not until the 7th century AD that the transformation of the Market 


gate of Miletus into a city gate occurred715. The Market, thus, becomes part of the 


southern boundary of the new circuit at the beginning of the Dark Ages.  


As it becomes clear from these historical considerations, fortification monuments 


preserved in the New Miletus are a palimpsest of many construction phases. The 


circuit of the Classical city encircled the peninsula, whereas a sort of diateíchisma was 


built to the South in the late Hellenistic period716. In the pacified Roman empire until 


the Gothic invasions of 263/262 AD there was no reason for the maintenance of the 


fortifications717, probably with the exception of gates, possibly for fiscal or 


infrastructure purposes718. The city wall (Gotenmauer) after the Gothic invasions is 


acknowledged through different interventions on its layout such as the construction 
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technique, namely the use of spolia and mortar. The so-called Gotenmauer was laid 


upon the trace of the Hellenistic fortification encircling the whole city, as new evidence 


at the north side of the peninsula namely at Hometepe best illustrate719. The 


Gotenmauer was deprived of towers and, being a wall built with mortar, did not need 


to occupy the full width of the Hellenistic masonry720. The early Byzantine Miletus has 


long been regarded as a model for the decline of urban life. However, new research 


suggests that the Byzantine fort of the 7th century AD enclosing just part of the city 


center need not necessarily imply that the urban area was abandoned as well; the city 


outside the walls could have continued existing721.  


Excavations conducted in the city over a century ago revealed much of the trace of the 


urban fortifications of Miletus throughout the city’s history. The fortification wall in 


general, outlines the peninsula following the curves and the bays at its edges (fig. 18). 


The excavator A. von Gerkan in a monumental edition published the results of his 


research dividing the fortification in sections according to their orientation and 


situation in the city plan722.  


The most stunning feature of the Milesian urban fortifications in terms of ancient 


military technique is the Southern Cross-wall (fig. 31). The long wall encompassing the 


installation I and the towers 2-9 to the west, with the associated gate and staircase, as 


well as the Sacred Gate, represents the most important construction project of 


Hellenistic Miletus. The wall was visible only after excavations, and survived to an 


average height of 0.85m. Nowadays, it is again almost completely buried. The 


Southern Cross-wall is reliably dated in the late 2nd and early 1st century BC, possibly in 


connection with the disappearance of the kingdom of Pergamum in 133 BC723. A. Von 


Gerkan was the first to describe the wall in detail and dated it basing upon a 


combination of architectural, military and historical considerations; however, no 
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matter how thorough his conclusions were, they were invalided by pottery fragments 


discovered in the wall fill back in 1963724. This misfortune, comparable with the 


outcome of his examination of Dura Europus’ defenses, shows the dangers inherent in 


dating walls by any method apart from stratified excavation725. 


 


Fig. 31. The Southern Cross-wall of Miletus, plan, city side elevation, floor plan 
(McNicoll 1997, fig. 39). 


The overall design of the wall employs an advanced system en crémaillére726 (saw 


tooth layout) with repeated combinations of tower, curtain and sally port. It was built 


hastily of reused material and spolia. The most common style of masonry is isodomic 


ashlar. Deep and narrow, and headers and stretchers with pulvinated faces are 


attested in a style that appears to have been popular in Hellenistic times727. The wall is 


everywhere two-faced and often compartmented, and the blocks are frequently 
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clamped together with metal clamps. Limestone, some marble, and rarely gneiss is 


implemented. The curtains728 have a length of about 500m, whereas their width varies 


from 4.46 to 4.88m, but the latter is exceptional; 4.50m is the mean729. With the 


exception of the westernmost curtain, the curtains measure between 53 - 59m in 


length730. The curtains run at slightly different angles to each other. In the original plan 


each tower and curtain combination was provided with a postern. Only one of these, 


between curtains 5 and 6, could be measured accurately yielding a width of 2.86m731. 


The one between curtains 7 and 8 survives without its jambs. It is 3.27m wide732. The 


others were destroyed by the building of the so-called Gotenmauer during the later 


Roman Empire.  


In the curtains between towers 3 and 4 and between 7 and 8 were some structures 


revealed at ground level, which were interpreted as engine stands/batteries (fig. 32). 


The first was 4.88m wide and 3.16m deep733, whereas the second was 4.90m wide and 


3.11m wide734. A. von Gerkan reconstructed them with engine windows 1.50m height 


in the front, and with vaults roofing them. The vaults were probably a correct 


interpretation, since 5m is a long enough span for a stone lintel735. The wall in front of 


these emplacements is 1.30m thick. A. von Gerkan compared these batteries with 


those at Herakleia, Ephesus and Assos736. However, these features are hypothetical, as 


are the pitched tiled roofs and the wide entrances from the wall walk, as A. McNicoll 


pointed out737. F. Winter held a different view on the subject, maintaining that the so-
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called batteries would in fact have been ideally located to serve as guard-houses 


rendering A. von Gerkan’s interpretation not necessary738.  


 


Fig. 32. Southern Cross-wall of Miletus, west curtain, staircase to engine stand 8 (Von 
Gerkan 1935, fig. 35). 


Each tower of the Southern Cross-wall is connected directly to the curtains only by its 


north-east corner. The northwest corner of the tower joins the wall pierced by a 


postern gate. The other end of this wall connects with the next curtain. The pattern is 


not unlike that at Side, and it aims to limit the damage caused by an eventful collapse 


of tower or curtain739. The towers are square and have large dimensions. For example, 


tower 8 measures 10.40 × 10.40m, tower 7 measures 10.90×10.75m, whereas tower 5 


measures 10.14×10.14m. Each tower was accessible from its rare on the ground and at 
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wall walk level. Behind the upper entrances the wall walk may have comprised by 


removable wooden constructions. The excavator proposed that arch and vault were 


used extensively in the Southern Cross-wall in towers, posterns, guardhouses, main 


gate, and engine stands740.  


In front of the wall trace, no ditches or outworks have been yet located. A. von Gerkan 


as well as F. Winter maintained that outworks should have existed in the field in front 


of the Cross-wall, arguing that the gates are so numerous that it is tempting to regard 


them as part of the Philonian system of díodoi between main wall and outworks rather 


than mere sally ports. Moreover, such a large number of openings on such an open 


terrain would have been much less dangerous if the approaches were blocked by 


outworks. It is therefore all the more reasonable to accept the suggestion that there 


actually was such a system of proteichísmata and ditch or ditches741. However, 


McNicoll thought that these devices should not be expected before a system such as 


this. Nevertheless, basing upon Philon’s recommendations implying the employment 


of outworks in defense systems more active than passive and evidence from these 


systems as the example of Rhodes illustrates742, the existence of outworks is highly 


possible743.  


Another point of consideration among scholars for the Milesian Cross-wall is the 


question of single or multi storey curtains like the examples of Pamphylian 


fortifications in Perge and Side. F. Winter is sympathetic to A. von Gerkan’s idea that 


Miletus’ cross wall may also have had multistoried curtains, housing small pieces of 


artillery and guarded by one or more ditches, as A. von Gerkan suggested744. A von 


Gerkan concluded from the rather clear evidence bearing the height of the steps 


leading up to the wall walk of the Milesian walls that it was circa 8.00-9.00m above 
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ground level745; in Mansel’s drawings of the curtains at Side the corresponding figure is 


about 8.25m746. Thus it seems not unreasonable to conclude that the sections of the 


wall above the wall walk level may also have been much the same at both sides. 


However, McNicoll supported the reversion at Miletus to the simple single storey 


curtain and proposed that unlike the Pamphylian sites where fire-power had to be 


massed to oppose enemy attacks, at Miletus less fire-power was needed, since the 


intention was to hit the enemy at close quarters by sorties from sally ports. Besides, 


the large towers could have provided considerable fire-power i.e. a pair of 12-15 mina 


stone-throwers below and several large arrow-shooting catapults in the upper 


chamber747.  


In the Southern Cross-wall of Miletus the concept of enclosing high ground wherever 


possible is rejected in favour of the shortest and strongest possible line. The exclusion 


of the Kalabaktepe Hill from the fortification is a serious tactical error and the 


realization of the wall has the same sense as the construction of a diateíchisma748. The 


Miletus Cross-wall is one of the most aggressive known defense examples of ancient 


times, illustrating a case where the terrain has prompted an adequate configuration of 


the fortifications; walls were built to cut off the peninsula. The wall’s aggressive 


character may be attributed in part to the renunciation of the high ground of 


Kalabaktepe. The designers had to take account of the 600m distance between the hill 


and its target that offered a considerable high ground advantage. The damage that 


could be done in such an extreme range was serious enough to be outweighed just by 


the provision of extremely thick walls. The main cause of the Southern Cross-wall’s 


aggressive character lies -after A. McNicoll- in the quality of the defenders available749. 


The tactical devices employed, gave thus the defenders the opportunity to attack the 


enemy beyond the walls. The wall is designed for defenders who would be prepared to 


carry the fight to the enemy, and not simply to wait for his initiatives. When these 
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walls were built, the designer must have been assured on the availability of a very 


well-trained militia, not large in number but professionals.  


In contrast to the passive defense offered by a straight wall trace with quite modest 


towers and few sally ports, the Milesian wall displays indented trace, large towers and 


numerous posterns, following in matters such as curtain layout and gate-tower design 


Philon’s precepts750. 


 


Fig. 33. Plan of the old and new Sacred Gate at Miletus (Von Gerkan 1935, pl.10). 


At the Southern Cross-wall the main entrance to the city, was the Sacred Gate (fig. 33-


34). The gate had to adapt to the design of the new fortification. The younger gate 


shares the same principles with the older one, but is much more monumental. So it 


stands above steps ending at the middle passage in bases of pillars holding a vault. The 


towers are placed in some distance far and project in full. The whole complex has been 


rebuilt several times, and especially in Roman times, when the role of the fortifications 


became superfluous. Only the central way was preserved as a monumental street gate. 


However, the level of the Sacred Road increased steadily. Thus, the threshold of the 


Trajanic gate lies already 1m higher of its Hellenistic counterpart751. Apart from the 
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eastern tower, in which building material from the older wall is implemented, marble 


is used for the outer front. At the city front and inside, mainly limestone blocks are 


used without the typical boss form. In both cases, spolia are normally used especially 


with regard to marble, like in the Southern Cross- wall’s masonry. 


 


Fig. 34. Miletus, New Sacred Gate. Field side reconstruction, wall-walk level plan and 
groundplan (Von Gerkan 1935, fig.10). 


Between the Sacred Gate and the other major entering point of the city, that is the 


Lion’s Gate, the East stretch of the urban circuit of Miletus lies, measuring almost 
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300m. In the southern part of that stretch, the line of the wall is a characterless back 


and forth line.  There is a 60m length straight section to the east of the Sacred Gate, 


which involves a sally port. The purpose of this acute-angled projection is clear 


according to the excavator: it should flank the Sacred Gate and face the attacker 


straight to his exposed side752. The width of the wall here, as everywhere on this 


stretch, as far as it could be determined is always 4-5m. The following 240m consist of 


the zigzag trace and then the first gate is situated. The last stretch of wall switches line 


four times in 150m length and contains another gate in the middle, in such an 


arrangement that a protecting tower was not obligatory. This part then connects to 


the Lion’s Gate. 


The Lion’s Gate located at the turning point of the city wall opposite to the southeast 


corner of the South Market was a powerful facility of 35m front width that enabled 


commuting to the fourth port of Miletus753 (fig. 35). The gate, like the old Sacred Gate, 


was also oriented towards the direction of the road in the field side, regardless the 


direction that this road took in the city. The situation of the Gate is not very 


convenient here in terms of strategy, since the potential offender approached the gate 


with his shield covered side. In the city, the gate corresponds to the great road south 


of the Temple of Athena. The shape of the gate is reminiscent of the younger Sacred 


Gate, having an entrance with two chambers between the towers with the difference 


that here the gate chambers and towers have the same entrance from the city side. 


The gate’s front free space is 4.78m wide, a dimension exactly similar to the older 


Sacred Gate, not to mention the two gates’ almost identical opening: 3.13m754. The 


material of the gate is preferably white marble but not regularly placed. The field 


elevation of the polygonal south flanking tower wall is made of marble, whereas the 
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inside of limestone. The chambers have marble in the field side elevation but inside 


they are constructed by gneiss755. 


 


Fig. 35. Miletus Lion’s Gate. Field side reconstruction, wall-walk level plan, groundplan 
(Von Gerkan 1935, fig. 30). 
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To the north of the Lion’s Gate the wall’s width measures 4.60-4.63m, whereas two 


staircases are situated. The construction yields 14 steps of 0.21m height resulting in 


the normal wall height that Philon suggests: 8.80m756. The wall then, after an energetic 


turn, continues to its normal direction and comes to a fourth gate, which was flanked 


by two towers but without chambers. The foundation consists of red poros on the 


faces with a filling of stone and mudbrick. In the masonry elevation marble is almost 


never found except for the upper courses of the last curtain south of the gate with the 


staircases; otherwise gneiss predominates, also for the staircases and also limestone. 


The blocks always have rough bosses, without drafting. The eastern wall’s further trace 


follows the general shape of the Milesian peninsula, as formed according to the 


ancient flow of the Meander. Since the ground here consisted apparently of alluvial 


soil, the wall must have maintained a certain, not too short distance from the shore, 


and what is more -given the location of the port- the walls should have been 


seaside757. 


The further course of the wall was outlined by A. von Gerkan only through 


topographical considerations and in particular, the assumption that it was hardly 


probable for the port to extend over the hard reachable peninsula of Humeitepe with 


its already rocky edge opposite the two small islands758, presumably Dromiskos and 


Perne759. The wall’s trace then is restored (even not unanimously) just following the 


foot of the hill until its northern tip, where the rock begins to decade steeply760.  
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The term Western wall is used to denote the 1.75 km section of the Milesian wall from 


the western edge of the Cross-wall until the Theater, specifically until the tower 


located to the east of the Scene building. The wall is made up of very different sections 


and has certainly suffered many alterations throughout history. The wall had already 


been excavated here in partial trenches and the so-called Gotenmauer was mainly 


revealed. For the construction of that wall reused building materials (from thermal 


baths and the theater) have been used, along with other spolia. The so-called 


Gotenmauer develops here, upon the trace of the Hellenistic wall wherever possible. 


Where the Hellenistic trace was no longer present, it was laid through other structures, 


e.g. the walls of a Roman house, the Roman thermal baths at the Stadium, the 


retaining wall for the spectators' stairs of the Stadium, or the outer wall of the 


Palaestra at the Baths of Faustina761.  


West of the Temple of Athena, the wall was made of gneiss blocks with poros filling 


and followed northwest direction, due to a far projecting rocky peninsula that was 


included in the circuit. At the northwest corner of the West Market, the width of the 


wall seems to have been considerable, from 4.50 to over 5 m. At the northern tip of 


the cliff another tower projects amazingly far ahead. The wall then, turns south and 


only its foundations are preserved upon the bedrock. The wall itself is too poorly 


preserved to display the wall’s development here, but it was certainly no longer on the 


course of the Byzantine trace. As in many other places, the Byzantine fortification 


exploited the erected but outdated massive ancient buildings, in order to facilitate the 


medieval castles. From here, the Byzantine wall must have been led across to the west 


analemma wall of the Stadium, since in its outer corner rich wall traces constructed 


with lime mortar have been found762.  


The north wall of the Stadium served also as the city wall of Miletus on the south bank 


of the Theater Bay. The Stadium is situated on natural slope only in its southern side, 


so for its north side demanded a strong retaining wall. This retaining wall has striking 
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features: it does not consist of the regular marble bossed blocks, like the western part 


of the analemma, but of gneiss blocks and does not run straight and parallel to the 


Stadium, but turns at protruding angles at some points. Since the stadium was first 


built in the later Hellenistic period, this wall stretch –taking into account its building 


material- is identified with the older wall of Archaic date. The Byzantine and, certainly, 


the Gotenmauer also exploited the Stadium in the same way, although the 


Gotenmauer must probably have taken exactly the course of its older counterpart, 


except for the Faustina Baths that continued to exist, nevertheless over the classical 


trace, which lies beneath the complex’s palaestra. This stretch is particularly important 


for the topography of the Byzantine fortification. The wall came from the Theater, 


meeting the northern wall of the palaestra, strengthened it and continued to meet the 


Stadium wall; on the other hand, it ran along this wall to the corner of the east 


analemma wall and then straight on to the outer hall of the Faustina Baths, which 


were already transformed by then into the central Byzantine fort, from which four 


walls stretched. The medieval fortification here included a tower to the south. The wall 


is only 2.25m thick and sometimes completely destroyed further south. Since the 


dating of this fortification in Justinian times, as suggested by the excavators relying on 


the inscription of the Market Gate has been criticized, new research by Ph. Niewöhner 


concluded in dating the circuit from the second half of the 6th century to the middle of 


the 7th century AD basing upon concrete stratigraphic evidence763.  


In front of the southern corner of the Theater, there is a high square terrace. It forms 


part of the Theater terrace, which gives access to the Scene building and to the south 


parodos gate of the cavea. The terrace wall has hitherto always been understood as 


part of the standard city wall, which would have been adapted to new requirements 


(fig. 36). However, there are serious reasons speaking against such a conclusion. Since 


the whole construction, down to its foot, is partly made of almost square material, but 


also by all sorts of other blocks joined with mortar, it seems likely that the Gotenmauer 
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and the Byzantine wall as well exploited this terrace764. In the space in front of the 


Theater, the first wall appears to have been built in the 4th century BC. Then the 


construction of Scene 1 and the new wall followed, dating about 300 BC. The Scene 2 


was built during the 3rd century BC. Its conversion to Scene 3, configuring higher the 


level of the orchestra, took place shortly before the middle of the 2nd century, about 


170 BC. Even before 130 BC Scene 4 and as well as the last fortification wall were built. 


The first Roman scene falls into the early Imperial era, without regard to the city wall. 


In any case the wall preserved here, displays its height at maximum to 7.25m and is 


commonly made by limestone and gneiss. In this well-preserved piece, there are four 


masonry chains located at intervals of 3.10m, 3.10m and 3.40 m; a style of 


construction dated to the end of the 4th century BC suggesting a Macedonian 


influence, as Karlsson concluded765. A. von Gerkan dated this part to around, or before 


300 BC; nevertheless, how this part relates to the rest of the circuit of Miletus and 


whether these walls were built after Alexander's liberation are questions that are still 


unanswered.  


 


Fig. 36. Fortification wall at the Theater terrace of Miletus (Von Gerkan 1935, fig. 62). 
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The fortification of the Milesian peninsula on its northern flank, on the slopes of the 


Theater Hill north of the Theater and to the northern tip of Humeitepe, are referred to 


as the north wall. Here, fortifications have been mainly researched in the Lion 


Harbour’s area. The point from which the wall took the north direction from the 


Theater terrace is not clear. However, the western edge of the hill being steep and 


rugged leaves no doubt that this natural defensive advantage was exploited in terms of 


raising the wall above it766. Further from that point, the wall probably followed the 


outlines of the hillside. The wall run in front of a particularly deep theatroid cavity lying 


at the northern tip of the Theatre Hill, where the Lion's Bay began, and possibly met 


the entrance of the bay at right angles with the later barrier wall. A. von Gerkan 


supposed that a tower would have dominated the entrance of the harbour, as in 


Knidos767; a watchtower in this high position would certainly be valuable. Gates of 


importance with the exception of small posterns and a passage on the shore at the 


port dock were unlikely to exist. The situation at the Humeitepe must have been 


similar. 


Finally, the circuit closes with the Lion’s Harbour fortification. The wall here consists of 


the same material as in the old parts of the Milesian fortification, especially in the 


eastern wall to the Lion’s Gate, except for the fact that the blocks of gneiss, limestone 


and marble, have more modest dimensions. The filling of the wall and its foundation is 


reddish-brown poros and stone chips. The wall lies almost in a southern direction. A. 


von Gerkan held the opinion that since the wall here was weak enough even compared 


with the medium-sized walls of Priene or Herakleia, it surely would not be taller than 


5m768. The harbour wall followed, quite exactly outlining the port, and its trace should 


have followed the east side of the bay, as it would not have been needed otherwise. 


The harbour’s landing area must have been so wide that the space would suffice for 


ships to be pulled out, thus the city wall must have been laid at a certain distance from 


the sea, i.e. 80m from the ancient shore. A. von Gerkan also held the view that the Lion 
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harbour was locked off in the late Classical and Hellenistic periods with the help of an 


iron chain769 like the harbours of Pireaus770, or that of Rhodes (Mandraki Harbour)771. 


However, no installations for such a chain have been identified at Miletus772.  


From all the aforementioned urban fortifications of Miletus, the medieval wall of the 


Theater Hill and that hill’s transformation into the medieval citadel has troubled 


researchers the most. Recently Ph. Niewöhner sketched the history of the Theater Hill 


in late antiquity starting with the conversion of the theater into a citadel773. Only later 


did the northern adjoining hill ridge become fortified by its own enclosure. However, 


the absolute chronology of these events is still uncertain. Although the oldest coins 


found there give a hint for the first Medieval fortification of the Theater in the 7th 


century, which Müller-Wiener postulates to the Arab invasions, stratigraphic evidence 


for further elaborarion is missing774. Müller-Wiener relates a rebuilding of the Theater 


fort with the complex of the fortified hilltop settlement to its north proposing a date 


for that in the 12th century AD, after the Byzantine reconquest of Western Anatolia 


from the Turks in 1097 and before the first mention of the Kástron ton Palatión in 


1210775. Therefore, he named the perimeter wall of the Theater Hill as Komnenian 


wall, after the then ruling Dynasty. In 1412 at the latest, it could not have existed, 


because for this year the Qalwaschandi state manual refers to Balat as a small city 


without walls, and according to the excavators no traces of massive Islamic 


installations were found inside the Byzantine castle above the Theater. Thus,  the 
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medieval circuit encloses an area about 185m long from south to north and about 


150m wide from west to east and therefore almost 3ha in size. In the northeast, the 


circuit seems to have been repaired once, as larger wall thickness and spolia blocks 


testify. The second fortified habitation area on the northeastern terrace below the 


Theater Hill was at least 55m long and 45m wide, i.e. about 0.25ha. The fortification of 


the north-east terrace makes sense only in connection with the Theater Hill, but it is 


not clear on the current status of research whether the terrace was a later extension 


or whether it was designed from the outset as a separate area with a special function. 


Both areas seem to have been densely built and connected.  


The overall picture seems to confirm that the fortified hilltop settlement was built ex 


novo. Building activity only exceptionally still refers to ancient streets and monuments, 


which seem predominantly not to have existed longer. Rebuilding is rare, usually only 


one major phase is visible, and the stratigraphy that emerges in the georadar is 


correspondingly flat and simple776. Apparently, the place was given only a relatively 


short life, and that is estimated after the break of the ancient settlement’s pattern and 


prior to the Turkish conquest. Balat then was never again fortified777.  
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4.3 EXTRA URBAN FORTIFICATIONS ON THE MILESIAN 


MAINLAND TERRITORY 


 


In Classical and Hellenistic Greece the walls of a polis, the urban centre of the city, 


were often just one constituent part of a wider complex system of fortifications of the 


same polis state, which included networks of forts and towers spreading out to the 


most remote corners of the territory778.  However, the organization of city territories 


displays a more obscure image regarding Archaic and earlier times in terms of 


structure and fortified installations’ deployment. The same holds true also for Milesia. 


As illustrated in the previous chapter779, the earliest Iron Age fortified establishments 


in the Milesian chóra are located mostly to the south of the Milesian territory and in 


particular at Assesos in the modern Mengerevtepe and at Teichioussa on Saplı Ada in 


the gulf of Akbük.  


Assesos is considered one of the most old and important settlements in Milesia (fig. 


19). The settlement is known mostly for the sanctuary of Athena Assesia which 


Alyattes destroyed in one of his invasions in Miletus during the 12th year of his reign. 


There are many indications that the sanctuary was again destroyed by the Persians in 


494 BC 780. After that, it seems to have lost importance since Classical and Hellenistic 


finds are extremely rare781. It must, however, be considered that religious practice also 


changed quite generally in the Classical period.  


The fortified settlement on the Mengerevtepe, just west of the Athena sanctuary of 


Assesos was identified in 1992 and has been documented by H. Lohnmann, in a 
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publication concerning, among others, a closer examination and surveying results of 


the site in 1993782. The hill is about 300m measuring from the northern edge of the 


steep cliff southwards to an ancient quarry near the road Milas-Söke, its extent from 


east to west is about 150m. Since the density of surface pottery sherds scattered in the 


interior testify to settlement activity since Archaic times the site must have constituted 


a fortified urban sub-center rathen than a mere defensive installation, a Phroúrion783. 


The agricultural areas of Assesos were apparently south of the plateau on either side 


of the modern road. Here, a flat and partly quite fertile terrain stretches to the Gulf of 


Akbük.  


 


Fig. 37. Assesos. West curtain wall (Lohmann 1995, fig. 102). 


The settlement is defined by an about 2.2 m. wide defensive wall, made of mud bricks 


over an approximately 1.5m high stone socle (fig. 37). The wall on the east side was 


largely plundered and destroyed, and it is only possible to follow its trace by means of 


cuttings in the natural bedrock. From the western fortification wall only the outer and 


inner faces are visible. Three towers attach to this stretch, of which the two upper 


ones are at close distance flanking the gate. The simple gate passage is 1.5 m. wide 


without further fortification refinements. North of the gate, the wall was almost 
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completely destroyed. About 70m south of the gate the third and last tower is 


situated. Further tower constructions probably were undesirable due to the tactical 


advantages that the natural terrain offers.  


 


Fig. 38. Assesos. Trial trench in the 
fortifications (Lohmann 1995, fig. 105). 


 


Fig. 39. Assesos. Southeast corner of 
the south tower displaying vertical 
corner drafting (Lohmann 1995, fig. 
103). 


The inner face of the defensive wall to the south of the most distant tower is exactly 


aligned with its southeastern tower. From then on, the inner and outer face of the wall 


is traceable on the field. However, the inner face of the wall was not identified in a 


deep trial trench excavated there except for an only 0.80m wide construction resting 


on the collapse layer of an older construction phase784 (fig 38). The construction was 


interpreted as a sally port, on the basis of a carefully executed corner drafting in south-


eastern corner of the tower, which in case of an actual wall there, it would have been 


covered by its approaching inner face and, moreover, on the difference between the 


standard wall width at 2.2m in contrast to the structure’s width at 0.80m (fig. 39). 


Another sally port was clearly identified at the southern tip of the hill in the area of the 


ancient quarry. Northwest of the quarry, on its top plateau, significant wall rests were 


discovered; a natural gap has been widened in the rock creating a narrow corridor. 


Although the defensive wall here is completely quarried out, the rock bedding surface 


reveals that a zig-zag access to a sally port existed, through which the defenders would 


have been allowed to fall, advantageously, in the back of potential invaders upon their 
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northward advancing against the gate. On the east side of the mountain ridge the 


fortification wall is heavily destroyed and largely quarried by the settlement of the Late 


antiquity. Halfway up the slope, the situation of a free tower could be identified in the 


rectangular cuts of the rock bedding. There is no doubt that the wall was confined to 


the hill to the west of the sanctuary of Athena, which was by no means included in the 


circuit. 


The tactical features in the fortifications of Assesos, namely the absence of towers in 


the steeper terrain west of the sanctuary of Athena, as well as the wall construction 


are characteristics that became obsolete with the advent of torsion artillery around 


400 BC. As H. Lohmann concluded, the fortification at Assesos shares amazing 


structural similarities with the city wall of Sounion dated in 413/412 BC785. Just as in 


Sounion, also in Assesos the towers were the first to be built by mighty blocks and then 


the curtain walls followed. The simple gate layout between two flanking towers is also 


quite identical to Sounion and finally, the masonry style also has a certain degree of 


affinity with its Sounion counterpart, a similarity, however, that should not be 


overestimated given the uncertainties in dating walls basing on their masonry style. In 


Late antiquity the defensive wall would have already become meaningless, given the 


fact that the settlement extended at least eastwards beyond the wall of the enclosure. 


Blocks of the former wall were apparently reused in other buildings during Late 


antiquity.   


Since the defensive wall of a farm town like Assesos is hardly older than that of the 


metropolis itself, the question of its age cannot be considered detached from the 


problem of when Miletus was first fortified again after 479 BC. Taking into account 


that the dating A. von Gerkan supposed for the erection of the walls of Miletus in the 


Classical period between 411 and 402 BC appears to be questionable by the latest 


geophysical surveys, the late date of Miletus’ city wall is not a convenient term for a 


more precise chronological determination of the walls at Assesos, although H. 
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Lohmann argues for its erection in the last quarter of the 5th century BC786. Apparently, 


efforts were intensified at that time to holistically secure the Milesia and not only the 


city’s outskirts, a strategy complemented by the outcome of the Peloponnesian war 


and the failure of the Periclean defense concept. 


Teichioussa is being now identified at the less appealing beach and peninsula site of 


Saplı ada on the south Milesia looking onto the ancient gulf of Iasos, the modern bay of 


Akbük. Older research placed Teichiousa on the Kazıklı peninsula near Doğanbeleni a 


fact that would mean an expansion of the Milesian polis territory of about 25% as early 


as the Archaic period787. A surprisingly clear response came after an intensive 


inspection and accurate survey of the ruins of Doğanbeleni by H. Lohnmann in 2000788. 


The survey made quite clear that by Doğanbeleni a Phroúrion was located and no 


fortified settlement. This fact and in lieu of other alternatives, left as only candidate for 


the identification of Teichioussa the location on Saplı Ada, which had already been 


proposed by W. Voigtländer789. The findings on the Kazıklı peninsula sustained the 


conception of Bean and Cook790, that a more dense settlement began only in the 


Roman period there, making thus clear that the area was obviously not under Milesian 


control in the Archaic, Classical and Hellenistic period, but belonged to the settlements 


of the Carian sphere. 


However, an alleged tower establishment near Akbük, mentioned by W. 


Voigtländer791, could not be located again by H. Lohmann, due to lack of detailed 


information on its location and no fortifications were further attested792. On the 


contrary at Akbük, a Carian pastoral building was found793 (fig. 20). The layout of the 


walls corresponds to the Greek-inhabited parts of Milesia, which are probably to be 
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interpreted as parts of scattered farmsteads. The establishment was not built in mud 


brick over a stone socle but entirely of stone. The cantilevered arched chamber above 


the enclosed -by a strong wall- court, served as a shepherd dwelling. The structure is 


attached entirely to the Carian tradition, while the orthogonal ground plan shows a 


growing Greek influence. Similarly, as a comparison with the Bodrum peninsula shows, 


there is a gradual penetration of orthogonal (Greek) construction principles. The purely 


Greek pottery in the graves and compounds refers to a lively economic exchange of 


the Carian pastoral population of the mountain country with the Greek population of 


the Milesian peninsula. This phenomenon, namely the gradual substitution – in this 


very places in the Bodrum peninsula - of the original Carian oval and round structures 


with the orthogonal forms of Greek architecture in the tower-like farmsteads, clearly 


shows that a highly remarkable process of acculturation becomes evident, which finds 


its counterpart in language development794.  


Another fortified site in the Milesia was discovered in 1992795, on the isolated top of 


the site Turles, 9 km southwest of Miletus. The fort does not appear in the Wilski map 


nor is it mentioned by Th. Wiegand796. Its circuit wall completely without towers or 


bastions is relatively weak; having 1.6m width skillfully exploits the limestone plateau 


on which it stands. In its center there is a large round tower of 6m diameter (fig. 40, 


41). The walls of the tower are preserved still in four courses height. The installation 


was dated by H. Lohmann on the basis of surface pottery from the site generally in the 


5th - 4th century BC797. According to the testimony of Th. Wiegand on the top of H. 


Antonios, that is a hill only two kilometers further north, another tower was situated 


built by ashlar blocks in the Hellenistic style serving to secure the frontier of the 
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Milesian chóra798. Although the latter tower was completely destroyed in the Greek-


Turkish war in 1922, it is still possible to conclude that the edge of the plateau of H. 


Antonios was also fortified. 


 


Fig. 40. Turles. Topographic plan of the installation (Lohmann 1997, fig. 13). 


 


Fig. 41. Masonry of the tower at Turles (Lohmann 1995, fig. 109). 
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To the north, on Mt Mykale, Miletus acquired the site known as Thebes in the period 


between 411-396 BC799.  Its ruins are located on a distinctive spot in the southwest 


slope of Mykale, about 14km west of Priene and about 1.5 km north-northeast of the 


small fishing village Karine (fig. 14). The site is situated at height of 245m above sea 


level, forming a widely visible landmark800. The site was properly surrounded by a 


defensive wall exploiting the configuration of the natural terrain (fig. 42). The wall 


follows the edge of the plateau, and on the south side -in order to widen the narrow 


rocky ridge for the construction of buildings- the wall serves for terracing. To the west, 


the wall has almost completely slipped off the precipice, while at its eastern stretch 


just the wall’s trace is preserved. The south stretch preserves a 7m long section up to 


the maximum height of 2m.  


The blocks are quadrilateral of irregular size and there is a tendency for continuous 


horizontal joints, while perpendicular ones are always vertical. Key rectangular blocks 


appear in a pattern most typical for defensive walls of the early 4th century BC. If the 


fortification wall would have encircled the entire plateau, which is highly likely, it 


would have a total length of 370m.  For the superstructure of the fortification wall J. H. 


Hartung favored a mud-brick construction on a stone socle, with the latter being no 


higher than 2m, as the preserved stretch implies801. The fortification at Thebes yields a 


width about 2m to 2.30m, which is a typical dimension for Classical defense wall, 


which minus a 0.6m wide screen wall or battlements, could still facilitate movement on 


the wall-walk. However, there is no direct evidence for the height of the mud brick 


masonry. The city walls of Priene in fully preserved sections and built entirely of 


ashlars reach a uniform height of about 5.50m regardless their location. The same 


height has also been proved for other walls in this time frame (Herakleia, Samos) and 


thus seems a standard feature802. Towers or bastions even at crucial points such as 


projections or recesses of the wall have been almost completely omitted in the 
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fortification at Thebes. Only in the north, at the highest elevation of the plateau, a 


bastion was originally built along with another bastion-like widening of the wall for a 


distance of 3.40-3.60m long at the extreme southeast part of the plateau. The only 


recession of the wall is documented in the area of the gate. Even though the gate is 


badly preserved, it could have been a simple variant of a tangential gate, like the one 


of the contemporaneous Phrourion at Doğanbeleni on the Kazikli peninsula803. The 


whole concept and the defensive strategy of the fortification at Thebes which broadly 


summarizes characteristics such as a defensive wall encircling a ring-shaped high 


plateau and skillful utilization of the natural sharp inclinations, as well as the complete 


renouncing of towers and bastions, largely correspond to features of the fortified 


installation on the isolated Turles Hill. However, the wall there is 1.6m, much weaker 


than its Theban counterpart804.  


Thebes became perhaps fortified when Miletus was a member of the Delian League, 


presumably in the later 5th century BC805. However, the preserved south wall stretch 


sharing similar characteristics with the city wall of Priene dating in the 3rd quarter of 


the 4th century806  may be part of a later repair807. It is more probable that Thebes was 


fortified immediately after its takeover by Miletus, i.e. between 411 and 396 BC.  


Evidently the site was inhabited exclusively in Late Classical and Hellenistic times until 


the early 2nd century BC, as evidence for earlier or later settlement activity is 


completely lacking808. For the site’s character few are known. Surely within the walls 


there are ruins of buildings as well as two temples on the upper part of the plateau but 


a definite answer to the question if it constituted a phroúrion that evolved gradually 


into a deme center can only come after excavation809.  
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Fig. 42. Thebes by Mt Mykale. Topographic plan of the installation (Lohmann 2002a, 
fig. 25). 
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Other fortified installations in the Milesia which Th. Wiegand mentioned810 - such as a 


tower at Tavsanburu, another at Sakizburnu, an outpost at the site called Ta mármara, 


as well as a fortification rest at Karakuja, have not yet been re-discovered811. Even 


farer there are remains of a Hellenistic installation on the Kazıklı peninsula at the 


modern cities of Evenler circa 2km southwest near Gürcamlar (formerly Ilmin); 


however, the few remarks of Bean and Cook are not justified by the actual remains 


which extend to more than one period812. The fact that the Milesia was densely 


equipped with fortifications is implied indirectly also by the arrangement of the 


numerous late medieval and medieval castles.   


The most important question that emerges from this listing of fortified sites within the 


Milesia is whether they served to protect just the settlement itself, or formed part of a 


wider rural country defense. The situation of Assesos for example, on the Mengerev 


ravine, controlled an important access to Miletus. However, control of the passage 


would not have been possible even by an attachment of a fortification on the further 


eastern height over the plateau of the sanctuary. Instead, a fortress in the middle of 


the pass was obligatory. A remarkable parallel to the strategic function of Assesos and 


similar border forts is Oinoe, which an enemy army could also easily manage. 


Nevertheless, Archidamus at the onset of the Peloponnesian war laid a siege there, as 


he was evidently aware of the danger arising from such fortresses in the rear of an 


attacking army813. Similarly, Assesos protected primarily itself, but at the same time 


served to protect the coasts of the Milesian chóra, according to H. Lohmann814. A 


similar role can be ascribed to the Phroúrion of Teichioussa, overlooking the Gulf of 


Akbük. The location of Thebes is also consistent with the idea of a Milesian border fort. 


Site selection there implies primarily military and strategic concerns815. Moreover, the 


fortified installations on the peaks of Turles, and at H. Antonios being the only ones of 
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their kind816, illustrate a certain degree of punctuality in fortification measures to 


secure Milesian chóra. They should obviously control the access to Miletus from this 


coastal section, secure it and possibly alarm the Milesian defense. 


For the settlement structure of the Milesia in Archaic and Classical times, these 


discoveries were decisive817. The problem of the "permanent residence" in the 


countryside has been highlighted by R. Osborne in particular, who even goes as far as 


asserting that there is no Greek word for a farm or a farmstead818. This is misleading to 


the extent that this term refers in a restricted sense to residential buildings in the city 


and the outskirts that are equally called oikíai or oikémata, but there may be a closer 


distinction for the latter through the addition of the phrase epí tou agroú (on the 


country), whereby agrós can refer occasionally to a farmstead alone819. Nevertheless, 


the extensiveness of the Milesian chóra, the scattered sanctuaries, the explicit 


testimony of Herodotus to the Milesian land820, and the ancient testimonies of demes 


as Argaseís, Teichiosseís, Lerioí, Pitieís, and Katapólitioi, as well as a Polichné in the 


name of Pyrrha821  are clearly indicative facts of a multistage settlement pattern, which 


apart from the metropolis of Miletus, included individual installations, villages of 


different sizes, and with Assesos and Teichioussa, as urban sub-centres with differing, 


hyperlocal functions of financial and military character822. At the foundation base of 


this settlement pattern there are dispersed farmsteads and also herding stations in the 


Milesian uplands, which are lacking permanent settlement before Hellenistic times823. 


In any case it seems that the Milesians after the battle of Mykale in 479 BC, in addition 


to the renewal of their city walls in the 5th century, they also sought to secure their 


chóra, for example, by the fortification of Assesos, or by the installation of small forts, 
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thus establishing a defense system, which aimed to secure the land passes over 


Mykale and sea routes from the south for a potential Persian invasion824.  


For the Hellenistic period, the image is somehow different. Small towns such as 


Assesos and Teichioussa are experiencing a decline. Miletus, on the other hand, 


flourishes again and around Didyma a settlement is formed and yet it could not be the 


first one825. According to the ancient citation that Milesian wool alongside with the 


Tarentinian and the Attic were famous in Archaic times, there are material testimonies 


in the Greek populated Milesia of a highly developed fortified space which can only be 


interpreted as pastoral stations826, not to mention the sympoliteía with Pidasa 


providing clear provisions on the fortifications for border security and progressive 


occupation of the pastoral and agricultural land of the Pidasians: "Milesians should 


sent there garrison, should repair the walls, should keep the place occupied, and 


should care for its guarding827. Moreover, Hellenistic tombs and family tombs testify to 


the existence of individual installations which rarely escaped later reconstructions828. 


Only two such examples have survived without being altered by further building 


activity; the Hellenistic farmstead on the middle hill of the waterless island of Lade and 


at the Cape Monodendri829. On the island of Lade in particular, the pronounced 


security alert of its inhabitants is reflected on the water supply system: a 7m deep into 


the rock driven cistern of 4m diameter was constructed (fig. 43). 
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Fig. 43. Lade. Cistern inside the Hellenistic tower (Lohmann 1995, fig. 90). 


For the Late Republic and early Imperial period the importance and economic situation 


of Miletus is controversial830. In the 1st century BC, Miletus appears to have 


experienced a certain decline, which can be grasped by a noticeable decline in building 


activity. Other indications also point in this direction: in 67 BC pirates plunder the 


Apollo Temple of Didyma, an important sign indicating the decadence of Milesian 


power in exercising control over territory. Moreover in 29 BC Ephesus becomes the 


capital of the province of Asia in its stead, and Smyrna received in 26 BC the Imperial 


cult for Tiberius. The construction of the Didymaion also appears to be stagnating in 


late Hellenistic and early Imperial period. Caligula’s plan to make the sanctuary 


prestigious next to other Oracles of Apollo, can no longer be realized. All this evidence 


implies that monumental building activity was missing in Miletus. Furthermore the role 


of the progressive landmassing of the Latmian Gulf was critical in this process, since 


the mouth of the Meander had reached a distance of 2km from the city in the 1st 


century AD. An upturn for Miletus is noted in the times of Flavian-Trajan, a 


development which covered large parts of Asia Minor in the 2nd century AD, and at the 


beginning of which, not coincidentally, decisive improvements took place to Miletus’ 
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infrastructure such as the construction of the large water supply and the expansion of 


the Sacred Road to Didyma. In the settlement history of the Milesian chóra there is a 


conspicuous gap from the time around 100 BC to the 3rd century AD831.  


The new flourishing of Miletus in the middle Imperial times finds no archaeological 


substantiation in the rural area832. The general picture is that the new uplift of Miletus 


in the middle Imperial period seems to reaches the country only in Late antiquity. 


Often old settlements are being used after a long interruption. Late antiquity is so far 


the only phase for an ascertained settlement picture from surface finds alone833. At the 


same time, it appears as a phase of the most dense settlement pattern. No less than 


61 of the total 187 listed sites can be assigned to this era834. Rural settlements grew 


both in number and size beyond any earlier level. The population must have done so 


likewise, and rural churches outnumber urban ones835. Fortifications, however, during 


that period are either unknown either lack in the Milesia; obviously lack of walls posed 


no threat to prosperity836.  
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3. MILETUS AND ITS TERRITORY IN ANTIQUITY: A HISTORICAL 


ANALYSIS 


 


This chapter addresses issues on ancient Miletus and its territorial assets in antiquity. 


Since Miletus’ territory was threefold, the structure of this chapter follows accordingly. 


The first section regards a record of the known historical and archaeological evidence 


for the urban area of Miletus, whilst the second scrutinizes the chóra of Miletus or 


Milesia, with regard to the transformation of the landscape during antiquity through 


the expansion of the city on the one hand and through the gradual transformation of 


the seascape into a landscape on the other hand by the silting of the Maeander river. 


The third section of this chapter deals with the Milesian islands, listing the available 


published evidence pointing their association with Miletus. The historical analysis 


articulated in this chapter highly contributes in the clarification of Miletus’s attitude 


towards territory maintenance and expansion during its historical course, thus defining 


city’s policy and defensive priorities.   
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3.1 MILETUS: THE URBAN LANDSCAPE AND ITS 


TRANSFORMATIONS 


 


Miletus was one of the most important cities in Asia Minor, located on–what was then- 


a 1km wide peninsula having to its east the Meander Delta region and Mt. Latmos, 


whereas Mt. Grion to the southeast, Mt. Mykale to the north and the Aegean Sea to its 


west (fig. 14). Three smaller fingers of land jutted north out of the main peninsula; 


these spits shaped three of the four natural harbours of Miletus 230 (fig. 15). The 


westernmost of the three extensions is fairly flat, but towards the interior contains a 


slight elevation that scholars call the Stadium Hill after the main architectural feature. 


The middle spit of land is quite steep and is usually called the Theater Hill or Kaletepe. 


Finally, the easternmost finger, also fairly steep, is called the North Hill or Humeitepe. 


Beyond the city proper, to the southwest, rise four hills named from west to east 


Zeytintepe, Değirmentepe, Kalabaktepe, and Kazartepe. To the east of these hills lies 


the course of the Sacred Way, which starting from the sanctuary of Apollo Delphinios 


in Miletus and crossing the large mountain plateau known as Stephania, ends at the 


Oracle of Apollo at Didyma, 14 km to the south. In the distance to the west rises what 


was once the island of Lade, now a part of the Turkish mainland. 


The name Miletus or as the Doric Greeks said “Milatos” is hardly Greek and therefore 


indicates an ancient settlement of pre-Greek times231. However, if it is a creation of the 


Carians, whom Homer mentions in the ship catalog as the barbarian inhabitants of 


Miletus232, is more than doubtful. The earliest finds within the urban area, dating back 


 
                                                           
230


Strabo, 14.1.6. 
231


 Kleiner 1968, 9. 
232


 Iliad, 2.867ff. 
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Fig. 14. Map of south Ionia (Brückner et al. 2017, fig. 2). 


to the late Chalcolithic period, point to even older habitation233. Further south, even 


on the heights of Akköy, on the so-called Kılıktepe, Stone Age artifacts have been 


found234. The longest settlement continuity has been documented at the temple of 


Athena above the Theater bay, where excavations have unearthed an uninterrupted 


stratigraphy stretching from the Chalcolithic to the Archaic period235. Miletus, relying 


to its position, but also according to an evident sea tradition, was designed as a 


harbour, and according to the geographer Strabo, the first foundation was said to have 


been Cretan236. This fact immediately recalls the homonymous town to the east of 


                                                           
233


 Von Graeve 2000b,  176. 
234


 Kleiner 1968, 9. 
235


 Von Graeve 2000b,  176. 
236


 Strabo, 14.1.3.  
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Knossos, on the north coast of Crete. Indeed, at the beginning of the Middle Bronze 


Age Minoan influence has been attested in the form of Minoan ceramics and local 


Minoan tableware imitations, as well as seal finds that also imply a Minoan style 


administration. In the first half of the 15th century BC the Minoan city was 


destroyed237.  


After its restoration the city was Mycenaean dominated. The excavations at the 


sanctuary of Athena have unearthed two phases: a first Mycenaean settlement of the 


14th century and a second settlement of the 13/12th century BC238.  The first settlement 


is the only acknowledged Mycenaean settlement in Asia Minor and it is safe to equate 


the identity of the settlers, with the Ahhijava of Millawanda mentioned in Hittite clay 


inscriptions of the 14-13 century BC239. The latter settlement was encircled by a 


fortification wall over 4m, remarkably large, dating to the 13th century BC, the radius of 


which is not exactly defined. The city wall, as W. D. Niemeier noted, displays no 


Mycenaean characteristics but rather Anatolian-Hittite ones and basing upon other 


finds reflecting strong Hittite influence of Miletus VI he concluded that during the 13th 


century BC Millawanda finally came under Hittite supremacy240.  


About 1100 BC Miletus VI was destroyed. While the reasons of the destruction are not 


clear, the so-called submycenean and protogeometric pottery of Miletus VII (11th to 


10th century BC) illustrates close ties with Athens. This coincides with the mythical 


tradition according to which Neleus, son of the Athenian king Kodros, re-founded the 


Ionian Miletus241. Nevertheless, other proposals have been made for the Bronze Age 


settlement phases and above all for those Milesian-Carians who carried the 


Mycenaean culture242.  


                                                           
237


 Von Graeve 2000b,  176. 
238


 Cobet 2000, 170. 
239


 Ibidem. 
240


 Niemeier 2000.  
241


 Ibidem. 
242


 Furumark 1950, 201-202 (Minoan cultural influence); Yaker 1976, 123 (trading colony); Taylour 1983, 


132, 148 (colony); Melas 1988, 114, 118 (Minoan cultural influence). The Minoan evidence found at 
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Fig. 15. The Milesian peninsula in Archaic times (Herda 2005, fig. 29). 


Herodotus mentions that the Ionian Greeks when colonizing southwestern Asia Minor 


encountered also the Carians in Miletus. According to the famous Marmor Parium, a 


Hellenistic chronicle of 264/63 BC243, the first Ionian Greeks came to Asia Minor under 


the leadership of the Athenian Neileos of the family of the Pylian Nestor around 


1086/5 or 1076/75 BC244. They founded twelve cities, beginning with Miletus, the new 


city of Neileos. At the onset of the Ionian migration from about the middle of the 11th 


                                                                                                                                                                          
Miletus before 1984 is summarized in Schiering 1984. See Niemeier-Niemeier 1997, 193, for a discussion 


on the different views. 
243


 IG XII 5, 444; FGrHist 239 
244


 Herda 2013a, 426, n.17. 
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century BC the presence of Carians in Miletus, in Mykale, in the lower Meander plain 


and on the Latmos mountain range can be assumed (so-called submycenean ceramic 


stage), i.e. throughout the entire region of southern Ionia,245. This situation is handed 


down to us by the Homeric epics. In fact, during excavations in Miletus, peculiar oval 


and round structures appeared on the southern wall under Archaic houses246 (fig. 16). 


Later Greek sources on the Ionian migration confirm this, as they report struggles of 


the Greek migrants with indigenous people247. The uniformity of the Greek tradition is 


noteworthy in this respect and leads to the conclusion that despite the fact that we do 


not know how the Hellenistic chronographers calculated this date, the archaeological 


evidence proves that it is surprisingly accurate. 


During that early period settlement continuity does not indicate any clear interruption 


from Late Bronze Age to Early Iron Age in Miletus. So, in the middle of the 11th century 


BC ended Miletus VII after a time span of about 150 years, which was likely dominated 


by Carians248. Its end is evidenced through a partial -at least- destruction layer 


corresponding with the end of the style LHIIIC Late. However, the ceramic sequence as 


well as the local ceramic production in Miletus shows continuity from LHIIIC over 


Submycenean to Protogeometric and Geometric, whereas a settlement hiatus is 


unlikely249.  


 


                                                           
245


 Herda 2009, 72, n. 256. 
246


 Kleiner 1968, 9; Von Graeve 2000b, 179. Round and oval buildings, the so-called compounds, were 


detected in Iasos by W. Radt, while their building type is particularly attested all over the Halikarnassian 


peninsula, see: Radt 1970; Radt 1992. Similar ancient examples are found in the Milesian peninsula, and 


also in Kephalonia, in Khios where this type of circular compounds are quite typical. According to the 


scarce surface materials these buildings are dated to Archaic and Classical periods. See: Voigtländer 


1988, 575-576, Radt 1992, 7, 11 and Carstens 2004, 134-134, n. 45.  
247


 Herda 2009 72-73.  
248


 Ibidem, 73, n. 258-259. 
249


 Ibidem. 
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Fig. 16. The oval and round structures in Miletus (Herda 2009, fig. 8). 


The first appearance of Submycenean or Protogeometric pottery in the excavation 


context of Miletus is usually interpreted as an indicator for the Ionian migration, apart 


from the destruction layer of Miletus VII settlement, at least in some of its regions250. 


So far there are no stratified settlement findings from Miletus251. In late Geometric 


times, a settlement area extended from the sanctuary of Athena including Kalabaktepe 


                                                           
250
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to the south. During that era building types included both rectangular as well as oval 


constructions. For the time being a Geometric fortification has not been discovered. At 


the end of the 8th century BC the city must have been seized by warlike events as a 


destruction layer best attests252. 


Regarding the first settlement in Miletus, there is a degree of confusion, mostly 


deriving by a passage of Strabo citing Ephorus. The passage states that Miletus was 


first founded and fortified by the Cretans on the spot above the sea-coast where at 


present ancient Miletus is situated253. This passage always being interpreted in various 


ways, poses the issue of identification of the old Miletus with the first Cretan 


foundation or not, and moreover what is the meaning of being erected above the sea.  


In fact, at first there were so little known about the premises and foundation of the 


city’s outstanding importance in the Archaic period that it was even doubted whether 


the city was always in the same place. A. von Gerkan the last representative of the old 


excavators’ generation and one of the doubters gave impetus for new excavations to 


take place through his attitude on the matter254. New excavations sought and finally 


found the Archaic Miletus under the later city255. The Archaic city stretched far beyond 


the boundaries of the later Miletus, the plan of which is known and found in all 


manuals. Evidently on the 7th and 6th centuries BC the city covered the area from the 


so-called Kalabaktepe to the later city center.  


On the about 60m high Kalabaktepe Hill, the outlines of which already indicate from 


distance that the hill is artificially reshaped, excavations yielded corresponding results. 


On its eastern terrace, there stood the temple of Artemis Cithone. In the south, a 


habitation quarter was located since the early 7th century BC with spacious houses, 


whereas on top of the hill excavations revealed the remnants of a fortification wall256. 


Taking into account the hill’s particular space hierarchy, it seems that at the hill’s 
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northern foot a port was located257. There were no Mycenaean remains on the 


Kalabaktepe. On the other hand, on the immediately western slope of Değirmentepe, 


an entire number of Mycenaean chamber tombs have been excavated258, which can 


only belong to the large fortified settlement south of the Athena temple, where a trace 


of the Mycenean fortification wall was located259.  It seems, that the sanctuary of 


Athena, got a new temple at its old place at the end of the Archaic period, since it’s 


massive gneiss foundation had been falsely dated to the Classical period260. Archaic 


sanctuaries comprise also the peri-urban sanctuary of Aphrodite “Oikus” that was 


found and excavated on Zeytintepe, also having a special position along with the 


Delphinion261.  


Results from excavations imply that on Kalabaktepe and at the settlement on its front 


terrace a refuge fort had been created because of the wars with the Lydian kings or 


with the Cimmerians262. The hill was walled up and it connected by stretches of 


fortification walls along with its surroundings to the fortification ring around the 


Archaic city, which at least in the 6th century BC included the whole area of the later 


Miletus263. The importance of this hill is illustrated not only due to the closed city 


quarter, which was excavated on its southern side, but especially due to the remains of 


a citadel wall on the summit, which can be also connected with the seat of the 


Milesian tyrants. The tyrants of the Archaic period, such as Thrasyboulos or Histiaios 


and Aristagoras, might have used the fort on this upper plateau264. The actual acropolis 


must have been located on the Theater Hill. Later building activity on the site such as 


the medieval fort, its predecessors and not least the theater itself possibly did not 


allow for any older trace to preserve265. Unfortunately, the dates of the wars with the 
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Lydian kings as well as of the Cimmerian invasions are no more certain, though they 


were probably still influential for the great colonization movement of the 8th and 7th 


centuries BC, which was sustained by Miletus. 


The more than 80 colonies that Miletus set out in the course of the Archaic period, 


testify its historical importance. Ancient sources put the number of Milesian colonies 


as high as ninety266. Modern scholars, using archaeological evidence as well as the 


literary references, have made lower estimates, ranging from 30 to 70 Milesian 


colonies267. More cities will be added to that list in years to come, when archaeological 


efforts in the Propontis and Pontic regions will expand. Meanwhile, even if we accept 


the conservative numbers and count only the primary settlements, the fact remains 


that Miletus established a significant proportion of the Greek colonies: approximately 


one-fifth of all known Greek colonies between 800 and 500 BC and, astonishingly, 


more than one-half of the colonies in the northeast. No other mother city exerts that 


kind of domination in an area of Greek colonization. If colonies were better 


researched, it would also be possible to draw conclusions about the layout of the 


Archaic mother city. The sheer number of Milesian colonies suggests that the desire 


for trade more than any other factor must have acted as the stimulus for their 


foundation268. Certainly, one cannot plausibly argue that a city setting out thirty or 


more colonies was trying solely to relieve overcrowding: indeed, it is likely that Miletus 


had to recruit volunteers from elsewhere in the Greek world to fill out its colonial 


contingents. The fact that the first colonies were far distant supports this idea as well: 


nine subsequent Milesian colonies are located closer to Miletus than is Kyzikos, while 


Sinope is halfway into the Black Sea269.  


Export trading is also another factor associated with colonization. Milesian wool yields 


sound proof on the topic. This, however, does not yet turn Miletus into a farming city, 


as it is popularly viewed. Rather it was a naturally favored logistic port for the coastal 
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ship travels that were dominant especially early in antiquity270. In fact, the peninsula of 


Miletus was naturally so well-formed that between its fingers four natural harbours 


were configured. The Eastern Harbour, which is unnamed, and the harbour on the far 


southwest, called the Athena Harbour after the nearby temple of the goddess were 


used very little. The remaining two, the Theater Harbour and the northern Lion 


Harbour, were the commercial centers of the later city271. The harbours on the 


western side of the peninsula had the additional advantage of their entrances being 


sheltered from winds coming into the Gulf of Latmos from the open sea to the West272.  


The entrance to the Lion harbour was shallow (about 10m), but was deeper inside, 


being up to 20m at its deepest point and with gently sloping sides. These physical 


characteristics made it an ideal natural harbour that would have facilitated ships. On 


the eastern side of the harbour its shallow inclination may have been used as a drag-


way for ships or the location of ancient ship-sheds. There is little that can be said about 


the city’s other harbours. 


This physically formed exceptional position that Miletus held, was highly likely the 


most important factor that determined city’s relations and its policy towards its rival 


rulers of Asia Minor, the Lydians, as well as the Persian kings273. Certain special treaties 


are repeated in the history of Miletus. They amount to secure an exceptional position 


for the city even at the expense of the twelve allied Ionian cities, among which only 


Ephesus could compete Miletus. Alyattes had thus made peace and alliance with 


Miletus after a futile twelve-year war, after he had burned the temple of Athena at 


Assessos274 and then fell ill as Herodotus mentions275. Thrasyboulos became then 


tyrant in Miletus. On the advice of the wise Thales, the city refuses to renew this treaty 


with Kroisos, the successor of Alyattes, a fact exploited by Cyrus, who encouraged an 
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Ionian apostasy from the Lydian king. Following the defeat of the Lydian king, Kroisos, 


in 541/540 BC and the dissolution of his empire the cities of Ionia faced Cyrus 


individually, and each fell in turn276. The Persians reduced all of Ionia. Miletus alone 


from the twelve cities, conducted a similar agreement with the Persian king, as with 


Alyattes before him, preserving thereby its special position. It is reported that the 


islanders were so afraid that they surrendered as well277, but this statement-if 


accurate-can only refer to the islands immediately off the coast, such as Leros and the 


other small islands in Milesian territory278. The Persians had no fleet to speak of, and 


large islands like Samos and Chios are unlikely to have felt intimidated into 


surrendering their freedom without a direct threat. The more distant of the Cyclades 


were entirely uninvolved (fig. 17).  


 


Fig. 17. The Ionian Dodecapolis (Herda 2013a, fig. 4). 
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Miletus and the rest of the mainland Ionian cities lost their independence in the 


central decades of the 6th century BC. They were not destroyed or even significantly 


damaged at that time, but they did owe both money and troops to the Persian king279. 


Their external affairs were subject to his dictates, and even their internal politics took a 


turn for the worse as a result of the conquest. Ionia would never again achieve the 


kind of commercial and intellectual prosperity it had known in the past, and it would 


never again enjoy sincere political independence.  


The decades after the Persian conquest were some of the most eventful in Milesian 


history. Although at first Miletus fared well under Persian control, enjoying the same 


terms under Dareios as it had under the Lydians, its days of growth and expansion 


were past. The city's economic opportunities were beginning to be curtailed, with most 


colonization ending and with rival powers growing in influence in the Aegean280. 


Moreover, at this time, Polycrates, the tyrant of Samos, was exploiting the traditional 


rivalry with Miletus through piracy, attacking Milesian trade with his fleet281. Thus, in 


the years after 540 BC, Milesian prosperity was threatened by changing economic 


circumstances. This was also a time of significant political change for Miletus, as it 


came to be ruled by tyrants. We cannot say exactly when they arose or if they were 


directly established by the Persians. Certainly they received Persian support. ln any 


case, the Milesians and the other lonians came to resent these tyrants -their own 


countrymen- so much that they were willing to risk everything to be rid of them282. 


Across Asia Minor, hostility towards the tyrants embroiled the Greeks in a revolt 


against the Persians that brought catastrophic consequences. The Milesian tyrant 


Aristagoras cultivated this perspective for the sake of his own policy, instigating the 


Ionian uprising. Ionia then, was recaptured and punished by the Persians, and as 


instigator and leader of the revolt -Miletus- was treated most harshly: in 494 BC, after 


the battle of Lade, Persians laid siege in Miletus and after its fall the city was 
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completely depopulated and razed to the ground. Miletus falls from its unique status 


quo without reaching it again. Probably the area of the city became hardly ever larger 


than before the destruction by the Persians in 494 BC. As the excavations have shown, 


at that time the city stretched from Kalabaktepe to the northern tip of the Theater Hill 


and to the harbour at the Lion's bay which was in constant use at least from the 6th 


century BC283. The setback was monumental, and Miletus would never again be a 


leading political power, but its return to prosperity was remarkable. Rebuilding their 


home from the ground up, the Milesians created a city that served as a model of urban 


planning for the rest of the Greek world for centuries to come. 


The picture drawn by Herodotus of the conquered Miletus is clear and definite, the city 


is destroyed and the inhabitants are either dead or deported; Miletus is deserted. The 


institutional identity between the pre-Persian and the post-Persian Miletus fits quite 


well with this picture. This applies to the calendar, the phylés, the cults and-even less 


tangible – to the political services. Although Miletus’ institutions are predominantly 


known only from Hellenistic and Roman testimonies from particular inscriptions, the 


findings for Archaic Miletus seem clear, taking into account and comparing them with 


the institutions of Milesian colonies. In detail, the following picture emerges: The old 


calendar was still used. The six phylaé, which are also known from other Ionian cities 


and Milesian colonies, existed in Miletus until after the middle of the 5th  century BC, 


when the city - with a small modification – followed the Athenian system and most 


likely also the Athenian-type democracy284. The prominent cults of pre-Persian Miletus 


can be substantiated, even if there is a significant gap in material findings with regard 


to the 5th and 4th centuries BC285. 


The combination of available literary, epigraphic and archaeological sources, despite 


the problems of individual testimonies, leads to an altogether coherent picture and 


makes possible a sketch of Miletus after 494 BC. The general figure, as recent research 
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concludes286 points much more towards continuity than towards a hiatus after 494 BC. 


It can be described as follows: the victorious Persians burnt down the city and the 


sanctuary of Didyma in 494 BC. Part of the population was killed, another was 


deported. There remained an unquantifiable population in the old city or its 


immediate surroundings, probably pre-Persian families and their dependents. The 


Persians themselves dominated the area of the old city and the surrounding area. 


Partial rebuilding of the area on the hill of Kalabaktepe appears to belong in the period 


soon after 494 BC, and must have been prompted by the Persians287. There, the 


remaining Milesians seem to have lived in the period of the Persian wars, as far as they 


had not been deported to the Persian Gulf. They could not have been many. As 


Herodotus narrates Miletus was empty of Milesians, while the Persians had occupied 


the city, the plain and handed over mountainous areas to the Carians288. The Milesians 


were able to preserve their cult and political traditions, as far as the Persians tolerated 


it and as far as the material situation permitted. According to Persian practice, the men 


of Miletus were obliged to follow the Persian army and in 479 BC were used in the field 


of Mykale to ward off the army of the united Greeks. The Milesian change of side, at 


the last point of the battle, and the achieved victory of the Greek coalition gave 


Miletus its freedom289.  


Political situation remained, nevertheless, difficult, as the city had no security 


guarantee and the Persian satraps continued to dominate the hinterland. Still, the 


Milesians probably had access to their old territory again. As early as 479 BC, or within 


the next two years, reorganization measures began to take place in sanctuaries and 


possibly affected also the political order290. Although the city leaded in terms of 
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cultural, political and economic issues the chóra and especially smaller agglomerations 


and sanctuaries, displayed a focal point of urbanity and culture. The structure and the 


potentials of the Milesian chóra proved to be astonishingly substantial and possibly 


allowed a swift recovery after the disaster in 494 BC291. The reconstruction of the city 


took place at the site of ancient Miletus and at least partially, on the grid of the Archaic 


city. It is probable a priori that the rebuilding of urban districts began in 479 BC, and it 


may be even assumed that repair measures were taken already under Persian rule. 


The pace at which the reconstruction took place, as well as the structural density of 


the city in the 5th century BC are features that cannot be approached at present. The 


impression is drawn that systematic planning after the orthogonal system did not 


begin until the middle of the 5th century BC292. It is therefore highly questionable that 


Miletus’ layout has anything to do with Hippodamus and furthermore, to what extent 


his theory on the disposition of spaces within the layout of cities has been applied in 


Miletus293. For a disposition with different categories of spaces and streets -the 


sophist's hallmark- cannot be seen in the latest plan of Miletus, as determined by B. 


Weber294. It is true that in the north, between the hills of the Humeitepe and the 


Kaletepe, a grid of streets with smaller blocks of houses (insulae) was laid, while the 


insulae were much larger in the south beyond a large free space separating the two 


quarters. But their different design was more suited to the different terrain. In 


implementing the new urban plan, however, Kalabaktepe was eventually neglected295 


(fig. 18).  
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Fig. 18. Orthogonal plan after Miletus’ refoundation (McNicoll 1997, fig. 38). 


Through liberation, the tyrants, who usually comforted themselves under the 


protection of the Persian king, disappear as well. The so-called banishment inscription 


outlawing Milesian nobles from the house of Neleus, in case they were charged for 


blood blames testifies it296. Monthly officials, who correspond to the Athenian 


Prytáneis accordingly, are placed to supervise the execution of the regulations. Miletus 


was then increasingly becoming a democratic city with a council and a regulatory body 


called phýlakes297. In addition, the city always unveiling to supremacy developed 


further, under the overpowering influence of Athens with the striving Athenian navy, 


especially after the transfer of the Federal Treasury to Athens (455-454 BC). In the 


years 450-449 BC, Miletus paid a contribution of ten talents to the League, a relatively 
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small sum that few other states had the chance to pay - let alone a city under 


reconstruction298. 


Despite the destruction of the temple of Apollo at Didyma, the New Year processions 


took their regular course at the Sacred Road, according to one of the most valuable 


documents found in the sanctuary of Apollo Delphinios at the Lion's Harbour299. 


Through these inscriptions we are also informed, for example, the names of the annual 


officials, the so-called Aisymnétes or Stephanephóroi. Their list begins in 525 BC and 


reaches 260 BC. The gap that follows is more crucial than between 183 and 90 BC. 


Nevertheless, these documents have enriched and deepened our knowledge, 


particularly in Hellenistic history. The same applies also for the Classical era of the 5th 


and 4th centuries BC.  


The second half of the 5th century BC may have been the period of greatest approach 


between Miletus and Athens. In 442 BC the conflict between Miletus and Samos over 


Mykale was fortunate only after the intervention of Athens, which sent a large number 


of ships to Milesian aid, as Thucydides mentions300. Moreover the Milesian tribute to 


the League was reduced to half, and it was probably now that the Attic order of phylés 


was introduced in Miletus. Milesians appeared as allies of the Athenians in the course 


of the Peloponnesian war, and most recently until 413 BC. The next year 412 BC, the 


Persian satrap Tissaphernes made himself an alliance with Miletus301. In 411 BC, he 


built a fort for the location of which the Theater Hill has been proposed302. However, 


after an overthrow by the oligarchs in 405 BC instigated by the Spartans, Tissaphernes 


conquered the city with the help of the displaced democrats before 402/401 BC, while 


the rival party won over the younger Cyrus, brother of the Great King303. The latter 


then, besieges Miletus on land and sea, as Xenophon reports in his Anabasis, but pulls 
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off304. The city continues to remain Persian, a destiny that followed Asia Minor in full 


after the so-called Peace of Antalkidas in 387 BC305.  


In the following years, the almost independent satraps of Caria, Hekatomnus and 


Maussolus, seem to have involved with the city.  Milesian coins with the inscription 


EKA (Hekatomnus) and MA (Maussolus)306 as well as a claim that Lucian delivers having 


Maussolus arguing that “subjecting most of Ionia, I advanced as far as Miletus”307, 


imply that in the first part of the 4th century BC Hekatomnus and Maussolus controlled 


the city. Hornblower held that view arguing that Hekatomnid coins employing the 


Milesian type indicate that Miletus was a Hekatomnid possesion308. However, as 


Ruzicka pointed out Hekatomnids issued a full range of bronze and silver coins 


employing both Milesian and Rhodian standards on the one hand and on the other 


that it can be undoubtedly sustained that behind the claim Lucian has Maussolus 


make, notwithstanding the exaggeration, presumably a historical basis for this 


statement may lie309. In particular, activities may be implied undertaken by Maussolus 


in 366-365 BC to secure Caria’s northwestern frontier in response to Athenian 


operations on Samos. However, the only clear indication of any campaign into Ionia by 


Maussolus is a reference in Polyainus’ advance against Pygela; it may have been these 


and other actions in the vicinity in 366/365 BC that gave rise to a tradition of his 


conquest of “most Ionia”. As Polyainus in 366/365 withdrew from the operation, 


Maussolus sent an agent Aegyptus via ship to Miletus to cooperate with certain 


Milesians ready to deliver the city, and when this failed- Aegyptus arrived with only 


one ship and was chased away by angry Milesians. Subsequently as Lucian has 


Maussolus say, he “advanced as far as Miletus” by an overland route and could have 


installed a garrison in the city. Whatever the case may be, if Hekatomnid control over 
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Miletus were true, there would have been no reason for Maussolus’ connivance with 


Milesians ready to betray the city to him as reported by Polyainus310.  


After the death of Maussolus in 353 BC, Athens soon intervened in the affairs of Ionia 


again, but not to the advantage of Miletus, which was probably still under the 


influence of the Carian ruling family. Perhaps about the same time Milesians ordered 


the grand statue pair of Idrieus and Ada that was subsequently dedicated at Delphi. 


Miletus was likely oligarchic311. Maussolus’ apparent intervention here in the 360s had 


probably secured this and Milesian oligarchs may have wished soon after the Rhodian 


episode (i.e. an oligarchic revolution against democracy) to signal their own continuing 


loyalties in splendid fashion by hiring one of the major Hekatomnid artists, Satyrus, to 


make probably at great expense the statue pair of Idrieus - Ada. By placing the statue 


at Delphi, the Milesian oligarchs would also serve notice to Athens and others that 


their allegiance lay with the Hekatomnids and that they could expect protection from 


them against any attempted Athenian intervention312. Whether this condition lasted 


until Alexander is, however, doubtful. What is certain is that until the return of 


Alexander the Great after the victory in Granikos in 334 BC., a Persian phroúrarchos 


after the Greek name Hegesistratos held Miletus. He would have had his seat at the 


fort of Tissaphernes313. 


Miletus was the first city to present resistance to Alexander, who marching from 


Ephesus and taking the so-called outer city on the approach, as Arrian mentions314, set 


up his camp there. For its location V. Von Graeve taking into account the testimony of 


Arrian along with geophysical researches yielding new topographical considerations 


proposed the area on the north foot of the Kalabaktepe hill315. After Alexander’s denial 


on the proposal of the Milesians offering him possession of the city in common with 


the Persians, he began a vigorous siege. Alexander sets siege-machines against the 
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walls and breaches a part in a short time. In fact, a wall that seems to have been the 


forerunner of the Southern Cross-wall was likely the one that Alexander faced316. His 


fleet was approaching and triremes blocked the port entrance at its narrowest point, 


which can only be the port on the Lions’ bay317. Finally, the Macedonians attacked 


from all sides, stormed the city, and Miletus quickly fell. 


For the year 334-333 BC Alexander, the son of Philippos, was Aisymnétes. Whether 


Miletus was reclaimed by the Persians, as the tradition of Curtius Rufus suggests, is not 


certain318. But the city appears after the death of Alexander in 323 BC entangled in the 


turmoil of the Successors again and again. In 314-313 BC, Asandros is Aisymnétes and 


tyrant maintaining a fort. Apparently it is the fort on the Theater Hill319. Asandros is 


also the founder of Herakleia by Latmos, although its fortifications may have been later 


expanded by Pleistarchos320. In 313-312 BC Antigonus, the ancestor of the Hellenistic 


kings of Macedonia, freed the city, and democracy was restored321.  


In the decades after the battle of Ipsus in 301 BC Miletus changed sides several times. 


The Seleucids became patrons of Miletus and Didyma. There, the new big construction 


of the Apollo temple takes place, being partially financed by the income of a market 


stoa in Miletus. In fact, it was the east stoa of the South Market built by Antiochus I 


Soter322. The sanctuary of Apollo at Didyma was the focus of particular interest by 


Antiochus I Soter. The Seleucid king sent back to Didyma the cult image of Apollon 


Didymaeus, which was depredated by the Persians in 494 BC. He had also started the 


rebuilding of the sanctuary, which Alexander was planning. In this way the Seleucids 


were distinguished by particularly favorable orations in Didyma. However, the 


historical record indicates that even if the Seleucids remained the decisive element 
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especially since 281 BC, when all of Asia Minor fell to their hands after the battle in 


Koúrou Pedíon, they controlled Miletus only sporadically323.  


The city seems as Welles pointed out324, to have had considerable freedom of action, 


both under Lysimachus, in whose control the city was at the time of Seleucus I’s 


domination (288/287), and later under Antiochus I’s short lived domination, when 


Ptolemy gave land to Miletus (279/278). The ease with which Demetrius took over in 


295/294 BC, when he is mentioned as Aisymnétes325, and, moreover, temporary 


alliances that Miletus concluded owing to the active diplomacy of Ptolemy I in 294 BC 


are perhaps additional indications of the city’s freedom326.  


Miletus was probably in the hands of the Ptolemies from 279 to at least c. 262 - 260 


BC, when the ephebes in Miletus were required to give an oath of loyalty both to the 


King Ptolemy II and his descendants and to the city as well327. The natural position that 


Miletus held would have facilitated Ptolemaic sovereignty, since the latter was not 


limited to a series of unbounded coastal forts that maintained the sea accessible; 


extended Lagidian territory without a doubt was based on a network of ports328.  As 


early as the period of 246-241 BC, during the 3rd Syrian War, the presence of the Lagids 


was again confirmed along the coast of Asia Minor not only in the cities that were 


formerly under Ptolemaic domination, such as Ephesus (which the Ptolemies 


maintained until 197 BC), Samos and Miletus, but also in cities which until then were 


under Seleucid administration. The revolt of Timarchus in c. 260 BC ended Ptolemaic 


influence in the city, and his tyranny was in turn shortly ended by Milesian patriots and 


Antiochus II, who left the city free in 259/258 BC and consequently he was declared 
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god (theós). However, in the reign of Ptolemy III Miletus appears to have sided on a 


reasonably independent basis with the Lagids329. 


Despite Miletus’s well established relations with the Successors, Gauls or Galatians 


arriving from Central Europe plundered Didyma in 277/276 BC. In the fight against the 


Gaul hordes Pergamon prevailed among Hellenistic rulers. As mentioned above, the list 


of annual officials, the Aisymnétes, now lasts for one generation, making more 


accurate dating impossible. However, certain is that following the death of Antiochus II 


Theos in 246 BC and after the Seleucid civil war, Miletus and the rest of the coastal 


region in southwestern Asia Minor fell to the Ptolemaic sphere of influence. The 


Egyptian fleet was even less omnipresent than Syrian troops were, so Miletus was 


compelled to set up its own army. In order to do so, Cretan mercenaries were 


recruited and settled in the area of Myous; a fact rendering Myous more or less under 


control of Miletus, even though not undisputably330. 


Seleucids became so weak due to their civil strifes and pressure from the distant East 


that even the Macedonian kings Antigonos Doson and Philip V lead campaigns in 


Caria331. The historical course reaches again a naval battle at Lade in 201 BC. The 


crushing victory of Macedonians against the Rhodian navy was celebrated in Miletus, 


where Philip V and his official Heracledes are honored with wreaths, even though the 


king gave Myous to Magnesia on the Meander. Polybius, the historian of Rome’s 


magnitude, narrates the story332. With this incident, the turn of the century has been 


reached. From this crucial turning point the Romans intervene in the destinies of the 


East, starting with the aftermath of the battle of Lade, when they acted in Rhodes’ 


favor. 
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For the time being, the kings of Pergamon still highly determined the fortunes of Asia 


Minor in Rome’s stead. Following the battle of Magnesia at Sipylos and the annexing 


peace of Apamea in 188 BC, free cities such as Miletus remained officially autonomous. 


All the more Eumenes II of Pergamon strives to influence the Milesians; he donated a 


gymnasium, maybe the neighboring stadium and received a large honorary statue on a 


round base for his benefactions to the city333. Through the peace of Apamea Myous 


returned to the assets of Miletus334, a fact implying that the city was not yet too weak 


to be disregarded. In Didyma the building activity resumes this time not on the almost 


exclusive account of the Seleucids, but, for example, with strong involvement of the 


Bithynian kings335.  


The recorded historical accounts assessing relations of Miletus with the Hellenistic 


monarchs do not, however, present a clear picture regarding the city’s autonomy and 


furthermore the degree of royal influence e.g. in the administration of the city. In 


order to clarify this topic two sources of evidence can be implemented: city coinage 


issuing on the one hand and legislative activity on the other. The minting of coins by a 


Greek city did not inevitably demonstrate that the city was autonomous336. But if used 


along with the evidence for a city’s legislative activity, coinage can serve as important 


indicator that a city was not a subject one. The dating of the surviving coins from 


Miletus can be only approximate and neither its extant decrees nor its coins are 


necessarily chronologically representative.  


Miletus did not mint coins in the name of the Successors, in contrast to Ephesus and 


other cities337. But it seems more than a coincidence that decrees and coinage are not 


documented in Miletus during three periods338. There are no coins and no firmly dated 


decrees in the period from about 323 to 313/312 BC, that is, until the restoration of 


freedom (eleuthería) and autonomy (autonomía) in Miletus by Antigonos. The second 
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period when no Milesian decrees are known lasts from about 282 to c. 262 -260 BC, 


and there was no coinage from about 281 to 259 BC. This period’s terminus post quem 


can be connected with the heavy contribution imposed to the city by Lysimachus and 


probably reflected the deteriorated status of Miletus. The terminus ante quem likely is 


the restoration of freedom (eleuthería) and democracy (demokratía) in Miletus after 


the city overthrew the local tyrant Timarchos with the help of Antiochos II soon after 


the latter came to the throne. After this, a new list of the Milesian annual officials 


(stephanephóroi) began, as also happened after the restoration of autonomía in 


313/312 BC339. It was also after 259 BC that Miletus renewed treaties with Cretan 


cities. The choice of the time from about 259 to 246 BC as a separate period in the 


coinage of Miletus has been questioned on several grounds. Thus, a labyrinth 


countermark which is displayed on one of the coins attributed to the period from 


about 259 to 246 BC has been connected with the Milesian involvement with Cretan 


mercenaries late in the 3rd century. But this countermark is more likely related to the 


above-mentioned renewal by Miletus of treaties with Cretan cities in the mid–3rd 


century. The period from about 259 to 246 BC has also been considered too short for a 


variety of monetary types attributed to it340. But even such royal mints as Alexandria 


Troas and Ilium had no coinage of Seleucos II. The date of about 246 BC therefore 


looks attractive because then the disappearance of Milesian coinage can be attributed 


to Seleucos II, who brought Asian cities under his authority early in his reign. However, 


the next extant decree by Miletus is from 234/233 BC. During approximately the last 


quarter of the 3rd century, Miletus produced both coins and decrees. After that there 


are no decrees from about 196 to 185 BC and no coins from about 195 to 175 BC. Their 


absence most likely resulted from the assault of Antiochos III and the vicissitudes of 


the subsequent war between him and the Romans, after which Miletus is generally 


thought to have been restored to the status of a free city. The absence of its coinage 


and decrees during certain periods may reflect the suppression of administration, but 


this does not allow us to say anything about changes in city administration imposed by 
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the monarchs. On the other hand, the growing sophistication of the Milesian 


administration during this period reflected the gradual liberation of the city from the 


grasp of royal authority341.  


The establishment of the province of Asia in 133 BC, marked a new era in which the 


cities progressively came under the influence of Rome. So, Miletus introduces a cult of 


Rome, in a worship already attested in Smyrna for much longer342. Rome also enjoys 


the help of Miletus in the war against Mithridates and the pirates. From that period 


there is an inscription mentioning a "Wallbuilding curator"343. Whether the wall was 


built against Mithridates himself or just against the pirates allied with him is 


questionable. At that time, at least before 67 BC, the pirates rendered the whole 


Mediterranean unsafe; after attacking Didyma, they set their base there that is only 


18km away from the Apollo sanctuary of Miletus344. The Pontic king, however, was 


elected earlier at a high ranking civil service of the city in 86/85 BC that is Aisymnétes 


or Stephanephóros345. Probably this was the occasion for Rome to impose an oligarchic 


constitution on Miletus which included 50 officials (árchontes), as much as Pergamon 


was punished346. The help granted by Miletus to the Romans against Mithridates and 


the pirates allied with him soon after was evidently not voluntary. The city constructed 


10 ships for this reason, as Cicero mentions347.  


Following the successful campaigns against the pirates and with security at sea now 


assured by Rome, Miletus was once more able to flourish as a sea-port, although 


activity was now focused more around the defended Lion Harbour than the Theatre 


Harbour, which had been the focal point of the earlier city but which was perhaps too 


large and open to be effectively defended. The new centre of the city was surrounded 


by extensive markets built up around the Lion Harbour already from Hellenistic times 
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but in the Roman period as well. Besides, recent research on the gradual silting of the 


Maeander concluded that the Lion’s Harbour was used at least until the early 


Byzantine period (4th - 7th century AD)348. However, the Theatre Harbour was not 


completely abandoned as the West Market was built nearby and it probably continued 


to function as a lively commercial harbour349.  


The sanctuary of Apollo Didymaeus continued to thrive in the way it did in the 


Hellenistic period. The sanctuary held a special place among the owners, often having 


large estates in their possession. This fact is well documented for other native 


sanctuaries of Anatolia and Ionia, such as that of Athena at Ilion and Artemis at 


Ephesus350. Artemis of Ephesus owns not only quarries, fishing enterprises and 


pastureland, but also agricultural facilities in the valley of Kaystros. Its wealth is 


increased thanks to the donations of benefactors and simple worshippers, but also 


thanks to property confiscation from the temple leasers. This may have been the 


starting point for land accumulation that played a rather significant role in the 


Hellenistic era. For the Roman period the practice of eminent sanctuaries accumulating 


goods by benefactions is well documented. For example, in addition to Ptolemy XIII 


Neos Dionysus, who offered in 54/53 BC ivory for the three upper ádyton doors of the 


Didymaion, Julius Caesar extended the asylía of the sanctuary351. The dictator had 


personal relations with the city, which date back to the time of his capture by the 


pirates352. Didyma was clearly highly regarded, despite the fact that the main temple 


building was still not completed353. Athletic games were also staged at Didyma, 


established in competition to those of Magnesia on the Maeander. Didyma continued 


to be a centre of the arts and a focus for dedications, including some very fine 
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sculpture and portrait busts and -like other good Roman enterprises- it came equipped 


with a bath-house354. 


For the sake of the oracle at Didyma which still had a high degree of credibility, Miletus 


remained significant and was, thus, in 38 BC autonomous again. Augustus holds the 


title of Aisymnétes twice, other emperors also follow. He is also been consecrated a 


temple, the so-called Ara Augusti in the courtyard of the Bouleuterion, and an altar as 


well355. Under orders from the emperor Caligula, who wanted to share the sanctuary 


of Didyma with Apollo, the temple construction works continue. The Baths and the 


Palaestra of the Egyptian Procurator Cn. Vergilius Capito were founded under Claudius, 


and later in the end of the century, the Baths at Humeitepe were erected356. 


Miletus was still a large city, even though Ephesus was province’s capital. The 


continuous silting up from the Latmian Gulf to the Milesian peninsula that was 


gradually carried out by denudation from the southern slopes of Stephania hills with 


correlated accumulation and littoral processes resulting in the swamping of the urban 


area357, had a high impact in the formation of an increasingly unhealthy atmosphere 


that contributed in the declining importance of Miletus among the political and 


financial centers of Asia Minor358. However, public projects were still undertaken 


under Trajan. For example the Nymphaeum and its corresponding aqueduct were 


completed359, as well as the Sacred Road to Didyma was renovated within a year.  


In the course of the following century, the Theater became one of the largest and most 


beautiful in Asia Minor360. Under the emperor Antoninus Pius the South Market was 


embellished with the famous própylon, now rebuilt in the Berlin Pergamon - Museum. 


In 164 AD Marcus Aurelius’ fine wife Faustina donated the large Thermae complex, 
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which is still standing today361. The Serapeion dating in the rule of Septimus Severus 


(193-211 AD) is probably devoted to him, since he consecrated himself as Serapis 


spreading the cult of the Egyptian god362. 


A certain decline in Miletus’ development is documented -as almost everywhere- in 


the course of the 3rd century AD. However, the Baths of Faustina were renovated; the 


city reacted to the Gothic invasion in 263/262 AD through the construction of a 


defensive circuit built over the old city walls, for as far as possible363.  The city seems to 


have geared up in the 5th and 6th century AD, as the Justinian building inscription from 


the Market gate as well as the flourishing rural settlements suggest364. Nevertheless, in 


this period existing civic constructions, generally, lost their formal character, were 


downgraded and finally fell prey to squatting or simply left to decay in a context, 


within which urban embellishment came off the agenda as towns lost their key 


position in the administration and social life of the empire365. Afterwards, what 


remained to be built were churches366. It was not until the 7th/8th century AD, when 


the Persians advanced to the Anatolian west coast and then the Arabs began to 


organize raids in an annual follow up for about a century, that the city center reduced 


dramatically its size. Then, for example the Faustina Baths served as central fort and 


the South Market was excluded from the circuit367. Nevertheless, outside that narrow 


fortification ring the city could have continued existing at its old limits368. The Christian 


basilica located between the South Market and the Nymphaeum attests to the 


importance of the city, being probably the Bishop's Seat369. 
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The continuous landlocking of formerly marine areas of the peninsula through 


Classical, Hellenistic and Roman times reached the waters north of Miletus around 300 


AD. Affected were major public areas such as the North Market, the Delphinion 


sanctuary, as well as the eastern South Market, but above all the city’s harbours. The 


Kalabaktepe Harbour to the SW was silted up, as was the Athena Harbour. The Theatre 


Harbour had lost most of its capacity already in Late Classical times, while the East 


Harbour may simply have moved further to the east. During the time of the 


geographer Strabo (first half of the 1st century AD), four harbours were still in use, the 


Lion Harbour, functioning as a lockable harbour for a fleet370. The Lion harbour was 


used at least until the early Byzantine period (4th-7th century AD). The final silting of the 


Meander to the delta apron had landlocked the Milesian peninsula in approximately 


500 AD371. The Lion Harbour’s final deprivation for marine purposes marks the erection 


of a wall across its mouth during the 7th- 8th century AD implying that it could no longer 


be used by ships372.  


During the Middle Byzantine peacetime Miletus' ancient city center was settled and 


abandoned. Perhaps the catastrophe occurred around the middle of the 11th century, 


when West Anatolia was shaken by several strong earthquakes, whilst less seismic 


activity was recorded for the preceding and following centuries. Perhaps the tectonic 


tension charging up over several centuries, discharged with particular violence around 


the middle of the 11th century and then returned to a resting phase. At best, 


earthquakes may have been the culmination of a phase in which urban life had already 


come to a standstill, otherwise there should have been clean-up and rebuilding 


operations after the earthquake, and that is not the case as implied by stratigraphy 


indicated in the excavations373. More details are not known. Nonetheless, at the latest 
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towards the end of the Middle Byzantine period Miletus displays no urban settlement 


after an ancient pattern more374. The Byzantine city concentrates all the more around 


the fort at the Theatre Hill rendering understandable then the later name of the site as 


Palátia, from which derives the modern Turkish name of the site: Balat375. Miletus 


appeared for the first time as Palátia in a document dating in the beginning of the 13th 


century AD. The name change would have been caused by the Selçuk invasion of the 


11th century, which could not pass the still important port, and was probably 


associated with destruction. Thus, the diocese of Miletus is in 1399 assigned to the 


Bishop of Aphrodisias376.  


 Actual Selçuk buildings are missing in Miletus; a point implying desolation and a factor 


also favoring name change. What is preserved belongs to the so-called Emirate period, 


which follows the Selçuk conquest and precedes the Ottomans. In 1404, Ilyas Bey of 


the Menteşe family of Milas (Mylasa) erected the splendid mosque which adorns the 


site nowadays. Shortly before, Timur (Tamerlane) was here in 1402/1403 passing the 


winter in Ayasoluk (Ephesus) and in Balat, a fact still indicating a certain degree of 


importance for the area. The Mongol conquerors having lost the Menteşe by the 


Ottomans, reincorporated it in their emirate, only to lose it again and definitely by the 


Ottomans in 1475, who became finally the masters of Asia Minor. The region was until 


the 19th century referred to as Sancak Menteşe377. 
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3.2 MILESIA: THE CHORA OF MILETUS 


 


The Milesian landscape in its present state is to be divided into three or four areas, 


with specific geophysical and geomorphological characteristics378. There are four 


distinct parts: Milesia itself comprising the limestone peninsula on which the city was 


situated on the northern side; the limestone plateau of the Stefania hills to the south 


of the peninsula; Mt. Grion, the Milesía hyperakría in particular, an upland area to the 


east of Milesia, in which the Carians settled; and lastly, the lower alluvial Maeander 


plain located on the opposite shore of the Latmian Gulf controlled by Miletus perhaps 


as far as Magnesia379 (fig. 19). The physical distinction between the different parts of 


Milesian territory may be reflected in Herodotus380 who also mentions the name of the 


territory as Milesíe381. It was a large and diverse territory and may have been as much 


as 2,000 sq. km382. The territory comprised a number of locations, the three names of 


which are also delivered by Herodotus, in particular Assesos383, Didyma/Branchidai384 


and the harbour Panormos385.  


Assesos, modern Mengerevtepe is located about 7km southeast of Miletus on the 


north side of the Stefania plateau, high above the Mengerev ravine through which the 


modern road from Söke to Aydin leads386. The strategically important location 


providing access to Miletus from the Carian hinterland was inhabited already in the 


late Neolithic and Chalcolithic period (5th / 4th millennium BC); however, the 
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settlement seems to stop around 3000 BC, whilst habitation resumes only in 


Protogeometric times again. A connection of the reestablishment with the so-called 


Ionian migration is therefore obvious387.  


 


Fig. 19. Map of Milesia (Herda 2013b, fig. 20) 


Assesos was one of the most important settlements in Milesia. The site is known from 


Herodotus’ account on the destruction of the sanctuary of Athena Assessia by 
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Alyattes388. The location of the sanctuary is epigraphically attested by a dedication 


inscription389. Archaeological research on the sanctuary by H. Lohmann, G. Kalaitzoglou 


and H. – P. Schletter in 1993 confirmed Herodutus’ report about the destruction of the 


temple in the twelfth year of Alyattes’ reign (608 BC)390, whilst an additional trench 


revealed layers pointing to a second destruction by the Persians in 494 BC. The 


sanctuary seems to have lost its significance after the latter destruction391. Assesos 


was surrounded by a fortification circuit, with three towers and a gate protecting not 


only the settlement itself, but also the entire coastal part of the Milesian chóra dating 


in the late 5th century BC392.  


For the identification of Teichioussa (fig. 19) three possibilities have been suggested by 


modern researchers393. At Karakuja by Wiegand394, at Doğanbeleni southwest of Kazıklı 


by Bean and Cook395 and at Saplı Adası in the Gulf of Akbük by Voigtländer396. The 


proposition of Voigtländer being superior taking into account the archaeological data 


and historical information is commonly accepted as Teichioussa’s site identification397. 


In particular, besides the actual archaeological remains on Saplı Ada, the war scenario 


narrated by Thucydides for the year 411 BC regarding a possible landing of the 


Spartans seems to verify the identification, since only a landing in the Gulf of Akbük 


would have allowed the Spartan fleet to attack Miletus at sea and land at the same 


time398. Archaeological research on Saplı Ada revealed that Teichioussa apparently 


flourished in the late 8th century BC, in contrast to the neighboring Komür Ada, where 


a long-term, possibly even continuous settlement since the Late Chalcolithic to the 8th 
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century BC has been recorded. This fact and taking also into account Saplı Ada’s 


strategic key position at the southeast access to Milesia point to its Greek 


foundation399. An inscription mentioning a Teichiósis árchos, probably refers to the 


local Milesian official and implies its dependent status, however the inscription has 


been also loosely interpreted as an indication of independence400.  


The status of Teichiousa became more confused for researchers due to the Athenian 


tribute lists, where three separate listings for the Milesians in 454/453, in 427/426 and 


in 415/414 BC appear401: Milesians, Milesians from Teichioussa and Milesians from 


Leros402.  These separate listings can be interpreted in two ways403. On the one hand, 


perhaps these listings reflect a method of accounting resumed in the years after 427 


BC. In that year, the Milesians, Leros and Teichioussa are again listed individually, and 


between the reassessment of 425 and the payment of 415/414 they are named 


separately but join in a single tribute payment. Therefore, the differences found in the 


lists can be explained by the tax collection system404. On the other hand, these listings 


could be an indication of civil strife among the Milesians. In particular, this approach 


maintains that a so- called stásis took place in Miletus, possibly a revolt405. Then, the 


government in the city withheld its payment, while loyalists who had fled to Leros and 


Teichioussa paid their tribute406. The main argument in the revolt theory is based on 


the absence of Miletus from the first tribute list, while the restoration keeping Miletus 


off that list is based on the presupposition of a revolt. Therefore, the safest way to 
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understand this fragment is to read it as a straightforward entry registering a payment 


of tribute by the Milesians. Nevertheless, without further evidence, there can be no 


clear choice between the possibilities and therefore no definitive interpretation. The 


listings neither prove nor disprove civil unrest and revolt in 454/3 BC407. In later years 


Leros and Teichioussa are recorded by their toponym after the Milesians, and the 


payment recorded for all three amounts to 10 talents. 412/411 BC is the terminus post 


quem clarifying that Teichioussa was definitely part of Milesian territory, since 


Thucydides states: Teichioussa of Milesia408.  


Voigtländer described remains of fortifications and housing complexes dating from 


between 750 and 550 BC409. He also reports on the remains of an Archaic city wall, and 


he concludes on the basis of finds of Attic ceramics that the site was inhabited by the 


mid 5th century BC410. Archestratos of Gela explicitly refers to Teichioussa as a  kóme411 


in the second half of the 4th century BC. Later indications associated with the 


refoundation of the Oracle at Didyma after 331 BC and the division of the Milesian 


territory into five demes yielding the Prophets each year in turn, probably imply that 


Teichioussa was a démos belonging to the Phyle Akaantis. The earliest proof of the 


démos of Teichiosseís could lie in the mentioned as Demos decree, particularly a 


honorary decree for a victorious athlete dating back to the middle of the 4th century 


and most likely after 331 BC412. However, Hellenistic pottery is absent from the site. 


Didyma, alternatively Branchidai413, is located in Milesian territory in the north 


entrance to the Gulf of Akbük (fig. 19). The region was already Milesian in the Archaic 


period414. However, its status in the Archaic and early Classical periods is problematic.  


Tuchelt suggested that Didyma was in fact an independent unit rather than just an 
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extra-urban Milesian sanctuary415, and Greaves mentions that there was clear division 


during the Ionian Revolt, when Didyma asserted its independence from Milesian 


control, arguing that Didyma’s independence from Miletus was also emphasized by its 


location away from the city, although still within Milesian territory and that the 


Branchidai being a hereditary autonomous priesthood and not necessarily answerable 


to the Milesian démos may be the reason why they were slaughtered by Alexander in 


Baktria; namely to preserve the newly established Milesian democracy’s authority over 


the recently revived oracle416. Greek ceramics since the 8th century BC may already 


indicate the Hellenization of the pre-Greek sanctuary and perhaps even the Milesian 


rule. Another feature asserting a kind of different status within the territory of Miletus 


is the fact that in the middle of the 4th century BC the sanctuary minted its own bronze 


coins417. However, Ehrhardt counters that all evidence including the Sacred Way along 


with an Archaic sacred law point to an early connection between the cult site and the 


polis of Miletus418. The same view towards a constant dependence from Miletus holds 


also Greaves419.  


Ioniapolis (modern Mersinet İskelesi), was another site on the Milesian territory known 


from a reference in Polybius and inscriptions from the first half of the 2nd century BC420 


(fig. 14). The most important information that the inscriptions provide is that Ioniapolis 


was of Milesian foundation and bordered the territory of Herakleia by Latmos. The city 


had a harbour which also the Heracleans used. In addition, the inscriptions refer to a 


road that the Milesians wanted to set from Euromis to Ioniapolis and imply the 


existence of quarries in the region where the Milesians exploited material for the 


building of the temple at Didyma, which was then shipped via the port of Ioniapolis to 


its destination. Another road from Ioniapolis ran to the landlocked settlement of 


Pidasa which was considered as a more efficient route than going overland to Miletus, 
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implying that sea was instrumental in commuting within the Milesia and not just to the 


extent that could not be reached by any other means421. The location of Ioniapolis is 


currently thought to have been on the south coast of the former Gulf of Latmos, to the 


west of Herakleia, but this location is not yet entirely proven. The site existed until late 


Imperial period. It surely lost its significance as a sea port at the latest in the late 3rd / 


4th century AD when the Latmian Gulf was transforming gradually into an inland 


lake422.  


Except for Ioniapolis within Milesia the most important port was probably Panormos 


(fig. 14, 19). The site is located to the north east of Didyma, on the Aegean shore of 


Milesia. At present, there are no significant ruins on land at Panormos but underwater 


research has shown that there was once a wooden jetty 80m from the present 


shoreline, used for transporting stone during the period of the construction of the 


Didymeíon. There are no standing monuments at Panormos; nevertheless, a recent 


and ongoing surveying project423 in the site revealed finds from the Bronze Age to the 


Ottoman era, but with very high numbers of Archaic and Roman ceramics including an 


extremely high-density cluster dating to the Archaic period along the road between 


Panormos and ancient Didyma424, not to mention a densely occupied necropolis dating 


to the 7th century BC that was revealed in 2012425 raising questions on the occupants’ 


relationship with the local area, since Panormos’ primary role was as harbour for 


pilgrims visiting the oracle at Didyma. Of note also is a series of small farmsteads in the 


territory, which are apparently Roman in date.  


Ship routes approached the harbour of Panormos via the peninsula known as Cape 


Monodendri (fig. 19). This rocky headland jutting out to the southwest of Milesia might 
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have constituted one serious danger for the waters around Miletus. There a marble 


altar426 situated at the tip of the promontory is probably associated with the cult of 


Poseidon Enipeus the cult of whom was founded by the allegedly mythical leader of 


the Ionian settlers Neileos upon their arrival in Asia Minor427. Due to its location on the 


border with Caria, the sanctuary with its magnificent Archaic marble altar was a 


monument of major national significance not only for the Milesians but for all the 


Ionians428. 


Within the Milesia other settlements existed as well, but at present they are just place 


names. We are aware of Argasa, that possibly constituted one of the Milesian démoi 


and Pyrrha, which Wilsky placed according to Strabon but not on the basis of actual 


finds, on the south bank of the former Latmian - Milesian Gulf, immediately below 


Assesos. Sarıkemer would surely be an option, but there is a lack of evidence in the 


form of spolia, inscriptions or something relevant showing that an ancient settlement 


has perished there429. 


A question of critical importance addressed frequently for the early Milesia is the 


background of its inhabitants, and in particular its synthesis. In the extreme southeast 


of the Milesian peninsula at today's Akbük Gulf, not far from Saplı Ada / Teichioussa, 


graves and compounds were discovered by Voigtländer430 and Lohmann associated 


them with the Lelegian settlements mentioned by Strabon and buildings of a Carian 
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pastoral population431. Herda added that within the population of Milesia there are 


still groups whose names point to non-Greek origins, such as Carian432 (fig. 20). 


 


Fig. 20. Carian compounds found at Akbük (Voigtländer 1988, fig. 6). 
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For example, the rural population of the so-called Gergithes, which were variously 


referred to as the Carian indigenous population in Milesia of the Archaic period. 


However, their historical existence or at least their Carian identity is doubted. The 


Archaic so-called pastoral compounds and graves in the southeast of the Milesian 


peninsula at Akbük, which are equated with the settlement remains mentioned in 


Strabon as 'Lelegian' in the Milesia, delivered so far no Carian pottery, but rather the 


local assemblages are addressed as purely Greek or 'Milesian'433. In any case, the 


design of the so-called compounds that finds parallels on the peninsula of 


Halicarnassos, can convincingly be linked with the 'Lelegians'434.  


Throughout the Archaic period, the mainland territory of Miletus was limited to the 


arable land on the large peninsula that extended west of Mt. Grion (fig. 14, 19). The 


mountain range south of the Gulf of Akbük provided a natural boundary to the south, 


but the eastern boundary of the territory remains open; possibly it bordered on Myous 


or Magnesia and the other Ionian settlements to the northeast and on the Dorian 


settlement at Iasos to the southeast. The southwestern corner of the border of Milesia 


to Caria is marked by the sanctuary of Poseidon Enipeus (?) on Cape Monodendri, 


while the other cornerstone in the northeast of the polis-territory was the 


programmatically named "Ioniapolis" settlement. It is located in the south-eastern 


corner of the bay of Latmos and is near the border to the Carian Latmos and its 


successor settlement: Herakleia. The Milesians called this part of the Gulf after 


Ioniapolis435. The Milesian border between Ioniapolis and the Milesian Teichioussa at 


Basilikós Kólpos, as the Gulf of Akbük was named, can only be approximated436. The up 


to 400m high Grion Mountains, which rise between the two places, could probably 


belong to Miletus with its western half included. Carian villages were scattered 


throughout the eastern part of the mountain. According to Herodotus, this area, the 


Milesía hyperakría, the Milesian mountain country, received the Carians of Pedasa / 
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Pidasa was located near Halicarnassos, after Miletus had been conquered by the 


Persians in 494 BC437.  


As it becomes clear the early phases in the development of Milesia, i.e. from the Greek 


migration to the Persian destruction, are hardly traceable archaeologically. From the 


combination of ancient texts and archaeological findings, the image of a six-partite 


settlement structure is displayed, which in addition to the metropolis of Miletus, also 


encompasses smaller settlement agglomerations such as Assesos, Argasa and 


Teichioussa, as well as the two harbour foundations of Ioniapolis in the east and 


Panormos in the west. Its core was made up of numerous individual establishments, 


including ephemeral ones, perhaps refuge stations438. What is more, during this period 


Didyma became of superregional importance. The infrastructural development of the 


Chóra became tangible through the construction of the Sacred Road from Miletus to 


Didyma. Traces of Carian settlements within the Milesia are confined to the extreme 


south-east of the peninsula at Akbük / Teichioussa439.  


Regarding Milesia’s natural resources it can be articulated that apart from the marble 


quarries near Ioniapolis, the region lacks any important mineral resources. Soils of 


quality exist only on the northern side of Milesia, on a plain between Miletus and 


Assesos, and around the coasts. The Mt. Grion and most of Milesia are hilly and have 


poor soils, unsuitable for cultivation. However, the deep rich lacustrine soil of the 


Maeander valley is extremely fertile and retains moisture well, making it ideal for 


cereal production440, and it was replenished annually by the flooding of the river 


Maeander. This, in addition to probably quite extensive wool production on the 


uplands, made the territory of Miletus agriculturally productive. Thus, Miletus 


participates in the general upturn that the Greek world experienced in the second half 


of the 6th century BC441. 
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Miletus was eager to expand its territory and resources early in antiquity, as the 


colonization movement best illustrates. In later periods, at the Maeander delta region 


Milesian expansion took both direct and indirect forms. Among the direct ones were 


wars for the conquest of territory or over border disputes, whilst indirect ones 


comprise of sympoliteía or synoikismós treaties with the neighboring states442. 


Whereas synoikismós might implicitly emphasize the physical joining of separate 


settlements and sympoliteía political and citizenship arrangements, in fact the overlap 


between the two terms is considerable, and an action described as a synoikismós could 


be a purely political restructuring. Both direct and indirect methods of territorial 


expansion as highlighted above took the form of annexing or subordinating smaller 


neighbors. Nevertheless, expressions such as synoikismós or sympoliteía should not 


obscure the violence of the process. Communities tried to secede when absorbed or 


subordinate, violence then was used to reassert control443.  


The earliest attested territorial expansion of Miletus through war is documented in the 


mid 7th century BC following the Meliac War on the Mykale444. The Milesians extended 


their territory to the north, obtaining a small section of land across the former Gulf of 


Latmos to the west of Priene including the town of Thebes, which, as Theopompos 


mentions445, Miletus received in barter from Samos in a transaction the context of 


which dates in 411-396 BC446. The earliest ceramic finds of the settlement known as 


Thebes at Mykale are dated in the second half of the 4th century BC, whereas the site 


was abandoned at the end of the 2nd century BC447. In Archaic times only a hilltop 


sanctuary without a settlement existed on the plateau of Thebes448. Until Samos and 


Priene divided up their territory among themselves in 196-192 BC, Thebes was a 
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Milesian démos and dated its documents according to the Milesian stephanephóroi449. 


A fortification wall enclosed the site in the middle of the 4th century BC, probably in 


response to the refoundation of Priene at its current location450.  


Milesian possessions in the Maeander were the object of several disputes. Already in 


the early 4th century BC, Miletus and Myous were locked in a dispute over claims to 


alluvial land in the Maeander plain451. The Myousians lost the case by default. The 


Hybandos river became then the border between Magnesia and Miletus. The 


surrounding land of the Hybandis -formerly in possession of Myous- fell to Miletus 


which integrated the Myousians into her own citizen body (fig. 14). In the late 3rd 


century BC Cretan mercenaries recruited by Miletus were settled in the area of Myous 


in two waves in 234/233 BC and in 229/228 BC, ascertaining historically Myous’ 


inclusion to Milesian possessions. However, the situation concerning the Myesia was 


complicated by its recent history: Philip V had detached the area from Miletus in 201 


BC, and had given it to Magnesia- hence founding a rival claim, which led to war 


between the two cities. Through the peace of Apamea in 188 BC, Myous returned to 


the assets of Miletus. Two years later, in 186/185 BC the Milesians fought a war with 


Herakleia caused in part by dispute over territory that the Milesians claimed as sacred 


land belonging to Myous but which the Herakleians claimed for themselves. At dispute 


in this war was also a brickworks and its neighbouring area claimed by the Milesians to 


lie within the boundaries of loniapolis but by Herakleians to be their own. Around that 


date, circa in 185/184–180 BC the city of Myous had been given up by its inhabitants. 


Pausanias correctly explains the reason why the inhabitants of Myous had given up 


their city and had re-settled in Miletus, describing thus the Meander deltaic growth452: 


the deposits of the Maeander had cut off a former marine inlet so that a coastal lake 


evolved; after freshening, it became the breeding place for mosquitoes, which made 


living in Myous unbearable. With the abandonment of the city, its buildings were 
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quarried out and the building material was re-used in the 2nd phase of the Roman 


scene building of the Theatre in Miletus453. Thus the site must have been totally 


abandoned in the beginning of the 2nd century AD at the latest454, since Pausanias on 


his visit there in the later 2nd century AD mentions that just a marble temple of 


Dionysus remained there455 (fig. 21).  


 


Fig. 21. Progradation of the Maeander Delta region and landlocking procedure in 
antiquity (Brückner et al. 2017, fig.1). 


The landlocking of formerly marine areas of the peninsula continued progressively. In 


the early 2nd century BC a bitter series of ‘alluvium wars’ between Miletus, Herakleia 


by Latmos, Priene and Magnesia, in which the four cities contested the exploitation of 


the expanding Maeander delta plain took place456. Miletus was found in a state of war 


with Priene sometime during the 2nd century BC, but also with Herakleia by Latmos, 
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after the annexation of Pidasa in the form of a sympoliteía in 185/184 BC. The dispute 


was caused over Miletus, which then fought against a coalition including Magnesia on 


the Maeander and Priene in the period 185 – 180 BC. A treaty of alliance with 


Herakleia by Latmos in 185/184 BC and a peace treaty between Magnesia, Priene and 


Miletus ended the long period of ‘alluvium wars’ for the newly accumulated lands457. 


Main rival cause between Herakleia by Latmos and Miletus besides Myesia was the 


inclusion of Pidasa. The site was located at modern Cert Osman Kale on the north-


eastern slopes of ancient Mount Grion, about halfway between Ioniapolis and 


Euromos, almost opposite the high point separating the territories belonging to 


Miletus and Herakleia from the Euromis valley458. In February 187 BC Miletus 


concludes a treaty of sympoliteía with the city of Pidasa. The absorption of Pidasa 


placed Milesian authority, even further towards the south-east, hemming in Herakleia 


even more459. The treaty itself provided, in fact, the transfer to Miletus of the 


Pidasians, which the Milesians had to house. The Milesians granted Milesian 


citizenship to all women married to Pidasians, regardless of their polis of origin, as long 


as they were Greek, thus terminating not only the political autonomy of the Carian 


territory but also marking the end of this Hellenization process of the Carian element 


by its complete assimilation. The treaty granted tax relief for the Pidasians who had 


cultivable land or farms in their territory and exemption from liturgies for ten years, 


thus indicating problems linked to the demographic decline of the urban population of 


Miletus. What is more, security arrangements appear in the clauses of the agreement 


which call for the reconstruction of the walls at the settlement of Pidasa and the 


dispatch by Miletus of a phroúrachos and phrouroí who were to remain in the 


countryside (chóra) and guard the region as the Milesians thought best, hence 


transforming the polis into a fortress for reasons that are plain in the local military and 


political context460. 
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As the example of Pidasa best illustrates through contracting sympoliteía with a 


smaller neighbour city, practically absorbing it, the Milesians gained in security by 


formally installing troops commanding a key site at the intersecting point of Ionia with 


Caria and the Aegean with the mainland Asia minor coast and expanded their territory 


by the incorporation of the Pidasian chóra into Miletus; the expansion was facilitated 


by the construction of a new road suitable for wagons between Pidasa and Ioniapolis. 


Broad economic concessions granted to the Pidaseans suggest the agricultural 


productivity of the new territory.  


The security advantages Miletus obtained from this sympoliteía were probably 


connected, at least in part, to relations between Miletus and Herakleia by Latmos. One 


clause of the agreement required the Milesians to act as advocates for the Pidasians 


about land recently restored to them in case a dispute arose. Taking into account that 


this disputed land territory was granted by Zeuxis, the powerful local agent of 


Antiochos III, to Herakleia a few years before, its loss would give the Herakleians 


reason to be angry at the Pidaseans, and the Pidaseans reason to seek protection of a 


more powerful neighbour461.  


The incorporation of Pidasa in addition to the recent inclusion of Myous by Miletus 


could justifiably alarm Herakleian interests. Herakleia lies at the eastern end of the 


Latmian Gulf, backed up against Mount Latmos; its arable territory was limited largely 


to the plain of Bafa, which occupies the territory from the eastern end of modern Bafa 


Gölü up to the saddle that separates it from the Euromis and Mylasean territory 


further east, though at the same time one should not underestimate the importance of 


the mountain, which included a dense network of roads, forts and small settlements. 


Immediately to the north-west, along the shores of the gulf, Miletus pressed against 


Herakleia by its absorption of Myous, a pressure that surely would have felt all the 


more intense after the award to Miletus of the disputed sacred land. Around the 


western end of the gulf, on its south shore, was Ioniapolis- also Milesian territory. 


However, the sympoliteía did not inaugurate tension between Miletus and Herakleia, it 
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maybe that the treaty of alliance between Milesians and Herakleians as well as power 


balance considerations withheld the Herakleians. 


Apart from security and strategical interests, Milesian financial interests also must 


have imposed this transaction with Pidasa462. Though better endowed with territory 


than Herakleia, Miletus was nevertheless situated into the peninsula projecting into 


the sea with Didyma at its southern end. To the south-east, along a convoluted 


shoreline that hosted several small communities, lies lasos. Control of Myous brought 


with it part of the great Maeander plain; the other direction in which good agricultural 


territory lay was south-east of loniapolis. The nature of the agricultural production that 


the acquisition of Pidasa entailed can be asserted in the concessions granted to the 


Pidasians. Of the crops the Pidaseans grew, olive oil was to be taxed at the same rate 


as the Milesians paid, but other products were subject only to a nominal tax for five 


years; animals kept in the Pidasian chóra and beehives enjoyed the same privilege, but 


for only three years. At the end of this period, taxes would revert to the levels paid by 


the Milesians. Yields of property belonging to the gods or to the demos were granted 


the same tax reduction for five years, after which these goods too would pay at the 


Milesian rate except for grain grown in the sacred hills that had been marked off, on 


which only one per cent would be paid, forever. Pidasians were granted a ten-year 


exemption from liturgies and permanent tax advantages for importing wine up to a 


generous limit from their own estates in the Euromis, while the construction of the 


road suitable for wagons from Pidasa to loniapolis facilitated the movement of goods.  


Apparently, the Milesians were always looking for opportunities to increase their chóra 


and to expand their interests, thus Miletus tries to occupy a privileged position in the 


Lower Meander plains by annexing Pidasa, concludes an alliance treaty with Herakleia 


by Latmos, and stabilizes the occupation of Myous on the advent of a peace treaty 


with Magnesia on the Maeander. This policy was possibly stimulated by the lack of 


good arable land at the Milesian peninsula. In the Hellenistic period, efforts were 


intensified leading to the mobilization of the last land reserves on the Milesian 
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highplane, the so-called Stefania plateau463. Increased pressure on natural resources 


resulted in further Milesian attempts for expansion. Miletus had already attempted to 


expand its sphere of influence around 218-214 BC through a treaty of isopoliteía with 


Tralles in 218/217 BC, with Mylasa in 215/214 BC and perhaps with the Antioch on the 


Maeander at the same period464. Recently an inscription published by J. and L. Robert 


has been reinterpreted as an isopoliteía agreement between Miletus and the two small 


Carian communities of the Messabeans and the Hymesseans, both of which were 


possibly situated north-west of Mylasa, perhaps on the lower reaches of Mt Latmos465. 


The freedom that Miletus enjoyed was undoubtedly a favorable condition for the 


revival of its ambitions, which had been stopped by Antigonid and Seleucid invasions 


previously in the 3rd century466. 


As it becomes clear, what disputes over the region in general and over access to the 


mouth of the Maeander in particular highlight above all is the near-total economic and 


political dominance wielded in the region by the city of Miletus. As P. Thonemann 


argued: “from the early Iron Age to the later Hellenistic period, the history of Miletus’ 


prosperity is largely a history of extraordinarily successful agricultural intensification 


and diversification”467. The relative shortage of good arable land on the Milesian 


peninsula was overcome, first, by a process of expansion and incorporation of smaller, 


often indigenous communities to the south and east of the city itself (beginning in the 


Archaic period with the incorporation of Teichioussa and the southern part of the 


peninsula, and continuing through the Hellenistic period with the sympoliteíai with 


Myous, Pidasa and Herakleia), and second, by an ever more intensive exploitation of 


the land on the peninsula itself. 


For Miletus the annual flooding of the Maeander and the silting of former marine 


environments turned the Latmian-Milesian gulf into an alluvial plain full of 
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opportunities; however, a dramatic effect of the ongoing accumulation of fine-grained 


sediments was the siltation of harbours – a major reason for the decline of the once 


flourishing coastal cities of Myous, Priene, Herakleia, and finally Miletus, laying today 


some 8 km inland (fig. 21). The remarkable procedure resulted in the transformation of 


the marine gulf into residual lakes (Lake Azap, Lake Bafa), the landlocking of islands 


(Hybanda, Lade, Asteria, Nergiz Tepe468), the transition of the Milesian archipelago to a 


floodplain and finally to a valley. The landlocking procedure of the former islands 


started as early as the late Hellenistic period. Since these islands became mainland 


already in antiquity it is preferable to treat them here, along with the rest mainland 


territory, rather than in the next chapter which deals with the Milesian islands in the 


Aegean exclusively.  


By far the most famous of these islands was Lade, first mentioned by the Milesian 


geographer and ethnographer Hekataios in his “Periégesis/Gés Períodos” dated in 500 


BC469. The island was mentioned also by Pliny with a name of elder form470 and like 


Hybanda and Maiandros it may be of indigenous Anatolian origin471. Lade, modern 


Batmaz Tepeleri472, is nowadays part of the delta plain, up to 99m high and 3km long. 


It is situated 2km east of the coastline and 2.5km west of Miletus. In ancient times, the 


closest distance between the island and the coast was c. 1.3 km. Due to its prominent 


position at the southern entrance to the marine gulf, as well as for its proximity to 


Miletus, Lade was the strategic key to control the access to Miletus and the other 


harbour cities of the region. So far, archaeological work has been restricted to an 


extensive survey, and nearly nothing is known about the settlement history of Lade473 


besides a large Hellenistic farmstead on the middle hill of the island474.  
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In several naval battles, the island played a decisive role. In the famous “Battle of 


Lade” in 494 BC the victorious Persians ended the Greek-Ionian rebellion against their 


rule. In the mid-5th century BC, historian Herodotus reports this battle as follows: 


“These [the Ionians], when they came to that place [the Panionion] and there 


consulted, resolved to raise no land army to meet the Persians, but to leave the 


Milesians themselves to defend their walls, and to man their fleet to the last ship and 


muster with all speed at Lade, there to fight for Miletus at sea. This Lade is an islet 


lying off the city of Miletus”475. In 334 BC, the occupation of Lade by the Macedonian 


fleet preluded Alexander's conquest of Miletus, as the 2nd century AD historian Arrian 


describes it in his Anabasis476. Alexander's troops occupied the island of Lade and the 


strait between Lade and the opposite mainland to cut off Persian and Phoenician help 


to the besieged Miletus from the sea: “Nicanor, however, bringing up the Greek fleet, 


reached Miletus three days ahead of the Persians, and anchored at the island of Lade 


with 160 ships. Lade is against Miletus over again. The Persian fleet arrived too late, 


and when their commanders learnt of Nicanor's arrival already at Lade, they anchored 


under Mykale “477. In 201 BC, the naval battle between the Rhodians and Philip V was 


fought off the island of Lade478. The landlocking of Lade started in the Late Roman 


period, when the northern branch of the Maeander, approached the Milesian 


peninsula. In the mid-4th century AD, the governor of Asia, Skylakios, had to built “a 


canal through the plain”; he also “turned the Maeander back into a natural course” 


and “restored the harbours to the city” of Miletus479. By then, Miletus' access to the 


open sea was already reduced to the small strait between Lade and the mainland in 


the south. In the following half-millennium, a lagoon developed northwest of Lade, 


and by c. 1000 AD the sediments of the northern branch of the Maeander landlocked 


the eastern part of the island480. 
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According to the ancient traveler Pausanias, Lade was surrounded by some detached 


islets. One of them was Asteria481. It gained some fame as being the place of the tomb 


of the indigenous Asterios, the son of the giant Anax Asteria likely identifiable in a 22m 


high rock, less than 1km west of the village of Batı Köy on the eastern slopes of the 


former island of Lade. The identification –even though not certain- of the island lying 


2.5km from Miletus was already proposed by O. Rayet, the first excavator of Miletus 


(1873–1874)482. The landlocking of the particular island occurred roughly 


contemporaneously with that of eastern Lade, in c. 1000 AD483. 


Modern Nergiz Tepe is located some 7km eastwards of the former Milesian peninsula. 


As yet, the island's ancient name is unknown to us. It still existed around 1000 AD, 


when it was situated in the western part of a gulf extending from Miletus as far 


southeast as Herakleia by Latmos and was named Milesian Lake (Milesíe Límne) or Gulf 


of Melamitorum (Sinus Melamitorum) in late Byzantine texts. The island's landlocking 


occurred during the progradation of the southern branch of the Maeander which 


bypassed it in the 14th or 15th century AD, thus closing off the former Gulf of 


Herakleia/Melamitorum and turning it into a lagoon, today's Lake Bafa484. 


In close vicinity to Miletus two islands were situated. Pliny mentions that “nature 


(natura) has taken islands away from the sea and joined them to the land (...) 


Dromiscos and Perne to Miletus”485. The two islands are not mentioned in any other 


preserved ancient source. According to recent research on the subject both islands 


were landlocked between the 1st and 2nd centuries AD, when the Maeander had not 


yet reached Miletus. Therefore, the reasons for the landlocking are denudation from 


the mainland, and/or the formation of sandbars (tomboli) due to longshore drift in the 


leeward position of the peninsula486. The landlocking of Küçük and Büyük Çakmaklık, 
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respectively Dromiskos and Perne487, substantially improved the conditions for the 


Humei Tepe Harbour, the facilities of which (warehouses, quay construction etc.) were 


recently detected with geophysical methods outside the fortification wall running 


along the foot of Humei Tepe488. The geographical situation of Küçük and Büyük 


Çakmaklık both match Arrian's description of the nameless cliffy islet at such a close 


distance to Miletus. Both islands must be consistent with Pliny's Dromiskos and Perne, 


though it seems impossible to decide which name is attributed to one or the other. 


Arrian yields as terminus post quem for the landlocking the end of the 4th century BC, 


whilst the terminus ante quem is given by Pliny's reference in the mid-1st century AD. 


The aforementioned former islands -except for Lade- seem to have been uninhabited 


at least in historical times. Settlements were situated mainly in the Milesian peninsula 


and it seems that these continued to be inhabited at least until late Hellenistic period. 


By contrast, in mainland Greece and the Aegean islands relative continuity in rural 


settlement from the Classical through the early Hellenistic period is followed by a 


startlingly rapid decline in the number of rural sites in roughly the mid-3rd  century BC, 


with site-density remaining low throughout the early Roman Imperial period until the 


3rd century AD. At Miletus, to judge from the results of the recent field survey of the 


Milesian peninsula489, no such thinning of rural settlement density occurred until the 


turn of the era, a full century after the establishment of the Roman province. In 


particular, between the Archaic and Classical periods on the one hand and the 


Hellenistic on the other, there is no change in the structure of settlements in Milesia, 


but a social and demographic change: small towns such as Assesos and Teichioussa are 


apparently abandoned and deserted, while Miletus flourishes again along with the 


sanctuary of Apollo at Didyma, which becomes a larger agglomeration of settlements. 


The early Roman Imperial period, by contrast, was an age of rapid contraction in rural 


settlement in the lower Maeander region. Around the turn of the era, there was a 


widespread abandonment of rural sites, after which the Milesian peninsula remained 
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all but depopulated throughout the first three centuries AD. Naturally, this need not 


imply that Milesian territory was necessarily less heavily exploited than in earlier 


periods, or even that the total population of Miletus decreased in size. However, it is 


likely that the rural population of the early Roman Imperial period ceased to be settled 


in small villages or isolated farmsteads, following the pattern of absorption and the 


formation of larger centers; the policy of expansion that Miletus followed in the plain 


of the Meander is a clear piece of evidence towards that reasoning. The increased 


opportunities for exploitation of the Maeander delta in the early Roman period 


coincided with a radical alteration in the agricultural exploitation of the Milesian 


peninsula. Land resources were increasingly concentrated in the hands of large private 


landowners490.  


All in all, Miletus through the “alluvial wars” and its foreign policy exploited in full the 


shift in the Maeander’s pattern of deposition from the north to the south side of the 


delta, in the early Hellenistic period. If the inhabitants of Myous were forced to 


abandon their city through the decline of their harbours into swamps, Miletus saw 


there an opportunity and grasped it491. The developing exploitation of the rich alluvial 


soil brought down by the Maeander, and the use and careful preservation of the delta 


wetlands brought lasting Milesian prosperity well into late antiquity, as the 


unprecedented boom of the 5th and 6th centuries AD in the territory of Milesia best 


attests492. The city’s mediaeval successors, Byzantine Palatia and Ottoman Balat, 


carrying that heritage remained major economic forces long after other cities of the 


region (Priene, Ephesus, Iasos) had been finally abandoned.  
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3.3 THE MILESIAN ISLANDS: HISTORICAL AND 


ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR MILESIAN DEPENDENCE 


 


Evidence for the association of the islands under research with Miletus comprises of 


historical testimonies by ancient authors and archaeological evidence, inscriptions in 


particular. The latter, though, being the only clear sources that substantiate the status 


of each of the Milesian islands providing information on each island’s ancient 


topography, cults, officials and calendar, prove crucial sources for their history.  


As mentioned in the introduction, B. Haussoullier in one of the many short but 


beneficial editions in which he published the results of his excavations in Didyma, 


entitled "Les iles milésiennes" compiled the inscriptions for the islands of Leros, Leipsoi 


and Patmos giving a first historical outline, thus yielding the term and the concept for 


the small island group located offshore the Milesian mainland, belonging to the city 


state493. After extensive visits and fieldwork mainly A. Rehm494, J.M. Cook and G.E. 


Bean495, as well as F. Gschnitzer496 and G. Manganaro497 presented a corpus of 


inscriptions of the Milesian islands, whilst very recently all known inscriptions from 


Leros, Patmos and Leipsoi were edited and publisched by K. Hallof498. 


Since these pieces of evidence refer exclusively to the Hellenistic period, very few can 


be articulated for the Archaic and even earlier periods for the history of the islands. 


Surely, Miletus would have wished to have its exit open into the sea, and thus had to 


dominate at least part of the group of islands immediately off the Carian mainland 
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between Mykale and Myndos499, just as Athens must have had Salamis and Aegina 


under control when Peiraius started fulfilling Athenian expectations; the only 


difference is that the case of Miletus deals with a larger number of islands.  


Unrestricted dominance over a single naval passage would perhaps be enough for 


Milesian ambitions in early times. Whatever role the Sporades may have played in 


Milesian economic growth, Miletus must have developed an extensive fleet, at least of 


merchant ships500. According to Herodotus501 and Diodoros Siculus502, Miletus had a 


thalassocracy in the end of the 7th century BC. We cannot argue from this literary 


evidence that Miletus controlled and policed the Aegean Sea in the way Athens did in 


the 5th century BC, but we can deduce that Greeks had the memory of a strong 


Milesian navy, probably relating to the extensive overseas trade503. 


Most scholars presume that the Milesian influence on the islands - at least on Leros, 


Leipsoi, and Patmos- must have begun in that period, as early as the late 7th century 


BC. The argument is indirect: Milesians were founding colonies in the Propontis and 


Pontos before then, and it is not credible that they could have bypassed such 


important naval bases close to their city504. From the outset the southwestern naval 


passage between Patmos and Leros, given the particular geography, must have been 


more important for Miletus than its purely western counterpart between Patmos and 


the Fournoi. Leipsoi, the island between Leros and Patmos, with the small neighboring 


island, now called Arkioi, and the two islets, Agathonisi and Farmakonisi which lie 


almost exactly in the middle between Arkioi - Leros on the one hand, and the Milesian 


peninsula on the other, belong to this southwestern route. Seawards, towards the 


Aegean, the insignificant islands of Kinaros and Levintha are situated, far enough 


however, to be included in this group505. 
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Once the aforementioned islands were undisputedly in possession of Miletus, the 


ownership of Fournoi in the north or Kalymna in the south was insignificant. W. R. 


Paton506 has addressed the issue of why the sphere of the Ionian islands stops in Leros, 


since Leros and Kalymna are so close together and are referred to as the Kalydnai 


group by Homer507. Basing upon autopsy, he remarks that the orographic morphology 


of Kalymna facing south, in contrast to Leros, which faces towards east and north in 


such a degree, made clear to the Milesians that they would not benefit from the 


possession of the Doric-populated island of Kalymna opposite the mainland area of the 


Halicarnassian peninsula, and moreover to engage in war and fight over the island’s 


dominance. 


The Fournoi, however, would have been a desirable possession. A glimpse at the map 


proves that Samos had more urgent interest in them. Even though a direct testimony 


on the issue lacks, personal names and letterforms lead to the inclusion of the Fournoi 


group in the sphere of Samos, whilst there is not a single argument on Milesian 


possession that can stand in deep analysis. On the basis of epigraphical evidence Dunst 


concluded that from the inscriptions located in Fournoi, the main indication over 


Samian possession is the title árchon ton stratiotón attested in the Samian record of 


officials508. It is also clear that securing the route between the Fournoi and Ikaria would 


have been most vital for Samos in antiquity, especially since the main side of Samos 


was the south one, where the main city or rather the only real city lay. A counter 


argument appeared in past research by scholars in the research field of Miletus such as 


O. Rayet and A. Thomas, who maintained that Fournoi possess beautiful marble that 


was exploited in antiquity in three quarries; from these quarries they assured that the 


columns of Didymeion were built, thus associating the island with Miletus509. The 


whole argument does not stand, since it has been proven from the construction 


inscriptions of Didyma that the quarry from which the marble for the temple derives, is 
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called Marathe and that this Marathe lay in the Milesian mainland510. The marble was 


transported from Ioniapolis511, which is located in the farthest corner of the Latmian 


Gulf, as mentioned before. This is the only quarry-name attested in the inscriptions for 


building material with regard to Didyma and no other place name is mentioned.  


However, conclusive argumentation on the dominance of Fournoi as Dunst pointed out 


cannot be given only by inscriptions512. Certain is that during the late 3rd century BC 


the Samians also reacquired Minoa in Amorgos513. The purpose of this Samian 


presence need not have been primarily agricultural, for it lay on a trade route to Egypt 


and Cyrene. The reverse was probably true of the settlement at Oine on the north 


coast of Ikaria, where “the Samians inhabiting Oine” are attested in a 2nd century 


inscription. In Strabo’s days Ikaria was sparsely inhabited and used by Samias for 


grazing514. Fournoi and Ikaria are sufficiently close for Samians to have made regular 


trips to take flocks from one island to another, make charcoal, or gather olives, fruits, 


nuts and honey, and other products that did not require continuous attention. Ikaria is 


still a great producer of honey, especially on its well watered northern slopes, though 


even the dry south side has fertile valleys. The Samian foundations at Oine in Ikaria 


and Minoa on Amorgos, must have had Ptolemaic approval. The most suitable 


historical contexts for such approval are the expeditions of Antigonos Doson and 


Philip, when the Egyptian government, its naval resources under strain, would be 


happy to let the Samians police parts of the Aegean on their behalf515. Thus, it seems 


hard to imagine that the Fournoi islands between Samos and Ikaria would escape 


Samian occupation. The availability of timber, pasture, and arable lands in varying 


proportions in these islands suggests that the Samians appropriated them partly or 


mainly for their land.  
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Literary tradition about the Milesian islands is so meager that yields almost no 


information. Furthermore, it should be noted that there is no mention by ancient 


authors applying to the group of islands of Miletus. The only evidence referring to the 


rather insignificant islands and islets of Miletus as a group is a decree, namely the 


Milesian regulation on the cult of Dionysus dated in 276/275 BC. Its text refers to 


women wanting to perform the cult of Dionysus in the city, or in the country, or in the 


islands. The last sentence contains a typical formula of the Hellenistic period for 


defining the territorial expansion range of maritime powers, in the light of which and 


through intense comparison L. Robert has rightly integrated two lines of an Aptera 


inscription referring to the sanctuaries of Apollo Didymaeus in the city, in the country 


and in the islands516, thus confirming Haussoullier’s geopolitical definition. Both these 


inscriptions show that not only the city of Miletus, but also its territory and the islands 


were consecrated to Apollo Dydimaeus517. As illustrated in the following pages, 


through inscriptions found on the main Milesian islands this information proves valid. 


However, for periods earlier than the Hellenistic there are only some scattered notes 


by ancient authors, the reliability of which is not beyond doubt since they are 


chronologically so distant from the early history of Miletus that the information they 


provide could just mirror an unreliable local tradition. The oldest testimony is that of 


Anaximenes of Lampsakos, cited by Strabo in a very incomplete account on the 


colonization activity of Miletus, where it is stated that the Milesians inhabited the 


islands of Ikaros and Leros518. We may believe this for Leros; however, it is rather 


difficult for Ikaros. The island has never been in Miletus’ possession at least in 


historical times. In the Athenian tribute lists the cities of the island, Oine and Therma 


appear as individual political entities519.  


Leros on the other hand, was clearly associated with Miletus from its early history. The 


island lies on the route to Rhodes, south of Patmos and north of Kalymnos, among 
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many islets and its shores are curved forming a lot of bays.  The southern bay is called 


Lakki and presents an obvious strategic value. Among the islands of the Sporades, 


Leros is the most extended towards the Carian coast. In the Stadiasmus Maris Magni 


of anonymous author dated in  the 2nd – 3rd century AD, the distances from Leros to 


Myndos, Cos, Patmos and other islands are indicated, and in particular from Leros 


(probably from its southern edge) to the port at Parthénion (its north edge) and from 


the latter to the  Amazónion of Patmos520. 


The island is probably mentioned in the narration of the Ionian revolution against the 


Persians; Herodotus advises the logographer Hecataeus of Miletus to encourage the 


tyrant Aristagoras in building a fortress at Leros, in order to flee from Miletus and to 


return back when the moment would be appropriate521, in other words to do what the 


Athenians did upon the Persian arrival in Athens in 480 BC, when they abandoned the 


city and fled to Salamis. Such advice presupposes Milesian presence on Leros. Another 


close link between Leros and Miletus always underlies in the elegy verses, exchanged 


between Phocylides of Miletus and Demodocus of Leros522 towards the end of the 6th 


century BC523. The first released these two lines: “Thus spoke Phocylides. Lerians are 


bad, not some but all, except Procles, and Procles is a Lerian” 524. The Prokles of Leros 


was likely a tyrant who had affirmed his power over fellow citizens, making them 


appear cowards525. Demodocus responded: “And thus spoke Demodocus. Milesians 


may not be foolish, but they behave like fools, making us wish that we had more like 


him” 526.  


Leros and perhaps also the other neighboring islands, in all probability, must have 


welcomed many Milesian refugees in the years of the Ionian revolution and especially 


                                                           
520


 CCM I, 497, 283. The Amazonion is identified with the Mt Elia or with the Geranos promontory of 


Patmos. See: Manganaro 1963-1964, 295. 
521


 Herodotus, 5.125. 
522


 Günther 2017, 176.  
523


 On Demodocus and Phocylides see further: Page 1981, 39-40, with bibliography. 
524


 Strabo 10.5.12. Liberal translation of the author.  
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 Manganaro 1963-1964, 27. 
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 Anthologia Pal. 6.235. Liberal translation of the author. 
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after the battle of Lade and the impending Persian siege of Miletus, which ended 


tragically. After the liberation of Ionia from the Persians and the rebuilding of Miletus, 


the link between Leros and Miletus must have become even greater; nevertheless, the 


island’s incorporation in the form of a Milesian démos cannot be surely affirmed yet. 


Leros appears also in the Athenian tribute lists five times, in 454/3 BC, paying a tribute 


of three talents and also in the tribute lists in 427/6, 425/4, 421/0 and in 415/4 BC527. 


In 412 BC, when Miletus rebelled against Athens, the Spartan fleet in command of 


Therimenes anchored for a short while in Leros528.  


Certainly in the 4th century BC the island of Leros constituted the démos Leríon, 


mentioned in several inscriptions at Didyma. In some of these, next to the indication of 


the démos of Lérioi appears that of the phýlai group from phatría, for example the 


Filostídai and the -] sonídai names deriving from deities or heroes529. 


In decrees found in Leros some formulas of note are attested530. In the honorable 


decree of a certain Hecataeus, dated in the 4th -3rd century BC, the word ekklesía is 


attested. As G. Manganaro pointed out, obviously the Milesians living on the island 


were citizens, who gathered in their assembly, as demótai531. In the more recent 


decrees, of the 3rd and the 2nd century BC formulas and expressions like démos and 


Lérioi are attested, surely testifying to the constitution of a démos of Lérioi. There is a 


distinction between the Lerians living on the island, the only ones responsible for the 


decree issued, and those who live elsewhere, e.g in other démoi in Miletus, in Didyma, 


or probably in other islands532. Perhaps due to the fact that Leros is geographically 


distinct from Miletus, the Milesian démos of Lérioi was simply defined as Lérios. Also, 


around 200 BC, in a decree from Rhamnous the adequate formula is preserved533. 


Furthermore, native individuals from the island of Kalymnos, are designated as 
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 See chaper 3.2. 
528


 Thucydides 8.26.1. 
529


 Rehm 1958, s.v. Lérioi. 
530


 IG XII
4
, 4, inscr. 3868; 3869; 3870; 3871; 3872; 3873; 3874.  
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 Manganaro 1963-1964, 298. 
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 Piérart 1985, 295-296. 
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Kalýmnioi, even when Kalymnos was incorporated in the three démoi of Kos534. In the 


Milesian prosopography citizens from the démos of Lérioi appear in the course of the 


1st century BC to the middle of the 2nd century AD holding high ranking offices, such as 


stephanephóroi, and archiereús, as well as prophétes in Didyma535.  


Leros used the Milesian calendar. Years were counted with the name of the 


eponymous official of Miletus, the stephanephóros536 (fig. 22), and with regard to 


months the Milesian name Metageitníon is attested537. The Milesian population of the 


island therefore, conjured in an assembly (ekklesía) and issued decrees in the agora 538. 


Due to mostly geographical considerations there should have existed an administrative 


autonomy, since a secretary (grammateús) and treasurers (chrysonómoi) are also 


attested539. The secretary (grammateús) had the duty to register and place public 


decrees in the archive, probably located on the island in the sanctuary of the 


Parthenos, while the name and duties of treasurers (chrysonómoi) were also involved 


in religious affairs at Patmos and at Didyma540. However, the most important office 


documented in the inscriptions of the island was the -annually elected in Miletus- 


phroúrarchos. His duties were associated with the defense of the fortifications, as the 


decree in honor of Apollonius delineates541. Another, phroúrarchos, is mentioned in a 


funerary inscription542.  
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 Klaffenbach 1953, 457 
535


 This is the case for Aristeas Antigonou who was stephanephóros for the year 29/28 BC and prophétes 


in 18/17 BC (Günther 2017, 88) and T. Flavius Fontidou Dionysodoros (Günther 2017, 263). While the 


office of prophétes held Thrasonides Thrasonidou in 2/1 BC (Günther 2017, 330), Andronikos 


Andronikou (Günther 2017, 44), Asklepiades Dionysou (Günther 2017,117), Straton Diogenous (Günther 


2017, 563) in the 1
st


 century AD and T. Flavius Dionysodoros in the 2
nd


 century AD, who also was 


archiereús  (Günther 2017, 624). 
536


 IG XII
4
, 4, inscr. 3872.  


537
Manganaro 1963-1964, 301 – 305 and Ehrhardt 1988, 14. 
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IG XII


4
, 4, inscr. 3872.  


539
 IG XII


4
, 4, inscr. 3868; 3869; 3870; 3871; 3872; 3874 for Leros; 3911 for Patmos.  


540
 IG XII


4
, 4, inscr. 3869; 3870; 3871; 3872; 3874 
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 IG XII


4
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 IG XII


4
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Fig. 22. Marmor stele, honorary decree 
from Partheni on Leros mentioning the 
staphanephóros (Manganaro 1963-
1964, iscr.no 2, fig.4). 


 


Fig. 23. Marmor stele, honorary decree 
by the lampadiastaí sport association 
from Patmos (Manganaro 1963-1964, 
iscr. no 32, fig. 28). 


 


Fig. 24. Marmor stele, votive inscription 
with the name of phroúrarchos from 
Leipsoi (Manganaro 1963-1964, iscr.no 
21, fig.18). 


 


Regarding religious practice in Leros and in the other islands of Miletus, it can be 


assumed that the cult of Apollo Didymaeus was widespread543, as well as that of 


Dionysus544. For the latter, it is sufficient to recall the aforementioned passage of the 


Milesian regulation. The inscription dated in 276/275 BC confirms this for Leros, as well 


as for the other Milesian islands.  Close connected with this regulation is probably the 


literary production of a work entitled: On the feasts of Dionysus, by the antiquarian 
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 IG XII
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, 4, inscr. 3895; 3898 and Manganaro 1963-1964, 334 (iscr. 33). 
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Pherecides of Leros545. In other words, since the Milesian decree of 276/275 BC 


regulated various details of the Dionysian cult, especially sacrifices, processions and 


feasts, it is quite reasonable for a local writer to compile a work on the same subject. 


Pherecides also wrote a book on Iphigeneia, where he dealt with the cult of Artemis in 


Patmos, and a book on Leros, as its title is transmitted in the Suda Lexicon (Perí Lérou) 


in which he would certainly have argued on the cult of Parthenos and her sacred birds, 


the meleagrídes546. In fact, the main deity of Leros was Parthenos, a type of Artemis 


analogous to what appears in the Tauric peninsula, in Halikarnassos and in other Ionian 


islands547. A dedication found in Thera mentions: Parthénou Lerías548. 


The only fragment preserved from the book of Klytos On Miletus, a peripatetic 


philosopher of the end of the 4th century BC initiates: “at the sanctuary of Parthenos in 


Leros there are the so-called meleagrídes; the site is swampy there, where they 


feed”549. The description of the characteristics of the bird follows, according to the 


Aristotelian class. The birds meleagrídes, that occupied the site of the sanctuary are 


identified with helmeted guineafowl (Numida meleagris), and had received their name 


from Meleager, with which they were once siblings. Following the death of Meleager, 


Artemis felt pity for their pain and turned them into birds. They were carefully bred in 


Leros, whereas in Tithorea (Phokis) they were sacrificed to Isis. If a degree of validity is 


to be acknowledged in the relationship between the regulation of Miletus of 276/275 


BC and the book on the feasts of Dionysus by Pherecides of Leros, surely lies in the fact 


that Klytos could be earlier than Pherecides and used his on Leros as a source, thus 


implying a terminus ante quem for the construction of the sanctuary of Artemis, where 


the Lerian decrees were placed, as late as the end of the 4th century BC550 


Prosperity of Leros, basing on that of Miletus, relied on the wool industry, fishing and 


agriculture. Leros offered labor opportunities to maritime entrepreneurs, possibly 
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 Günther 2017, 600; FGrHist 475 (Pherecydes Lerius). 
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deriving from other Milesian demes551. The Lerians offered honors and privileges to 


some of them in the 2nd century BC. For example, this is the case of Aristomachus, who 


“worthy worked the labor of the sea”552 and highly likely of Aristonicus553 


Leros is probably also mentioned in Pseudo Aeschines554, who narrates a sea voyage 


full of adventures, from Mounichia to Rhodes. During voyage’s course, after departure 


from Delos the ship was infested by an epidemic sent by the furious Apollo, and having 


fallen into a storm the ship was found beyond Crete to Psamathunte (in Laconia); the 


ship then catched  the Libyan wind after five nights of standstill and was found in a 


place, which the manuscript tradition designates as LERONE. S. G. Mercati proposed to 


read the manuscript as arriving in Leros island555, a solution that can also be 


substantiated from a geographical point of view: after another four days of travel, the 


ship arrived in Rhodes. 


Among later sources, Leros as well as Patmos are indicated in the Commentaries of 


Eustathius to Dionysius. Moreover, extremely valuable information on the Medieval 


topography of the island is drawn from the Acts of donation of the Byzantine emperor 


Alexios Komnenos to St. Christodoulos and to the Monastery of Patmos in 1087/1088. 


Besides Patmos, also Leipsoi, Agathonisi, Farmakonisi, and Arkioi were included, as 


well as lands on Leros, among which two villages (choría) named Parthénion and 


Teménia. Probably G. Manganaro associated correctly these two medieval place names 


with the two sites on Leros featuring ancient fortifications, one in the north -also 


nowadays called Parthéni- and one in the south, nowadays Xerókampos556.  


The next best attested island in the historical and epigraphical record is Patmos. The 


rough and volcanic island is mentioned by ancient authors as late as Thucydides, who 


in describing the pursuit of the Spartan fleet by the Athenian general Paches in 428 BC 
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 Manganaro 1963-1964, 299.  
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 IG XII
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mentions that the Spartans stopped for some time on the island557. The island 


belonged to Miletus at least since the Hellenistic period, as it can be deduced -even 


indirectly- by some inscriptions, through dialect, personal names, the name of the 


Milesian month Artemisíon, the indication of an eponym official, which undoubtedly is 


the stephanephóros, the term citizens (polítai), certainly referring to the Milesian 


residents, as well as by the attestation in Didyma of a hydrophóros (high priestess) of 


Artemis Patmia, proper divinity of Patmos558. The highest civil official on the island 


must have been undoubtfully the phroúrarchos, as remains of the extensive 


fortification circuit at Kastelli, near Skala imply. In the Hellenistic period, and perhaps 


as early as the 4th century BC, it was customary to reside in Patmos some Doric 


speaking elements, some of which certainly derived from Nisyros559.  


The inscriptions from Patmos present a rough sketch of life on the island, illuminating 


aspects of social, religious and economic affairs. From an honorary decree issued in the 


middle of the 2nd century BC, the existence of a gymnasium in Patmos can be 


inferred560 (fig. 23). This decree issued by the sports association (koinón) of the 


lampadiastaí and the members of an áleimma, honors their benefactor, who was a 


sportsman and a pious character561. Torch-lit races took also place, perhaps from the 


port, located in the modern Skala to the temple of Artemis Patmia or Scythia (possibly 


located at the site where the medieval monastery stands, in Chora). This event was 


certainly similar to races that continued still to thrive in the 2nd and 3rd centuries AD in 
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 Thucydides 3.33.3.  
558


 Manganaro 1963-1964, 329. 
559


 IG XII
4
, 4, inscr. 3923; Manganaro 1963-1964, 329. 
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 IG XII
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, 4, inscr. 3923. 
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 Chankowski 2010, 456-457, no 53, notes that a group of lampadiastaí with a permanent structure 


(e.g. electing treasurer) is attested nowhere else. Hausoullier (1902, 138-140) was of the opinion that 


the group in question composed of two age classes: the lampadiastaí and the metéchontes toy 


aleímmatos, which are mentioned in the inscription also as aleiphómenoi. The lambadárches was 


responsible for the first, while the gymnasiárchos was responsible for the latter. Given the absence of 


the article in front of the expressions metéchontes toy aleímmatos and aleiphómenoi, the form can also 


sound as qualifiers for becoming lampadiastaí. In any case, the koinón in question does not have a 


status similar to that of the group of éphebes, which is not surprising in a community controlled by 


Miletus and not being an autonomous city. 
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Didyma562. Patmos according to the aforementioned inscription of Aptera should have 


been consecrated to Apollo Didymaeus, like all other Milesian islands563. Even in 


Hellenistic and Roman times there was a civil center with a temple of Artemis, and a 


gymnasium, thus the population should not have been few564. The islanders of Patmos 


could have had cultivation lands565 and dedicate themselves to animal husbandry, 


above all of goats, animals normally sacrificed to Artemis Patmia566, and for the 


maintenance of which much of the island’s land along with the surrounding goat 


islands was possibly used.  


Later on, in the apocryphal life of St. John Theologian dated in the 5th century AD - the 


Saint of the Apocalypse – in a narration regarding the Saint’s exile in Patmos issued by 


a pupil of his, named Prochoros, is very interesting. The Saint upon arriving in the city 


called Phorá (variant of phrourá), miraculously destroyed the sanctuary of Apollo, 


under the eyes of the relevant priests (hiereís), and likewise the temple of Dionysus in 


another town of Patmos, called Myrinousa, surrounded by the river Lykos. There is also 


a mention of a temple of Zeus567.  


John’s clash with the priests of Apollo, and the destruction of Apollo’s temple, are 


striking central features to Prochorus’s portrayal of Patmos in the 1st century AD. 


Although these, are common motifs or else topoi in hagiography and surely the names 


of the three cities of Patmos and the various toponyms, some of which are indeed 


interesting, have been invented, the importance given to the cult of Apollo in this text 


remains significant568. What is more, in the life of St. Christodoulos, the beneficiary of 
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 Manganaro 1963-1964, n. 3, 5. 
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 Socially, the dominant pattern of life on the island was the family. A Roman-era tombstone from 


Patmos shows a typical family scene from this period (Manganaro 1963-1964, fig. 32). Family image 
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inscriptions from the 1
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 century BC to the 3
rd
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emperor’s Alexios Komnenos donations in the 11th century, the cult of Artemis in 


Patmos is mentioned569.  


In one of the acts of donation by Alexios Komnenos some interesting information on 


the natural conditions of Patmos can be outlined. Abandoned and uncultivated, 


invaded by thorns and shrubs, impracticable, without resources, only with a few 


stagnant water wells, little land good for sowing, the rest land rocky and without trees, 


except for wild winds. A picture of desolation, of an uninhabitable land, corresponding 


to the image of exile as delivered in the Revelation emerges570. The dominant, 


although not exclusive, patristic interpretation of the Revelation understands Patmos 


as John’s geographical place of exile as a result of Roman Imperial action; that is, it 


emphasizes Patmos as dislocation. It takes as its starting point a paraphrastic reading 


of: “for the word of God” as “on account of preaching the word of God”, interpreted in 


the light of John’s claim to be “sharer in the tribulation”, and of anti-imperial motifs 


within the Apocalypse more widely571. Although other emperors are sometimes 


identified as John’s persecutor (e.g. Claudius, Nero, Trajan), the majority sees links in 


John’s exile with the actions of the Emperor Domitian (81–96 AD). Within the evolving 


patristic biographies of John, one finds considerable variation in the details572. 


However, modern commentators of the Revelation regularly follow their early-modern 


predecessors in identifying Patmos as a prominent stopping-place on the sea voyage 


between Ephesus and Rome, thus hinting at a more prominent historical role for the 


island than descriptions of its isolated, desolate character suggest573. 


Between Patmos and Leros lies the island of Leipsoi. The small island is mentioned as 


Leipsó in the donation of Alexios Komnenos to St. Christodoulos of Patmos, where it is 


pictured as having mountainous pastoral land, rocky and forested574. The island is 
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attested as Lepsía in the ancient epigraphical record575, as well as in Pliny, the only 


ancient author mentioning it. Pliny also refers to the names Lepsinós, Lepsynós and 


Lépsios, the first attributed to Zeus, the second to Apollo576. 


Of particular interest is an inscription of land registry preserved in two fragments577. 


Since one of the fragments is in Patmos it was incorrectly associated with the island578. 


K. Hallof and A. Dreliosi – Herakleidou recently corrected this misconception and 


published the inscription this time in full579. The decree as the inscription shows was 


issued by the citizen’s assembly in Miletus in contrast to other decrees known from the 


island in which the local authorities are designated580. The reason lies in the fact that 


the implementation and documenting of this border issue did not fall within the 


competence of the local officials581. The inscription dates in the 3rd century BC and is of 


great interest for local topography especially for the area of Kouselio where the 


ancient harbour is to be assumed. The inscription specifies the territorial boundaries 


and certain fields in possession of the sanctuary of Apollo or in other words the 


témenos, at the edges of which hóroi had to be placed according to the inscription582.  


Leipsoi was permanently occupied by Milesians in the Hellenistic period and it became 


adequately fortified, as the fortification circuit at the site Kastro testifies, preserving in 


low height towers of Hellenistic style large blocks. Probably between the small port of 


Tarsana and the fortification circuit above, there was a chórion583. For early Milesian 


presence on the island N. Ehrhardt maintains that if Leros was already somehow 


Milesian in any form since the Archaic period, this was due to its geographic location, 


an argument that substantiates a possible early interest of Miletus in Leipsoi as well584. 
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Herodotus also refers to an unsuccessful attack by Aristagoras against Naxos as a 


reason for the Ionian Revolution585: in such an activity in the Aegean, which may have 


also affected the island of Ikaria, Leipsía would not have been situated outside the 


Milesian domination area586.  


The highest Milesian official attested epigraphically during the 3rd and the 2nd century 


BC on the island is again the phroúrarchos587, mentioned in inscriptions from the island 


with his group of soldiers (fig. 24). Indicative is the fact that from the area of the 


Kastelli, where the fortifications are situated, two inscriptions mentioning the high 


ranking official derive, as well as an altar to Zeus Genéthlios588 and another one 


dedicated to Artemis Sóteira589. Extremely interesting is the fact that the dedication to 


Artemis has been made in Doric. Also worth noting is another epigram of Hellenistic 


type, in Doric, incised under a figurative stele that evokes the local landscape and a 


family drama as well590. Taking also into account the rest inscriptions in Doric found in 


Patmos, it is obvious that Doric elements inhabited the islands from about the end of 


the 3rd century BC591. The light of this evidence and considering the attested 


phroúrarchoi, authorizes us -I believe- to identify the Doric speaking elements on the 


Milesian islands with part of the more than 1.000 Cretan mercenaries that Miletus 


enfranchised in 234/233 and in 229/228 BC and settled with their families in its 


territory592.  


Leaving Miletus and upon exiting the former Latmian Gulf, the route first passes by the 


particularly remote Agathonisi. In antiquity the island was referred to as Tragía; its 
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name is handed down by Thucydides593, Plinius594, Strabo595, Plutarch596 and Stephanus 


Byzantius597. Thucydides mentions Tragia as the location of one of the naval battles 


between the Athenians and the Samians during the Samian revolt in 440 BC598, and 


Strabo attests that “in the islands about Tragia, pirates lurk”599, a fact that can be 


justified by the particular geomorphology of the not so mountainous island that is 


surrounded by several islets forming thus many bays and gulfs providing safe 


anchorage.  


Probably due to the image of desolation and the fact that the very name of the island, 


–Tragía- signifies a goat island, A. Rehm found it hard for the island to have been 


inhabited600 an opinion that also Th. Wiegand shared maintaining that it is “hardly 


believable that the island was inhabited in antiquity and even that a philosopher 


Theogeiton, who was familiar with Aristotle, came from it, as Stephanus Byzantius 


indicates”601. In fact, goat islands were usually small uninhabited islands used by 


shepherds of neighboring inhabited islands for grazing. For a number of the Aegean 


islands such use was quite common throughout antiquity and in modern times. Small 


islands have been used in Greek antiquity as areas of micro transhumance that is the 


transfer of animals over a relatively small distance during the winter months. The use 


of goat islands is known from Homer, and his description of the island Thrinakia in the 


Odyssey, where “the cattle and the fat sheep are pastured of the god Helios, even 


herds of oxen and as many beautiful sheep flocks and fifty to each herd”602.  
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A widespread use of islands for pasture may explain the common occurrence of the 


compound Aig- or Trag- in the names of islands in the Aegean Archipelago603.   


However and in contrast to what A. Rehm and Th. Wiegand believed for the island’s 


character, recent archaeological research illuminates the history of the island604. At the 


site named Kastraki, on the north shore of the island, a fortified establishment was 


identified in 2001605. The installation is arranged in three natural terraces and 


comprises of a fortification wall and a tower at the highest point of the cliff, thus 


commanding the bay of Maistros. Through the excavation of the site very interesting 


new information came to light regarding the configuration of spaces, as well as the 


activities of its inhabitants606. In particular, within the fortified installation the space 


was occupied by dense small buildings the number of which was calculated for the 


whole time span of the fort’s operation that is from the 4th century BC to the 2nd 


century AD basing upon the roof tiles’ typology and grouping607. From the sorting of 


information emerged a clear image displaying that within the fort a number of 31-33 


buildings was represented by roof tiles, sketching moreover each period’s building 


activity volume608. These buildings housed mainly military, religious and productive 


activities, as evidence from the excavation assures609. In particular, on the higher 


terrace the tower was located surrounded by auxiliary buildings, whilst on the middle 


terrace a sanctuary of Anatolian deities was situated. The lower terrace facilitated 


workshops that were mostly associated with bee-honey production and murex 


breeding for purple dye manufacture as well as workshops for the production of other 


mineral pigments. The vast number or beehive sherds revealed, some of them found 


stored in situ, as well as built water tanks for murex breeding, an activity for which 


Miletus was famous along with purple textiles production and trade, attest it. In fact, 
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according to Aristotle, the coasts of this region were rich in purple snails, while 


Milesian purple-dyed wool was famous throughout antiquity610. Interestingly, the 


Roman emperor Nero installed an imperial slave in Miletus to control its production611.  


Evidence from monetary circulation within the fortified installation offers a clear 


indication for the site’s Milesian identity. From bronze and silver coins found in the 


archaeological site of Kastraki, the vast majority is of Milesian provenance612. What is 


more, two stamped roof tile fragments provide so far the only direct evidence for its 


association with Miletus613. In particular the stamp -preserved fragmentary in the first 


roof tile but hopefully intact on the second614- bares the following six line inscription: 


epí toú/ trítou /theoú pó/leos e/uliménou níkan615. The inscription yields the following 


information in translation: “on the third year of the god to the victory of the well-


havened city”616 (fig. 25). In other words, when the god held the office of 


stephanephóros for the third consecutive time these roof tiles where produced 


dedicated to roof a building associated with a victory of the well havened city. The 


designation well havened is a standard phrase form of the later Hellenistic period 


applied to cities with many harbours617. As it becomes clear the roof tiles belong to a 


public building, dated in Apollo’s third successive stephanephoría and apparently the 


building project was undertaken in the advent of a victory (in land or sea) of the well-


havened city of Miletus.  


Apollo was stephanephóros in Miletus in 332/331 BC for the first time618. Holding of 


eponymous offices by deities has been connected with the absence of those who were 


willing or were able to make expenditures, especially in Hellenistic times, when 


evidence for kings and deities occupying offices in Asian cities continues well, as 
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demonstrated by inscriptions referring to Apollo as stephanephóros in Miletus and 


Iasos in the 2nd and 1st centuries BC. Not only deities and Hellenistic monarchs but 


other non-demesmen as well held certain city offices in Hellenistic Asia, as did 


métoikoi, who were choregoí in Iasos in the 2nd century BC619. The reasons for the 


multiple terms and accumulation of city offices are not always clear from these 


inscriptions. This phenomenon usually reflects changes in the financial and social 


status of city officials. Specifically, the existing information points to the liturgical 


character of these offices, which meant that their holders had to meet expenses. 


The god Apollo is thought to have occupied the stephanephoríai in Miletus because 


financial difficulties of the city resulted in a lack of any wealthy person who would 


agree to hold this office620. The god held the stephanephoría in Miletus for the first 


time in 332/331 BC and for the second in 312/311BC; in total, he held this office about 


thirty times621. The lettering of the roof tile stamp as well as the excavation context of 


the find favors a date in the 2nd century BC622. The dating “in the third (year) of the 


city-god” points to a date before the last four preserved eponymic lists of Miletus, 


which cover the period between 89/88 BC and AD 31/32, as nowhere in these lists is 


there a period of three successive years where Apollo Delphinios is eponymous623. Two 


successive years is only attested twice: in 232/31 BC and 191/90 BC624. Therefore, the 


three-year period of Apollo’s eponymity must be placed in the missing eponymic list(s) 


of the years 188/87‑90/89 BC.  
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This date could fit in several occasions in the history of Miletus. For example, in the 90s 


BC Miletus Priene, Magnesia, and other cities of the lower Maeander plain raised a 


conflict over the “right of sailing in”, either into the Maeander mouth to reach the river 


harbours further inland or through the entrance to the Gulf of Latmos625. Both 


accesses had come under Milesian control when the Maeander delta, due to ongoing 


siltation, cutting Priene off from the open sea and progressing to the south in the 


direction of Miletus, finally reached its territories. The conflict was only settled in the 


late 90s with the help of Rome and some Greek states, in favour of Priene and the 


other concerned cities.  Another possible background offers the Milesian naval victory 


around 100 BC, when the Milesian admiral (naúarchos) Hegemon, son of a 


Philodemos, was honoured with a statue in the Delphinion “because of his virtue and 


goodwill”626. Perhaps he had successfully battled against the pirates who destabilized 


the whole Mediterranean at the beginning of Roman rule, until Pompeius finally 


defeated them.  
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Fig. 25. Photo and drawing of the Inv. no K10 stamped roof tile from Kastraki on 
Agathonisi (Triantafyllidis 2010, fig. 44-45).  


This date would fit well with the honorific statue of the admiral Hegemon, the 


construction date of the Great Harbour monument, as well as the conflict with Priene. 


A few years later, Miletus’ efforts in developing her naval capabilities are also apparent 


in the office of the supreme commander (epistátes) Biares, being, inter alia, 


responsible for the security of the “closed harbour” evidently the Lion Harbour627. 


Southwest of Agathonisi lies the island, that H. Kiepert listed as Akríte628. The naming is 


based on the Stadiasmus Maris Magnis, where629, however, it is mentioned as Akrítan, 


a form that is very relative to the modern Arkioi. Agathemerus referred to the island as 


Arkítis630, while the oldest testimony being that of Pliny mentions it as Argíai, thus 


grouping the main island with its 20 surrounding islets631. In fact, the neighboring to 


Arkioi islets comprise of 13 islets and 10 skerries, most of the latter having surface area 


less than an acre. Besides these few mentions of the island in ancient literature, there 
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is no other epigraphical evidence yielded so far from the island. Arkioi, in contrast to 


the other Milesian islands seem never to have facilitated any sort of habitation 


settlement in antiquity, as Pikoulas maintained632. Obviously their small size, lack of 


water and land aridity constituted the main drawback in a potential settlement 


formation. However, Miletus must have exploited the island’s key geographical 


location on the route from Kos to Samos and from Patmos to Miletus establishing here 


a small fort in order to control as much of the route as possible. A fortified installation 


is located on the top of a hill ending to a precipice above the sea in the entrance of the 


bay Porto Augusta. The L-shaped fortification wall, which borders the cliff from the 


mainland side leaving open its seaward edge, was dated by Pikoulas on the basis of 


masonry and a chronologically entangled group of surface pottery in the late 4th 


century BC and in the Hellenistic times, a date nevertheless that may consider 


revising633.   


A similar picture from the sea presents the last insular asset of Miletus, Farmakonisi. 


The landscape, as far as it is not too rocky, is covered with undergrowth vegetation. 


The small island is located to the east of Leipsoi, opposite the Gulf of Iasos and is 


mentioned by Pliny among the Sporades634. Its ancient name Farmakoússa, which has 


the same origin with the modern name forms (Farmakonisi, Farmako or Farmakos), 


derives from herbs growing on the island635. An interesting thing to note is that ancient 


toponyms (mostly referring to islands) exhibiting the Greek suffix -oussa, have been 


variously connected with early Greek colonization or with pre-colonial trade. It is 


worth highlighting here that, when these toponyms refer to islands, they feature either 


ancient names of well-known polis-islands, such as Anthemoússa for Samos and 


Pityoússa for Chios, or names of mostly small and offshore islands, which never 


became colonial poleis636. However, lack of archaeological research on the island 


renders obscure its early history and a potential link between the island and the Ionian 
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migration. Nevertheless surface finds indicate human presence in the Late Chalcolithic 


period.  


Besides Pliny, the island’s distance from Miletus is mentioned in the Stadiasmus Maris 


Magni measuring 120 stades637. The island had also been the scene of captivity of 


Julius Ceasar by Cilician pirates in the 1st century BC, as Plutarch and Suetonius 


narrate638. In fact, pirates had captured the young Caesar on his way to Rhodes in 75 


BC. When the pirates demanded 20 talents as ransom, Caesar laughed on their 


ignorance because they did not know whom they had captured and promised 50 


talents, sending his people to raise them. Caesar stayed in Farmakoússa for 38 days 


among Cilicians, men highly prone to murdering, as Plutarch notes. Accompanied by a 


friend and two followers Ceasar scorned the pirates. He composed poems and some 


speeches using the pirates as audience. However, because the pirates did not admire 


him, he yelled them, calling them uneducated and barbarians. Many times while 


laughing Ceasar warned that he will hang them. The Milesian C. Julius Eucrates raised 


the ransom from the Romans and paid the pirates twice the required amount. When 


Caesar was liberated, he got ships from the port of the Milesians, chased down the 


pirates and after having captured them, he sent them to the prison of Pergamon, 


where he crucified every one of them exactly as he had warned them during his days 


of captivity on the island.  


This delightful story hints the inclusion of the island in the Milesian domain, not only 


due to the fact that official assistance came from Miletus under the auspices of which 


the island lay; but also due to the fact that Caesar remained connected with the 


aforementioned Milesian family, which in turn took over his “genus” name Julius. In a 


city so threatened by pirates, which was above all commercial, like Miletus it is easy to 


comprehend honors paid particularly to Pompeius as patron and euergétes. His 


military legate M. Pupius Piso had also been celebrated during the brilliantly organized 


pirate war of 67 BC. The so-called large harbour monument in Miletus’ Lion Harbour is 
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likely to be a memorial of this pirate war639. Another historical figure, who found 


himself on the island, was Attalus the brother in law of Parmenionas, as Stephanus 


Byzantius notes640. 


Like Arkioi, also for Farmakonisi there is no epigraphical record and no organized 


ancient habitation. The island preserves two constructions with elaborate masonry of 


the 4th – 3rd century BC close to the church of Saint Georgios, on a hill that dominates 


and controls the sea routes641. Remains of buildings and mosaic floors near the beach 


in a site called Tholoi testify to the facilities continuation in late Roman and Early 


Christian periods642. 


Summarizing the historical outline deriving from ancient authors and inscriptions for 


the Milesian islands it can be substantiated that Milesian occupation of the islands can 


be traced back to late Classical and Hellenistic periods, illustrating a typical 


phenomenon of the era: cities on the continent absorb nearby islands or larger islands 


that had already incorporated other minor ones. Without doubt Leros was 


incorporated in the Milesian state since the 6th century BC and must have served as a 


Milesian refuge during the Ionian revolution. Perhaps, it underwent from the status of 


Milesian Clerouchía to that of démos, constituting one of the demes of Miletus in the 


Hellenistic period643.  For Patmos and Leipsoi on the other hand, a more immense 


Milesian character can be assumed in the 3rd and 2nd centuries BC, as G. Manganaro 


pointed out644, and for Agathonisi from the late 4th century BC onwards.  


M. Piérart in dealing with the early status of the islands within the Milesian state in 


comparison with the territorial organization of Attica maintained that information 


from the islands in combination with inscriptions from Didyma seem to imply that the 
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early three Milesian demes were not municipal communities like those of Athens. 


There were, of course, some villages or localities in Miletus. Their inhabitants grouped 


themselves into distant communities organized as private associations. But they seem 


to have addressed issues of local interest and not to rely on the same prerogatives that 


rendered the Attic system one of the necessary mechanisms for the operation of 


proper political institutions. As for the demes, they form larger entities, which may 


include several institutions or small towns. Given the current status of research the 


role that the Milesian demes played in institutionally regulating the political system is 


conceivable only in connection with the election of prophets for the oracle of Apollo 


Didymaeus645.  


The political reform of Miletus and the creation of the five Milesian demes, which does 


not antedate the end of the 4th century BC has surely affected the Milesian islands. M. 


Piérart, again, brilliantly showed that the expression, found on several decrees from 


Leros: “Lerians. The inhabitants of Leros” signifies those Milesians of the Lerian deme 


who live on Leros, as opposed to those members of the Lerian deme who live on the 


other islands646. Hence, probably the deme of Leros encompassed all the Milesians 


living on the islands, preserving nevertheless its name, as the counter relevant cases of 


Teichioussa and Argasa in Milesia illustrate. There the demes’ names were preserved 


in an anachronistic manner, while the actual settlements were depopulated in the 


early Hellenistic period647. 


People circulation from one island to another in the Sporades in the 3rd, 2nd and 1st 


century BC was seriously hampered by the constant danger of piracy, suppressed only 


in the Imperial era. The episode of Julius Caesar testifies it. In connection with the 


policy of territorial expansion that Miletus followed especially in order to defend the 


population from piratical raids or royal fleets’ movement, it was necessary to guard the 


coasts and to monitor sea routes. Evidence from the larger of the Milesian islands 


imply that these were equipped with fortifications, manned with soldiers and Cretan 
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mercenaries -as Doric speaking elements imply- under the orders of a phroúrarchos, 


who was the most important official, elected annually in Miletus but not without 


precautions, since to his solicitude and providence the state entrusted protection of 


property, life and freedom of the islanders. The latter did not omit to express their 


gratitude to retiring phroúrarchoi as honorary decrees and dedications best 


illustrate648. 


From a broader perspective, the way in which the Milesian state in general, and the 


islands in particular, were conceptualised in antiquity, strongly suggests that they were 


regarded as far more than mere phroúria. The islands were fully part of the Milesian 


state, but nonetheless had a separate and collective identity of their own within it. This 


implicit corporate character was institutionalised in the early Hellenistic period, when 


the islands were formed apparently into the single Milesian deme of Leros. The islands 


were thus in a conceptually ambiguous, marginal position. On the one hand, each 


community had its own autonomous religious identity: the Lepsians worshipped their 


distinctive Apollo Lepsios; the Patmians had a major cult of Artemis Patmia, while the 


Lerians worshiped Artemis Parthenos. On the other hand, the islands were equally 


closely integrated into the religious life of Miletus649. Honours for a phroúrarchos on 


Leipsoi were to be proclaimed both at the festival of Apollo Lepsios and at the Dionysia 


in Miletus650; not to mention the degree from Miletus regulating issues for women 


who wish to sacrifice to Dionysus Bacchius ‘in the city, in the territory, or on the 


islands’651, implying a common stratum of cult practice throughout Milesian territory. 
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9.1. Figures  


 


Fig. 1. Map of Greece and the Milesian islands indicating the fortified sites. 


Fig. 2. Table illustrating research methodology. 


Fig. 3. Mapping visibility. Sample sketch (viewshed from Fournoi, site Ag. Giorgios). 


Fig. 4. The first non torsion catapult as restored by Marsden (Marsden 1979, fig. 56). 


Fig. 5. Example of artillery placement in tower chamber (Kirschen 1938, table 5). 


Fig. 6. Typical example of a second generation artillery tower at Herakleia by Latmos. 


Fig. 7. Engine stand at Eyrualos fort (Beste 1996, fig. 6). 


Fig. 8. The bastion in the fortifications of Selinous (Krischen 1941, table 19). 


Fig. 9. Outer defenses in the Hellenistic fortifications of Rhodes (Filimonos 2004, 


drawing 27). 


Fig. 10.  Curtain wall at Perge, suitable for artillery placement (Lanckoronski 1890-


1892, fig. 49). 


Fig. 11. Rhodian multistoried curtains (Filimonos 2004, drawing 22).  


Fig. 12. Fortification circuit at Herakleia by Latmos.     


Fig. 13. Multistoried curtains at Side (Mansel 1963, fig. 17).  


Fig. 14. Map of south Ionia (Brückner et al. 2017, fig. 2). 


Fig. 15. The Milesian peninsula in Archaic times (Herda 2005, fig. 29). 
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Fig. 16. The oval and round structures in Miletus (Herda 2009, fig. 8). 


Fig. 17. The Ionian Dodecapolis (Herda 2013a, fig. 4). 


Fig. 18. Orthogonal plan after Miletus’ refoundation (McNicoll 1997, fig. 38). 


Fig. 19. Map of Milesia (Herda 2013b, fig. 20). 


Fig. 20. Carian compounds found at Akbük (Voigtländer 1988, fig. 6). 


Fig. 21. Progradation of the Maeander Delta region and landlocking procedure in 


antiquity (Brückner et al. 2017, fig.1). 


Fig. 22. Marmor stele, honorary decree from Partheni on Leros mentioning the 


stephanephóros (Manganaro 1963-1964, iscr. no 2, fig. 4). 


Fig. 23. Marmor stele, honorary decree by the lampadiastaí sport association from 


Patmos (Manganaro 1963-1964, iscr. no 32, fig. 28). 


Fig. 24. Marmor stele, votive inscription with the name of phroúrarchos from Leipsoi 


(Manganaro 1963-1964, iscr. no 21, fig. 18). 


Fig. 25. Photo and drawing of the Inv. no K10 stamped roof tile from Kastraki on 


Agathonisi (Triantafyllidis 2010, fig. 44-45). 


Fig. 26. Late Bronze Age fortification remains under the sanctuary of Athena (Kleiner 


1968, fig. 9).  


Fig 27. Early fortification wall at Kalabaktepe (Frederiksen 2011, fig. 78). 


Fig. 28. South fortification wall at Kalabaktepe (Frederiksen 2011, fig. 77). 


Fig. 29. Archaic fortification walls at Miletus (Frederiksen 2011, fig. 76). 


Fig. 30. Archaic? tower on the Theater terrace of Miletus (Von Gerkan, 1935, fig. 59). 


Fig. 31. The Southern Cross-wall of Miletus, plan, city side elevation, floor plan 


(McNicoll 1997, fig. 39).  


Fig. 32. Southern Cross-wall of Miletus, west curtain, straicase to engine stand 8, (Von 


Gerkan 1935, fig. 35). 
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Fig. 33. Plan of the old and new Sacred Gate at Miletus (Von Gerkan 1935, pl. 10). 


Fig. 34. Miletus, New Sacred Gate. Field side reconstruction, wall-walk level plan and 


groundplan  (Von Gerkan 1935, fig. 10). 


Fig. 35. Miletus, Lion’s Gate. Field side reconstruction, wall-walk level plan, ground 


plan (Von Gerkan 1935, fig. 30).  


Fig. 36. Fortification wall at the Theater terrace of Miletus (Von Gerkan 1935, fig. 62). 


Fig. 37. Assesos. West curtain wall (Lohmann 1995, fig. 102). 


Fig. 38. Assesos. Trial trench in the fortifications. (Lohmann 1995, fig. 105) 


Fig. 39. Assesos. Southeast corner of the south tower displaying vertical corner drafting 


(Lohmann 1995, fig. 103). 


Fig. 40. Turles. Topographic plan of the installation (Lohmann 1997, fig. 13). 


Fig. 41. Masonry of the tower at Turles (Lohmann 1995, fig. 109). 


Fig. 42. Thebes by Mt. Mykale. Topographic plan of the installation (Lohmann 2002a, 


fig.25) 


Fig. 43. Lade. Cistern inside the Hellenistic tower (Lohmann 1995, fig. 90). 


Fig. 44. Leros. Partheni, tower, NW corner. 


Fig. 45. Leros. Partheni, tower’s north wall.  


Fig. 46. Leros. Xerokampos, view to the south from the fortified installation. 


Fig. 47. Leros. Xerokampos, south fortification wall with vertical drafting band at the 


west corner. 


Fig. 48. Leros. Partheni, viewshed to the Kastro Hill on Leipsoi. 


Fig. 49. Leipsoi. Kastro Hill, south stretch of the fortification wall following the contour. 


Fig. 50. Leipsoi. Kastro Hill, east tower, east side.  


Fig. 51. Leipsoi. Kastro Hill, south tower, south side.  
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Fig. 52. Leipsoi. Kastro Hill, north fortification wall, gate. 


Fig. 53. Leipsoi. Kastro Hill, viewshed to Farmakonisi. 


Fig. 54. Leipsoi. Kastro Hill, viewshed to Agathonisi. 


Fig. 55. Leipsoi. Kastro Hill, viewshed to Arkioi. 


Fig. 56. Leipsoi. Kastro Hill, viewshed to Patmos. 


Fig. 57. Leipsoi. Kastro Hill, viewshed to Partheni on Leros.  


Fig. 58. Arkioi. Kastro Hill, central tower, west side. 


Fig. 59. Arkioi. Kastro Hill, west fortification wall. 


Fig. 60. Arkioi. Kastro Hill, viewshed to Patmos.  


Fig. 61. Arkioi. Kastro Hill, viewshed to Leipsoi and Leros. 


Fig. 62. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, Tower 3 and curtain wall, field side.  


Fig. 63. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, west fortification wall, typical preservation status. 


Fig. 64. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, corner formation at the point meeting the ancient access. 


Fig. 65. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, ancient access road. Tower 3 in the background.  


Fig. 66. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, access points and movement within the circuit (green 


lines).  


Fig. 67. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, masonry styles. 


Fig. 68. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, ashlar cornerstones merging coursed trapezoidal to 


ashlar, with polygonal style. 


Fig. 69. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, Tower 1, blocked entrance and staircase leading to the 


first floor.  


Fig. 70. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, Tower 3, field side.  


Fig. 71. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, viewshed to Leipsoi. 


Fig. 72. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, viewshed to Arkioi.  
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Fig. 73. Patmos. Kastelli Hill, viewshed to Leros. 


Fig. 74. Agathonisi. Kastraki, water tanks for murex breeding.  


Fig. 75. Agathonisi. Kastraki, terrace configuration.  


Fig. 76. Agathonisi. Kastraki, tower foundation on the natural bedrock.  


Fig. 77. Agathonisi. Kastraki, carvings for the gate mechanism.  


Fig. 78. Miletus, Lion’s Gate mechanism (Von Gerkan 1935, fig. 27). 


Fig. 79. Agathonisi. Kastraki, access points and movement within the installation (green 


lines). 


Fig. 80. Agathonisi. Kastraki, wide entrance at the middle terrace.  


Fig. 81. Agathonisi. Kastraki, carved staircase leading to the upper terrace.  


Fig. 82. Agathonisi. Kastraki, stone spheres for stone throwing catapult.  


Fig. 83. Farmakonisi. Ag. Giorgios, north construction, NW corner (Ephorate of 


Antiquities of Dodecanese). 


Fig. 84. Fournoi. Ag. Giorgios, carved staircase leading to the acropolis (Ephorate of 


Antiquities of Samos - Ikaria).  


Fig. 85. Fournoi. Ag. Giorgios, polygonal masonry.  


Fig. 86. Fournoi. Ag. Giorgios, north tower. 


Fig. 87. Fournoi. Chrysomilia, tower plateau, east side. 


Fig. 88. Fournoi. Chrysomilia, west side of the tower. 


Fig. 89. Fournoi. Ag. Giorgios, carved staircase on the trail to the acropolis.  


Fig. 90. Fournoi. Ag. Giorgios, viewshed to Drakanon Ikaria. 


Fig. 91. The fortress at Phyle (Adam 1982, fig. 120). 


Fig. 92. Examples of tower-court complexes from Greece (Young 1956a, fig. 7). 
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Fig. 93. Oinoe. Map of the Mazi plain in the Classical period; the shaded areas indicate 


lands more than a 60 to 80 minute walk away from Oinoe (Fachard 2016, fig. 6). 


Fig. 94. Agathonisi. Kastraki, water tanks of the murex farm (courtesy P. Triantafyllidis). 


Fig. 95. Agathonisi. Kastraki, typical shells from the murex farm (Triantafyllidis 2015, 


fig. 8). 


Fig. 96. Typical clay bee-hives of the vertical (left) and horizontal (right) type 


(Karatasios-Triantafyllidis 2015, figs. 2-3). 


Fig. 97. Patmos, visibility map. 


Fig. 98. Leipsoi, visibility map. 


Fig. 99. Arkioi, visibility map. 


Fig. 100. Leros, visibility map. 


Fig. 101. Farmakonisi, visibility map. 


Fig. 102. Agathonisi, visibility map. 


Fig. 103. Fournoi, visibility map. 


Fig. 104. Distances between intervisible sites on the Milesian islands and in Milesia. 


 


9.2. Maps  


 


Map 1a. Leros island (scale 1:80.000).  


Map 1b. Leros: site Partheni (scale 1:5.000). 


Map 1c. Leros: site Xerokampos (scale 1:5.000). 


Map 2a. Leipsoi island (scale 1:50.000). 


Map 2b. Leipsoi: site Kastro (scale 1:5.000). 


Map 3a. Arkioi island (scale 1:50.000). 
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Map 3b. Arkioi: site Kastro (scale 1:5.000). 


Map 4a. Patmos island (scale 1:50.000).  


Map 4b. Patmos: site Kastelli (scale 1:5.000).  


Map 5a. Agathonisi island (scale 1:50.000). 


Map 5b. Agathonisi: site Kastraki (scale 1:5.000). 


Map 6a. Farmakonisi island (scale 1:50.000). 


Map 6b. Farmakonisi: site Ag. Giorgios (scale 1:5.000). 


Map 7a. Fournoi islands (scale 1:80.000). 


Map 7b. Fournoi: site Ag. Giorgios (scale 1:5.000). 


Map 7c: Fournoi: site Chrysomilia (scale 1:5.000).  


 


9.3. Plans 


 


Plan 1a. Topographical plan of the fortified installation at Partheni on Leros (scale 


1:500). 


Plan 1b. Topographical plan of the fortified installation at Xerokampos on Leros (scale 


1:500). 


Plan  1c. Groundplan and façades of the tower at Partheni on Leros (scale 1:50). 


Plan 1d. Groundplan and façades of the fortified installation at Xerokampos on Leros 


(scale 1:50). 


Plan  2a. Topographical plan of the fortified installation at Kastro on Leipsoi (scale 


1:1000).  


Plan 2b. Groundplan of the east sector of the fortified installation at Kastro on Leipsoi 


(scale 1:100).  
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Plan 2c. Façade of the north fortification wall at Kastro on Leipsoi (scale 1:50). 


Plan 2d. Groundplan-façade of the polygonal masonry of the north fortification wall 


and east façade of the east tower at Kastro on Leipsoi (scale 1:50). 


Plan 3a. Topographical plan of the fortified installation at Kastro on Arkioi (scale 


1:250). 


Plan 3b. Groundplan and façades of the north tower at Kastro on Arkioi (scale 1:50). 


Plan 3c. Groundplan and façades of the north stretch of the fortification wall at Kastro 


on Arkioi (scale 1:50).  


Plan 4a. Topographical plan of the fortified installation at Kastelli on Patmos (scale 


1:750).  


Plan 4b. Groundplan of Tower 1 at Kastelli on Patmos (scale 1:50). 


Plan 4c. Façades of Tower 1 at Kastelli on Patmos (scale 1:50).  


Plan 4d. Cross-sections of Tower 1 at Kastelli on Patmos (scale 1:50).  


Plan 4e. Groundplan of Towers 2-3 and curtain wall at Kastelli on Patmos (scale 1:100). 


Plan 4f. Façade of Tower 3 and east part of the curtain wall (scale 1:50).  


Plan 4g. Façade of polygonal masonry at Kastelli on Patmos (scale 1:50).  


Plan 5a. Topographical plan of the fortified installation at Kastraki on Agathonisi (scale 


1:250).  


Plan 5b. Groundplan of the fortified installation at Kastraki on Agathonisi (scale 1:250), 


source: Ephorate of Antiquities of Dodecanese.  


Plan 5c. Groundplan and field side façade of the south fortification wall at Kastraki on 


Agathonisi (scale 1:50), source: Ephorate of Antiquities of Dodecanese.  


Plan 5d. Groundplan and inner side façade of the south fortification wall at Kastraki on 


Agathonisi (scale 1:50), source: Ephorate of Antiquities of Dodecanese. 


Plan 5e. Groundplan and field side of the west fortification wall at Kastraki on 
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Agathonisi (scale 1:100), source: Ephorate of Antiquities of Dodecanese. 


Plan 5f. Groundplan and elevation of the tower at Kastraki on Agathonisi (scale 1:50).  


Plan 6a. Topographical plan of the fortified constructions at Ag. Giorgios on 


Farmakonisi (scale 1:500). 


Plan 6b. Groundplan and façades of the fortified constructions at Farmakonisi (scale 


1:50), source: Ephorate of Antiquities of Dodecanese. 


Plan 7a. Topographical plan of the fortified installation at Ag. Giorgios on Fournoi 


(scale 1:1000).  


Plan 7b. Topographical plan of the fortified installation at Chrysomilia on Fournoi (scale 


1:500)  


Plan 7c. West façade of the north tower at Ag. Giorgios on Fournoi (scale 1:50).  


Plan 7d. Groundplan of the tower at Chrysomilia on Fournoi (scale 1:50).  


Plan 7e. Facades of the tower at Chrysomilia on Fournoi (scale 1:50).  
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1. INTRODUCTION  


 


In this introductory chapter a brief note outlining the temporal and geographical frame 


of the research regarding the ancient fortified installations on the Milesian islands in 


the Aegean is being given.  A short mention on the history of research and the current 


status of research regarding the Milesian islands and fortifications follows, and, lastly, 


the research methodology and presentation layout are illustrated. In this subchapter, 


the sort of the available data will be listed, along with the method of collecting, 


analysing, interpreting and presenting these informative sources.  
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1.1 TIME AND GEOGRAPHICAL FRAME OF THE RESEARCH   


 


Opposite the ruins of ancient Miletus in the southwest coast of Asia Minor, the 


ornament of Ionia as Herodotus mentioned her, lie –westwards, in the Aegean - a 


handful of islands. These islands, in particular Agathonisi, Farmakonisi, Arkioi, Leipsoi, 


Patmos and Leros constituting the northernmost islands of the Dodecanese complex 


being in the geographical vicinity of the Ionian Metropolis of Miletus were known in 


antiquity as the Sporades1 and in modern research as Milesian islands after 


Haussoullier’s terminology who was the first to name them2 (fig. 1). Among them the 


smallest and closest of these islands was Lade having great strategic importance as it 


protected the western harbours of Miletus from storms and attacks from the open sea. 


The island of Fournoi, a complex of 16 islands and islets, lying between Samos and 


Ikaria has also been calculated among the Milesian islands by some scholars3, but its 


adherence to Miletus having been doubted by others, had raised a scholar debate 


regarding its association either with Miletus or with Samos.  Some researchers have 


also included the islands of Ikaria and Amorgos to the sphere of Miletus, limiting 


however, its influence in Geometric-Archaic and Hellenistic times respectively. 


Given the geographical location of Miletus on the coast of Asia Minor, Milesian 


prosperity from the Archaic period down to the Turkish conquest was founded on an 


aggressive and flexible policy of expansion and economic diversification in the 


Maeander delta region. A crucial aspect of this process seems to be the early 


incorporation into Milesian territory of extended ‘maritime hinterlands’ on the north 


side of the Maeander delta (in particular, the small town of Thebes by Mykale) and far  


                                                           
1
 Strabo 10.448 and Pliny Nat. Hist. 4.12.23. 


2
 Haussoullier 1902, 125-126. 


3
 See chapter 3.3. 
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Fig. 1. Map of Greece and the Milesian islands indicating the fortified sites. 
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out into the Aegean, primarily through the colonization of the closely situated islands. 


Since trade to the east was constrained by the difficulty of inland transportation, 


Miletus turned as early as the 7th century BC, to the west and seaborne commerce. 


One of the first steps in this endeavor was the acquisition of some of the nearby 


islands immediately off the Carian coast4. These islands -Lade, Farmakonisi and 


Agathonisi- are the closest to Miletus, while a second group consists of  Fournoi, 


Patmos, Leipsoi and Leros, and contain a minimal amount of arable land: in general 


they are small, rocky, and undesirable, except so far as they facilitated maritime trade. 


Miletus possibly established an early domination over some of them for the land they 


offered and especially as first steps in establishing what would become an extensive 


network of trade.  


Although it is easier to measure the size of islands when compared to estimating the 


size of Miletus’ land-based territories, it is harder to know exactly when they were 


under Milesian control, due to a general lack of sources. The historical records for the 


Milesian islands comprise of ancient philological testimonies mainly these of 


Herodotus and Strabo and of inscriptions, mainly votive and honorary decrees. 


From the nearest strip of islands the closest was Lade (modern Batıköy; c. 2.5 sq. km), 


right next to the Milesian gulf and was certainly an important asset in Milesian sea 


power. Lepsia (modern Leipsoi; c. 14 sq. km) and Patmos (c. 40 sq. km) may also have 


been under Milesian control, although the starting point is not clear5, since evidence 


for both these islands is secure only for the Hellenistic period. Patmos is known to have 


been part of Miletus in the Hellenistic period6, but its only mention prior to this does 


not record which state controlled the island7. The island’s hourglass shape surely 


provides sheltered harbours on both the eastern and western sides, although the 


eastern bay is the focus of the modern settlement. 


                                                           
4
 Gorman 2001, 48-50. 


5
 Ehrhardt 1988, 16–17. 


6
 SIG 3, 1086. 


7
 Thucydides 3.33. 
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Miletus had special links with Leros (c. 64 sq. km) from the late 6th century BC, or the 


very early 5th century at the latest and must have come under Milesian control during 


the Archaic period8. According to our main source Herodotus9, Hecataeus suggested 


the island as a refuge in case Miletus fell into Persian hands during the Ionian 


Revolution. Although we do not know how early Milesian penetration at Leros took 


place, the island was definitely under Milesian control for the whole of the 5th century, 


as the entries in the Athenian Tribute Lists show10, and remained under Milesian 


influence in the Classical and Hellenistic periods11. Leros served as a stop in this way by 


the Peloponnesian and Sicilian fleet, according to Thucydides12, and provided Miletus 


with useful anchorage. Leros, Patmos and Leipsoi are the most well historically 


documented among the islands for their political connection and status within the 


Milesian state. Despite the fact that it remains unclear when they were first 


incorporated into the Milesian state, they appear to have no independent history in 


antiquity13. 


Miletus seems to have controlled also, the cluster of islands called Argiae (modern 


Arkioi; c. 6.6 sq. km), as well as Tragaia (modern Agathonisi; c. 14 sq. km) and 


Farmakoussa (modern Farmakonisi; c. 3.8 sq. km). For the aforementioned islands, 


however, published epigraphical testimonies lack. In the Milesian insular sphere of 


influence, we could also add the Milesian settlement at Aegiale on the island of 


Amorgos in the Hellenistic period14, although it was not regarded as integral part of the 


Milesian state15. 


Ikaros (modern Ikaria) is a large island (c. 340 sq. km) and it could probably have been 


under Milesian control in the Archaic period when it could be useful to Miletus for its 


                                                           
8
 Strabo 14.1.6, citing Anaximenes of Lampsacus; Herodotus 5.125. 


9
 Herodotus 5.125. 


10
 Piérart 1985, 276–99. 


11
 Paton 1894, 377; Wiegand 1929, 26; Ehrhardt 1988, 16. 


12
 Thucydides 8.26. 


13
 Thonemann 2011, 283-286.  


14
 IG XII.7 395–410 


15
 Constantakopoulou 2007, 183-184 and 212-214.  
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harbourage16. Ikaria became independent in the 5th and 4th centuries BC and then 


came under Samian control17. Although the mountainous island supported two poleis 


in the 5th century BC, it is not very fertile and it is mostly suitable only for sheep and 


goat herding.  


The territory of Miletus changed over time, but at its fullest extent it was considerable. 


Much of this area may appear barren, especially the islands and mountains, but it 


provided ample grazing for flocks, which were an important part of the city’s 


agriculture and economy, and supplied the city with timber. In terms of agricultural 


fertility the richest territory was the lower Maeander valley – and Miletus’ control over 


it were to be vital for her economy and ability to support her population. 


Direct agricultural and pastoral exploitation of the islands (particularly in the form of 


tree-crops, beekeeping activities and purple color production) may have been of great 


economic significance to the Milesians. There is some direct evidence that their 


harbours served as a base for maritime traders in the south-eastern Aegean in the 


Hellenistic period, the period in which the great north–south shipping line along the 


Asiatic coast, from the Hellespont to Rhodes or Alexandria, attained its greatest 


significance18. Since in this period political turmoil spread throughout the region and 


maritime networks were constantly disrupted by piracy, the maritime route which 


followed the islands rather than the rough Ionian coast itself, implicitly pinpoints that 


possession of the islands’ superb harbours must have brought major economic 


benefits to Miletus19. One major purpose of the Milesian installations on the islands 


was certainly military: a number of decrees of the Hellenistic period in honour of 


Milesian garrison commanders (phroúrarchoi) shows that the islands were 


continuously garrisoned, at least down to the late Hellenistic period20.  


As it becomes evident the Milesian installations on the islands that can be detected in 


                                                           
16


 Strabo 14.1.6, citing Anaximenes of Lampsacus; Ehrhardt 1988, 18–19 with previous bibliography. 
17


 Constantakopoulou 2007, 180-182 with previous bibliography on the subject.  
18


 Thonemann 2011, 285.  
19


 Greaves 2000a, 54; Greaves 2002, 12.  
20


 See chaprter 3.3. 
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the various observable ruins of the fortified establishments are of great importance 


mostly as potential material evidence documenting the islands’ association with 


Miletus complementing the few available epigraphical finds. In fact, researching the 


fortifications of the Milesian islands, their formation and evolution may well reveal the 


degree of Milesian penetration in the islands. Analyzing the fortified constructions can 


highlight the possible forms that this dependence took overtime and the importance 


that each island held for Miletus. For example, an indication surely is the number of 


installations on each island, and indeed, at the islands of Fournoi and Leros, fortified 


installations are situated at more than a single site.  


Following the same reasoning, another indication is the type of installation, their 


selection and distribution. For example, three types of constructions are the most 


characteristic at the Milesian islands: towers, fortified tower-court complexes, forts 


and fortified settlements. Free standing towers are situated in the islands of 


Farmakonisi and Fournoi and they are all of rectangular ground plan. Tower-court 


complexes are attested in Leros, while fortified courts with more towers defining a 


small territory at a prominent topographical point that is surrounded by a fortification 


wall is attested at Arkioi. On the islands of Leipsoi, Patmos, Agathonisi and Fournoi, 


structures consisting of a surrounding wall at the peak of a hill, with a single or more 


towers arranged at the corners of the wall and at some points of its long sides can be 


identified either as fortified settlements either as forts. However, the installations on 


the Milesian islands cannot be considered by no means purely fortified outposts, since 


constructions like free standing towers and fortified courts attested in many extra-


urban sites throughout the Aegean, the mainland Greek and Asia Minor countryside 


are usually associated with agricultural activities. A close inspection of context and 


testimonia has concluded that towers and tower-court complexes are part of Greek 


farms, rather than forts and join other components of ancient Greek family and 


household life21. Nevertheless each case must be examined in its own archaeological 


                                                           
21


 See Morris – Papadopoulos 2005, 155-167 for a recent discussion on the topic summarizing previous 


research. For a more detailed discourse see: Young 1956a, 122 – 146; Haselberger 1978, 365-367; 


Haselberger 1979; Munn 1982, 278; Jameson 1990, 103; Lohmann 2015, 249-252.  
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and historical context22.  


Another aspect that the study of fortifications can outline is an approximation of the 


time span of the Milesian dependence, through each site’s constructional history. For 


example, at the Milesian islands a great variety of masonry styles is on display, which 


may well cover a chronological range from the late Classical to late Hellenistic period, 


eras when the evolution in siege warfare and artillery had a great impact to the design 


and construction of fortifications in the Mediterranean world. The most common type 


of stone masonry is the rectangular pseudoisodomic system, which is featured at 


Patmos, Leros, Leipsoi and Farmakonisi. The type of masonry built up by trapezoidal 


stones some of them bearing indentations, with irregular joints and plugs is the other 


major type of construction, attested at the islands of Agathonisi and Patmos. Finally, in 


the case of Arkioi and Fournoi the polygonal masonry style is documented. The outlook 


of the stones is in some cases quarried but most commonly is roughly hammered. 


As it becomes clear, this research on the fortified structures of the Milesian islands 


inclined to the detection of the chronological formation and evolution of those 


structures, which can be articulated through the architectural documentation and 


constructional analysis, the typological classification, the detection of building phases 


within each monument and in comparison with each other, may reveal the initiative 


behind their construction and their function. Taking into account the local topography, 


the natural resources of the islands and the agricultural and other financial possibilities 


that each site offers a sketch will be outlined defining the multifold function and role 


each installation played within the Milesian territory.  Another point which can 


hopefully be reached is the topographical deployment of the fortified installations in 


terms of a possible military and maritime network formation, the means of its 


effectiveness, as well as its role within the Milesian territory. The exploration of the 


latter topic, will highly contribute to a further interpretation of defensive networks 


which evolved during the Hellenistic period in the major cities of the Asia Minor coast 


such as Pergamon, Ephesus and Rhodes.  


                                                           
22


 Fachard 2016, 224. 
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With this aim in mind this research scrutinizes the Classical and Hellenistic rural 


fortifications on the Milesian islands including the islands of Agathonisi, Farmakonisi, 


Arkioi, Leipsoi, Leros and Patmos, since for these islands there is clear evidence or 


indications for Milesian presence23. The debatable case of Fournoi are also included on 


the basis that even though epigraphical affinities seem to associate the island 


predominantly with Samos24, however, its inclusion in the current research appears 


useful in order to evaluate the role of analyzing fortifications and strategy may have in 


the clarification of similar scientific debates and/ or as a case study that would 


complement or disregard findings from the fortification analysis and strategy in 


comparison with the rest of the islands that present a more well defined association 


with Miletus.  


The island of Amorgos and Ikaria were excluded from the study on the basis of having 


a chronological and archaeological marginal position regarding their association with 


Miletus. The hypothetical relationship of Ikaria with Miletus regards only the 


Geometric- early Archaic period relying only upon its geographical proximity with the 


region, which is only but a parameter in defining the degree of Milesian expansion. On 


the other hand, Miletus was eager to explore further infiltration in the island world of 


the Aegean, whenever the opportunity arose, as the case of Aegiale on Amorgos 


shows25. However, the confused political status of Amorgos at least from the 


Hellenistic period, when it was divided in three parts, two of which were controlled by 


the Naxians and the Samians, and the epigraphical evidence indicating for Amorgos 


not the status of Milesian territory but rather that of a Milesian cleruchy (clerouchía) 


rendered its inclusion problematic to the purpose of this research26.  


The case of Lade and the other islands of the former Latmian Gulf, are included with 


regard to their published bibliography and monuments, since venturing fieldwork 


there was prevented by practical and bureaucratic considerations.  


                                                           
23


 See chapter 3.3. 
24


 Dunst 1974, 137.  
25


 Constantakopoulou 2007, 180-182 and 228-231. 
26


 Ehrhardt 1988, 194. 
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1.2 HISTORY OF RESEARCH 


 


On issues of ancient Greek fortification architecture, significant studies have been 


published, especially over the last five decades. Repetition of theories already known 


in research is beyond the scope of this chapter. These are addressed only in case they 


are associated with one way or the other with what follows. On the contrary, it is 


preferable to mention those publications that by giving new perspectives on the field 


forwarded the study of ancient fortifications further.   


At the outset, Greek fortifications started receiving more than passing interest in the 


late 19th and early 20th century as derivatives of larger topographic projects and began 


to mature into an independent field of study. Thus, we see arguably the first survey of 


fortifications focused on the more theoretical aspects concerning form and function 


with Principes de la fortification antique by A. de Rochas d’Aiglun, published in 1881. 


While scholarship in the first half of the 20th century continued to emphasize 


architectural details, the accurate description of masonry styles, and their stylistic 


relationships, the study of Greek fortifications was still plagued by the problem of 


differing terminology. It was not until 1941 with the appearance of R. Scranton’s Greek 


Walls, that the problem of terminology was “finally reduced to a reasonably ordered 


system”27. This work is primarily a chronological study with the specific aim of 


developing a sequence of masonry styles and little attention is given to larger 


defensive considerations. Even though the book’s effort in setting a stylistic base for 


dating walls through masonry is not acceptable any more, nonetheless it set the track 


for further research confirming the fact that this work represents more than just an 


“introductory phase” of the discipline as Scranton humbly maintains28.   


                                                           
27


 Winter 1971a, xv. 
28


 Scranton 1941, 5. 
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Lack of interest in the larger picture and not in purely architectural details of the walls 


in their present fragmentary state that characterized publications after Scranton was 


finally confronted in 1971, through the publication of F. E. Winter’s Greek 


Fortifications. In his attempt to put all of the pieces together to form a better 


understanding of the basic principles of design for a given circuit and ultimately the 


larger contextual picture, Winter combines the earlier disciplinary tendencies of 


topographical observation, detailed measurements, and masonry styles with 


complementary considerations given to choice of site, natural resources and water 


supply, and historical circumstances. Furthermore, a crucial component of the work 


deals with the more theoretical and strategic aspects of Greek walls, including the 


form, function, and placement of their constituent parts (towers, gates, trace, etc). 


While such considerations may today seem an obvious part of any study concerning 


defensive architecture; at the time it represented an innovative approach and one that 


remains influential.  


Although Winter’s Greek Fortifications remains the seminal work on the subject, the 


discipline has not been idle in the almost fifty years since its publication. Of note is A. 


W. Lawrence’s Greek Aims in Fortification published in 1979. Like Winter before him, 


Lawrence explores the development of the different components of city walls across 


the Greek world, the construction techniques involved in building them, the historical 


circumstances behind their necessity, and their evolution in response to technological 


innovation. Furthermore, other standard handbooks in the discipline are J. P. Adam’s 


L’Architecture militaire greque published in 1982, A. W. McNicoll’s Hellenistic 


Fortifications: From the Aegean to the Euphrates published posthumously in 1997, and 


most recently, R. Fredericksen’s Greek City Walls of the Archaic Period, published in 


2011. What all of these works hold in common is besides their general panhellenic 


focus, the effort to interpret issues of ancient urban planning and layout, fortification 


typology, functionality, as well as defensive operation and efficiency. What is more, 


these authors include analyses of certain examples, classifying architectural elements 


on the one hand and military compositions on the other, thus yielding chronological 
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classifications and sequence in the field. Their works featuring observations regarding 


masonry construction and structure of curtains, gates and towers, being illustrated 


through photographs and documentation or restoration drawings, present a solid and 


thorough analysis on the subject.  


The list of publications in the form of monographs or articles dealing with ancient 


fortifications of particular sites is extremely long. We mention just indicatively those 


regarding urban fortifications in the Black Sea region in general29, in Magna Graecia 


(Pompey30 Cyma31, Locri Epizefyrii32) and Sicily (Selinus33, Leontinoi34, Tyndaris35, 


Suracuse36, Akragas37), in mainland Greece (Athens38, Corinth39, Messene40, Arkadia in 


general41, Pharsala42, Phokis43, Aetolia in general44,  


                                                           
29


 The work of Tolstikov V. P., Descriptions of Fortifications of the Classical cities in the regions to the 


North of the Black Sea, Anc. Civ. Scy. Sib. 4:3, 1997, deals with fortifications of Greek colonies north of 


the Black Sea, which display a good deal of high architectural design by examining the dynamic evolution 


in the architectural form of the fortifications through the evolution of siege warfare.  
30


 Krischen F., Die Stadtmauern von Pompeji und griechische Festungsbau in Unteritalien und Sizilien, 


Berlin, 1941.  
31


 In the article “Ultimi dati sulle mura settentrionali di Cyma”, ASAtene 2000 (2003), 117 -129, signed by 


F. Fratta, V. Malpede, L. De Velme, recent data are available, most of which conclude for the phases of 


the ancient ruins of Cyma. Meanwhile a lengthy description is offered on the construction techniques.  
32


 In the study of M. Barra Bagnasco, entitled:  Fortificazioni e cittá a Locri Epizephyri, alla luce delle piu 


recenti scoperti, published in RM 103, 1996, the fortified constructions along with various elements in 


and out of the walls are discerned and described in detail.   
33


 D. Mertens in his most important article entitled Die Mauern von Selinunt, 1989 makes an overview of 


the history of ancient Greek fortification architecture in the West (Sicily), including data of building 


phases and historical facts.  
34


 S. Rizza, Studi sulle fortificazioni greche di Leontini, Studi e materiali di archaeologia greca, 7, Catania, 


2000. 
35


 M. Cavalieri in: Le fortificazioni di etá ellenistica della Sizilia, il caso di Tyndaris, Sic. Arch., 31:96, 1998, 


illustrates the ancient defensive architecture in Sicily through the case of Tyndaris.  
36


 See the recent volume: H.J. Beste, D. Mertens, S. Ortisi, Die Mauern von Syrakus: das Kastell Euryalos 


und die Befestigung der Epipolai (Deutsches Archäologisches Institut Rom, Sonderschriften 18), 


Wiesbaden 2015. 
37


 See G. Fiorentini in the volume G. Fiorentini, V. Calì, C. Trombi, Agrigento. Le fortificazioni: catalogo 


dei materiali, Roma 2016, in particular 1-72. 
38


 The dissertation of 1993, by D.H. Conwell, entitled: The Athenian Long Walls, Chronology, Topography 


and Remains is based on an analysis of sources, mainly written sources, inscriptions and the trace of the 


wall, in order to draw conclusions on regional topography, building phases and constructional issues in 


particular. The urban fortifications of Athens have treated more recently with respect to wall trace and 


building phases in an article by Anna-Maria Theocharaki entitled: “The ancient circuit wall of Athens: Its 
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Kephalonia in general45, Dion46), in the Aegean islands (Samos47, Rhodes48, Gortyna in 


Crete49) and in Asia Minor (Ilion50, Neandria51, Ephesos52, Priene53, Miletus54, Herakleia 


by Latmos55 Iasus56, Halikarnassos57). 


                                                                                                                                                                          
changing course and the phases of construction”, published in Hesperia 80, 2011.  
39


  R. Carpenter and A. Bon, The Defenses of Acrocorinth and the Lower Town, Corinth, III, ii, Cambridge 


1936. 
40


 S. Müth  in her monograph: Eigene Wege. Topographie und Stadtplan von Messene in spätklassisch-


hellenistischer Zeit, Rahden, 2007, addresses issues of the topography and the urban plan of Messene 


encompassing its impressing fortifications.  
41


 M. Maher also in his dissertation regarding The Fortifications of Arcadian poleis in the Classical and 


Hellenistic periods, listing all the sites of interest addresses issues of regionality.  
42


 S. Katakoutas and G. Toufeksis published an article entitled: The walls of ancient Pharsala (in Greek), 


in 1994 (proceedings of the conference: Thessaly, fifteen years of archaeologcal research 1975-1990, 


results and perspectives) examining walls with regard to their construction, their typology and dating 


and discern the main building phases.  
43


 Typaldou-Fakiris, C. Villes fortifiées de Phocide. Et la III guerre sacrée (356-346 J.C.), Provence, 2004. 
44


 Α. Κ. Portelanos in his dissertation entitled: Ancient Aetolian fortifications (in Greek), Αthens, 1998 


lists all the sites of the region providing informations on the local history and topography of each one.  
45


 G. Thomas in his dissertation, Ancient fortifications in Kephalonia, Athens, 2009 (in Greek) deals with 


the fortifications of Kephalonia in a broader constructional aspect inclined to represent their form and 


static behavior. 
46


 Th. Stefanidou – Tiveriou, in the first monograph of the series for the Dion excavations: Dion 


Excavations I, The fortification, Thessaloniki 1998 (in Greek) presents the fortification of Dion, an 


important site in the commuting route between Macedonia and Thessaly. Architectural elements of the 


fortification (gates, towers, curtains) are examined and building phases are discerned.  
47


 In the volume Die Stadtmauer von Samos, Samos XV, Bonn, 1978, the researcher H. Kienast deals with 


the urban fortifications of Samos, describing, analyzing and noting various subjects basing on 


observations and architectural drawings. 
48


 M. Filimonos- Tsopotou examines the remains of the urban Hellenistic fortification of Rhodes (in 


Greek), Athens, 2004, and after analyzing them thoroughly and comparing the remains with Philon’s 


testimony concludes on the actual fortification that Philo witnessed as well as a philological restoration 


of the Rhodian wall.  
49


 X N. Allegro - M. Ricciardi, Gortina, IV: Le fortificazioni di età ellenistica, 1999. 
50


 An attempt in determining the chronology of the wall of Ilion basing on new data such as building 


traces, finds, the temple of Athena of the 3
rd


 century BC etc., is demonstrated by B. Tekhök in his article:  


The city wall of Ilion. New Evidence and Dating, Studia Troica 10, 2000, 85-95. 
51


 A. Schultz, Die Stadtmauern von Neandria in der Troas, Asia Minor Studien 38, Bohn, 2000. Of 


particular interest in this study is that reference is made besides the city walls of Neandria to other 30 


fortified positions in the Troas.  
52


 The article entitled On the dating of the city walls of Ephesos (by H. Malay et al., E. Atalay Memorial, 


Izmir, 1991, 137-144) by  Özyigit Ö., scrutinizes the Ephesian wall, as well as the article of M. Kerschner 


entitled: Neue Forschungen zu den Befestigungen von Ephesos in archaischer und klassischer Zeit: 


Archäologischer Befund und Schriftquellen, Focus on Fortifications 2, 337-350.  
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Published literature associated with free-standing towers, outposts, forts or networks 


of fortifications, i.e. border forts, monitoring forts, rural fortifications in the Aegean 


islands and in other territories of the ancient world is much substantial for the scope of 


this research58. To mention but a few: for the Aegean islands a lot of research has been 


carried out mainly in the Cyclades59 (Andros60,Siphnos61, Paros62, Naxos63, Amorgos64), 


                                                                                                                                                                          
53


 Th.Wiegang- H. Schrader, Priene. Ergebnisse der Ausgrabungen und Untersuchungen in den Jahren 


1985-1898, Berlin, and more recently U. Ruppe’s: Neue Forschungen an der Stadtmauer von Priene, 


IstMitt 57, 2007, 271 – 322.  
54


 A. von Gerkan, Die Stadtmauern, Milet II, 3, Berlin 1935; main contribution of this study is the analysis, 


representation and interpretation of the southern cross-wall of Miletus as well as the constructional 


phases of the gates to the city.  
55


 F. Krischen, Die Befestigungen von Herakleia am Latmos, Milet III, 2, Berlin, 1922, offers with his study 


very picturesque representations and inspiring designs.  
56


 The study of C. Franco, Le mura di Iasos. Riflessioni tra archeologia e storia, No 56, juxtaposes the 


Iasian fortifications with the archaeological and historical record. 
57


 P. Pedersen’s analytical article: The city wall of Halikarnassos, presented in the proceedings of the 


conference for Hellenistic Caria of 2011, provides the most recent treatment on the subject.   
58


 Indicative on the subject is the study of R. Osborne entitled:  Les fortifications rurales, published in 


Doss. Archéologie 172. Among others the author refers to isolated free standing towers (circular or 


rectangular) existing in various territories of Greece, like Thasos, Kea, Siphnos, Seriphos, Andros etc.  
59


 L. Haselberger in 1978 and through his unpublished dissertation Befestigte Turmgehöfte im 


Hellenismus auf den Kykladeninseln Naxos Andros und Keos, approached the freestanding towers as well 


as fortified farmsteads of the Cyclades. He provided thorough documentation and a synthetic view 


regarding their purpose.  More recently a general overview is offered in an article of L. Mendoni in 1998, 


on the same topic (Ancient towers in Cyclades, in Greek, in a collective volume) illustrating 


photographical documentation of the monuments.  
60


 A. Koutsoukou and K. Kanellopoulos in their article: Towers from North-West Andros published in the 


annals of BSA 85, 1990, 155-174, approach architecturally these constructions, correlating elements of 


natural geography and local history.  
61


 N.G. Ashton in his monograph entitled:  Siphnos: Ancient towers, Athens, 1991, provides a catalogue 


of all the towers on the island with a brief description of the remains. His most important contribution is 


the effort to restore the visual connection system of the island, its initiatives and its operation. 
62


 L. Haselberger’s , Der Paläopyrgos von Naoussa auf Paros, AA 1978, offers a thorough architectural 


analysis of the monument trying to appreciate use, function and purpose of similar constructions on the 


islands of the Aegean.  
63


L. Haselberger’s article: Der Pyrgos Chimarrou auf Naxos, AA 1972, provides detailed documentation 


both architectural and historical for the monument. 
64


 L. Marangou lists all the relative monuments on the island with particular reference to the tower of 


Ag. Triada, in her monograph on the ancient towers of Amorgos (in Greek), published in 2005. She 


provides ample documentation both architectural and archaeological for the monuments and makes 


particular reference on the status of the island and the socio-economical conditions of its inhabitants in 


antiquity.  
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in Euboan Eretria65 in the Rhodian Peraía66, in mainland Greece for Attica67, Boiotia, 


Lokris, Phokis and Corinth68, in Asia Minor mainly for fortified outposts in Ephesus69, 


Caria70, Lykia71, Cilicia72 as well as in the Black Sea region73.  


                                                           
65


 S. Fachard in his recent publication (2012) entitled: La défense du territoire. Étude de la chôra 


érétrienne et de ses fortifications, Eretria XXI, surveys thirty fortifications, mainly built between the 5
th


 


and 2
nd


 centuries BC. The analysis of these remains revealed that the maintenance of security was based 


on a network of fortified habitats. Richly illustrated, the catalog of fortifications is accompanied by plans 


and unpublished records. Beyond the framework of historical geography, the author apprehends the 


city in its entirety.  
66


 I.Pimouguet-Pedarros examines the Hellenistic fortifications on the Rhodian Peraia in the article: Les 


fortifications de la Pérée rhodienne, In: REA 96, 1994, n°1-2. Fortifications et défense du territoire en Asie 


Mineure occidentale et méridionale. Table ronde CNRS, Istanbul 20-27 mai 1993. Her primary concern is 


to investigate, beyond their defensive function, their spatial organization testifying a Rhodian 


conception of defense; she also addresses issues of regionality making reference to a continental 


Rhodian style.  
67


 In the work of  1993 by H. Münn, The Defense of Attica: The Dema Wall and the Boiotian war of 378 -


375, the author presents a research of the Athenian fortification system and of the Dema wall of the 5
th


 


and 4
th


 century BC as well as in the fortification measures and defense reinforcement on behalf of the 


Athenians. On the other hand the controversial monograph of J. Ober entitled Fortress Attica analyses 


the swift in the defensive mentality of Athens after the Peloponnesian war and the deployment of 


border forts, as well as the means of effectiveness of this network.  
68


 The defensive network of Boiotia, Phokis, Locris and Corinth and their operation, are two articles of J. 


Fossey for the first three regions and of G. Gauven for Corinth. These works, published in the volume 


Fortificationes Antiquae under the titles: The development of some defensive networks in Eastern central 


Greece during the Classical period and Les systems de fortifications de Kléonai et de Phlionte á la période 


classique-hellénistique respectively,  deal with issues of local topography and the deployment of forts, 


with their potential visual linkage and control of territory.  
69


 W. Jobst in his article entitled: Hellenistische Aussenfortifikationen um Ephesos, in Şahin S. et al. (eds), 


Studien zur Religion und Kultur Kleinasiens, Festschrift für F. K. Dörner, Leiden 1978, 447-456, presents a 


discovered installation in 1974 within the context of previously known towers around Ephesus, restoring 


a ring of fortified watchtowers around the city safeguarding the military security of the Hellenistic-


Roman Ephesus. 
70


 I. Pimouguet- Pédarros offers a thorough analysis and documentation of the fortified installations in 


the region of Caria providing ample documentation and investigating the general strategy in the 


territory defense, in her monograph entitled: Archéologie de la Défence. Histoire des fortifications 


antiques de Carie (époques classique et hellénistique), Paris 2000.  
71


 A. Konecny, dealt with the fortified constructions in Lykia in his monograph with the title: 


Hellenistische Turmgehöfte in Zentral und Ostlykien, Wiener Forschungen zu Archaeologie 2, Wien 1997. 


In his analysis besides documenting architecturally the monuments, offers a typological classification of 


construction and styles and presents the current arguments commonly used in interpreting these 


structures. 
72


 S.Durugönül also dealt with the subject in the same manner as A. Konency for the fortified 


establishments in Cilicia in a monograph by the title: Türme und Siedlungen im Rauhen Kilikien, Asia 
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A great deal of conferences regarding fortifications has also yielded a number of 


significant proceedings. We indicate among others the publication Fortificationes 


antiquae by Van de Maele and Fossey published in 1992, as well as  the Fortifications 


et défense du territoire en Asie Mineure occidentale et méridionale published by REA in 


1994. Of special interest are the most recent publications of the network Focus on 


Fortification, by S. Müth, P. Schneider, M. Schelle and P. De Staebler. In particular the 


network published in 2016 a Compendium of theory and practice (Ancient 


Fortifications) that presents the most versatile and diverse approaches of modern 


research and interpretation, instigating  new understanding of this type of ancient 


architecture, while the second publication also in 2016 by R. Frederiksen, S. Müth, P. 


Schneider and  M. Schelle regarding New research on fortifications in the Ancient 


Mediterranean and the Near East (Focus on Fortifications) yields much new evidence 


and a fresh look in the field, since it reaches other sub-disciplines of archaeology and 


ancient history, correlating fortifications with aspects such as semantics and 


regionality. Much expected is the publication of the recent conference held at Catania 


and Syracuse in 11-14 February 2019 entitled: Fortificazioni e Societá nel Mediterraneo 


Occidentale. The conference dealt with the evolution of fortification within the social 


dynamics in Late Hellenistic and Roman periods in areas such as Western Greece, 


Illyria and Italy.  


On the fortifications of the Milesian islands in particular nothing concrete has been 


published so far, except from some sparse references accompanied by one or two 


photographs or a rough sketch at best, in annual reports or articles mainly by British 


and German archaeologists, who passing by the islands just mention the 


archaeological sites they visited or heard about from local islanders.  


                                                                                                                                                                          
Minor Studien 28, 1998. 
73


 J. Pečirka dealt with constructions identified as  homestead farms and their situation within the rural 


lands starting with the example of Chersonesos in the Crimaea and referring to specific examples and 


their operation within the chóra of Miletus, Attica and Delos during Classical and Hellenistic periods, in 


his article entitled: Homestead farms in Classical and Hellenistic Hellas published in 1973 in the 


proceedings Problèmes de la terre dans la Grèce ancienne (Civilisations et Sociétés 33) edited by in M. I. 


Finley. 
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Th. Bent was the first to visit a handful of islands and recorded the antiquities he saw 


in 1886. In his report under the title: An Archaeological visit to Samos74
, he delivers the 


first archaeological information about the islands of Fournoi (mentioned in his text as 


Krousae), noting “the remains of a Hellenistic town built on a marble rock, which has 


been much cut and adorned”, as well as “the base of an Hellenic marble temple with a 


well preserved approach but on the top two small Byzantine churches have been 


erected, on the coast of Corassiai about 10 miles from the town”75. Apparently, Bent 


refers to the fortified acropolis of Ag. Giorgios overlooking the harbor of Fournoi and 


to the Hellenistic tower in Chrysomilia respectively. Bent also describes in more detail 


the fortification remains at Kastelli on Patmos, giving philological information about 


the circuit, the towers and the ruins inside of what he calls a town. Lastly, he records 


“several traces of ancient habitiation” in Leipsoi, as well as “traces of a fine Hellenic 


fortress commanding the harbor” from which he took an inscription referring to the 


phroúrarchos76. In 1894, W. R. Paton published his brief note: Calymna and Leros, in 


The Classical Review, where he dealt with the limit that the island group of Kalymnos 


and Leros forms between the Dorians and the Ionians and treated over some 


inscriptions from Leros. 


The first concrete presentation on the Milesian islands however, appeared in 1902, in 


Revue Philologique by B. Haussoulier77. There, the author after giving a short 


description of the islands he maintained as Milesian including precisely all the islands 


of the present study, except for Arkioi, presented inscriptions from the islands of 


Leros, Leipsoi, Patmos and Fournoi. Through this publication, the first approach on the 


question of the number of islands belonging to Miletus and their status appears in 


modern research. Even though Haussoulier deals exclusively with inscriptions and 


mentions nothing about the actual remains on the islands, his research questions and 


their approach are most valuable, since later publications followed his trace.  


                                                           
74


 See Bent 1886, 143 - 144. 
75


 Bent 1886, 143-144. 
76


 Ibidem. 
77


 See Haussoullier 1902.  
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R.M. Dawkins and A.J.B. Wace, in their report: Notes from the Sporades; Astypalea, 


Telos, Nisyros, Leros78, refer particularly on the island of Leros and its antiquities in 


1905-1906. Particularly they record the ruins of either an ancient “tower with court of 


the usual type or a small acropolis” at the site of Xerokampos and describing the 


ancient “tower” at the site Partheni, they correct previous misconceptions that had 


appeared in contemporary Greek bibliography identifying it as a temple of Artemis79.  


The authors present some rough sketches of the sites and make notice on the 


construction of the monuments describing the material, the joints, the surface 


treatment, thus providing dating for these monuments for the first time “in the latter 


part of the 4th century BC”80.  


A. Rehm in 1926, in his article: Untersuchungen auf den Inseln Ioniens81
, giving a 


description of the fortified installation at Drakanon on Ikaria, refers to Fournoi taking 


particular notice on the system of forts between the two islands and their 


intercommunication, highlighting, however, for the first time that in comparison with 


the islands of Patmos, Leipsoi and Leros, which seem always to have belonged to 


Miletus, similarities in the letters of the inscriptions at Fournoi with Samian 


inscriptions may include the island in the sphere of Samian domination.  


In 1929, Th. Wiegand included a chapter regarding the Milesian islands in the series of 


publications for Miletus. In particular, in volume Milet II, 2, Wiegand after mentioning 


that he had not visited the islands, offers a brief description reviewing the bibliography 


published that far, and indicating as a critical factor for the islands’ dependence from 


Miletus their geographical proximity and strategic importance for the major Ionian 


city82. Wiegand also deals with the published inscriptions with regard to ancient cult 


and sanctuaries attested on the islands. Noteworthy is Wiegand’s statement that 


besides Patmos, Leros and Leipsoi, all other islands were uninhabited and could not 


                                                           
78


 See Dawkins-Wace 1905-1906. 
79


 This wrong identification was first stated by Paton 1894, 376. 
80


 Dawkins-Wace 1905-1906, 174. 
81


 See Rehm 1926. 
82


 Wiegand 1929, 19-26. 
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have been inhabited due to lack of water; a fact that future research proved him 


wrong. Wiegand’s contribution, however, is most valuable since he makes an account 


on each island’s mention by the ancient writers grouping thus, all philological 


testimonies about them.  


G. E. Bean and J. M. Cook in their article in 1957 about the Carian coast, included a 


brief mention on the islands of Leros and Leipsoi, among others83. In particular, they 


dealt with the coastal settlement at Agia Marina on Leros, noticing that “no trace of 


fortification” existed, thus “the absence of fortifications would correspond to the status 


of ancient Leros, which was not an independent city but a dependent colony of the 


Milesians”84 and for Leipsoi that “on the evidence of the surface pottery, the Milesian 


settlement will have taken place in early Archaic times”, concluding that “Leros and 


Lepsia, and the settlement of these islands seems to belong to an early stage in the 


colonizing activities of Miletus”85.   


A more synthetic view was presented in 1963-1964 by C. Manganaro86 in an article 


entitled Le iscrizioni delle isole Milesie. The author, after a brief introduction and 


research history status, accepts the exclusion indicated by A. Rehm regarding the 


island of Fournoi on the basis of epigraphical evidence, thus including in his publication 


only inscriptions honorary and votive, as well as funeral from the islands of Leros, 


Patmos and Leipsoi making particular mention on the fortified settlements of these 


islands, as well as their status and cults as documented through inscriptions.  


In 1963, another publication regarding Leros appeared. The monograph of J. L. 


Benson87 dealing with the history and archaeology of the island is divided in three 


main parts. In the first part Benson, describes the material evidence on the island 


presenting new documentation in general, taking into account the bibliography 


published until then and indicating some modifications he witnessed with regard to 


                                                           
83


 See Bean-Cook 1957. 
84


 Bean-Cook 1957, 135. 
85


Ibidem, 137. 
86


 See Manganaro 1963-1964.  
87


 See Benson 1963. 
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the published record. The second part deals with inscriptions from Leros, whilst the 


third part illustrates ancient philological testimonies associated with the island.  


J. M. Cook in an article published in 1967 commented on “the considerable extent of 


ancient habitation on the south slopes below the circuit wall” 88  for the site Kastro at 


Leipsoi while R. Hope Simpson and J. F. Lazenby89 followed with an article in 1970 


providing further documentation mainly of surface pottery fragments from the already 


known sites at Patmos, Leros and Leispoi, while mentioning for the first time according 


to information given by residents of Patmos that at Arkioi “there are the remains of an 


ancient fort on the north side of the bay of Porto Augusta, at the inner end of which the 


small village is situated”90. 


In 1974, G. Dunst through his article Inschriften von Korsiai91, complemented our 


knowledge with regard to Fournoi. The scholar after presenting the research history on 


the subject and reviewing the already published inscriptions from the sites, he 


published some new inscriptions and remarked once more the close relationship of the 


inscriptions with the Samian record in terms of letters, phrase forms and names92.  


With the status of the islands within the Milesian territory, its chronological range and 


its evolution deal two publications from the 1980s. In particular, the extensive article 


of M. Piérart, Athenes et Milet, II. L'organisation du territoire, published in 198593, 


approaches issues of cult, administration and general organisation of the territory 


within the Milesian state for the islands of Leros, Patmos and Leipsoi, whilst the same 


perspective offers the published dissertation of N. Ehrhardt, in 1988: Milet und seine 


Kolonien for the whole group of islands94.  
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 See Piérart 1985. 
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With the island of Arkioi deals exclusively an article of 1999 by G. Pikoulas. The author 


after visiting the island provides documentation on the island’s antiquities including it 


along with Farmakonisi and Agathonisi to the Milesian islands95. In particular, he 


describes the ancient installation at Porto Augusta publishing a rough sketch of the site 


and indicating a possible chronology.  


The same is true for two publications of P. Triantafyllidis regarding Agathonisi96. In 


2006, an article he published provided exhaustive documentation on ancient 


testimonies regarding the island, as well as a list of all the standing monuments. The 


ancient fortified installation at Kastraki is the focus of the latter publication under the 


title: Agathonisi on the frontier. The excavation research at Kastraki (2006 - 2010). 


There, ample documentation is provided for the previously unknown and 


undocumented archaeological site. An extensive description of the fortification and 


space configuration inside the ancient establishment is being given, accompanied by 


drawings and photographs, as well as references are made on the island’s productive 


activities as these were attested through the rich archaeological material revealed 


during excavation.  


Worth mentioning are also the relative entries in Hansen’s and Nielsen’s Inventory of 


Archaic and Classical poleis, published in 2004, dealing with the status of the islands, 


presenting for each island and as a group, all modern research carried out in the field, 


as well as each island’s mention in ancient texts in particular97. 


We should also mention the guide book, published in 2006 by A. Dreliosi and M. 


Michailidou, by the Greek Ministry of Culture98, under the title: Leros, from Prehistory 


to Middle Ages. In this publication, finds from research carried out on the island of 


Leros in the form of rescue excavations are illustrated, as well as a brief chronicle on 


the island’s history and archaeology, including description and documentation of the 


most important sites on the island.  
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Lastly, we should mention in this list of research history regarding the Milesian islands 


a very recent article (2017) signed by H. Brückner, A. Herda, M. Kerschner, M. 


Müllenhoff and F. Stock99, under the title: Life cycle of estuarine islands — From the 


formation to the landlocking of former islands in the environs of Miletus and Ephesos in 


western Asia Minor (Turkey), dealing with the islands of the former Latmian Gulf, their 


landlocking procedure and the transition of the Milesian archipelago into a peninsula 


and finally into a part of the floodplain. In their presentation, they note the names of 


these islands as attested by ancient sources, providing for their identification within 


the modern plain of the Maeander and list the existing monuments or antiquities from 


the sites of interest.    
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1.3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND PRESENTATION LAYOUT 


 


At the outset, this study comprises mainly in presenting a great deal of fieldwork and 


its interpretation through working in a library. Sites were selectively included in this 


study, if they satisfied only two conditions: that the island had direct philological or 


material evidence associating it with Miletus and that it possessed a fortified 


establishment to some extent. Thus, relying upon an overview of the relevant 


bibliography, the present research evaluates architectural and archaeological data, 


compiles information from systematic field research and measurements, and 


approaches issues for the characteristics, the building technology, the typology, the 


original form and the synthetic co-operation and interaction of each one of the 


fortified installations with the others and all together as a group. It draws conclusions 


from a comparison of similar and chronologically related parallels from the wider 


region and elsewhere (fig. 2). 


 


Fig. 2. Table illustrating research methodology. 
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Fieldwork included walking –or climbing in some instances- the fortification’s trace in 


order to gain an overall impression of its relationship with the natural topography and 


orography; carefully recording and photographing details of the extant remains 


(including building materials, construction technique, and, wherever possible, visible 


surface pottery); recording the different defensive elements (number and types of 


towers, gates, and posterns), and measuring with as much precision as possible the 


dimensions of these defensive elements. The scope and nature of this study demands 


that data be collected on the level of each individual site. Accordingly, for each 


fortified installation, data were assembled from two equally important sources: the 


published historical and archaeological literature as outlined above and personal 


reconnaissance, or autopsy.  


As the product of autopsy and detailed review of the published literature, much of the 


data consists of relatively irrefutable observations. Still, not every observation or 


deduction was completely black and white and some of the data were more open to 


interpretation. Consequently, methodological clarification is required to explain how 


the more subjective elements of the dataset, specifically masonry style and 


chronology, were established for a given fortified site. 


As establishing a reliable chronology for the fortifications in question is one of the 


main objectives of this study, it is important to outline the methodology employed in 


the process. The chronology for each of the fortifications was deduced by carefully 


weighing all the available evidence, which can be broadly grouped into three main 


categories: historical probability, external evidence (ceramics, coins, inscriptions, 


ancient texts) and internal evidence (established defensive architectural affinities, style 


of masonry, as well as comparanda). The last criterion is approached through plans 


and drawings, enabling the analysis and interpretation of the constructions in both a 


general and a special context, combined with the natural relief of the area and of the 


island and in juxtaposition with the location of corresponding structures in neighboring 


islands. For this purpose a series of maps, plans and drawings was produced; in 
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particular two sets of maps, a series of topographical plans, a series of architectural 


plans, and a series of transinsular visibility maps. 


The first set of maps (scale 1: 50.000 or 1: 80.000) derives from the digital standards of 


the Hellenic Statistical Authority and concerns the ambit of the whole island of 


interest. The presentation of this first series of maps aims in highlighting issues of 


geographical and topographical importance in each case. 


The second set of maps aims in presenting the geographical relief of the particular 


sites on each island in order to study in detail each site’s geomorphology, thus 


including each construction within its natural topography and highlights factors for the 


selection of each position. For the production of this second set of maps standards 


were used from the Hellenic Military Geographical Service, in scale 1: 5.000. 


The third set of topographical plans while maintaining each site’s natural contours in 


more detail, combines the presentation of the outlines of the preserved fortified 


establishments, and if possible delineates their limits, as these were attested from in 


situ ruin identification. The purpose of this set of plans in scale 1:500 or 1:200 is the 


presentation of the general form of the installation within its natural surroundings and, 


consequently, an approach on fortification characteristics that could yield a typological 


classification. Production of this particular set was based on topographical plans 


granted by the archives of the local Ephorates of Antiquities –if they were available-100, 


and cross-referenced with digital orthophotomaps deriving from the Hellenic National 


Cadastre and Mapping Agency SA. For the production of the final topographical plan in 


situ observation and fieldwork measurements that were performed with conventional 


methods were necessary, since elements were missing or were mistakenly indicated, 


and they had to be measured and redesigned in most cases. Just for the site Kastelli on 


Patmos, topographical surveying was carried out with the use of topographic GPS 


equipment, measuring more than 600 points mostly at the outer face of the 


                                                           
100


 From the Ephorate of Antiquities of Dodecanese topographical plans were granted for the islands 


Patmos, Leipsoi, Arkioi, Agathonisi, while architectural designs were available for the islands of 


Farmakonisi, Agathonisi and Arkioi. From the Ephorate of Antiquities of Samos-Ikaria derived a 


topographical plan of the ancient acropolis of Ag. Giorgios on the island of Fournoi. 
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fortification wall. The points were selected in order to define as much as possible the 


circuit’s trace, whilst point selection became denser in sectors of particular 


importance. The implementation of digital surveying over conventional methods of 


measuring for this particular monument was dictated by the unity of its construction, 


its high preservation status, its large size, as well as by the identification of a number 


of new elements that were not documented in the existing topographical plan from 


the Ephorate of Antiquitites of Dodecanese. Accordingly, new elements or differences 


observed in relation to the available topographical plans have been noted in all the 


monuments under consideration; however, their smaller size made possible to 


measure them with conventional methods, since measuring accuracy could approach 


the class of few centimeters (up to 10 cm). 


The fourth set comprises of drawings mainly ground-plans, elevations and cross-


sections in 1:100 and 1:50 scale. The state of preservation of each monument, sectors 


of the fortifications maintained in good condition, as well as constructional details of 


interest were documented architecturally in detail. These architectural designs were 


made from scratch, entirely by hand with pencil during fieldwork, except for the cases 


of Kastraki in Agathonisi and Farmakonisi, where appropriate and reliable designs were 


available. The monuments were measured with conventional methods of architectural 


documentation and accuracy approaches up to 1-3cm. For their final presentation, 


they were digitized or replicated and processed appropriately. 


In order to verify visual linkage among the individual sites with each other and to draw 


conclusions on visual communication and the possible formation of a defensive 


network, a sketch mapping visibility was carried out on each site, i.e. from towers 


situated at the highest point of the natural relief in each case. Specifically, the outlines 


of the neighboring islands as these projected above the sea-horizon from each site 


were designed with just the use of a standard magnetic compass and their projection 


ranges were noted in degrees. The sketch was conducted in scale with regard to length 


class and proportionally for the class of height (fig.3). Data collected from this chart 


were put on digital cartographic standards from Google Earth for each area, through 
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the utilization of CAD design application, delivering thus a visibility map for each 


monument. 


 


Fig.3. Mapping visibility. Sample sketch (viewshed from Fournoi, site Ag. Giorgios). 


It is necessary to stress the contribution of this study in the effort to systematically 


document -mainly through designs- fortification installations, since -in most cases- no 


detailed architectural documentation had ever been conducted in the past for these 


monuments. At the very best only topographical plans were in some cases available by 


the local Ephorates of Antiquitites, which nevertheless proved very useful as starting 


and reference points. Here and for the first time, large scale drawings (1:50 / 1: 100), 


with dense informative material, deriving from meticulous measurements and in situ 


observation is being delivered. Documentation material presented in this research is 


enriched by pictures and photographs of particular elements under examination, thus 


complementing text and drawings. This material was also produced in situ by the 


author or derives from the archival collection of the Ephorate of Antiquities of 


Dodecanese and of Samos-Ikaria respectively, if indicated so in the image captions.  


The structure of this study primarily aims in dealing thoroughly with the architecture of 


the fortified installations, exploiting qualitative elements or measurements in 


combination with relevant bibliographic references and the existing archaeological 


documentation. In the first chapters the historical and natural context of the research 


is featured, in order to outline the general picture, within which these constructions 
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are encompassed. Thereafter, topography, site selection and the architectural 


monuments of each island are described in detail whilst maps, drawings, photographs 


and other documentation material is illustrated. 


The main body of the study concerns architectural and functional analysis of 


characteristic features of the fortifications. In particular, sections of walls, foundations, 


towers, gates, posterns are analyzed, while architectural elements that have been 


formed in the inner space of the circuits and in the exterior are commented, 


emphasizing particularly in  the formation of accesses and harbor installations. Aiming 


in a philological restoration of the installations, particular attention is being paid in 


understanding the constructions within their natural topography, their formation, their 


building technology, as well as in highlighting elements that are either inconspicuous 


either lost. 


Analysis proceeds in detail, wherever necessary, in order to present more remarkable 


features, such as construction materials, means of forming facades and masonry joints, 


as well as other rare or interesting elements noted. Presentation of the fortifications 


according to a typological classification and according to the grouping of their 


architectural components follows, which has merely an absolute value rather than 


comparative. The presentation is being completed by drawing conclusions of regional 


and broader importance on history of architecture, rural settlement pattern and 


defense evolution in the context of the ancient Greek polis. 
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2. WAR AND DEFENSE IN ANTIQUITY 


 


In this chapter a brief note outlining the alterations or innovations in the course of 


waging war among the Greeks in antiquity and in particular from the 4th century BC 


onwards until the Roman conquest is presented. Specific socio-economical conditions 


that played significant role in siege warfare as well as for the construction and 


improvement of fortifications in the ancient world are also highlighted. Moreover, this 


chapter briefly addresses ancient literary sources associated with warfare, artillery and 


fortifications. An overview of these testimonies contributes the fortification analysis, 


since the work of ancient writers and scholars dealing with the subject and covering a 


chronological range from the 4th century BC to the 1st century AD, has been generally 


proved to be essential in the study of fortifications. Special reference is made in the 


works of Aeneas Tacticus, Poliorketiká, a text written in the middle of the 4th century 


BC. A description of the work of Philon of Byzantium, in Mechaniché sýntaxis written in 


the middle of the 3rd century BC is also included, as well as the text of Athenaeus 


Mechanicus, Perí mechanemáton dated in the 1st century BC and Heron of Alexandria, 


Belopoiiká, who wrote in the 1st century AD.  
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2.1 WARFARE AND FORTIFICATIONS IN THE ANCIENT GREEK 


WORLD   


 


In our effort to investigate, appreciate and interpret the specific fortified installations 


on the Milesian islands, in the research frame outlined in the previous chapter, it is 


necessary to make on the one hand an overview of the defensive systems in antiquity 


and of the architectural vocabulary that constituted ancient fortification works in 


particular, and on the other, to note the evolution of warfare in antiquity, since after a 


change in warfare technique, an alteration on fortifications took place and vice versa. 


Since these two factors have always had a reciprocal relation, before investigating the 


fortifications on the Milesian islands, it is necessary to appreciate the various 


architectural components, their relationship to each other and the landscape, as well 


as the larger historical, political, and social factors which not only influenced their 


appearance, but their very existence. 


As significant as these factors are to an overall understanding of Greek fortifications, it 


is important to remember that a city’s defenses is more than the sum of its parts; and 


the placement of a tower, fort or fortified settlement, its relationship to the natural 


topography, and the interaction of its various architectural components can only bring 


us so far down the road to understanding a fortification’s form and function. This 


picture is bound to remain incomplete without consideration of the nature of ancient 


Greek warfare and its evolution mainly in the Classical and Hellenistic periods. As it is 


so often the case, spurred on by the shifting political and historical happenings of the 


time, this evolution witnessed several new technological innovations developed in its 


wake. And here, the shift in emphasis from the time-honoured pitched hoplite battles 


to the introduction of artillery and its use in siege warfare had a direct impact on 


fortifications. Another great factor that affected the choice of erecting fortifications 
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besides the evolution of artillery was as J. Ober and B.R. Weingast recently pointed out 


the evolution of political regimes in ancient Greece. To put it simply, the more 


democratic a city becomes or the more democracies established, the more 


investments in fortifications are attested101.  


Fortification as a phenomenon goes back to the dawn of civilization, but an extensive 


cataloguing of fortifications from prehistoric times and in geographical areas besides 


the Aegean world goes beyond the scope of this study. We can only note that walling a 


city was not a casual decision. In any pre-modern society, even one that was as 


relatively prosperous as ancient Greece, the construction, maintenance, and manning 


of fortification walls entailed a huge cost. Frederiksen is surely right to say that “city 


walls belong to the category of public architecture and must have constituted the most 


expensive and laborious undertaking for the communities that built them.102” Yet the 


no-wall option seems to have become less attractive over time. As Frederiksen’s 


collection of evidence and dates of city walls demonstrates103, fortifications had come 


to be an important feature in the pubic architecture of a number of major Greek city 


states by the early 5th century BC. By the later Classical and Hellenistic period, Greek 


city walls had become, on the average, much more substantial (increasingly built of 


stone, rather than mudbrick), much more architecturally developed (towers, 


crenellations, indented trace), and in many cases they were augmented with outworks 


and elaborate constructions of rural defense (forts, watchtowers, pass-control walls). 


Even given the incomplete state of our information, it is safe to say that by 323 BC, 


most major Greek cities were walled, and the trend continued into the 3rd and 2nd 


centuries104.  


The few documented fortifications in Geometric and Archaic era imply the simple 


historical reality that traditional Greek warfare did not aim in the conquest of cities 


and territory. Homer does not have the Greeks mount an actual siege of Troy. Instead 
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they wage open field battles against the Trojans, who conveniently make frequent 


sorties from the city. This suggests that siege warfare was hardly known to the Greeks 


of Homer’s time, the very age when the Assyrians had perfected their methods of 


siege105. Early Greek wars were mostly piratical raids in which an invading army sought 


to steal livestock and destroy crops. If the enemy’s infantry came out from the city to 


defend its fields, a set-piece battle between opposing hoplite phalanxes was fought. If 


no resistance was offered, the invading army simply ravaged and plundered the 


countryside and returned to its homeland. In very early times warfare and piracy were 


indistinguishable. In the Archaic period an image of pirates as evildoers worthy of 


censure developed, but warfare and piracy continued to be essentially the same thing - 


obtaining plunder by violence106. Nevertheless, the practice of piracy was so far from 


being ill-regarded. In fact, even Archaic tyrants exercised it. Herodotus tells of 


Polycrates of Samos, who, with a fleet of 150 ships, would regularly raid Ionian towns 


on islands and the mainland, taking plunder and captives to be sold back: “for he said 


that he would get more thanks if he gave a friend back what he had taken than if he 


never took it at all”107. The activities of Polycrates, tyrant of Samos (c. 546-522 BC), 


characterized in Herodotus as plundering, seem to amount to a kind of early 


imperialism108. Towards the end of the Archaic period, however, a difference begins to 


emerge between piracy, which is on a smaller scale and lacks political objectives, and 


warfare, which may still involve plundering but has additional motives. The growth of 


city-states with imperialist ambitions was instrumental in this process of meaningfully 


separate acts of warfare than those of piracy109. 


Early Greek cities clearly reflect these initial ways of waging war, lacking the manpower 


and resources to build elaborate fortifications. Early Iron Age Greek settlements are 


usually located on easily defensible sites, such as hilltops, peninsulas or islands110. 
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Many relied entirely on the natural strength of the position and, where there were 


walls they protected the most vulnerable approaches to the acropolis. The walls were 


simple. Curtains lacked towers until the 6th century BC. Gate defenses were a little 


more elaborate, relying on bastions or overlapping walls for protection. Gate locations 


were often unfavorable for defensive purposes because the roads, which usually 


predated the fortifications, followed the most convenient route, usually a contour, into 


the city. The rarity of evidence obscures the traces of early walls, but they may have 


featured some indentations or jogs for enfilading111. Stones and mudbricks were the 


most common materials the Greeks used for wall construction. Often a stone socle 


supported a mudbrick wall. A layer of clay or lime plaster protected the face of 


mudbrick walls from erosion, whilst wood and tiles protected the top. Early Greek 


walls were not massive, ranging from 3.5 to 4.5m in height. Thickness varied 


considerably, ranging from 1.75 to 4.6m112.  The fortifications of early overseas 


settlements that developed in Asia Minor through the Greek colonization in the 7th and 


6th centuries BC were on a somewhat larger scale. The walls enclosed areas large 


enough to include the entire town113.  


Being relatively unsophisticated, Greek walls were more easily breachable to Middle 


Eastern assault methods than the earlier fortified acropolis114. Indeed, the first Greeks 


to experience Middle Eastern siege methods were the Ionians who had settled along 


the coast of Asia Minor. The rise of the kingdom of Lydia in the interior of Asia Minor 


confronted these Greeks with a powerful neighbor. The first Lydian king to lead an 


expedition against the Greek city- states of Asia Minor was Gyges, who lived in the 7th 


century BC and succeeded in capturing Kolophon115. The Ionian cities enjoyed the 


advantage of a coastal location, thus making blockade difficult, as later in the early 6th 


century BC, the Lydian king Alyattes discovered in twelve consecutive annual 


campaigns against Miletus, since he just limited himself in crop destruction, not being 
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able to breach Miletus’ fortifications116. On the contrary, there is archaeological 


evidence that Alyattes built a siege ramp in Smyrna117, delivering that way more 


advanced siege methods to his son Croesus, who starting with the siege of Ephesus, 


succeeded in imposing tribute on all Asiatic Greek cities.  We are not quite aware of 


the methods that Croesus implemented, however the general picture that is outlined 


is that the siege of Ephesus was so effective that all the other cities quickly fell118. 


Following his conquests, Croesus appears to have destroyed the outer walls of most 


Ionian cities, leaving them with only an inner citadel, much like the older cities of 


mainland Greece. The capture of Sardis in 541/540 BC119 and the  abolition of the 


Lydian Empire by the Persians confronted the Greeks with a much more dangerous 


threat, since the siege warfare that the Persians mastered was new to Greek 


standards. We should picture the Persians in general and especially under Cyrus, using 


battering rams and other siege equipment, as Miletus witnessed at first hand in the 


494 BC siege and its sack by the Persians, a fact marking the devastation of the Archaic 


city and the end of the Ionian revolution120. 


The shock of Lydian and Persian siege methods did lean the Ionian Greeks to 


strengthen the defense of their walls with two storey towers, a practice that soon 


spread to mainland Greece. But these towers usually only protected the gates. Often 


there was only a single tower, placed, if possible, on the left side of the gate, so the 


defenders could fire at the unprotected right side of assault troops121. The most 


spectacular example of improved Greek defenses in Ionia during the late 6th century BC 


was Samos under the rule of the tyrant Polycrates, who erected walls protected by 
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towers and a ditch122. Another example of stronger fortifications is at Larisa -Buruncuk. 


Its walls featured two storey towers at regular intervals, while a particular strong 


tower protected the gate. The gate itself was placed at the inner end of a gate 


corridor123.  


Accordingly, the Western Greeks may have been experienced in siege warfare, which 


they may have learned from Carthage, a Phoenician city familiar with Middle Eastern 


methods. Herodotus mentioned that Gelon proved to be a good siege general under 


the Geloan tyrant Hippocrates in various campaigns in Sicily during the 490s BC124. 


However, a large city such as Syracuse was beyond the siege capabilities of 


Hippocrates and Gelon125. Archaeological evidence suggests that the Western Greeks 


were among the earliest to construct large scale fortifications126.  


After the second Persian invasion in 480 – 479 BC, Greek warfare took a distinctly 


different turn. Hit and run raids would not suffice to drive the Persians away from the 


Aegean; only control of territory could accomplish that. Another indication of the new 


direction in Greek warfare was the expansion of fortifications127. The experience of the 


Persian invasions revealed the danger of inadequate walls, and the rise of democracy 


made it necessary to protect the entire urban démos. A fortified citadel on the 


acropolis left democracies vulnerable to oligarchic coups, which usually began with the 


seizure of the acropolis. As the focus of defense shifted to the outer circuit, acropolises 


became more of a political liability than a military asset; hence their rapid decline in 


the 5th and 4th centuries BC128. Walls not only became longer, they became stronger as 


well. Height and thickness increases, towers provide more protection and gateways 


become more elaborate129. For example, the improvement of Athenian fortifications 
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falls into that case. The old fortifications had not protected Athens’ access to the sea 


and had not been strong enough to withstand Persian siege methods. When the 


Persian army approached in 480 BC, the Athenians fled their city and the Persians 


destroyed its fortifications. After the war, the Athenians hastily rebuilt their walls, 


fortifying not only the city but the port of Piraeus as well. Although the walls around 


Piraeus were not high reaching only half of the original plan, they were thick enough 


for two wagons to pass between the two outer faces. The Athenians gave added 


weight to the walls by fitting massive stones reinforced with metal clamps, into the 


space between the outer walls instead of following the usual practice of filling the 


inner space with rubble130.  


As the Athenian imperial policy unfolded, the Athenians extended their city walls down 


to the sea.  Through the construction of the Long Walls Athens becomes an island 


separated from its surroundings. As C. Constantakopoulou in her thorough analysis 


remarks: “Athens is a ‘safe’ island because of the Long Walls, and Athens is viewed as 


the central island of the imperial world. This ‘island Athens’ rhetoric depended partly on 


the abandonment of the chòra and the consequent total dependence on imports for 


survival for Athens. By adopting a self-representation of insularity, Athens could come 


closer to the island world of the Aegean, which formed the ‘home riding of the 


empire,”131. The association of Themistocles with the Long Walls could have been a 


reality in the 5th century BC owing to Themistocles’ policy on one hand, and the 


building of the Long Walls on the other. Themistocles might not be responsible for the 


Long Walls, but his policy of abandoning the chòra and the inland ásty and turning to 


the sea was along the same lines as the insulation of the Athenian ásty, which was 


achieved by the construction of the Long Walls. That is why he could be associated 


with their construction, although, in reality, the Long Walls were a compromise and an 


adaptation to his original plans. The construction of the Middle Wall represented the 


following step in the process of ‘insulation’ of Athens132. In other words, it reflected 
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yet greater confidence in the potential of Athenian naval power for importing food in 


case of a siege. Athens could now be wholly dependent on her imports. The dating of 


the construction of the Middle Wall is placed in the years between 445 and 443 or 444 


and 442 BC133.  


It is interesting to note that Athens promoted this policy of insulation through the 


construction of Long Walls for a number of allied cities. Athens was responsible for the 


construction of the Megarian Long Walls, connecting the city to its port, Nisaea, in the 


early 450s BC. Similarly, Long Walls were constructed in Argos134 and Patrae135. The 


construction of both these Long Walls was seen as symbolic for the development of a 


subservient relationship with Athens. It is possible that the construction of Long Walls 


eventually became almost symbolic of Athenian penetration in the internal affairs of 


allied cities136.  


Keeping pace with the Themistoclean policy, Pericles, at the beginning of the 


Peloponnesian war, promoted a defensive strategy, which was considered unusual, 


given ancient Greek war mentality. In particular, unless aided by treachery, Greeks 


normally had to resort to circumvallation designed to lead to surrender through 


starvation, but this process often lengthy, could be costly both in finance and in 


manpower. The traditional method of attacking an enemy might prove effective, 


namely by conducting a brief invasion of his territory at an appropriate season and if 


he declined to fight a pitched battle, which he might well avoid because of its probable 


costliness in manpower, by plundering his farms and destroying his crops137. It is likely 


that from this theoretical conception derived the strategy of epiteichismós, mainly the 


erection of military establishments in hostile territory, in order to continuously press 


the opponent by plundering and destroying his chóra. The existence of favorable 


conditions and a substantial amount of planning and organization were essential 
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before a project for the establishment of a permanent fortified base in enemy territory 


could be put into operation. A site must be found which was easily defensible by 


limited forces and from which a large area of productive and well developed country 


could be ravaged. It must be easily accessible by sea or land so that supplies of all 


kinds, as well as relays of relieving troops, could be brought in without much difficulty, 


even in winter. Its prospect of success would be much enhanced if it could serve as a 


rallying point for local dissidents or slaves, who could provide the garrison with 


information of military assistance. Fortifications might have to be built or at least 


strengthened, and for this purpose craftsmen and their tools would probably be 


required. A type of offensive operation hitherto untried in inter-state warfare might 


prove to be a costly failure. The prevalence of epiteichismós as an offensive strategy in 


inter-state warfare during the last quarter of the 5th century is probably to a large 


extent the outcome of experience gained from similar operations which had already, 


since before the Persian wars, become a not uncommon feature of civil inner-state 


strifes. Bodies of dissidents, often exiles, would seize and fortify a position within the 


boundaries of their own state, sometimes with external aid, with the intention of 


hurrying and if possible, overthrowing the regime of their political opponents. 


Operations of this kind have obvious affinities with epiteichismós, as adopted in inter-


state warfare towards the end of the 5th century BC, and must surely have influenced 


its development138. 


In contrast to the Spartan practice of epiteichismós during the Peloponnesian war, 


Pericles employed a different defensive strategy. Instead of confronting the enemy 


outside the walls in order to protect the countryside, the Athenians stayed inside their 


walls and ignored the devastation of their chòra. Such is the image presented to us by 


Thucydides, in the passages where he recounts the Periclean strategy of defense139. 


The necessary consequence of this kind of strategy was the abandonment of Attica and 


the concentration of the rural population within the security of the walled ásty. What 
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was not clear, initially, and is considered the major drawback of that policy, becoming 


a vivid reality in the years that followed the boom of the Peloponnesian war, was that 


housing all the population of Attica within the city walls for so much time, would 


render Athens such an unsanitary environment, that the plague emerged right from 


the beginning of the war. This fact and Xenophon’s articulation of “island Attica” at the 


same time140, reflect a considerable change in defense mentality which occurred in the 


4th century BC and which is rightly linked to the loss of the empire141.   


The new defensive mentality caused by the outcome of the Peloponnesian war, 


imposed quite clearly that a city state should primarily be able to defend its territory 


than be dependent from its naval power and external resources. The result of this 


alteration was primarily the deployment of border forts and towers at the territory of a 


city state, in order to create defensive – surveillance networks. This policy is primarily 


and most importantly established in Athenian defensive strategy during the first half of 


the 4th century BC and it progressively spread to Athenian allies142. Athens developed a 


strategy that now involved the protection of its chòra. This evident change is 


manifested in the construction of border forts, as well as in the interest in ‘guarding 


the chòra’143. In this respect early to mid-4th century BC Greece saw an increase in the 


volume of extra urban fortificatory constructions, which however, are not always 


associated with military purposes144.  


 A similar evolution has been noticed for Caria. L. Karlsson studying the defensive 


fortifications of Labraunda maintained that Maussolus could have been influenced by 


how the Athenians had planned and built the defense of Attica and instigated the 


creation of a network of interconnected fortresses stretching all over Caria145. Initially 


L. Karsson had assumed that it was after the initiative of Pixodaros and Orontobates 
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that Caria was covered with fortified installations due to the Macedonian threat146. 


There is no doubt that in antiquity phases of instability were a source of stimulation, 


but to see in military architecture an immediate response to crises is somewhat 


reductive. Thus, I. Pimouguet-Pedarros convincingly concluded that the initiative of the 


fortificatory activities in Caria must be credited to no other besides Maussolus147. 


Urban and extra-urban fortifications were organized into networks around the centers 


of the local Carian power148. This evolution beyond its architectural interest reveals the 


political and economic structure of the country, since upon the creation of the satrapy 


of Caria, a rationalization and standardization of defense occurred in order to serve at 


first the interests of the Persian Empire and most importantly the ambitions of the 


Hecatomnid dynasty, which found its paramount expression in the face of Maussolus. 


The Maussolan political will in particular seems to have been given a new and direct 


impetus to the construction and design of fortifications. Under the Hekatomnids Caria 


seems to have benefited from a particularly extended defensive apparatus, starting at 


first with Greek engineering techniques and methods as a model and then responding 


to the progress of poliorcetics in a way comparable to the Greek mainland cities149.  


In this sense it is reasonably accepted by most scholars a date in the 4th century BC for 


the erection of many fortifications (towers, forts, outposts, fortified farmsteads) in 


mainland Greece, the Aegean islands and Asia Minor coast. Fortified constructions 


could be very effective in keeping out the enemy. With the exception of an abortive 


sneak raid by the Spartan Sphodrias in 378 BC, the territory of Attica remained 


inviolate from 403 to 322 BC, despite Athens' decidedly mixed success in land and sea 


fights outside of Attica during the same period. With the prevalence of strategies 


based on defense of fixed positions - whether border fortress, field walls, or central 


city - the day of the single, decisive battle seemed over. While great and important 


battles were still fought by 4th century phalanxes (Karaneia, Leuktra, Mantinea, and 
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Chaeronea), hoplite battle no longer dominated the polis citizen's experience of war. 


The 4th century Greek soldier faced not only the exertions of the march and terror of 


phalanx battle, but also the long, dull grind of garrison duty in fortresses or isolated 


watchtowers150. 


This new age of strategy, brought slowly but steadily the end of epiteichismós. During 


the first half of the 4th century epiteichismós in various forms was not infrequently 


adopted. In a period when most Greek powers suffered severely from shortages of 


money and manpower it proved largely attractive because it was relatively economical 


in both aspects. Modern sholarship seems disinclined to acknowledge that it was a 4th 


century, phenomenon151. However, an indication that epiteichismós was already 


almost obsolete by the middle of the 4th century BC is provided by passages in the 


speeches of Demosthenes in which the term is seen to have acquired a more general 


non-specialized meaning152.  


 


Fig.4. The first non torsion catapult, as restored by Marsden (Marsden 1979, fig. 56). 


Meanwhile, at the dawn of the 4th century BC, in Sicily, the first non-torsion catapult 


was invented and it was widely adopted across the Greek world within a few decades 
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(fig. 4). However, the attribution of catapult’s invention to Dionysios I of Syracuse and 


its use for the first time as an aggressive weapon against the Carthaginians in Motya in 


397 BC153 seems to need revising. The findings from Palaipaphos of Cyprus prove that 


the Persians, already in the early 5th century BC had some type of ballistic machines, 


although literary sources do not make any reference154. Moreover, a recent similar 


finding in Phocaea155, in particular a stone catapult ball found in an Archaic layer of 564 


BC probably indicates that Polyainus' passage corresponds to the historical reality of 


that time156. It is likely that some sort of catapult was already known in the East and 


then moved to the West. Dionysios had the opportunity, therefore, to bring together 


the best engineers, who made new discoveries and gave a major boost to the war 


mechanics157. This revolutionary weapon was further developed by the Macedonian 


kings, Philip II and Alexander, during the reign of which a real revolution in siegecraft 


took place. Torsion catapults with twisted nerve strips for multiplication of torsion 


were manufactured158. So, in the siege of Tyre in 332 BC, Alexander uses stone 


throwing catapults for the first time against the walls of the city. The literary sources 


agree that the greatest technological advances in mechanical engineering took place 


between 339 and 331 BC. The sieges of Salamis in Cyprus, in 307 BC and the siege of 


Rhodes in 305-304 BC by Demetrios are the hallmark of ancient Greek poliorcetic 


techniques. It was then that, the three-talented stone-throwers and the huge movable 


towers housing artillery, with a height of more than 90 cubits, known as helépoleis, 


were built. The catapults were now able to launch 4- cubit arrows (1.85m), or balls 


having weight 3 talents (78kg) to a distance of more than one stadium (c. 180m). Along 


with the evolution of the machines in the 4th century BC there is also a growing 
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professionalism in the army classes as a result of the deep political and military 


antagonism between the monarchs159. 


These inventions changed radically the design and construction of fortifications during 


the course of the 4th century BC. Siegecraft and fortifications developed 


simultaneously, nevertheless during the second half of the century the development of 


the first had a clear superiority over the latter. A comparison between sieges that took 


place between 322-303 BC implies that during the period immediately after 


Alexander's death most sieges had a positive outcome, emphasizing particularly in the 


years 307-303 BC, a period during which out of 21 sieges that took place only that of 


Rhodes failed160. F.E. Winter believes that the machines that most cities possessed 


even at the end of the 4th century BC were limited to arrow-shooting catapults 


(oxybeleís) and some small caliber stone-throwers (lithoboloí)161. Marsden's great Mark 


IIIB stone-thrower, developed by Alexander's engineers, was only at the disposal of 


powerful successors162. So, the Rhodians for example, in order to neutralize the 


machines of Demetrius, shot at night 800 burning arrows and 1.500 arrows, not 


balls163. The great discovery of the second half of the 4th century BC was the realization 


that ballistic machines could serve effectively and safely not only the offenders but the 


defenders as well. So, cities began equipping themselves with relevant defensive 


artillery. For the first time, the use of catapults for defense was reported during the 


siege of Perinthos by Philip II in 340 BC164. 


Fortifications that were built during this period, i.e. at the end of the 4th to the 


beginning of the 3rd century BC adapt to the new requirements. Existing fortifications 


are reinforced or repaired, while designs on new defensive enclosures are ruled by the 


new principles of warfare165. They must be more resistant to catapult shots and they 
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must become suitable for installing and effectively deploying defensive machines. For 


example, in the period before the great evolution of siege machines, wall thickness 


was mainly related to its static efficiency and to the desired wall-walk width, which 


was formed for soldier movement. Since the 4th century BC, when stone-throwing 


catapults came systematically in use, the walls’ thickness increases in such a degree 


that a width of over 4m should not be considered exceptional, since it has been 


attested in several ancient fortifications.  


The increase in wall thickness observed in fortifications of this particular period 


imposed an improvement in the structure of walls in curtains and towers. The faces of 


the walls are bind, commonly, to the central core of the masonry in some way or 


other, either with headers and through-stones or by constructing short cross-walls 


running from face to face, dividing the interior into a series of compartments. As a 


result of the use of headers and stretchers, the surface pattern of the faces (the only 


part of the wall visible when complete) resembles that of woven cloth; for this reason 


the technique acquired its nickname of emplektón, “interwoven”166. This technique 


had the additional advantage of preventing the collapse of large sections of the wall 


once a breach had been made. Another method was to increase the stability of the 


core itself by using larger stones, laid in courses, rather than rubble thrown in at 


random167.  


Treatment of wall facades does also alter in this period for reasons that have been 


associated not only with the aesthetic presentation of walls but with extensive use of 


artillery. Desire to impress spectator may account for the occurrence -especially 


noticeable in small towns- of neater masonry around the gateways and on towers  


comparing to less conspicuous sectors, where, however, meticulous workmanship 


would not have been structurally obligatory, as is often the case in intermingling of 


styles in the same monument, i.e. polygonal or trapezoidal with ashlar168. Until very 
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recently, these divergencies in a wall were accepted automatically as evidence for 


distinct periods, but more careful observation has established that, at a number of 


sites, the styles merge into one another or are intermingled in a manner which proves 


contemporaneity.   


When the ram became a common menace and, still more, when the heavy stone-


throwing catapult added another danger -higher above ground-, bossing also proved 


able to deflect the blow and so reduce its violence169.  There were three recognized 


means of safeguarding a wall against demolition. Blocks of the largest possible size 


were requisite in the hope that their weight would keep them immovable, but it was 


almost equally important to shape them carefully and so fit them together that none 


could readily be dislodged; moreover, it was believed that some methods of treating 


the surface would be more resistant than others to rams or bombardment by 


catapults. For example, acute joint angles were more liable to breakage, hence they 


seldom predominate. Opinions obviously differed as to which type of shape and 


surface gave the utmost security, but every type entailed protracted work by masons. 


Ancient sources about fortifications propose three types of surface treatment effective 


against bombardment: blocks should be rough faced, or pointed, or should protrude as 


much as a span (0.19m) from the vicinity of a joint, which will then be out of reach to a 


ball of the normal size. Of course the higher the standards of masonry the less peril the 


wall would expect to face170.  


Tower dimensions do also differ significantly in this period. First of all, their placement 


is determined by the location of the particular sector of the fortification they belong. It 


is clear that a wall built on flat ground would accept more pressure, since on that 


terrain, various movable siege machines could approach, not to mention balls from 


heavy caliber stone-throwers. In order to deal with these machines, the defenders had 


to place counter-machines accordingly. These machines due to their large size 


demanded large spaces to house them (fig. 5, 6).  
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Fig. 5. Example of artillery placement in 
tower champer (Krischen 1938, table 
5). 


 


Fig. 6. Typical example of a second 
generation artillery tower at Herakleia 
by Latmos.


Taking into account the dimensions of towers and their wall thickness, features that 


increase in size through the development of siege warfare as weight and force of the 


missiles as well, J. Ober distinguishes towers of first and second generation171. Towers 


built after the prevalence of torsion artillery that is during the period 325-285 BC, have 


larger dimensions, thicker walls and larger apertures, in comparison with the first 


generation towers dated in the mid-4th century BC. To the first generation towers 


belong for example those of Messene, Priene and Gyphtokastro in Attica, whilst to the 


second generation towers belong those of Herakleia by Latmos (fig. 6), Ephesus, the 


mainland wall of Iasos and Samos. Among the towers of Herakleia, a city founded by 


Asandros in the late 4th century BC, the largest one measures 13.7× 15m172. In the 


fortification of Ephesus, which was built by Lysimachus in the years 295-285 BC, the 


largest towers are: tower 7, 15×15m, tower 9, 7.15×30m, tower 29 17×11m, while 


tower 41 -also called St. Paul's prison- is square, having length of 14.60m. Inside it is 


divided into four equally sized rooms173. The horseshoe towers of the Iasos mainland 


wall having an average length of 13m and wall thickness of 1.60m belong to this 


category. From towers of the second phase of the Samian fortifications, dated in 310-
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290 BC, the larger ones are square having length of 8.35m to 10.64m174. Very large 


dimensions have also some of the towers in Demetrias, in Thessaly. We mention 


indicatively, tower 139 measuring 28.75×14.50m and tower 143 measuring 


29.20×14.45m175. The tower D, placed at a crucial point at the northern tip of the 


Sounion fortification measures 17.25×14.20 m. Y. Garlan considered the square tower 


XII of Apollonia in Cyrenaica as the largest known defensive tower of the ancient Greek 


world, having a length of 15.75 meters. The fortification of the city has been dated by 


American excavators in the years between 310-280 BC176.  


Through the evolution of torsion artillery, military architects realized that special 


attention should be paid to the stability of towers, which would likely receive most 


shots from besieging machines. Besides, towers were designed to house the largest 


number of defensive machines and their structure had to be adequate both statically 


and defensively. Marsden believes that Greeks reacting to the evolution of mechanical 


artillery, increased, at first, the height of towers and later, from the beginning of the 


3rd century BC, their wall thickness to the detriment of height177. Three reasons 


imposed tower-wall thickness increase: a) the need to build multiple storeys; b) 


stability in order to house large artillery; and c) resistance to heavy blows by stone-


throwers178.  


In this period, the walls of Herakleia by Latmos, Ephesus, Seleucia, the second phase of 


the walls of Samos, the walls of Demetriada, the Phase D of Ipponion were built. At the 


same time, existing fortifications were reinforced with additional defensive structures, 


such as the Euryalos fort in Syracuse and the north part of the wall in Selinous, where 


posterns were placed at the ground level of the curtain, whilst for the higher second 


floor larger apertures have been assumed, thus enabling defending the space just in 
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front of the posterns179. This design enabled the permanent installation of a large 


number of light catapults in a sheltered space, protected from weather (fig. 7). 


Moreover, this design made defensive sorties safer, since the defenders came out 


from the lowest, not visible level under full fire coverage. The defenders also 


controlled the ditch, being thus able to remove potential materials piled up by the 


besiegers to create an access road.  


 


Fig. 7. Engine stand at Euryalos fort (Beste 1996, fig. 6). 


The system in Selinous180, as well as the improvised apertures that Archimedes opened 


throughout the height of the Syracuse wall during the siege of the city by the Romans 
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in 214 BC, show that the area at the foot of the fortification, just in front of the 


curtains should have been protected, since it was left uncovered by the catapults 


housed in the wall-walk and towers (fig. 8). The large number of posterns also attested 


in the Hellenistic wall of Rhodes renders the fortification as an active one181. Active 


defense is tactically adopted during the end of the 4th century BC and several 


fortifications are provided with posterns. Their placement is of particular importance. 


They had to provide security for soldiers exercising surprise sorties and who should 


have had their shield-covered left side towards the enemy. So, upon returning, it was 


obligatory to use another postern, than the one they exit.  


 


Fig. 8. The bastion in the fortifications of Selinous (Krischen 1941, table 19). 


As it becomes evident, a new feature implemented more frequently in fortifications of 


that period, was the construction of outer defences182 (fig. 9). The campaigns of the 


Macedonian Kings made quite clear that no fortifications could safely overcome a 


combined attack of hostile artillery. Thus, while in the 5th or the early 4th century BC 


additional military configurations in front of the walls were not considered obligatory, 


the experience of a series of painful sieges forced the evolution of defense tacticians 


and fortification architects in building complex and spectacular fortification systems. 
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An early and most characteristic example of a ditch surrounding the wall’s trace 


standing in the beginning of this procedure is best illustrated at Halikarnassos183. 


There, in places where the natural defense was considered insufficient, a ditch was 


often excavated at some distance in front of the wall. The sides of the Halikarnassian 


ditch are vertical and its floor is more or less horizontal. In sloping terrain the side 


nearest to the wall is about 2m high, whereas the outer side is lower. If the terrain 


slopes more than 2m over a distance of 5m, there the ditch has no outer scarp but 


reduces to the outer level in a way that the bottom of the ditch corresponds to the 


level of its outer edge, while a vertical scarp exists only in its inner side. The trace of 


the Hekatomnid city-wall of Halikarnassos was, thus, very carefully laid out according 


to the configuration of the landscape so as to fully exploit its potentials for natural 


defense and when necessary it was supplemented by ditches or escarpments184. 


 


Fig. 9. Outer defenses in the Hellenistic fortifications of Rhodes (Filimonos 2004, 
drawing 27). 


Aim of the outer defenses was to destroy or block siege machines (catapults, movable 


towers, battering rams, etc.) from reaching the walls. So just before the mid-4th 
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century BC, ditches that were not unknown in previous fortifications and ramparts 


(proteichísmata) follow more often the line of the walls and provide the desired safety, 


at least in the most vulnerable parts of the curtains. Besides, ramparts do not only 


obstruct enemy’s movement but they provide for the placement of men and 


reinforcements at more advanced points. Moreover, they provide the necessary 


shelter for army concentration and for surprise attacks against the enemy within the 


framework of energetic defense adopted at that time. For example, in Rhodes, a 


difference in height of the curtain wall comparing to the outworks and to the rampart 


in particular is documented. This feature implies that the series of posterns was not 


visible from the field side of the fortification, offering that way the tactical advantage 


of surprise to the defenders185. The most striking and well-preserved outworks are 


found in Sicily186. Unfortunately, outer defences are usually not preserved and can be 


only identified through excavation.  


 


Fig. 10. Curtain wall at Perge, suitable for artillery placement (Lanckoronski 1890-1892 


fig. 49). 
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All in all, the updated features concerning fortifications of this period can be 


summarized in the following: the fortification layout includes all dangerous heights 


around the city, which if occupied give the command of higher ground to the offender 


for placing machines. Outer defences such as ditches and ramparts- proteichísmata 


become more frequent, in order to eliminate the risk of approaching mobile siege 


machines. Curtains become more thick and higher and they usually have more than 


one storey, for machine placement. Battlements at the height of the wall-walk become 


continuous having large openings appropriate for shooting (fig. 10 – 11, 13). Towers 


become much larger in size, in order to house catapults of larger caliber at different 


heights. What is more, towers project more to the field side, in front of the curtains, 


enabling side crossfire from tower to tower, thus covering the immediate space in 


front of the curtains. The number of posterns increases considerably, in order to 


facilitate defenders’ sorties, which aimed in neutralizing hostile machines among other 


things. 


 


Fig. 11. Rhodian multistoried curtains (Filimonos 2004, drawing 22). 


The quality achieved by the technology of siege machines was acknowledged by 


Aristotle, who was among the philosophers showing full awareness of the new 


capabilities of warfare. In the final words of the book VII he emphasizes that the most 
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important result achieved in this field is the best shooting accuracy and therefore the 


effectiveness of the launched projectiles that can have extremely damaging effects on 


the built-up area, and thus the close relationship established between artillery and 


defensive structures proves to have immediately sense. Fortifications of the polis 


become essential, as they are the instrument that integrates the numerical disparity or 


a possible technological inferiority of the defenders and allows resisting, even though 


connection with the chòra might be interrupted by the invader187. Aristotle explains 


that the lack of walls is a kind of invitation for the enemy to invade the territory more 


agilely; also on this occasion he proves to be a conscious witness of his time and to 


have grasped the essential aspect of the new defensive strategy that pervade a 


constant interaction between polis and chòra in view of the priority of urban defense. 


The city that represents the heart of a Greek state must resemble in appearance a 


strong bulwark in the heart of the territory, a geographical extension to defend the 


borders and regressively up to the main line on the walls: according to Aristotle saying: 


“the walls stand for the polis as mountains stand for the chòra”188. Moreover he 


declares the aesthetic value within the fortifications, promoting the idea of “not only 


surround the city with fortifications but also to take care that they are suitable for the 


adornment of the city and to its military needs, and especially those recently 


developed”189. 


Cities that build walls implement the above principles taking into account the specific 


conditions of the terrain and their financial capabilities. So, the fortification of Ephesus 


being in a valley is predominantly an aggressive one, having numerous posterns, while 


on the contrary those of the mountainous Herakleia are more passive (fig. 12). In 


mainland Greece, however, the lack of financial resources discourages the erection of 


new fortifications. On the other hand, the fact that the East and the West become the 


center of political and economic developments favors the construction of new 


fortifications there. Constructions meeting the new defense requirements are 
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expensive, due to the elaborate architectural design and construction, and because 


they required a large number of soldiers to defend them. 


 


Fig. 12. Fortification circuit at Herakleia by Latmos. 


Due to these factors the Greek cities are torn between a feeling of autonomy, which 


refers to a pre-Hellenistic past, and a substantial incapacity to protect themselves. In 


the Hellenistic period the city-state is a military organism that, in some way, remains 


such until the Roman conquest and on this aspect it builds its own identity; the walls 


constitute for the Greek cities the inviolable limit which if destroyed the city loses its 


architectural and visible environment190.  


From 280 BC onwards, when an economic crisis and a shortage on human resources 


occurred, and especially from the advanced 3rd century BC, the elaborate and 


spectacular sieges that had characterized the previous periods diminished and instead, 


cities could be conquered all the more often with the help of only troops of assault. In 


the last quarter of the 3rd and during the 2nd and 1st centuries BC, besiegers breaking 


their forces into smaller parts, chose to attack many points of a wall simultaneously 


without using artillery. A typical example of this strategy is the siege of Seleuceia in 
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219 BC. To obviate this drawback, the tendency is to decrease the extension of the 


fortified circuit with cross-walls (diateichísmata), e.g. in Herakleia,  that allow an 


effective defense even to unimportant occasions; at the same time, however, the 


possibility of an active defense with sorties against artillery and enemy siege machines 


is lost. The posterns then decrease in number, but in the structure of the walls increase 


features like slots and defense openings, battlements and towers, whilst in some cases 


the curtains may have had the possibility of multiple floors of walkways, a feature 


considered typical for fortifications of the second half of the 3rd century BC: the city 


tries to gear up for a fight that is in general unequal, in which the preponderance of 


the besieging armies with respect to the defenders is sometimes evident191 (fig. 10 – 


11, 13).  


 


Fig. 13. Multistoried curtains at Side (Mansel 1963, fig. 17). 


The fortifications of Perge and Side, as well as the southern cross-wall of Miletus best 


illustrate the tendencies of the period. For example, the walls of Perge and Side, even 


though they bear strong similarities, with the Hellenistic wall of Rhodes built about a 
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century ago, nevertheless they do differ substantially192. This fact can be justified by 


their chronological distance (about a century) and the different financial possibilities of 


each city. These two circuits, i.e. Perge and Side, have few posterns. The defensive 


towers in Perge and Side are small, unable to accommodate large caliber catapults. 


The layout of the Pamphylian fortifications narrowly outlines the residential area, to 


the extent that Perge was forced to build another wall to include the extension of the 


city during the Roman period. On the contrary, fortifications of the previous century 


are larger and follow defensive lines according to the natural terrain.  


The new course of warfare is therefore dictated not so much by the technical 


capabilities of the armies, but by the difficulties in defending the cities, which takes 


passive forms both against the Hellenistic armies and against the more organized 


Roman legions. The inadequacy of the existing structures yields a whole series of 


problems concerning the maintenance and management of the city walls which only 


but a few cities were able to deal adequately. Public finances and human resources no 


longer allowed for a decent defense of the city walls and the attestations of 


subscriptions or donations for the construction or renovation of the walls, indicate that 


the organization of a city defense, in its architectural structures and military 


institutions, was maintained only in particularly dangerous periods for the city. In the 


cases in which there is no public external intervention or royal euergetism phenomena, 


the big cities reorganize their structures through donations by important local 


families193.  


Generally speaking, even for the most important cities, it was difficult to maintain a 


high level of successful defense. For example, the viable solutions suggested by 


Polybius for the case of Megalopolis are the reduction of the circuit by means of 


constructing a cross-wall (diateíchisma) or the repopulation of the city194. It is not sure 


what measures the Megalopolitans took, however, the first solution is what Athens 


chose through the construction before the Compartmental Wall and then with the 
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White Poros Wall, whilst perhaps the second solution was followed by the city of 


Miletus when dealing with a series of sympoliteíai with its neighboring cities195. The 


situation is different for cities in Asia Minor, just between the end of the 3rd and 2nd 


centuries BC, where the intervention of Pergamene kings yielded a series of 


spectacular fortifications that speak the same architectural language and refer to an 


overall project of unifying different cities. In Asia Minor, the financing of the king 


euergétes in the arrangement of walls, having direct visual impact aimed on the one 


hand in reorganizing the system of autonomy of the cities, and on the other to become 


an important mean of political propaganda, as these gestures diachronically imply. 


During the late Hellenistic period fortifications are kept as vestiges on which the civic 


body is founded according to a rhetoric that seems to recall early medieval times 


regarding the urban defenses of the Roman period still in use. The same rhetoric 


prevails on the subject regarding models of political and social participation. In the late 


Hellenistic period, the institution of gymnasium seems to have been functioning in 


educating citizens also for war196. Citizen troops are found side by side with 


mercenaries or within the great armies of the Hellenistic kings. The institution of 


ephebeía is noticeably widespread during the 2nd century BC, precisely as an 


expression of the athletic and military education of the new citizens197. In fact, in the 


Hellenistic period the existence of a system of autonomous civic militias dedicated to 


the defense of the ásty and of the chòra continues, while the phenomenon of 


mercenaries seems to have affected cities only marginally198. 


Defense is organized on a city basis, even in conditions of danger and regards mainly 


the urban area. Only in a few cases patrol service in the chòra is attested, which was 


often abandoned to raids of enemies or entrusted to mercenary troops, or seaborne 


defense in case of piratical attack.  


Through the Hellenization of the entire Eastern Mediterranean, Greeks controlled 
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trade-routes in the entire region encompassing the Balkans, Anatolia, Egypt, and the 


Levant. The increased militarization caused by the competing monarchs, permitted 


commercial vessels to plunder and ransom and sell captives. Though there had been 


moral and philosophical opposition to piracy, action was lacking because demand for 


slaves was great, and because interstate cooperation would be needed in such a 


mission. In the atmosphere of rivalry, each Hellenistic monarch consciously decided to 


allow piracy to continue in order to weaken his rivals’ authority on his subjects. In the 


Aegean the phenomenon is perhaps less conceivable, but not for this less present. P. 


Baker analyzing inscriptions from Asia Minor and from the Aegean islands from the 


beginning of the 2nd century BC, concluded that civic defense seem to have decreased 


during the same century, even if it does not disappear completely199; Surely, still from 


the end of the 3rd century BC and at the beginning of the 2nd, some inscriptions make 


clear that the defense of the city had popular participation, as the cases of Smyrna200 


or Stratonicea in Caria201 illustrate. There, citizenship is used in organizing defense in 


individual sectors of the walls by a public decree.  


Mercenary troops are attested by ancient sources generally in ancient Asia, although 


to an extent lesser than the previous period, but mainly associated with the great 


armies of the kingdoms of Syria and Pergamon and with the city troops of the city of 


Rhodes, particularly in the war conducted against Lykia202. As for the other cities, no 


source testifies to the service of mercenaries, even if it is possible that some of them 


had sent auxiliary troops to the Romans; it is perhaps probable that the lack of 


resources for employing mercenary militias was met with greater political participation 


in military affairs. On the other hand, the Greek cities of the western coast of Asia 


Minor suffered an unstable period between the last quarter of the 3rd century and for 


the next half century, which can be reconstructed through inscriptions dealing with 
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military alliances and border configuration in local wars203. These attestations 


presuppose an inherent attention to military issues and an increased importance of 


each city’s military offices.  


It is interesting to note that the most important military rank in Miletus between the 


3rd and 2nd centuries BC was the oí eireménoi epí tei phylakeí, that is, officers in charge 


of defense204. This title that replaced strategós seems not to have only administrative 


duties, but also to be linked with the organization of the city's police and defense 


service with civic militias. Some offices seem to be specific for the military, such as the 


phroúrarchos. In the annexation of the city of Kyrbissos to Teos, the latter commits to 


regularly send a phroúrarchos and a garrison to defend the fortified site205. The treaty 


between the two cities finds comparisons in other similar sympoliteíai indicating a 


need in reorganizing the political body above all in relation to military resources in the 


cities of Asia Minor. In particular, in the case of Teos but also in sympoliteíai and other 


treaties of Miletus with neighboring cities, the troops sent as garrisons to the annexed 


cities are citizens206. Important cities like Miletus had to organize a series of diplomatic 


and financial relations not only with the great Hellenistic kingdoms but also with 


important states such as Pergamon and Rhodes and with other cities of the region and 


with Rome, with which they had commercial relations207. During the Hellenistic period 


the pattern is an effort of each city to widen the basin of its interests through the 


treaties of sympoliteíai or more or less peaceful annexation of neighboring cities, as 


the case of Miletus, but also other cities of Asia Minor such as Herakleia by Latmos 


illustrate208. 


Summing up the socio-historical conditions for the Late Hellenistic period we can 


articulate that reconstructions and restoration interventions in fortifications, 


euergetism and alignment with kings, construction of cross-walls and repopulation 
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were means that the free Greek cities exploited in order to survive as autonomous 


entities. This critical phase in the history of the polis is naturally also reflected in the 


visual aspect that increasingly seems to qualify the urban system during the Hellenistic 


period. The architectural achievements of the Hellenistic kings in Pergamon, in 


particular, as far as fortifications are concerned, become expressive models for the 


Greek cities. 


However, following Attalus III death in 133 BC, Rome inherited the kingdom of 


Pergamon initiating historically its official penetration in Asia Minor. The development 


of Roman financial interests in the Eastern Mediterranean led Rome to wage war 


against a phenomenon that had not previously taken seriously into account: piracy. 


Endemic in the Mediterranean, piracy had also its periods of decline, when powerful 


states are strongly committed to preserve safety at seas. The gradual disappearance of 


the royal fleets (Lagidic, Seleucid, Antigonid) and later of the Rhodian and Attalidic in 


the first two thirds of the 2nd century BC left the field free for pirate action209. The rise 


of piracy was felt at the end of the 2nd century BC as an obstacle to operations of 


Roman emperors. Thus, as early as 102/101 BC Rome organized a first campaign 


against pirates under M. Antonius, who received -on the occasion- the ruling title of a 


new province: Cilicia. The campaign was victorious but did not find any imitators and 


on the initiative of Glaucias and Saturninus in 101 or their opponents in the 100/99 BC, 


a law (lex de provinciis praetoriis) was enacted which declared -among other things- an 


active fight against pirates calling city-states in the region to coordinate their efforts 


towards that purpose. During the interwar period (84-75 BC), Rome confined itself to 


resume operations against pirates. The latter had served in aid of Mithridates and 


performed raids along all the coasts of Asia Minor: Samos, Iasos, Clazomenes, Ephesus, 


Ilion, Claros, Didyma; there was no city and especially a sanctuary that had not 


suffered by their raids210.  
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Romans possibly permitted the maintenance or restoration of fortifications probably 


for cities afflicted by pirates, who continued sacking and enslaving until 65 BC, in 


contrast to other regions of the original homelands of the city-state system, where 


Romans seem unlikely to have allowed many fortifications being built or renovated211. 


Generally, fortifications ceased to be generally needed upon the Roman annexation of 


Macedonia in 168 BC and the rest of Greece in 146 BC. Only some areas of veneer 


Hellenism remained independent, and out of these Cyrenaica was annexed in 74 BC, 


Syria in 64 BC, Provence in 49 BC, and Egypt in 30 BC212. 
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2.2 ANCIENT SOURCES ABOUT POLIORCETIC TECHNIQUES 


 


From an early date the Homeric poems came to be regarded as sources of military 


wisdom. Herodotus and Thucydides established war, its causes, course and impact, as 


the primary agenda of historical writing, which could encompass prescriptive models 


of generalship, tactics and stratagems, as well as examples of warfare values, conduct 


and behavior. The second half of the 5th century BC witnessed a general broadening of 


literature and the first systematic attempts at writing and preserving knowledge that 


previously had been transmitted orally.  


This new cultural background encouraged a diversification of texts on scientific and 


more practical issues, such as politics, medicine, and equine management. From that 


early diversification in literature and continuing a long term shift towards larger and 


more complex conflicts throughout the Greek world, developments in warfare in the 


first half of the 4th century BC created the necessary circumstances for the production 


of instructional handbooks to emerge, which could articulate general principles and 


offer specific guidance on the basis of accumulated wisdom or practical experience.  In 


the era of endemic warfare following the Peloponnesian war (431 -404 BC), increasing 


tactical specialization of composite forces, together with fiscal complexity and 


technological innovations in siegecraft and fortifications, as we examined in the 


previous chapter, raised higher demand for technical expertise of training and 


accelerated professionalism of military personnel, including the more widespread 


employment of career generals, mercenaries and technicians.  


Generally speaking ancient Greek literary tradition devoted to warfare first emerged 


around the mid-4th century BC213. Xenophon (c. 430 – 354 BC) is considered the first 
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writer to have broken the matrix, writing a series of monographs on practical subjects 


and played a pioneering role in defining fields of specialized knowledge that he found 


interesting and considered appropriate for the education of proper men. These 


included the two oldest surviving examples of theoretical studies relating to warfare in 


Greek literature. Xenophon’s Hipparchicus (Hipparchékos), written c. 360-355 BC, 


instructs prospective candidates for the elected office of cavalry commander 


(Hípparchos) at Athens with regard to the military and political responsibilities of the 


office and the requisite management skills and qualities. His De re equestri (Perí 


Hippikés) of uncertain date addresses only equestrian concerns, but takes account of 


military applications. In general, Xenophon’s compositions also in other literary forms, 


articulate elements of technical military instruction including organization, drill and 


tactics, as well as insights into martial psychology and models of exemplary leadership. 


Substantially different in scope, character and objective was a work written in 350 BC 


by an Aeneas, first styled “Tacticus” in early 17th century scholarship, who compiled a 


multi-volume compendium, seemingly intended as a comprehensive treatment of 


military science214. Only one book is extant, entitled Poliorketiká, certainly a Byzantine 


editorial label. This remnant contains a wide-ranging and pragmatic consideration of 


how an urban community might prepare for, evade and survive a siege. Internal cross- 


references, at times ambiguous, together with rare citations in subsequent authors, 


variously intimate the shape and composition of the original ensemble. While the 


number, content and configuration of the lost books remain uncertain, they apparently 


included discussion of logistics, finance, stratagems, campaign procedures, tactics and 


possibly naval operations. More illuminating is the wealth of information and 


circumstantial detail he provides about warfare and especially siegecraft, broadly 


construed, in Greece in and before the mid-4th century BC, and particularly the diverse 


logistical, sociological, psychological and demographic aspects of an urban community 


threatened with or under siege. It is generally assumed that Aeneas’ work combined 


firsthand experience of command with an understanding of recent military 
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developments. The author’s identification with a contemporary Arcadian general, 


Aeneas of Stymphalus, has found varying degrees of scholarly favor but falls short of 


demonstration215. Aeneas’ work is especially valuable, since he is a rare and early 


witness to a “third Greece”, neither Athenian nor Spartan, and thus presumably wrote 


from the viewpoint of a smaller and more typical polis rather than a superpower. 


While numerous historical studies have selectively drawn on Aeneas’ work, the 


culmination of that scholarship is to be found in a series of philological- historical 


commentaries in several languages. Specific areas of historical enquiry to which 


Aeneas’ work has contributed include his pioneering role in the exposition of military 


knowledge in a written medium, the significance of socio-political or factional strife 


(stásis) in a polis strained by siege or blockade, and the principles and methods of 


espionage, notably cryptography and steganography216. 


Military authors proliferate in the early Hellenistic period but virtually nothing survives 


of their works. Cineas of Thessaly (280 BC), the minister of Pyrrhus of Epirus (319/318-


272 BC), prepared an epitome of Aeneas’ writings. Pyrrhus himself wrote a taktiká, as 


did his son Alexander II of Epirus. The historian Polybius (c. 200 - c. 118 BC) composed 


a military treatise, which included discussion of tactics and encampments. The 


Athenian Peripatetic philosopher and statesman Demetrius of Phaleron (c. 350 - 280 


BC) is also credited with writing a two-book strategiká. There were also other writers 


in this period, but almost nothing survives from their work217. The military literature of 


this era included generally both introductory handbooks and specialist treatises for 


experts. Their content, purpose and influence remain elusive, though the association 


with kings, generals and statesmen, as authors, addressees and readers, implies that at 


least some specimens of this genre were assessed for their practical utility and/or 


intellectual value, supplementary to personal experience of warfare and to other 


written sources of military knowledge, notably histories.  
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Extant Hellenistic military treatises are conventionally subdivided into two branches218. 


Mainly there is the poliorcetic tradition encompassing texts concerned with siegecraft, 


machinery and artillery, which to varying degrees reflect developments in military 


engineering during this era, though literary and aesthetic considerations uncut 


analyses based on utilitarian conceptions of technological progress alone.   The second 


branch of the genre comprises a late Hellenistic tradition of tactical writing illustrating 


a schematic exposition of the terminology, structure, deployment and manoeuvres of 


an arithmetically idealised army. This category conventionally echoes a sequence of 


schematised and progressively elaborate tactical evolutions for a Graeco-Macedonian 


infantry phalanx, variously supported by different formations or types of light infantry 


and cavalry. This clear division is attested also in antiquity, since ancient tactical 


authors differentiated poliorcetic and ballistic texts, with their predominantly 


technological character and content, from the main branch of military literature. 


Byzantine military writers often reiterated this distinction, which is reinforced at a 


codicological level by the typical transmission of poliorcetic texts in self-contained 


thematic corpora, probably assembled in Late Antiquity219.  


Regarding poliorcetic techniques, conventionally the earliest surviving example is a 


short tract on siege engines ascribed to Biton. Adressed to king Attalus, variously 


identified as Attalus I (r. 241- 197 BC) or II (r. 160/159-136 BC) of Pergamum, it 


contains technical specifications and diagrams for six devises built by five named 


engineers in the past and is evidently an important source on torsion artillery. While its 


technological content appears to be intended for engineers, the received text is often 


confused and/or incomplete and in parts making no sense220.  


Around 200 BC, Philo of Byzantium, also styled “Mechanicus”, wrote a large multi- 


volume compendium on mechanics and civil and military engineering, entitled 


Mechaniché sýntaxis, apparently the first of its kind. Most of this compendium is lost 


and the survival of its military sections probably reflects the selective interest of 
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Byzantine editors. Book IV (Belopoiiká) contains specifications for the construction of 


artillery, principally torsion-powered catapults. Philo assimilates empirical techniques 


he learned from artificers in workshops at Rhodes and in Alexandria, some of whom 


had worked with the renowned Alexandrian inventor Ctesibius (c. 270 - c. 230 BC), and 


criticizes recent developments and famous devices constructed by his predecessors221.  


Philo’s manual provides two useful, though abbreviated, lists of dimensions for 


standard torsion arrow-shooting and stone-throwing catapults, a good examination of 


the formulae for determining caliber, some interesting criticisms of standard artillery, 


and descriptions of three novel catapults. Philon’s account contains material which is 


important from the technological point of view.  His debt to Ctesibius’ lost writings on 


ballistics cannot be demonstrated or quantified. Extensive excerpts  survive of book V 


(Paraskeuastiká), a wide- ranging treatment of defensive planning that contains the 


only technical exposition of fortification to have survived from antiquity, and of VIII 


(Poliorketiká), which prescribes engineering, equipment and tactics to be employed by 


besieger and besieged. Both books contain material drawn, directly or indirectly, from 


the surviving poliorcetic section of Aeneas’ compendium. Given the loss of most of 


Philon’s work some modern attempts to locate his writings on fortifications and 


siegecraft in a specific historical, military and/or geographical setting possibly 


overstate his military objectives and expertise in isolation from his wider technological 


interests222.  


Treatises written much later, under Roman rule, provide indirect or potential 


testimony to other, now-lost, Hellenistic writings or techniques on siege machinery 


and artillery.  Athenaeus (”Mechanicus”), wrote probably in the 20s BC, a treatise on 


Greek siege-machinery named On Machines (Perí Mechanemáton), citing several 


ancient authorities, principally, Agesistratos of Rhodes223.  Uniquely in the genre, this 


treatise combined cultural erudition, historical survey and new proposals. Athenaeus is 


argued to be a Cilician ex-statesman living in Rome in the 20s BC and striving, like his 
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contemporary Vitruvius, for imperial patronage there. As regards the treatise itself, it 


is evaluated from the perspectives not only of ancient history and philology but also 


engineering. Athenaeus’ work highlights how in this post-Hellenistic era workable 


ideas could no longer be distinguished from wishful thinking224.   


Hero of Alexandria, writing in the 60s AD, deals with the construction of war machines. 


Although Heron flourished in the second half of the 1st century AD, his manual seems 


to have depended very closely on the lost writings of Ctesibius of Alexandria, a famous 


engineer who lived about the middle of the 3rd century BC. The first of Heron’s five 


principal documents, the artillery manual (Belopoiiká), has always been considered 


most valuable because of its expressing in rather more general terms than any of the 


others. Heron is the only person to include any description at all of the earliest type of 


non-torsion catapult. He is the earliest known writer to have surveyed efforts to 


produce torsion artillery. Also he supplies by far the clearest account of developed 


torsion machines. In spite of his own date, the technical content of his work belongs in 


the 3rd century BC225. 


Much of Latin military writing was irrecoverably lost before Late Antiquity, a fact that 


largely precludes assessment of its quantity, extent or nature, and the differential 


survival of Greek texts partly reflects particular circumstances of their Byzantine 


transmission. Existing evidence suggests that production of military literature in Greek 


during the Principate was more profuse and diffuse and perhaps that the weight of 


tradition favoured Greek as the accepted medium for this field of knowledge. Creative 


continuity in the poliorcetic branch is evident in a treatise on military engineering 


ascribed to Appolodorus of Damascus (plausibly dated to c. 101/102 AD), or more 


probably an interpolated, multilayered compilation based on his writings226. The 


development of the tactical branch is characterized by further diversification of literary 


forms, manifested in three works written in the 1st and 2nd centuries AD, which 


differently reflect intellectual and literary- cultural streams of the Second Sophistic, 
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namely Onesander’s Strategicus (c. 47/57-58 AD)227 and two texts of Arrian, the first 


being Ars tactica (136-137 AD) and the second Acies contra Alanos (after 135 AD)228. In 


any case, as Ph. Rance stressed: “since most of the surviving specimens of ancient 


military writing in Greek were written under Roman rule, even if they drew directly or 


indirectly on Classical or Hellenistic archetypes, the label “Graeco-Roman” is arguably 


more apposite”229.  
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7. CONCLUSIONS 


 


This study initially aimed to research fortifications in a geographical region that 


Haussoulier described as the “Milesian islands”1244. The term has been ascribed to a 


distinct group of the Sporades in the Aegean and in particular Leros, Leipsoi, Patmos, 


Arkioi, Farmakonisi, Agathonisi and Fournoi. In order to do so, a necessary overview on 


the evolution of siege warfare and artillery was obligatory, as well as a note on the 


principal ancient literary sources about poliorcetic techniques1245.  


In researching the connotations of Haussoullier’s term, the threefold organization of 


the Milesian state in antiquity is of critical importance. Basing on bibliographical 


research a historical analysis has been performed regarding the city proper, the 


Milesia- the mainland territory of Miletus-, as well as the Milesian islands, in order to 


comprehend the Milesian historical topography, its evolution through the centuries 


and above all determining factors in its history and archaeology. Especially for the 


Milesian islands, special attention has been paid to published material and particularly 


inscriptions. As became apparent, the Milesian islands were all consecrated to Apollo 


Didymaeus and constituted at least in the Hellenistic period a district deme of the 


Milesian state1246.  


In the field of fortifications, Miletus is a city primarily known for the Southern Cross-


wall; a diateíchisma constructed in late Hellenistic period displaying one of the most 


aggressive designs in the history of ancient fortifications1247. Nevertheless, a review of 


the information about the city circuit and the rural fortified installations in the Milesia 
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is obligatory in a thesis having as topic Milesian fortifications of extra-urban territory. 


Through the history of fortifications in Miletus and Milesia the general historical 


outline, the technical innovations that the Milesian constructions illustrate, as well as 


the settlement pattern and its evolution in the chóra of Miletus have been 


highlighted1248.  


The fortified installations on the Milesian islands have been examined in terms of local 


topography, fortification architecture, as well as strategy and choice of site that each 


installation displayes1249. Through the analysis, various types of installations were 


identified, as well as various types of constructions. Three types of constructions are 


the most characteristic: tower (Farmakonisi), tower- court complex (Leros), fort 


(Leipsoi) and fortified settlement (Patmos, Agathonisi), while on Arkioi there is a post 


resembling an early form of a tetrapýrgion.  


The fortified installations of the Milesian islands display a variety of masonry styles, 


which cover a chronological range from the Classical and Hellenistic era. The most 


common type of stone masonry in use is the coursed trapezoidal, featured in the 


circuits of Patmos and Leipsoi, in Farmakonisi and at Partheni on Leros. The other most 


common style is the irregular trapezoidal attested at Kastraki on Agathonisi, while 


ashlar masonry is identified in the installations at Xerokampos on Leros and there is 


also the polygonal style masonry featured at the early phase of the fortifications at 


Patmos, as well as at Arkioi. The outlook of the stones is in some cases natural but 


most commonly is roughly hammered. Another feature documented in many cases is 


the presence of vertical drafting at the corners of towers or walls.  Besides these 


general observations on masonry technique that have a more universal rather than 


regional appeal, no other constructional pattern has been identified. The masonry 


styles and the constructional techniques, as well as the typology of the structures are 


so diverse that an effort to find common constructional characteristics aiming to 


conclude regional-Milesian features is for the moment futile; besides even in the urban 
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fortifications of Miletus the standard of the masonry varies considerably1250.   


The dating of the constructions, their typological classification, as well as the land 


potential that each island held within the Milesian context provide for their 


interpretation and indicate their functions. Their dating along their character and 


function indicate each island’s settlement pattern on the one hand and Milesian 


mentality towards territorial defense and land exploitation. All of insular installations 


and their evident constructional phases date in the time frame of the 5th to the 3rd 


century BC, an era when a certain degree of population pressure has been 


documented in Miletus. What presence of the fortified installations testifies above all 


is that all Milesian islands were inhabited according to the dynamics that each island 


held and the potential of each island’s natural resources. In fact, on the largest and 


most fertile one like Leros fortified installations are situated in more than a single site. 


Furthermore, the study yielded solid constructional and topographical evidence in 


addition to the known epigraphical data in order to exclude the Fournoi island cluster 


from the Milesian group, permanently. The island besides epigraphical affinities shares 


also close constructional links with the fortifications of Samos. Along with Ikaria, the 


island of Fournoi seems to comprise a network of fortified outposts aiming to control 


the Ikaria pass that was fully developed by the time of Demetrius Poliorketes1251.  


The character of the Milesian insular fortified installations could be approached by 


cross-referencing all available evidence. It seems that only the fort at Leipsoi pertains a 


strictly military character, whereas the fortified settlements at Agathonisi and Patmos 


had principally an entangled use: both military and civilian. The rest of the fortified 


installations within their own insular context seem to have formed a residential 


nucleus of a population that lived from the natural resources in each case and 


defended the island. The installations with military or entangled use as their 


dimensions, layout and actual finds testify, where equipped with artillery such as stone 
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and bolt shooting catapults1252.  An interesting feature noted from the analysis is 


intervisibility among the installations. In fact each insular installation is usually 


intervisible with at least two other fortified installations on the islands or in the 


opposite coast of Milesia. Whether this feature is to be interpreted as indication for 


fire or smoke signaling is difficult to answer and must remain open. The military 


fortifications on the islands as similar fortifications of this era in other regions were 


quite a valuable asset, since they provided for monitoring and controlling sea routes 


and promoted agricultural and trading activities1253.  


The fortified installations are found mainly on arid semi-mountainous areas, near 


pastures. The arid, mountainous areas, on top of mountains and highlands, the 


scattered little arable fields sufficed for the harvest, the production of the necessary 


goods for the islanders, while surpluses are documented for Agathonisi with regard to 


apiculture. Besides, as Isokrates informs us, the islanders were forced through the 


scarcity of agricultural land to cultivate the mountains1254. Thanks to their 


laboriousness, to their age-old industriousness, the islanders survived until recently, by 


transforming slowly the hard-rock into arable soil1255. By far, the most important 


features that the study yields through the documentation of the fortified installations 


and their function is the Milesian mentality towards land exploitation. Apparently, in 


the Hellenistic period the Milesians were eager to exploit every possible opportunity 


that their country offered: Miletus exploited natural resources in the islands and the 


chóra and fought wars over the alluvium plain of the Maeander Delta.  


The construction away from the cities of insular fortified installations is certainly 


related to sea and mainland protection of rural residents, villagers and individual 


estates or settlements and associates with agriculture and animal husbandry. 


However, the gap in our knowledge regarding the dispersal of housing facilities and the 
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organization of the countryside on the islands, the vital rural area, does not allow for 


further elaboration. Undoubtedly the installations’ strong construction, their proximity 


to the safest anchorages of each island, as well as the visual contact between them are 


factors testifying their importance. They served as observatories, places of refuge and 


defense, they housed agricultural products and surplus and other productive activities.  


For their abandonment there is little evidence available. It seems that in the frame of 


the pacified Roman Mediterranean, fortifications became superfluous and the means 


of agriculture and the architectural forms had changed at such a degree, that island 


installations and the way of living that they represented became obsolete from the 1st 


– 2nd century AD and they gradually faded out in a time period between the 2nd and 


the 7th century AD.  


The present study has been by no means exhaustive. Lack of excavation on almost all 


sites, surface surveying, as well as the few historical references for the Milesian islands 


are important factors that greatly affected research’s course and results. This study 


primarily aimed in documenting the Milesian insular fortified installations and in 


providing a solid framework for the historical and archaeological examination of the 


island group within the history and archeology of Miletus, thus covering a scientific gap 


and presenting evidence in the context of the three-fold organization of the Milesian 


state.  We hope this research by presenting the archaeological image of fortifications 


and settlements in the city, the chóra and the islands of Miletus will serve as a solid 


basis for further research in the field of the Milesian islands’ archeology, thus 


reconstituting the historical dimensions and the extent to which the great city of 


Miletus interacted and exploited the dynamics of its natural environment, which is no 


other than the Aegean Sea.  
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